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CHAPTER LI.

THE REFORM AGITATION.

The Reform banner then had "drooped over the sinking heads" of Lord Russell and Mr. Gladstone, and the Liberal Administration was at an end. The Queen, of course, sent for Lord Derby. There was no one else to send for. Somebody must carry on the Queen's Government; and therefore Lord Derby had no alternative but to set to work and try to form an Administration. He did not appear to have done so with much good-will. He had no personal desire to enter office once again; he had no inclination for official responsibilities. He was not very fond of work, even when younger and stronger, and the habitual indolence of his character had naturally grown with years, and just now with infirmities. There was, therefore, something of a genuine patriotic self-sacrifice in the consent which he gave to relieve the sovereign and the country from difficulties by accepting at such a time the office of Prime-minister, and undertaking to form a government. It was generally understood, however, that he would only consent to be the Prime-minister of an interval, and that whenever with convenience to the interests of the State some other hand could be intrusted with power, he would expect to be released from the trouble of official life. The prospect for a Conservative Ministry was not inviting. Despite the manner in which Lord Russell's Reform Bill had been hustled out of existence, no sagacious Tory seriously believed that the new Government could do as Lord Palmerston had done; that is, could treat the whole Reform question as if it were shelved by the recent action of the House of Commons, and take no
further trouble about it. Lord Derby, too, when he came
to form a Government, found himself met by one un-
expected difficulty. He had hoped to be able to weld
together a sort of coalition Ministry, which should to a cer-
tain extent represent both sides of the House. It seemed
to him only reasonable to assume that the men who had
collaborated with the Conservatives so earnestly in resis-
ting the Reform measures of the late Government, would
consent to co-operate with the Conservative Ministry which
their action had forced into existence. Accordingly, he
had at once invited the leading members of the Adullam-
ite party to accept places in his Administration. He
was met by disappointment. The Adullamite chiefs
agreed to decline all such co-operation. A leading article
appeared one morning in a journal which was understood
to have Mr. Lowe for one of its contributors, announcing
in a solemn sentence, made more solemn by being printed
in capital letters, that those who had thrown out the Lib-
eral Ministry on principle were bound to prove that they
had not been animated by any ambition or self-seeking of
their own. Indeed, the voice of public opinion freely ac-
quitted some of them of any such desire from the begin-
ing. Mr. Lowe, for example, was always thought to be
somewhat uncertain and crotchety in his views. There
were not wanting persons who said that he had no set and
serious political opinions at all; that he was more easily
charmed by antithesis than by principle; and that he
would have been at any time ready to sacrifice his party
to his paradox. But no one doubted his personal sincerity;
and no one was surprised that he should have declined to
accept any advantage from the reaction of which he had
been the guiding spirit. About the rest of the Adulla-
mites, truth to say, very few persons thought at all. No
one doubted their sincerity, for indeed no one asked him-
self any question on the subject. Some of them were men
of great territorial influence; some were men of long
standing in Parliament. But they were absolutely un-
noticed, now that the crisis was over. The reaction was ascribed to one man alone. There was some curiosity felt as to the course that one man would pursue; but when it was known that Mr. Lowe would not take office under Lord Derby, nobody cared what became of the other denizens of the Cave. They might take office or let it alone; the public at large were absolutely indifferent on the subject.

The session had advanced far toward its usual time of closing, when Lord Derby completed the arrangements for his Administration. Mr. Disraeli, of course, became Chancellor of the Exchequer, and leader of the House of Commons. Lord Stanley was Foreign Secretary. Lord Cranbourne, formerly Lord Robert Cecil, was intrusted with the care of India; Lord Carnarvon undertook the Colonies; General Peel became War Minister; Sir Stafford Northcote was President of the Board of Trade; and Mr. Walpole took on himself the management of the Home Office, little knowing what a troublous business he had brought upon his shoulders. Sir John Pakington boldly assumed the control of the Admiralty, an appropriation of office to which only the epigram of a Beaumarchais could supply adequate illustration. On July 9th Lord Derby was able to announce to the Peers that he had put together his house of cards.

The new Ministry had hardly taken their places when a perfect storm of agitation broke out all over the country. The Conservatives and the Adullamites had both asserted that the working-people in general were indifferent about the franchise; and a number of organizations now sprung into existence, having for their object to prove to the world that no such apathy prevailed. Reform Leagues and Reform Unions started up as if out of the ground. Public meetings of vast dimensions began to be held day after day for the purpose of testifying to the strength of the desire for Reform. The most noteworthy of these was the famous Hyde Park meeting. The Reformers of the
metropolis determined to hold a monster meeting in the
Park. The authorities took the very unwise course of de-
termining to prohibit it, and a proclamation or official
notice was issued to that effect. The Reformers were
acting under the advice of Mr. Edmond Beales, President
of the Reform League, a barrister of some standing, and
a man of character and considerable ability. Mr. Beales
was of opinion that the authorities had no legal power to
prevent the meeting; and of course it need hardly be said
that a Commissioner of Police, or even a Home Secretary,
is not qualified to make anything legal or illegal by simply
proclaiming it so. The London Reformers, therefore,
determined to try their right with the authorities. On
July 23d, a number of processions, marching with bands
and banners, set out from different parts of London and
made for Hyde Park. The authorities had posted notices
announcing that the gates of the Park would be closed at
five o'clock that evening. When the first of the proces-
sions arrived at the Park the gates were closed, and a line
of policemen was drawn outside. The president of the
Reform League, Mr. Beales, and some other prominent
Reformers, came up in a carriage, alighted, and endeav-
ored to enter the Park. They were refused admittance.
They asked for the authority by which they were refused;
and they were told that it was the authority of the Com-
missioner of Police. They then quietly re-entered the
carriage. It was their intention first to assert their right,
and then, being refused, to try it in the regular and legal
way. It was no part of their intention to make any dis-
turbance. They seem to have taken every step which they
thought necessary to guard against any breach of the
peace. It was clearly their interest, as it was no doubt
their desire, to have the law on their side. They went to
Trafalgar Square, followed by a large crowd, and there a
meeting was extemporized, at which resolutions were
passed demanding the extension of the suffrage, and
thanking Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Bright, and other men who
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had striven to obtain it. The speaking was short; it was not physically possible to speak with any effect to so large an assemblage. Then that part of the demonstration came quietly to an end.

Meantime, however, a different scene had been going on at Hyde Park. A large and motley crowd had hung about the gates and railings. The crowd was composed partly of genuine Reformers, partly of mere sight-seers and curiosity-mongers, partly of mischievous boys, and to no inconsiderable extent of ordinary London roughs. Not a few of all sections, perhaps, were a little disappointed that things had gone so quietly off. Many of the younger lookers-on felt aggrieved, exactly as the boys did in the "Bride of Lammermoor," when they found that the supposed fire was not to end in any explosion after all, and that the castle had "gane out like an auld wife's spunk."

The mere mass of people pressed and pressing round the railings would almost in any case have somewhat seriously threatened their security and tried their strength. Emerson has said that every revolution, however great, is first of all a thought in the mind of a single man. One disappointed Reformer lingering in Park Lane, with his breast against the rails, as the poetic heroine had hers, metaphorically, against the thorn, became impressed with the idea that the barrier was somewhat frail and shaky. How would it be, he vaguely thought for a moment, if he were to give an impulse and drive the railing in? What, he wondered to himself, would come of that? The temptation was great. He shook the rails; the rails began to give way. Not that alone, but the sudden movement was felt along the line, and into a hundred minds came at once the grand revolutionary idea which an instant before had been a thought in the mind of one hitherto unimportant man. A simultaneous impulsive rush, and some yards of railing were down, and men in scores were tumbling, and floundering, and rushing over them. The example was followed along Park Lane, and in a moment half a mile
of iron railing was lying on the grass, and a tumultuous and delighted mob were swarming over the Park. The news ran wildly through the town. Some thought it a revolt; others were of opinion that it was a revolution. The first day of liberty was proclaimed here—the breaking loose of anarchy was shrieked at there. The mob capered and jumped over the sward for half the night through. Flower-beds and shrubs suffered a good deal, not so much from wanton destruction as from the pure boisterousness which came of an unexpected opportunity for horse-play. There were a good many little encounters with the police; stones were thrown on the one side and truncheons used on the other pretty freely; a detachment of foot-guards was kept near the spot in readiness, but their services were not required. Indeed, the mob good-humoredly cheered the soldiers whenever they caught sight of them. A few heads were broken on both sides, and a few prisoners were made by the police; but there was no revolution, no revolt, no serious riot even, and no intention in the mind of any responsible person that there should be a riot. Mr. Disraeli that night declared in the House of Commons—half probably in jest, half certainly in earnest—that he was not quite sure whether he had still a house to go to. He found his house yet standing, and firmly roofed, when he returned home that night. London slept feverishly, and awoke next day to find things going on very much as before. Crowds hastened, half in amusement, half in fear, to look upon the scene of the previous evening’s turmoil. There were the railings down, sure enough; and in the Park was still a large, idle crowd, partly of harmless sight-seers, partly of roughs, with a considerable body of police keeping order. But there was no popular rising; and London began once more to eat its meals in peace. The sudden tumult was harmlessly over, and the one personage whose impulse first shook the railings of the Park may even now console himself in his obscurity by the thought that his push carried Reform.
The Reform Agitation.

Nothing can well be more certain than the fact that the Hyde Park Riot, as it was called, convinced her Majesty’s Ministers of the necessity of an immediate adoption of the reform principle. The Government took the Hyde Park riot with portentous gravity. Mr. Beales and some of his colleagues waited upon the Home Secretary next day, for the purpose of advising him to withdraw the military and police from the Park, and leave it in the custody of the Reformers. Mr. Beales gravely lectured the Government for what they had done, and declared, as was undoubtedly the fact, that the foolish conduct of the Administration had been the original cause of all the disturbance. The Home Secretary, Mr. Walpole, a gentle and kindly man, had lost his head in the excitement of the hour. He mentally saw himself charged with the responsibility of civil strife and bloodshed. He was melted out of all self-command by the kindly bearing of Mr. Beales and the Reformers, and when they assured him that they were only anxious to help him to keep order, he fairly broke down and wept. He expressed himself with meek gratitude for their promised co-operation, and agreed to almost anything they could suggest. It was understood that the right of meeting in Hyde Park was left to be tested in some more satisfactory way at a future day, and the leaders of the Reform League took their departure undoubted masters of the situation.

All through the autumn and winter, meetings were held in the great towns and cities to promote the cause of Reform. They were for the most part mere demonstrations of numbers; and every one of any sagacity knew perfectly well that it was by display of numbers the greatest effect would be produced upon the Ministry. Therefore the meetings were usually preceded by processions, and the attention of the public was turned far more to the processions than to the meetings. Hardly any one took the trouble to discuss what was said at the meetings; but a constant public controversy was going on about the numer-

Vol. II.—26
ical strength of the processions. A hundred witnesses on both sides of the dispute rushed to the newspapers to bear testimony to the length of time which a particular procession had occupied in passing a given point. Rival calculations were elaborately made to get at the number of persons marching which such a length of time implied. The most extraordinary differences of calculation were exhibited. It was a remarkable fact that the opponents of reform saw invariably a much smaller gathering than its supporters beheld. The calculations of the one set of observers brought out only hundreds, where those of the other resulted in thousands. A procession which one critic proved by the most elaborate and careful statistics to have contained quarter of a million of men, a rival calculator was prepared to show could not by any possibility have contained more than ten or twelve thousand. Cooler observers than the professed partisans of one side or the other thought that the most significant feature of these demonstrations was the part taken by the organized trades associations of working-men. Some of the processions were made up exclusively of the members of these organized Trades-unions. They acted in strict deference to the resolutions and the discipline of their associations. They were great in numbers, and most imposing in their silent, united strength. They had grown into all that discipline and that power unpatronized by any manner of authority; unrecognized by the law, unless, indeed, where the law occasionally went out of its way to try to prevent or to thwart the aims of their organization. They had now grown to such strength that law and authority must see to make terms with them. The most extravagant rumors as to their secret doings and purposes alarmed the timid; and there can be no doubt that if a popular or social revolution were needed or were impending, the action taken by the working-men's associations would have been of incalculable moment to the cause it espoused. As rank after rank of these men marched in quiet confidence through...
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the principal streets of London, the thought must have occurred to many minds that here was an entirely new element in the calculations alike of statesmen and of demagogues, well capable of being made a new source of strength to a State under honest leadership and any really sound system of legislation, but also to become a source of serious public danger if misled by the demagogue or unfairly dealt with by the reactionary legislator. Some of these associations had supported great industrial strikes, in which the judgment and the sympathies of all the classes that usually lead were against them. The capitalist and all who share his immediate interests; the employers, the rich of every kind, the aristocratic, the self-appointed public instructors, had all been against them; and they had nevertheless gone deliberately and stubbornly their own way. Sometimes they, or the cause they represented, had prevailed; often they and it had been defeated; but they had never acknowledged a defeat in principle, and they had kept on their own course undismayed, and, as many would have put it, unconvincet and unenconced. At this very time some of the doings of Trades-unions, or of those who took on themselves to represent the purposes of such organizations, were creating dismay in many parts of England, and were a subject of excited discussion everywhere over the country. It could not but be a matter of the gravest moment when the "organization of labor," as it would once have been grandiloquently called, thus turned out of its own direct path, and identified itself, its cause, its resources, and its discipline with any great political movement.

Thus in England the year passed away. Men were organizing Reform demonstrations on the one side, and showing the futility of them on the other. The calculations as to the lengths of processions and the time occupied in passing particular street-corners or lamp-posts went on unceasing. Stout Tories vowed that the Government never would yield to popular clamor. Not a few
timid Reformers hoped in their secret hearts that Lord Derby would really stand fast. Many Liberals who could admit of no hope from the Tories, were already prepared with the conviction that the Government would risk all on the resolution to deny extended suffrage to the working-classes. Not a few on both sides had a strong impression that Mr. Disraeli would do something to keep his friends in power, although they did not, perhaps, quite suspect that he was already engaged in the work of educating his party.

While England was thus occupied, stirring events were taking place elsewhere. In the interval between the resignation of Lord Russell and the completion of Lord Derby’s Ministry, the battle of Sadowa had been fought. The leadership of Germany had been decisively won by Prussia. The “humiliation of Olmutz” had been avenged. Venetia had been added to Italy, Austria had been excluded from any share in German affairs, and Prussia and France had been placed in that position which M. Prevost-Paradol likened to that of two express-trains starting along the same line from opposite directions. The complete overthrow of Austria came with the shock of a bewildering surprise upon the great masses of the English public. Faith in the military strength of Austria had survived even the evidence of Solferino. English public instructors were for the most part as completely agreed about the utter incapacity of the Prussians for the business of war as if nobody had ever heard of Frederick the Great. Not many days before Sadowa, a leading London newspaper had a description, half pitiful, half contemptuous, of the unfortunate shop-boys and young mechanics of whom the Prussian army was understood to be composed, being hurried and driven along to the front to make food for powder for the well-trained legions of Austria under the command of the irresistible Benedek.

Just before the adjournment of Parliament for the recess, a great work of peace was accomplished; perhaps
the only work of peace then possible which could be mentioned after the warlike business of Sadowa without producing the effect of an anti-climax. This was the completion of the Atlantic Cable. On the evening of July 27th, 1866, the cable was laid between Europe and America. Next day Lord Stanley, as Foreign Minister, was informed that perfect communication existed between England and the United States by means of the thread of wire that lay beneath the Atlantic. Words of friendly congratulation and greeting were interchanged between the Queen and the President of the United States. Ten years, all but a month or two, had gone by since Mr. Cyrus W. Field, the American promoter of the Atlantic telegraph project, had first tried to inspire cool and calculating men in London, Liverpool, and Manchester with some faith in his project. He was not a scientific man; he was not the inventor of the principle of inter-oceanic telegraphy; he was not even the first man to propose that a company should be formed for the purpose of laying a cable beneath the Atlantic. The achievement of the Atlantic Cable was none the less as distinctly the work of Mr. Cyrus W. Field as the discovery of America was that of Columbus. It was not he who first thought of doing the thing; but it was he who first made up his mind that it could be done, and showed the world how to do it, and did it in the end. The history of human invention has not a more inspiriting example of patience living down discouragement, and perseverance triumphing over
defeat. The first attempt to lay the cable was made in 1857; but the vessels engaged in the expedition had only got about three hundred miles from the west coast of Ireland when the cable broke, and the effort had to be given up for that year. Next year the enterprise was renewed upon a different principle. Two ships of war—the Agamemnon, English, and the Niagara, American—sailed out together for the mid-Atlantic, where they were to part company, having previously joined their cables, and were each to make for her own shore, each laying the line of wire as she went. Stormy weather arose suddenly and prevented the vessels from doing anything. The cable was broken several times in the effort to lay it, and at last the expedition returned. Another effort, however, was made that summer. The cable was actually laid. It did for a few days unite Europe and America. Messages of congratulation passed along between the Queen and the President of the United States. The Queen congratulated the President upon “the successful completion of the great international work,” and was convinced that “the President will unite with her in fervently hoping that the electric cable which now connects Great Britain with the United States will prove an additional link between the nations whose friendship is founded in their common interest and reciprocal esteem.” The rejoicings in America were exuberant. Suddenly, however, the signals became faint; the messages grew inarticulate, and before long the power of communication ceased altogether. The cable became a mere cable again; the wire that spoke with such a miraculous eloquence had become silent. The construction of the cable had proved to be defective, and a new principle had to be devised by science. Yet something definite had been accomplished. It had been shown that a cable could be stretched and maintained under the ocean more than two miles deep and two thousand miles across. Another attempt was made in 1865, but it proved again a failure, and the shivered cable had to be left for
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the time in the bed of the Atlantic. At last, in 1866, the feat was accomplished, and the Atlantic telegraph was added to the realities of life. It has now become a distinct part of our civilized system. We have ceased to wonder at it. We accept it and its consequent facts with as much composure as we take the existence of the inland telegraph or the penny-post. It seems hard now to understand how people got on when it took a fortnight to receive news from the United States. Since the success of the Atlantic Cable many telegraphic wires have been laid in the beds of oceans. All England chafed as at an insufferable piece of negligence on the part of somebody the other day, when it was found, in a moment of national emergency, that there was a lack of direct telegraphic communication between this country and the Cape of Good Hope, and that we could not ask a question of South Africa and have an answer within a few minutes. Perhaps it may encourage future projectors and inventors to know that in the case of the Atlantic Cable, as in that of the Suez Canal, some of the highest scientific authority was given to proclaim the actual hopelessness, the wild impracticability, the sheer physical impossibility of such an enterprise having any success. "Before the ships left this country with the cable," wrote Robert Stephenson in 1857, "I very publicly predicted, as soon as they got into deep water, a signal failure. It was in fact inevitable." Nine years after, the inevitable had been avoided; the failure turned to success.
CHAPTER LII.

THE LEAP IN THE DARK.

The autumn and winter of agitation passed away, and the time was at hand when the new Ministry must meet a new session of Parliament. The country looked with keen interest, and also with a certain amused curiosity, to see what the Government would do with Reform in the session of 1867. When Lord Derby took office he had not in any way committed himself and his colleagues against a Reform Bill. On the contrary, he had announced that nothing would give him greater pleasure than to see a very considerable proportion of the now excluded class admitted to the franchise; but he had qualified this announcement by the expression of a doubt whether any measure of Reform on which the two great political parties could agree would be likely to satisfy the extreme Reformers, or to put a stop to agitation. More than once Lord Derby had intimated plainly enough that he was willing to make one other effort at a settlement of the question, but if that effort should not succeed he would have nothing more to do with the matter. He was well known to have taken office reluctantly, and he gave it to be clearly understood that he did not by any means propose to devote the remainder of his life to the business of rolling Reform Bills a little way up the Parliamentary hill merely in order to see them rolled down again. Most persons assumed, however, that Mr. Disraeli would look at the whole question from a different point of view; that he had personal and natural ambition still to gratify; and that he was not likely to allow the position of his party to be greatly damaged by any lack of flexibility on his part. 
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The Conservatives were in office, but only in office; they were not in power. The defection among the Liberals, and not their own strength or success, had set the Tories on the Ministerial benches. They could not possibly keep their places there without at least trying to amuse the country on the subject of Reform. The great majority of Liberals felt sure that some effort would be made by the Government to carry a bill, but their general impression was that it would be a measure cleverly put together with the hope of inducing the country to accept shadow for substance; and that nothing would come of it except an interval during which the demand of the unenfranchised classes would become more and more earnest and impassioned. It had not entered into the mind of any one to conceive that Lord Derby's Government were likely to entertain the country by the odd succession of surprises which diversified the session, and to assist at the gradual formation, by contribution from all sides, sets, and individuals, of a Reform measure far more broadly liberal and democratic than anything which Lord Russell and Mr. Gladstone would have ventured or cared to introduce.

Parliament opened on February 5th. The Speech from the Throne alluded, as every one had expected that it would, to the subject of Reform. "Your attention," so ran the words of the speech, "will again be called to the state of the representation of the people in Parliament;" and then the hope was expressed that "Your deliberations, conducted in a spirit of moderation and mutual forbearance, may lead to the adoption of measures which, without unduly disturbing the balance of political power, shall freely extend the elective franchise." The hand of Mr. Disraeli, people said, was to be seen clearly enough in these vague and ambiguous phrases. How, it was asked, can the franchise be freely extended, in the Reformer's sense, without disturbing the balance of political power unduly, in Mr. Disraeli's sense? Again and
of a new system of government in India. The result was a series of measures introduced on the lines of those already adopted before. The construction of the new system of government for India was a process of piecemeal changes, and it was only when the whole was viewed as a whole that it was seen as a success. It was a difficult task to bring the two political parties to agree beforehand on any principles by which to construct a measure. "Let us, then, before we go to work at the construction of a Reform Bill this time, agree among ourselves as to what sort of measure we want. The rest will be easy." He therefore announced his intention to put into the parliamentary caldron a handful of resolutions, out of which, when they had been allowed to simmer, would miraculously arise the majestic shape of a good Reform Bill made perfect. Mr. Disraeli relied greatly on the example afforded by the construction of the new system of government for India as an encouragement to the course he now recommended. We have seen that after the suppression of the Indian Mutiny there was much difficulty felt about the creation again, in session after session, he had been heard arguing that a great enlargement of the suffrage to the working-classes must disturb the balance of political power; that it would in itself be a disturbance of the balance of political power; that it would give an immense preponderance to a class "homogeneous"—such was Mr. Disraeli's own favorite word—in their interests and fashions. How, then, could he now offer to introduce any such change? And what other change did any one want? What other change would satisfy anybody who wanted a change at all? More and more the conviction spread that Mr. Disraeli would only try to palm off some worthless measure on the House of Commons, and, by the help of the insincere Reformers and the Adullamites, endeavor to induce the majority to accept it. People had little idea, however, of the flexibility the Government were soon to display. The history of Parliament in our modern days, or indeed in any days that we know much of, has nothing like the proceedings of that extraordinary session.

On February 11th Mr. Disraeli announced that the Government had made up their minds to proceed "by way of resolution." The great difficulty, he explained, in the way of passing a Reform Bill was that the two great political parties could not be got to agree beforehand on any principles by which to construct a measure. "Let us, then, before we go to work at the construction of a Reform Bill this time, agree among ourselves as to what sort of measure we want. The rest will be easy." He therefore announced his intention to put into the parliamentary caldron a handful of resolutions, out of which, when they had been allowed to simmer, would miraculously arise the majestic shape of a good Reform Bill made perfect. Mr. Disraeli relied greatly on the example afforded by the construction of the new system of government for India as an encouragement to the course he now recommended. We have seen that after the suppression of the Indian Mutiny there was much difficulty felt about the creation
of a new scheme for the government of India. The House of Commons then agreed to proceed carefully by way of resolution in the first instance, and thus got the principles on which they proposed to govern India completely settled before they set about embodying them in practical legislation. Only the curious ingenuity of Mr. Disraeli's mind could have discovered any resemblance between the two cases. When Parliament had to take on itself the government of India, the first difficulty was to settle the principles on which India could best be governed. It was not a question of party; one party was as much in a difficulty as another; neither was pledged to any particular course. It was a time for consultation, for the hearing of all opinions, for the consideration and comparison of all testimonies and suggestions. It was, in short, a time of novelty and of uncertainty, when the only reasonable course was for the two great parties to take informal counsel before either committed itself to any defined scheme or even principle of action. What resemblance did such a condition of things bear to that in which Parliament found itself, now that it had to consider the subject of an extended franchise? The difficulty arose not from a lack of knowledge, but from the existence of different opinions and different principles. All that could be got at in the way of information had been time out of mind showered out over the whole subject of Reform. It had been discussed down to the very dregs in Parliament after Parliament. Neither of the two great political parties wanted more information of any kind; but both having long been in possession of all the information accessible to the quest of man, they were unable to agree as to the course which ought to be taken, and differed absolutely in their political principles. One party was pledged by its traditions and its supposed interests to oppose a popular suffrage; the other was pledged in exactly the same way to support it. What possible chance was there of a common ground being found by the discussion of a series of resolutions?
either party was willing to compromise, it had only to say so; two sentences would sufficiently explain what the compromise was to be. Each saw as distinctly as the other what it wanted to have; if either was willing to renounce any part of its supposed claim, it would be enough to say so. A suitor asks for a girl in marriage; her father refuses to consent. Would the two be brought any nearer to an agreement if they were to hold a solemn conference, and draw up a series of resolutions setting forth what in the opinion of each were the true conditions of a happy union? Just as well might Mr. Disraeli and Mr. Bright have set about drawing up a series of resolutions to embody what each thought of the conditions of a Reform Bill.

The resolutions which Mr. Disraeli proposed to submit to the House were for the most part sufficiently absurd. Some of them were platitudes which it could not be worth any one's while to take the trouble of affirming by formal resolution. What advantage could there be in declaring by resolution that “it is contrary to the Constitution of this realm to give to any one class or interest a predominating power over the rest of the community”? Who ever said, or was likely to say, that to give one class a preponderating power over the rest of the community was in accordance with the principles of the Constitution? Even if Jack Cade were prepared to demand such a power for his own class, he would not take the trouble of trying to convince people that it could be done in conformity with the existing principles of the Constitution. To what purpose was the House of Commons invited to declare that in any redistribution of seats the main consideration should be “the expediency of supplying representation to places not at present represented, and which may be considered entitled to that privilege”? What other main consideration could any sane person have in preparing a scheme for the redistribution of seats? It would be as wise to recommend the judges of our civil courts to declare by a formal reso-
lution that their main consideration in hearing causes should be to allow litigants an opportunity of setting forth their claims and obtaining justice. But then, on the other hand, it has to be observed that most of the resolutions which were not simple truisms embodied propositions such as no Prime-minister could possibly have expected the House to agree on without violent struggles, determined resistance, and eager divisions. The principle of rating as a basis of qualification, the device of plurality of votes, the plan of voting by means of polling-papers—these were some of the propositions which Mr. Disraeli calmly suggested that the House should affirm, along with the declarations that one party ought not to have all the power, and that the object of redistribution was to redistribute properly. The Liberal party, especially that section of it which acknowledged the authority of Mr. Bright, would have had to be beaten to its knees before it would consent to accept some of these devices.

Mr. Disraeli seems to have learned almost at once, from the demeanor of the House, that it would be hopeless to press his resolutions. On February 25th, he quietly substituted for them a sort of Reform Bill, which he announced that the Government intended to introduce. The occupation franchise in boroughs was to be reduced to six pounds, and in counties to twenty pounds, in each case the qualification to be based on rating; that is, the right of a man to vote was to be made dependent on the arrangements by his local vestry or other rate-imposing body. There were to be all manner of "fancy franchises." A man who had fifty pounds in the funds, or had thirty pounds in a savings-bank and had kept that amount untouched for a year, was to be rewarded with the vote. If he had given a ten-pound note to his daughter to buy her wedding-clothes, or had laid out five pounds in the burial of a poor and aged parent, or lent a sovereign to a friend in distress, he would of course be disfranchised by his improvidence. If he paid twenty shillings in direct taxes during the year he
was to have a vote. If he bore the degree of a university, or was a minister of religion, a lawyer, a doctor, or a certified schoolmaster, he was to have the franchise: a whimsical sort of educational franchise which would have refused a vote to Mr. Bright, Mr. Cobden, Mr. Mill, or to Mr. Disraeli himself. There seemed something unintelligible, or at least mysterious, about the manner in which this bill was introduced. It was, to all appearance, not based upon the resolutions; certainly it made no reference to some of the more important of their provisions. We need not go into the plan of redistribution which was tacked to the bill; for the bill itself never had any substantial existence. The House of Commons received with contemptuous indifference Mr. Disraeli's explanation of its contents, and the very next day Mr. Disraeli announced that the Government had determined to withdraw it, to give up at the same time the whole plan of proceeding by resolution, and to introduce a real and substantial Reform Bill in a few days.

Parliament and the public were amazed at these sudden changes. The whole thing seemed turning into burlesque. The session had seen only a few days, and here already was a third variation in the shape of the Government's reform project. To increase the confusion and scandal, it was announced three or four days after that three leading members of the Cabinet—General Peel, Lord Carnarvon, and Lord Cranbourne—had resigned. The whole story at last came out. The revelation was due to the "magnificent indiscretion" of Sir John Pakington, whose lucky incapacity to keep a secret has curiously enriched one chapter of the political history of his time. In consequence of the necessary reconstruction of the Cabinet, Sir John Pakington was transferred from the Admiralty to the War Office, and had to go down to his constituents of Droitwich for re-election. In the fulness of his heart he told a story which set all England laughing. The Government, it would appear, started with two distinct
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Reform Bills, one more comprehensive and liberal, as they considered, than the other. The latter was kept ready only as a last resource, in case the first should meet with a chilling reception from the Conservatism of the House of Commons. In that emergency they proposed to be ready to produce their less comprehensive scheme. A shopman sometimes offers a customer some article which he assures him is the only thing of the kind fit to have; but if the customer resolutely declares that its price is more than he will pay, the shopman suddenly remembers that he has something of the same sort on hand which, although cheaper, will, he has no doubt, be found to serve the purpose quite as well. So the chiefs of the Conservative Cabinet had their two Reform Bills in stock. If the House should accept the extensive measure, well and good; but in the event of their drawing back from it, there was the other article ready to hand, cheaper, to be sure, and not quite so fine to look at, but a very excellent thing in itself, and warranted to serve every purpose. The more liberal measure was to have been strictly based on the resolutions. The Cabinet met on Saturday, February 23d, and then, as Sir John Pakington said, he and others were under the impression that they had come to a perfect understanding; that they were unanimous; and that the comprehensive measure was to be introduced on Monday, the 25th. On that Monday, however, the Cabinet were hastily summoned together. Sir John rushed to the spot, and a piece of alarming news awaited him. Some leading members of the Cabinet had refused point-blank to have anything to do with the comprehensive bill. Here was a coil! It was two o'clock. Lord Derby had to address a meeting of the Conservative party at half-past two. Mr. Disraeli had to introduce the bill, some bill, in the House of Commons at half-past four. Something must be done. Some bill must be introduced. All eyes, we may suppose, glanced at the clock. Sir John Pakington averred that there were only ten minutes left for decision. It is
plain that no man, whatever his gift of statesmanship or skill of penmanship, can draw up a complete Reform Bill in ten minutes. Now came into full light the wisdom and providence of those who had hit upon the plan of keeping a second-class bill, if we may use such an expression, ready for emergencies. Out came the second-class bill, and it was promptly resolved that Mr. Disraeli should go down to the House of Commons and gravely introduce that, as if it were the measure which the Government had all along had in their minds to bring forward. Sir John defended that resolution with simple and practical earnestness. It was not a wise resolve, he admitted; but who can be certain of acting wisely with only ten minutes for deliberation? If they had had an hour to think the matter over, he had no doubt, he said, that they would not have made any mistake. But what skills talking?—they had not an hour, and there was an end of the matter. They had to do something; and so Mr. Disraeli brought in his second-class measure; the measure which Sir John Pakington's piquant explanation sent down into political history with the name of "the Ten Minutes' Bill."

The trouble arose, it seems, in this way: General Peel at first felt some scruples about the original measure, the comprehensive bill. Lord Cranbourne pressed him to give the measure further consideration, and General Peel consented. So the Cabinet broke up on the evening of Saturday, February 23d, in seeming harmony. Next day, however, being Sunday, Lord Cranbourne, having probably nothing else to do, bethought him that it would be well to look a little into the details of the bill. He worked out the figures, as he afterward explained, and he found that, according to his calculation, they would almost amount to household suffrage in some of the boroughs. That would never do, he thought; and so he tendered his resignation. This would almost, as a matter of course, involve other resignations too. Therefore there came the hasty meeting of the Cabinet on Monday, the 25th, which Sir John
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Pakington described with such unconscious humor. Lord Cranbourne, and those who thought with him, were induced to remain, on condition that the comprehensive bill should be quietly put aside, and the ten minutes' bill as quietly substituted. Unfortunately, the reception given to the ten minutes' bill was, as we have told already, utterly discouraging. It was clear to Mr. Disraeli's experienced eye that it had not a chance from either side of the House. Mr. Disraeli made up his mind, and Lord Derby assented. There was nothing to be done but to fall back on the comprehensive measure. Unwilling colleagues must only act upon their convictions and go. It would be idle to secure their co-operation by persevering further with a bill that no one would have. Therefore it was that on February 26th Mr. Disraeli withdrew his bill of the day before, the ten minutes' bill, and announced that the Government would go to work in good earnest, and bring in a real bill on March 18th. This proved to be the bill based on the resolutions; the comprehensive bill, which had been suddenly put out of sight at the hasty meeting of the Cabinet on Monday, February 25th, as described in the artless and unforgotten eloquence of Sir John Pakington's speech. Then General Peel, Lord Carnarvon, and Lord Cranbourne resigned their offices. Lord Carnarvon explained that he did not object to have the franchise lowered, but he objected to a measure which seemed to him to leave all the political power divided between the rich and the poor, reducing to powerlessness the influence of all the intervening classes. The objection of Lord Cranbourne has already been explained. General Peel, a man of straightforward, honorable character, and good abilities, was opposed to what he regarded as the distinctly democratic character of the bill. For the second time within ten years a Conservative cabinet had been split up on a question of Reform and the Borough Franchise.

It must be owned that it required some courage and nerve on Mr. Disraeli's part to face the House of Commons with...
another scheme and a newly-constructed cabinet, after all these surprises. The first thing to do was to reorganize the cabinet by getting a new War Secretary, Colonial Secretary, and Secretary for India. Before March 8th this was accomplished. The men who had resigned carried with them into their retirement the respect of all their political opponents. During his short administration of India, Lord Cranbourne had shown not merely capacity, for that every one knew he possessed, but a gravity, self-restraint, and sense of responsibility, for which even his friends had not previously given him credit. Sir John Pakington, as we have already mentioned, became War Minister, Mr. Corry succeeding him as First Lord of the Admiralty. The Duke of Buckingham—the Lord Chandos whose maiden speech, in the great debate of Thursday, June 25th, 1846, which closed the Peel Administration, Mr. Disraeli has described in his “Lord George Bentinck”—became Colonial Secretary. The administration of the India Department was transferred to Sir Stafford Northcote, whose place at the head of the Board of Trade thus vacated was taken by the Duke of Richmond.

Then, having thrown their mutineers overboard, the Government went to work again at their Reform scheme. On March 18th Mr. Disraeli introduced the bill. As regarded the franchise, this measure proposed that in boroughs all who paid rates, or twenty shillings a year in direct taxation, should have the vote; and also that property in the funds and savings banks, and so forth, should be honored with the franchise; and that there should be a certain educational franchise as well. The clauses for the extension of the franchise were counterbalanced and fenced around with all manner of ingeniously devised qualifications to prevent the force of numbers among the poorer classes from having too much of its own way.

There was a disheartening elaborateness of ingenuity in all these devices. The machine was far too daintily adjusted; the checks and balances were too cleverly arranged
by half; it was apparent to almost every eye that some parts of the mechanism would infallibly get out of working order, and that some others would never get into it. Mr. Bright compared the whole scheme to a plan for offering something with one hand and quietly withdrawing it with the other. There was, however, one aspect of the situation which to many Reformers seemed decidedly hopeful. It was plain to them now that the Government were determined to do anything whatever in order to get a Reform Bill of some kin passed that year. They would have anything which could command a majority rather than nothing. Lord Derby afterward frankly admitted that he did not see why a monopoly of reform should be left to the Liberals; and Mr. Disraeli had clearly made up his mind that he would not go out of office this time on a Reform Bill. How little idea some of his colleagues had of whither they were drifting may be understood from a speech made by Lord Stanley on March 5th, after the resignation of Lord Cranbourne and the others. If, he said, Mr. Lowe, or any of those who sat near him, believed seriously “that it is the intention of the Government to bring in a bill which shall be in accordance with the view which has always been so ably and so consistently advocated by the member for Birmingham (Mr. Bright), they are greatly mistaken.” It will be seen before long that the Government consented to carry a measure going much farther in the direction of democracy than anything that had been ably and consistently advocated by the member for Birmingham. Mr. Disraeli himself could not possibly have had any idea at first of the length to which he would be induced to go. He told Lord Cranbourne, and with especial emphasis, at one stage of the debates, that the Government would never introduce household suffrage pure and simple. The bill became in the end a measure to establish household suffrage pure and simple in the towns.

The leading spirits of the Government were now deter-
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mined to carry a Reform Bill that session, come what would. They were partly influenced, no doubt, by the conviction that it was better to settle the question on some terms, once for all, and let the country have done with it. But, as they themselves avowed more than once, they were also influenced by the idea that if the country would have Reform, the men in office might as well keep in office and give it to them. This is not high-minded statesmanship, to be sure, but high-minded statesmanship not uncommonly conducts men out of office, instead of keeping them in it. One by one, all Mr. Disraeli’s checks, balances, and securities were abandoned. The dual vote, a proposal to give a double voting power in boroughs to a rate-paying occupier who also paid twenty shillings of assessed taxes, was laughed out of the bill. The voting-paper principle was abandoned. The fancy franchises were swept clear away. A lodger franchise was introduced. At last it came to a struggle about the nature of the main franchise in boroughs. The bill fixed it that any one rated to the relief of the poor in a borough should have the vote, provided that he had lived two years in the house for which he was rated. An amendment, reducing the two years of qualification to one, was carried in the teeth of the Government by a large majority. The Government, therefore, agreed to accept the amendment. At various stages of the bill Mr. Disraeli kept announcing that if this or that amendment were carried against the Government, the Government would not go any farther with the bill; but when the particular amendment was carried, Mr. Disraeli always announced that Ministers had changed their minds after all, and were willing to accept the new alteration. At last this little piece of formality began to be regarded by the House as mere ceremonial. The borough franchise was now reduced to household suffrage with a qualification; but that qualification was one of great importance. If Mr. Disraeli could succeed in inducing the House to admit the qualification, he would have good
reason to say that he had kept his promise to Lord Cranbourne, and that he had not consented to accept household suffrage pure and simple. The clause as it now stood excluded from the franchise the compound householder. The compound householder figures largely in the debates of that session. The controversialists on both sides battled for him, and around him, like the Greeks and Trojans fighting round the body of Patroclus. He sprang at once into prominence and into history. He and his claims were the theme of discussion and conversation everywhere. Those who did not know what the compound householder was could not possibly have understood the Reform debates of 1867. The story goes that a witty public man being asked by a French friend to explain who the compound householder was, described him as the male of the \textit{femme incomprise}. The compound householder, in plain fact, was the occupier of one of the small houses the tenants of which were not themselves rated to the relief of the poor. By certain Acts of Parliament the owners of small houses were allowed to compound for their rates. The landlord became himself responsible to the parochial authorities, and not the tenant. He paid up the rates on a number of those tenements, and he received a certain reduction in consideration of his assuming the responsibility, and saving the local authorities the trouble of collecting by paying up the amounts in a lump sum. As a matter of fact, it need hardly be said that the occupier did actually pay the rates; for the landlord took good care to add the amount in each case to the rent he demanded; but the occupier's name did not appear on the rate-book, nor had he any direct dealing with the parish authorities. The compound householders were so numerous that they were said actually to constitute two-thirds of all the occupiers under ten pounds. In some boroughs, it was stated, an occupier's franchise excluding compound householders would suddenly reduce with sweeping hand the number of existing voters, and the Reform Bill of Lord Derby's
Government would be a disfranchising, instead of an enfranchising, measure.

A meeting of the Liberal party was held at Mr. Gladstone’s house to decide upon the course which should be taken. Mr. Gladstone had a device of his own to meet the difficulty. His idea was that a line should be drawn, below which houses should not be rated in any form; but that in every case where a house was rated, the occupier should be entitled to a vote, whether he or his landlord paid the rates. Mr. Gladstone was anxious that the very poorest occupiers should at once be relieved of the obligation to pay rates, and not allowed to give a vote. He, and Mr. Bright as well, were haunted by the fear of carrying the vote down too low in the social scale, and introducing to the franchise that class which Mr. Bright described as the residuum of the constituency. Now it must be remembered that the Liberal party, if they acted together, could command a majority. They were therefore in a position to compel Mr. Disraeli to adopt the principle recommended by Mr. Gladstone. But a remarkable difference of opinion suddenly sprang up. After the meeting at Mr. Gladstone’s house, a group made up principally of the more advanced Liberals began to doubt the advantage of Mr. Gladstone’s proposed low-water line. They thought it would be better to let all householders in boroughs have the vote without distinction. They held a meeting of their own in the tea-room of the House of Commons, and they resolved to inform Mr. Gladstone that they could not support his amendment. They were known from that time forth as the “Tea-room Party;” and they came in for nearly as much condemnation as if they had been concerned in a new Gunpowder Plot. By their secession Mr. Gladstone’s scheme was defeated, and it was made certain that there were not to be two classes of householders, the rated and the unrated, in the boroughs. A bold attempt was made then to get rid of the compounding system altogether; and at length, to the surprise of all parties, the Govern-
ment yielded to the pressure. They undertook to abolish the system absolutely, to have the name of every occupier put on the rate-book, to give every occupier the vote, and, in a word, to establish household suffrage pure and simple in the borough constituencies. The Tea-room Party had conquered both ways. They had prevailed against Mr. Gladstone, and prevailed over Mr. Disraeli.

Many hard words, as we have said, were flung at the Tea-room Party. Mr. Bright denounced them in severe and scornful language, and asked what could be done in Parliamentary politics if every man was to pursue his own little game? "A costermonger and donkey," Mr. Bright said, "would take a week to travel from here to London" (he was addressing a meeting in Birmingham); "and yet, by running athwart the London and Northwestern line, they might bring to total destruction a great express train." "Thus," he went on to say, "very small men, who during their whole political lives have not advanced the question of Reform by one hair-breadth, or by one moment in time, can at a critical hour like this throw themselves athwart the objects of a great party, and mar, it may be, a great measure that ought to affect the interests of the country beneficially for all time." The Tea-room Party ventured, no doubt, upon a serious Parliamentary responsibility when they thus struck out a little policy for themselves independently of their leaders. Yet it can hardly be questioned now that they were in the right as regards their principle. It was a great advantage to get rid of all complications, and all various graduations of franchise, and come at once to the intelligible point of household suffrage. As Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Bright had themselves admitted and argued at various stages of the debates, it was decidedly objectionable to have the question of franchise mixed up with varying parochial arrangements of any kind, and left to depend on the views of a vestry here and a vestry there. Nor were the Tea-room Party mutineers who by their conduct had enabled the en-
emy to triumph. On the contrary, they were, at the worst, only adventurous volunteers who at some risk had won a more decided victory over the enemy than their regular chiefs once ventured to think possible. Certain of them were, perhaps, a little inclined to give themselves airs, because of the risk they had run and the success they had won. But it is only justice to some of them, at least, to say that they had acted from deliberate calculation as well as from a sense of duty. They were convinced that the Government, if pressed, would give in to anything rather than allow the bill to be defeated; and they thought they saw a sudden and secure opportunity for establishing the borough franchise at once on the sound and simple basis of household suffrage.

The struggle now was practically over. The bill had become from a sham a reality; from unmeaning complication it had grown into straightforward clearness. It accomplished a great purpose by establishing a sound principle. It had gone much farther in the way of pure democracy than Mr. Bright had ever proposed, or probably ever desired, to go. During the discussions Mr. Mill introduced an amendment to admit women who were registered occupiers, as well as men, to the franchise; in other words, to make the qualification one of occupation only, without reference to sex. The majority of the House were at first disposed to regard this proposition as something merely droll, and to deal with it only in the spirit of pleasantry, and with facetious commentary; but the debate proved a very interesting, grave, and able discussion, and it was the opening of a momentous chapter of political controversy. Mr. Mill got seventy-three members to follow him into the lobby; and although 196 voted the other way, he was probably well content with the result of the debate. He also raised the question of the representation of minorities, but he did not press it to any positive test. It had, however, a certain distinct triumph before the completion of the measure. When the bill went up to the
House of Lords, Lord Cairns moved an amendment to the effect that in places returning three members no elector should vote for more than two. This amendment was carried, although Mr. Disraeli had announced beforehand that the Government thought such an arrangement would be “erroneous in principle and pernicious in practice;” and although it had been strongly opposed by Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Bright. The new principle, it will be seen, acknowledges the propriety of securing a certain proportion of representation to minorities. In a constituency with three representatives each elector votes for only two. Obviously, then, the third is the representative of a minority. It does not by any means follow, however, that he is always the representative of a minority differing in political opinions from the majority. In some of the constituencies to which the bill gave three members, it so happens that there is a majority of one way of thinking large enough to secure the return of all three members. There are electors enough of one party to secure a majority to the two candidates who are especially popular, and yet to spare as many votes as will enable them to carry a third candidate also. Thus the new principle does not in practice always accomplish the object for which it was intended. Indeed, it is plain that in the very instances in which the advocates of the representation of minorities would most desire to secure it—those of places where the minority had before no chance of obtaining any expression of their views—they would still have little chance under the new arrangement, and would be most easily overborne by combination, discipline, and skill on the part of the majority. The new arrangement was of moment, however, as the first recognition of a principle which may possibly yet have a fuller development, and which, if it does, can hardly fail to have a serious effect on the present system of government by party. One or two clauses of some importance, not bearing on the general question of Reform, were introduced. It was established that Parlia-
ment need not dissolve on the death of the Sovereign, and that members holding places of profit from the Crown need not vacate their seats on the acceptance of another office; on their merely passing from one department to another. This was a reasonable and judicious alteration. It is of great importance that when a member of Parliament joins an Administration, he should give his constituents an opportunity of saying whether they are content to be represented by a member of the Government. But when they have answered that question in the affirmative, it can hardly be necessary to undergo the cost and trouble of a new election if their representative happens to be transferred from one office to another. A constituency may have good reason for refusing to elect a member of the Administration; but they can hardly have any good reason for rejecting a Secretary for the Colonies whom they were willing to retain as their representative while he was Secretary for India. We are glad, however, that the change in the law was not made a little sooner. History could ill have spared Sir John Pakington's speech at his re-election for Droitwich.

The Reform Bill passed through its final stage on August 15th, 1867. We may summarize its results thus concisely. It enfranchised in boroughs all male householders rated for the relief of the poor, and all lodgers resident for one year, and paying not less than ten pounds a year rent; and in counties, persons of property of the clear annual value of five pounds, and occupiers of lands or tenements paying twelve pounds a year. It disfranchised certain small boroughs, and reduced the representation of other constituencies; it created several new constituencies; among others the borough of Chelsea and the borough of Hackney. It gave a third member to Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, and Leeds; it gave a representative to the University of London. It enacted that where there were to be three representatives, each elector should vote for only two candidates; and that in the City of London,
which has four members, each elector should only vote for three. The Irish and Scotch Reform Bills were put off for another year. We may, however, anticipate a little, and dispose of the Scotch and Irish Bills at once, the more especially as both, but especially the Irish Bill, proved to be very trivial and unsatisfactory. The Scotch Bill gave Scotland a borough franchise the same as that of England; and a county franchise based either on five pounds' clear annual value of property, or an occupation of fourteen pounds a year. The Government proposed at first to make the county occupation franchise the same as that in England. All qualification as to rating for the poor was, however, struck out of the bill by amendments, the rating systems of Scotland being unlike those of England. The Government then put in fourteen pounds as the equivalent of the English occupier's twelve pounds' rating franchise. Some new seats were given to Scotland, which the Government at first proposed to get by increasing the number of members of the House of Commons, but which they were forced by amendments to obtain by the disfranchisement of some small English boroughs. The Irish Bill is hardly worth mentioning. It left the county franchise as it was, twelve pounds, reduced the borough franchise from eight pounds to four pounds, and did nothing in the way of redistribution.

While the English Reform Bill was passing through its several stages, the Government went deliberately out of their way to make themselves again ridiculous with regard to the public meetings in Hyde Park. The Reform League convened a public meeting to be held in that park on May 6th. Mr. Walpole, on May 1st, issued a proclamation intended to prevent the meeting, and warning all persons not to attend it. The League took legal advice, found that their meeting would not be contrary to law, and accordingly issued a counter-proclamation asserting their right, and declaring that the meeting would be held in order to maintain it. The Government found out a lit-
tle too late that the League had strict law on their side. The law gave to the Crown control over the parks, and the right of prosecuting trespassers of any kind; but it gave the Administration no power to anticipate trespass from the holding of a public meeting, and to prohibit it in advance. The meeting was held; it was watched by a large body of police and soldiers; but it passed over very quietly, and indeed to curious spectators looking for excitement seemed a very humdrum sort of affair. Mr. Walpole, the Home Secretary, who had long been growing weary of the thankless troubles of his office at a time of such excitement, and who was not strong enough to face the difficulties of the hour, resigned his post. Mr. Walpole retained, however, his seat in the Cabinet. “He will sit on these benches,” said Mr. Disraeli, in announcing to the House of Commons his colleague’s resignation of the Home Office; “and although not a minister of the Crown, he will be one of her Majesty’s responsible advisers.” He was a man highly esteemed by all parties; a man of high principle and of amiable character. But he was not equal to the occasion when any difficulty arose, and he contrived to put himself almost invariably in the wrong when dealing with the Reform League. He exerted his authority at a wrong time, and in a wrong way; and he generally withdrew from his wrong position in somewhat too penitent and humble an attitude. He strained too far the authority of his place, and he did not hold high enough its dignity. He was succeeded in office by Mr. Gathorne Hardy, who left the Poor-Law Board to become Home Secretary.

The Reform Bill then was passed. The “Leap in the Dark” was taken. Thus did the Prime-minister, Lord Derby, describe the policy of himself and his colleagues. The phrase has become historical, and its authorship is invariably ascribed to Lord Derby. It was, in fact, Lord Cranbourne who first used it. During the debates in the House of Commons he had taunted the Government with
taking a leap in the dark. Lord Derby adopted the expression, and admitted it to be a just description of the movement which he and his Ministry had made. It is impossible to deny that the Government acted sagaciously in settling the question so promptly and so decisively; in agreeing to almost anything rather than postpone the settlement of the controversy even for another year. But one is still lost in wonder at the boldness, the audacity, with which the Conservative Government threw away in succession every principle which they had just been proclaiming essential to Conservatism, and put on Radicalism as a garment. On a memorable occasion Mr. Disraeli said that Peel caught the Whigs bathing, and walked away with their clothes. Now he himself had ventured on a still less scrupulous act of spoliation. He helped to turn the Whigs out of their clothes in order that he might get into the garments. Nothing could have been more surprising than the courage with which he undertook the series of transformations, unless, perhaps, the elaborate simplicity with which toward the end he represented himself as one who was acting in the truest spirit of consistency. Few could help being impressed, or at least imposed upon, by the calm earnestness of his declarations. Juvenal's Greek deceived the very eyesight of the spectators by the cleverness of his personation. Mr. Disraeli was almost equally successful. The success was not, perhaps, likely to conduce to an exalted political morality. The one thing, however, which most people were thinking of in the autumn of 1867 was that the Reform question was settled at last, and for a long time. Nothing more would be heard of the unenfranchised millions and the noble working-man, on the one hand; of the swart mechanic's woody hand and the reign of anarchy, on the other. Mr. Lowe is entitled to the last word of the controversy. The workingmen, the majority, the people who live in the small houses, are enfranchised; “we must now,” Mr. Lowe said, “at least educate our new masters.”
CHAPTER LIII.

THE FENIAN MOVEMENT.

The session of Parliament which passed the Reform Bill was not many days over when the country was startled by the news that a prison van had been stopped and broken open under broad day in Manchester, and two political prisoners rescued from the custody of the police. The political prisoners were Fenians. We have spoken already of the Fenian movement as one of the troubles now gathering around the path of successive Governments. It was at an early period of Lord Russell's administration that the public first heard anything substantial about the movement. On February 16th, 1866, Parliament was surprised not a little by an announcement which the Government had to make. Lord Russell told the House of Lords, and Sir George Grey announced to the House of Commons, that the Government intended to suspend the Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, and that both Houses of Parliament were to be called together next day for the purpose of enabling the Ministry to carry out this resolve. The next day was Saturday, an unusual day for a Parliamentary sitting at any early part of the session; unusual, indeed, when the session had only just begun. The Government could only excuse such a summons to the Lords and Commons on the plea of absolute urgency; and the word soon went round in the lobbies that a serious discovery had been made, and that a conspiracy of a formidable nature was preparing a rebellion in Ireland. The two Houses met next day, and a measure was introduced to suspend the Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, and give the Lord-lieutenant almost unlimited power to arrest and detain
suspected persons. The measure was run through its three readings in both Houses in the course of the day. The House of Lords had to keep up their sitting until the document should arrive from Osborne to authorize the Commissioners to give the Queen's assent to the bill. The Lords, therefore, having discussed the subject sufficiently to their satisfaction at a comparatively early hour of the evening, suspended the sitting until eleven at night. They then resumed, and waited patiently for the authority to come from Osborne, where the Queen was staying. Shortly before midnight the needful authority arrived, and the bill became law at twenty minutes before one o'clock on Sunday morning.

It seems almost superfluous to say that such a bill was not allowed to pass without some comment, and even some opposition, in the House of Commons. Mr. Bright made a speech which has always since been regarded as in every sense one of the very finest he ever delivered. That was the speech in which he declared his conviction that "if the majority of the people of Ireland, counted fairly out, had their will and had the power, they would unmoor the island from its fastenings in the deep, and move it at least two thousand miles to the west." That was in itself a sufficiently humiliating confession for an English statesman to have to make. It was not humiliating to Mr. Bright personally; for he had always striven to obtain such legislation for Ireland as should enable her to feel that hers was a friendly partnership with England, and not a compulsory and unequal connection. But it was humbling to any Englishman of spirit and sense to have to acknowledge that, after so many years and centuries of experiment and failure, the Government of England had not yet learned the way to keep up the connection between the countries without coercion acts and measures of repression in Ireland. No Englishman who puts the question fairly to his conscience will deny that if he were considering a matter that concerned a foreign country and a foreign govern-
ment, he would regard the mere fact as a condemnation of its system of rule. It would be idle to try to persuade him that it was all the fault of the Poles if the Russians had to govern by mere force in Poland; all the fault of the Venetians if the Austrians could never get beyond a mere encampment in Venetia. His strong common-sense, unclouded in such a case by prejudice, would at once enable him to declare with conviction, that where, after long trial, a State cannot govern a population except by sheer force, the cause must be sought in the badness of the governing system rather than in the perversity of human nature among the governed. Mr. Mill, who spoke in the same debate, put the matter effectively enough when he observed that if the captain of a ship, or the master of a school, has continually to have recourse to violent measures to keep crew or boys in order, we assume, without asking for further evidence, that there is something wrong in his system of management. Mr. Mill dwelt with force and justice on one possible explanation of the difficulty which English Governments seem always to encounter in Ireland. He spoke of the "eternal political non possumus" which English statesmen opposed to every special demand for legislation in Ireland; a non possumus which, as he truly said, only means, "We don't do it in England."

The Habeas Corpus Act was, therefore, suspended once more in Ireland. The Government acknowledged that they had to deal with a new rebellion in that country. The rebellion this time might have sprung up from the ground, so suddenly did the knowledge of it seem to have come upon the vast majority of the public here. Yet there had for a long time been symptoms enough to give warning of such a movement, and it soon proved to be formidable to a degree which not many even then suspected.

The Fenian movement differed from nearly all previous movements of the same kind in Ireland, in the fact that
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it arose and grew into strength without the patronage or the help of any of those who might be called the natural leaders of the people. In 1798 and in 1848 the rebellion bore unmistakably what may be called the "follow-my-leader" character. Some men of great ability, or strength of purpose, or high position, or all attributes combined, made themselves leaders, and the others followed. In 1798 the rising had the impulse of almost intolerable personal as well as national grievance; but it is doubtful whether any formidable and organized movement might have been made but for the leadership of such men as Wolf Tone and Lord Edward Fitzgerald. In 1848 there were such impulses as the traditional leadership of Smith O'Brien, the indomitable purpose of Mitchel, and the impassioned eloquence of Meagher. But Fenianism seemed to have sprung out of the very soil of Ireland itself. Its leaders were not men of high position, or distinguished name, or proved ability. They were not of aristocratic birth; they were not orators; they were not powerful writers. It was not the impulse of the American Civil War that engendered Fenianism; although that war had great influence on the manner in which Fenianism shaped its course. Fenianism had been in existence, in fact, although it had not got its peculiar name, long before the American War created a new race of Irishmen—the Irish-American soldiers—to turn their energies and their military inclination to a new purpose.

Agitation in the form of secret association had never ceased in Ireland. One result of prosecutions for seditious speaking and writing in Ireland is invariably the encouragement of secret combination. Whether it be right or wrong, necessary or unnecessary, to prosecute for seditious speaking or writing in Ireland, is not a matter with which we have to concern ourselves when we make this statement. We state a fact which cannot be controverted. It is assuredly a fact to be taken into the gravest consideration by those who are intrusted with the maintenance of
order. It ought at least to impress them with a sense of the necessity for being cautious how they run the risk of Government prosecutions for mere indiscretions of pen or tongue. "When popular discontents are abroad," said Curran, condemning the policy of the Irish Administration of his day, "a wise Government would put them into a hive of glass; you hid them." The suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, in consequence of the 1848 movement, led, as a matter of course, to secret association. Before the trials of the Irish leaders were well over in that year, a secret association was formed by a large number of young Irishmen in cities and towns. It was got up by young men of good character and education; it spread from town to town; it was conducted with the most absolute secrecy; it had no informer in its ranks. It had its oath of fidelity and its regular leaders, its nightly meetings, and even to a limited and cautious extent its nightly drillings. It was a failure, because in the nature of things it could not be anything else. The young men had not arms enough anywhere to render them formidable in any one place; and the necessity of carrying on their communications with different towns in profound secrecy, and by roundabout ways of communication, made a prompt concerted action impossible. After two or three attempts to arrange for a simultaneous rising had failed, or had ended only in little abortive and isolat-ed ebullitions, the young men became discouraged. Some of the leaders went to France, some to the United States, some actually to England; and the association melted away. That was the happiest end it could possibly have had. Concerted action would only have meant the useless waste of a few scores or hundreds of brave young lives. Some years after this, the "Phoenix" clubs began to be formed in Ireland. They were for the most part associations of the peasant class, and were on that account, perhaps, the more formidable and earnest; for the secret association of which we have already spoken was mainly the creation of young men of a certain culture who...
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who felt ashamed and disappointed that the Young Ireland movement should have ended without a more gallant display of arms. The Phoenix clubs led to some of the ordinary prosecutions and convictions; and that was all. Up to that time it did not seem to have entered into the mind of any official English statesman that such things might possibly be a consequence, and not a cause. It was thought enough to put them down and punish them when they came. It was accounted an offence against law and order hardly less flagrant than that of the secret agitators themselves to ask whether, perhaps, there was not some real cause for all this agitation, with which serious statesmanship could easily deal if it only took a little honest thought and trouble. After the Phoenix associations came the Fenians. "This is a serious business now," said a clever English literary man when he heard of the Fenian organization; "the Irish have got hold of a good name this time; the Fenians will last." The Fenians are said to have been the ancient Irish militia. In Scott’s "Antiquary," Hector M’Intyre, jealous for the honor and the genuineness of Ossian’s songs of Selma, recites a part of one in which Ossian asks St. Patrick, the patron saint of Ireland, whether he ventures to compare his psalms "to the tales of the bare-armed Fenians." There can be no doubt that the tales of the bare-armed Fenians were passed from mouth to mouth of the Celts in Ireland and the highlands of Scotland, from a time long before that at which any soothsayer or second-sighted sage could have dreamed of the landing of Strongbow and the perfidy of the wife of Breffni. There was an air of Celtic antiquity and of mystery about the name of Fenian which merited the artistic approval given to it by the impartial English writer whose observation has just been quoted. The Fenian agitation began about 1858, and it came to perfection about the middle of the American Civil War. It was ingeniously arranged on a system by which all authority converged toward one centre, and those farthest away from the seat
of direction knew proportionately less and less about the nature of the plans. They had to obey instructions only, and it was hoped that by this means weak or doubtful men would not have it in their power prematurely to reveal, to betray, or to thwart the purposes of their leaders. A convention was held in America, and the Fenian Association was resolved into a regular organized institution. A provisional government was established in the neighborhood of Union Square, New York, with all the array and the mechanism of an actual working administration. Soon after this there began to be frequent visitations of mysterious strangers to Ireland.

The emigration of the Irish to America had introduced an entirely new element into political calculations. One of the men of 1848, who took refuge in the United States at first, and who afterward went to Canada and became very influential there, wrote home from New York to say that "we have the long arm of the lever here." There was much truth in this view of the state of things. The Irish grew rapidly in numbers and in strength all over the United States. The constitutional system adopted there enabled them almost at once to become citizens of the Republic. They availed themselves of this privilege almost universally. The American political system, whatever may be thought of its various merits or defects, is peculiarly adapted to fill the populations with a quick interest in politics. There are undoubtedly certain classes among the wealthier who are so engrossed in money-making and in business as to have little time left to trouble themselves about politics; and there are many who, out of genuine or affected distaste for noisy controversy and the crowd, hold aloof deliberately from all political organizations. But the working part of the community, especially in the cities, are almost invariably politicians. Every election, every political trial of strength, has its practical beginning at the primary meetings of the electors of each place. These meetings are
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attended largely, one might almost say mainly, by the humbler classes of voters. From the primary meeting to the fall elections, and from the ordinary fall elections to the choice of the President, the system is so adjusted as to take the humblest voter along with it. The Irish working-man, who had never probably had any chance of giving a vote in his own country, found himself in the United States a person of political power, whose vote was courted by the leaders of different parties, and whose sentiments were flattered by the wire-pullers of opposing factions. He was not slow to appreciate the value of this influence in its bearing on that political question which in all the sincerity of his American citizenship was still the dearest to his heart—the condition of Ireland. In the United States—we do not say in Canada—the differences between Irishmen of different religions and factions have not much interfered with their views on purely Irish questions. Dislike of England, or at least of English governments, prevails among many Irishmen from the northern province settled in the United States, who assuredly, if they had remained at home, would have brought up their children in devotion to English rule and the traditions of the House of Orange. But of course the vast, the overwhelming majority of the Irish in America is made up of men who have come from the provinces of Leinster, Munster, and Connaught, and whose anti-English sentiments have only become stronger and stronger in proportion to the length of time and distance that divided them from their old home. If it were to be distinctly declared that every Irishman in the United States was in his heart an enemy of England, there might probably be found instances enough the other way to discredit the literal accuracy of the assertion. But we know with what contempt Dr. Johnson spoke of the literal accuracy which replied to the statement that a certain orchard contained no fruit, by showing that it actually had three apples and four pears. To all who do not insist on that sort of accuracy it will be proper to say that, speaking
generally, all the Irish population in the United States is animated by feelings of hostility to English dominion in Ireland. Filled with this feeling, the Irish in the States made their political organizations the means of keeping up a constant agitation, having for its object to secure the co-operation of American parties in some designs against England. One of the great political parties into which the Northern States were divided made it a part of their electioneering business to conciliate the Irish vote in the populous cities. They professed great affection for Ireland and sympathy with Irish grievances; they gave the word of order to their American followers to patronize the Irish; their leaders were often to be seen on the platform at Irish meetings; the municipal authorities of some of the great towns took part in the Irish processions on St. Patrick's Day; more than once the American mayor of an American city exhibited himself arrayed in garments of green on that anniversary. The Irish vote was at one time absolutely necessary to the Democratic party in the States; and the Democratic party were ready to give a seeming countenance to any scheme which happened for the moment to allure the hopes of the Irish populations. After the Civil War the feelings of almost all the political parties in the States, in the South as well as in the North, were hostile to England. At such a moment, and under such a condition of things, it cannot be matter of surprise if the hopes of the Irish populations were excited to the highest degree. The confidence felt by so many persons in this country that the Alabama controversy had been dropped forever by American statesmen, had not the slightest support from the bearing or resolve of any of the great American parties. It is quite easy to imagine a condition of things just then which would have led a light-hearted American President to try to bring together all classes of the American population in a war against England. The length of the almost indefensible Canadian frontier line would have given America the immense ad-
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The Fenian Movement has gained a vantage of being able to choose her own battle-ground. Such a war would at one time have been welcomed with enthusiasm all over the States. The objections of calm and cautious minds would have been borne down and swept away in a very wave of popular passion. It is not surprising if, under such circumstances, many of the Fenian leaders in America should have thought it easy to force the hand of the Government, and to bring on a war with England. At all events, it is not surprising if they should have believed that the American Government would put forth little effort to prevent the Fenians from using the frontier of the United States as a basis of operations against England.

The Civil War had introduced a new figure to the world’s stage. This was the Irish-American soldier. He had the bright, humorous countenance of the Celt, with the peculiar liveness and military swagger of the American “boy in blue.” He had some of the American shrewdness grafted on to his Irish love of adventure. In thousands of cases he spoke with an American accent, and had never set foot on the soil of that Ireland from which his fathers came, and which, to do him justice, he loved with a passion at once romantic and sincere. He might have fought for the North, or he might have fought for the South. He might have ranged himself under the colors borne by Thomas Francis Meagher—“Meagher of the Sword”—or he might have followed the fearless lead of “Pat Cleburne.” Perhaps he was one of the Irish brigade who joined in the desperate charges up the heights of Fredericksburg; or perhaps he was one of the equally brave men who successfully held those heights for the South. It was all the same when the interests of Ireland came to be concerned; he was ready to forget all differences in a companionship on that question. Many of these men—thousands of them—were as sincerely patriotic in their way as they were simple and brave. It is needless to say that they were fastened on in some instances by adventurers, who
fomented the Fenian movement out of the merest and the meanest self-seeking. Men swaggered about Union Square, New York, as Fenian leaders, who had not the faintest notion of risking their own valuable lives in any quarrel more dignified than a bar-room row in the Sixth Ward—the "Big Sixth" of New York. Some were making a living out of the organization—out of that, and apparently nothing else. The contributions given by poor Irish hack-drivers and servant-girls, in the sincere belief that they were helping to man the ranks of an Irish army of independence, enabled some of these self-appointed leaders to wear fine clothes and to order expensive dinners. Of course something of this kind is to be said of every such organization. It is especially likely to be true of any organization got up in a country like America, where the field of agitation is open to everybody alike, with little of authority or prescription to govern the taking of places. But in the main, it is only fair to say that the Fenian movement in the United States was got up, organized, and manned by persons who, however they may have been mistaken as to their ends and misguided as to their means, were single-hearted, unselfish, and faithfully devoted to their cause. It is necessary that this should be said somewhat emphatically; for the mind of the English public has always been curiously misled with regard to the character of the Fenian organization. In this, as in other instances, the public conscience of England has too often been lulled to sleep by the assurance that all who reject the English point of view must be either fools or knaves, and that there is no occasion for sensible men to take any account of their demands or their protestations. It may be well, too, to emphasize the fact that the plans of the Fenians were not by any means the fantastically foolish projects that it is the custom here to believe them. They resembled in some respects the projects of the Polish insurgents, which we have described in another chapter of this work. Like the Polish schemes, they were founded
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on calculations which did not turn out as might have been expected, but which, nevertheless, might very easily have come right. The Polish rebellion was started in the hope that some of the European powers would come to the help of Poland; and no European power did come to its help. But there was at one time, as we know now, a very great chance indeed that such help would be strongly given. The Fenian rising was inspired by the hope that the United States and England would be at war; and we know now that they were more than once on the very verge of war. It is, we believe, quite certain that the officers were already named by the American authorities who were to have conducted an invasion of Canada. Those who did not happen to have known America and American life in the days shortly after the close of the Civil War can hardly any idea of the bitterness of feeling against England that prevailed then all over the States, in the South just as much as in the North. If the English Government had peremptorily and absolutely rejected the idea of arbitration with regard to the Alabama claims, at any time between 1865 and 1868, it is all but certain that America would have declared war. An American invasion of Canada would have made a Fenian rising in Ireland a very different trouble from that which under the actual conditions it afterward proved to be.

Meanwhile there began to be a constant mysterious influx of strangers into Ireland. They were strangers who for the most part had Celtic features and the bearing of American soldiers. They distributed themselves throughout the towns and villages; most of them had relatives or old friends here and there, to whom they told stories of the share they had had in the big wars across the Atlantic, and of the preparations that were making in the States for the accomplishment of Irish independence. All this time the Fenians in the States were filling the columns of friendly journals with accounts of the growth of their organization, and announcements of the manner in which
it was to be directed to its purpose. After a while things went so far that the Fenian leaders in the United States issued an address, announcing that their officers were going to Ireland to raise an army there for the recovery of the country's independence. Of course the Government here were soon quite prepared to receive them; and, indeed, the authorities easily managed to keep themselves informed by means of spies of all that was going on in Ireland. The spy system was soon flourishing in full force. Every considerable gathering of Fenians had among its numbers at least one person who generally professed a yet fiercer devotion to the cause than any of the rest, and who was in the habit of carrying to Dublin Castle every night his official report of what his Fenian colleagues had been doing. It is positively stated that in one instance a Protestant detective in the pay of the Government actually passed himself off as a Catholic, and took the Sacrament openly in a Catholic church in order to establish his Catholic orthodoxy in the eyes of his companions. One need not be a Catholic in order to understand the grossness of the outrage which conduct like this must seem to be in the eyes of all who believe in the mysteries of the Catholic faith. Meanwhile the Head Centre of Fenianism in America, James Stephens, who had borne a part in the movement of 1848, arrived in Ireland. He was arrested in company of Mr. James Kickham, the author of many poems of great sweetness and beauty; a man of pure and virtuous character. Stephens was committed to Richmond Prison, Dublin, early in November, 1865; but before many days had passed the country was startled by the news that he had contrived to make his escape. The escape was planned with skill and daring. For a time it helped to strengthen the impression on the mind of the Irish peasantry that in Stephens there had at last been found an insurgent leader of adequate courage, craft, and good fortune.

Stephens disappeared for a moment from the stage.
In the mean time disputes and dissensions had arisen among the Fenians in America. The schism had gone so far as to lead to the setting up of two separate associations. There were of course distracted plans. One party was for an invasion of Canada; another pressed for operations in Ireland itself. The Canadian attempt actually was made. A small body of Fenians, a sort of advance guard, crossed the Niagara River on the night of May 31st, 1866, occupied Fort Erie, and drove back the Canadian volunteers who first advanced against them. For a moment a gleam of success shone on the attempt; but the United States enforced the neutrality of their frontier line with a sudden energy and strictness wholly unexpected by the Fenians. They prevented any further crossing of the river, and arrested several of the leaders on the American side. The Canadian authorities hurried up reinforcements; several Fenians were taken and shot; others recrossed the river, and the invasion scheme was over.

Then Stephens came to the front again. It was only for a moment. He had returned to New York, and he now announced that he was determined to strike a blow in Ireland. Before long the impression was spread abroad that he had actually left the States to return to the scene of his proposed insurrection. The American-Irish kept streaming across the Atlantic, even in the stormy winter months, in the firm belief that before the winter had passed away, or at the farthest while the spring was yet young, Stephens would appear in Ireland at the head of an insurgent army. Not many, surely, of those actually living in Ireland could have had any faith in the possibility of such a movement having even a momentary success on Irish soil. All who knew anything of the condition of the country must have known that the peasantry were unarmed, and utterly unprepared for any such attempt; that the great majority of the populations everywhere were entirely opposed to such wild enterprises; that the Catholic clergy especially were endeavoring everywhere to keep
their people back from secret organization or insurrectionary scheme. But the Irish-Americans who had made their way into Ireland were for the most part not acquainted with the condition of the country; and it was owing to their presence and their influence that at length an attempt at rebellion was actually made. Stephens did not reappear in Ireland. He made no attempt to keep his warlike promise. He may be said to have disappeared from the history of Fenianism. But the preparations had gone too far to be suddenly stopped. Many of his followers were filled with shame at the collapse of the enterprise on which they had risked so much, and they were impatient to give some sign of their personal energy and sincerity. It was hastily decided that something should be done. One venture was a scheme for the capture of Chester Castle. The plan was that a sufficient number of the Fenians in England should converge toward the ancient town of Chester, should suddenly appear there on a given day in February, 1867, capture the castle, seize the arms they found there, cut the telegraph wires, make for Holyhead, but a short distance by rail, seize on some vessels there, and then steam for the Irish coast. The Government were fully informed of the plot in advance; the police were actually on the lookout for the arrival of strangers in Chester, and the enterprise melted away. In March, 1867, an attempt at a general rising was made in Ireland. It was a total failure; the one thing on which the country had to be congratulated was that it failed so completely and so quickly as to cause little bloodshed. Every influence combined to minimize the waste of life. The snow fell that spring as it had scarcely ever fallen before in the soft, mild climate of Ireland. Silently, unceasingly it came down all day long and all night long; it covered the roads and the fields; it made the gorges of the mountains untenable, and the gorges of the mountains were to be the encampments and the retreats of the Fenian insurgents. The snow fell for many days and nights, and
when it ceased falling the insurrectionary movement was over. The insurrection was literally buried in that unlooked-for snow. There were some attacks on police barracks in various places—in Cork, in Kerry, in Limerick, in Tipperary, in Louth; there were some conflicts with the police; there were some shots fired, many captures made, a few lives lost; and then, for the time at least, all was over. The Fenian attempt thus made had not from the beginning a shadow of hope to excuse it. Every patriotic Irishman of whatever party must have felt a sense of relief when it was evident that the insurrection was over and that so little harm had been done.

There was, however, much feeling in England as well as in Ireland for some of the Fenian leaders who now began to be put upon their trials. They bore themselves with manliness and dignity. Some of them had been brave soldiers in the American Civil War, and were entitled to wear honorable marks of distinction. Many had given up a successful career, or a prosperous calling in the United States, to take part in what they were led to believe would be the great national uprising of the Irish people. They spoke up with courage in the dock, and declared their perfect readiness to die for what they held to be a sacred cause. They indulged in no bravado and uttered no word of repining. All manhood should have deserted the English heart if the English people did not acknowledge some admiration for such men. Many did acknowledge such admiration freely and generally. The newspaper in London which most of all addresses itself to the gratification of the popular passion of the hour, frankly declared that the Fenian leaders were entitled to the respect of Englishmen because they had given such earnest of their sincerity, and such proof that they knew how to die. One of the leaders, Colonel Burke, who had served with distinction in the army of the Southern Confederacy, was sentenced to death in May, 1867. A great public meeting was held in St. James' Hall, London, to
adopt a memorial praying that the sentence might not be carried out. Among those who addressed the meeting was Mr. Mill. It was almost altogether an English meeting. The hall was crowded with English working-men. The Irish element had hardly any direct representation there. Yet there was absolute unanimity, there was intense enthusiasm, in favor of the mitigation of the sentence on Colonel Burke and his companions. The great hall rung with cheer after cheer as Mr. Mill, in a voice made stronger than its wont by the intensity of his emotions, pleaded for a policy of mercy. It is satisfactory to be able to say that the voice of that great meeting was heard in the ministerial councils, and that the sentence of death was not inflicted.

Not many months after this event the world was roused to amazement by the news of the daring rescue of Fenian prisoners in Manchester. Two Fenian prisoners, named Kelly and Deasy, were being conveyed in the prison van from one of the police courts to the borough jail to await a further examination. On the way the van was stopped by a number of armed Fenians, who demanded the surrender of the prisoners. They surrounded the van, and endeavored to break in the door of it. The door was locked on the inside, and the key was in the keeping of a police-officer, Brett, who sat within. A shot was fired at the key-hole, probably in the hope of blowing off the lock—this was the opinion of one, at least, of the police who gave evidence—and poor Brett was just in the way of the bullet. The unfortunate policeman, who was only preparing to do his duty bravely by refusing to give up his charge, and by defending his position to the last, received a wound of which he died soon after. The doors were then opened, a woman prisoner in the van handing out the keys which she found in the pocket of the unfortunate officer; and the prisoners were rescued. "Kelly, I'll die for you!" was the exclamation heard to be uttered by one of the Fenian rescuers. He kept his word.
The rescue was accomplished; the prisoners were hurried away, and were never after seen by English officials. The principal rescuers died for them. Several men were put on their trial for the murder of Brett. Five were found guilty; their names were Allen, Larkin, O'Brien, Condon or Shore, and Maguire. Allen was a young fellow—a mere lad, under twenty. The defence was that the prisoners only meditated a rescue, and that the death of the policeman was but an accident. It should be said, also, that each of those who avowed having taken part in the rescue denied that he had fired the fatal shot. Legally, of course, this would have availed them nothing. Shots were fired. Those who take part in an unlawful assemblage for an unlawful purpose become responsible for the acts of their confederates. But it is worth noting as a fact that the men who gloried in the rescue, and died glorying in it, declared to the last that they had not fired the shot which killed Brett. All the five were sentenced to death. Then followed an almost unprecedented occurrence. One of the five, Maguire, had simply pleaded in his defence that he had been arrested by mistake; that he never was near the spot on the day of the rescue; that he was a loyal private in the Marines, and no Fenian; that he never knew anything about the plot, or heard of it, until he was arrested. The jury convicted him along with all the others. But the reporters for the press had been so struck with the apparent genuineness of the man's defence, that they took the unprecedented step of joining in a memorial to the Government, expressing their conviction that in his case the finding of the jury was a mistake. The Government made inquiry, and it was found that Maguire's defence was a truth, and that his arrest was a mere blunder. He received a pardon at once, that being the only way in which he could be extricated from the effect of the mistaken verdict. Naturally the news of this singular miscarriage of justice threw a great doubt on the soundness of the verdict in the other cases. Many strenu-
ous attempts were made to procure a commutation of the sentence. Mr. Bright exerted himself with characteristic energy and humanity. Mr. Swinburne, the poet, made an appeal to the people of England in lines of great power and beauty on behalf of a policy of mercy to the prisoners. Lord Derby, who had then come to be at the head of the Government, refused to listen to any appeal. He declared that it was not a political offence, but simply a murder, commonplace in everything save its peculiar atrocity. He was even ungenerous enough to declare that the men should die was a "dastardly" deed. This was not merely a superfluous piece of ungenerosity; it was simply a misapplication of words. A minister of the Crown might well denounce, in the strongest language that could be made appropriate to the occasion, so lawless an act as that for which Allen and his companions were condemned; but there was no excuse for calling it dastardly. The conduct of a handful of men, who stopped a police-van in a great city and at the risk of their own lives rescued some of their political heroes from custody, proclaiming at the same time their readiness to die for the deed, might be called lawless, might even be called criminal; but, if words have any meaning at all, it could not be called dastardly. We can easily test the question if we do not maintain the creed that the moral laws change according as they are applied by different persons. Let us suppose that, instead of the rescue of two Fenians in Manchester, Lord Derby had been talking of the rescue of two Garibaldians in Rome. Let us suppose that the Papal police were carrying off two of the followers of Garibaldi to a Roman prison, and that a few Garibaldians stopped the van in open day, and within reach of the whole force of the Papal gendarmes, broke the van open and rescued the prisoners, and that in the affray one of the Papal police was killed. Does anybody suppose that Lord Derby would have stigmatized the conduct of the rescuing Garibaldians as dastardly? Is
it not more likely that, even if he yielded so far to official proprieties as to call it misguided, he would have qualified his disapprobation by declaring that it was also heroic?

One other of the five prisoners who were convicted together escaped the death-sentence. This was Condon, or Shore, an American by citizenship if not by birth. He had undoubtedly been concerned in the attempt at rescue; but for some reason a distinction was made between him and the others. This act of mercy, in itself highly commendable, added to the bad effect produced in Ireland by the execution of the other three men; for it gave rise to the belief that Shore had been spared only because the protection of the American Government might have been invoked on his behalf. The other three—Allen, Larkin, and O'Brien—were executed. They all met death with courage and composure. It would be superfluous to say that their deaths did not discourage the spirit of Fenianism. On the contrary, they gave it a new lease of life.

Indeed, the execution of these men did not even tend to prevent crime. The excitement caused by the attempt they had made and the penalty they paid had hardly died away when a crime of a peculiarly atrocious nature was committed in the name of Fenianism. On November 23d, 1867, Allen, Larkin and O'Brien were hanged at Manchester. On December 13th an attempt was made to blow up the House of Detention at Clerkenwell. About four o'clock that day all London was startled by a shock and a sound resembling the distant throb of an earthquake or the blowing up of a powder-magazine. The explanation soon came. Two Fenian prisoners were in the Clerkenwell House of Detention, and some sympathizers outside had attempted to rescue them by placing a barrel of gunpowder close to the wall of the prison, and exploding the powder by means of a match and a fuse. About sixty yards of the prison wall were blown in, and numbers of small houses in the neighborhood were shattered to pieces. Six persons were killed on the spot; about six more died
from the effects of the injuries they received; some hundred and twenty persons were wounded. Forty premature confinements were the consequence of the shock received by women, and twenty of the babes died in their birth. The clumsiness of the crime was only surpassed by its atrocity. Had the prisoners on whose behalf the attempt was made been near the wall at the time, they must have shared the fate of those who were victimized outside. Had they even been taking exercise in the yard, they would, in all probability, have been killed. They would have been taking exercise at the time had it not been for a warning the authorities at Scotland Yard received two days before, to the effect that an attempt at rescue was to be made by means of gunpowder and the blowing in of the wall. In consequence of this warning the governor of the prison had the prisoners confined to their cells that day; and thus, in all probability, they owed their lives to the disclosure of the secret plan which their officious and ill-omened admirers had in preparation for their rescue. Why the prison authorities and the police, thus forewarned, did not keep a sufficient watch upon the line of prison wall to prevent the possibility of any such scheme being put into execution, it passes the wit of man to comprehend. At the very time that this horrible crime and blunder was perpetrated, one of the London theatres was nightly crowded by spectators eager to see an Irish melodrama, among the incidents of which was the discussion of a plan for the rescue of a prisoner from a castle cell. The audience were immensely amused by the proposal of one confederate to blow up the castle altogether, and the manner in which it occurred to the simple plotters, just in time, that if they carried out this plan they must send the prisoner himself flying into air. The Clerkenwell conspirators had either not seen the popular drama or had missed the point of its broadest joke.

Five men and a woman were put on trial for the crime. The Chief-justice, before whom the charge was
tried, directed the withdrawal of the proceedings against the woman and one of the men, as there seemed to be no case against them. Three others were acquitted after a long trial; one man was convicted. Unfortunately for the moral effect of the conviction, the man was found guilty on the evidence of an informer; and a very strong attempt had been made to prove that the prisoner was not in London at all at the time when he was charged with the commission of the crime. A sort of official but extra-judicial inquiry took place as to the validity of the plea of alibi, and the result was that the Chief-justice and the authorities at the Home Office declared themselves satisfied with the verdict. Mr. Bright raised the question in the House of Commons, and urged a further delay of the execution; but he was answered with the assurance that no doubt was any longer felt as to the propriety of the verdict. The man was executed. So far as it is possible to judge, the persons who were concerned in the plot to blow in the prison wall appear to have been of that irresponsible crew who hang on to the skirts of all secret political associations, and whose adhesion is only one other reason for regarding such associations as deplorable and baneful. Such men are of the class who bring a curse, who bring many curses, on the best cause that strives to work in secret. They prowl after the heels of organized conspiracy, and what it will not do they are ready in some fatal moment to attempt. It would be the merest injustice to deny that among the recognized leaders of the Fenian movement were men of honorable feeling and sincere although misguided patriotism. It would be as cruel and as unjust to suppose that these men could have had any sympathy with such an outrage as that which destroyed the innocent women and children at Clerkenwell. But the political conspirator may well pause, before entering on his schemes, to reflect that an authority exercised in secret can never be sure of making itself thoroughly felt, and of preventing some desperate follower from undertak-
ing on his own account a deed which his leaders would never have sanctioned. If no other reason existed, this thought alone might be enough to set men's hearts against secret political confederation.

It is not necessary to follow out the steps of the Fenian movement any farther. There were many isolated attempts; there were many arrests, trials, imprisonments, banishments. The effect of all this, it must be stated as a mere historical fact, was only to increase the intensity of dissatisfaction and discontent among the Irish peasantry. It is curious to notice how entirely Irish in its character the movement was, and how little sympathy it gave to or got from the movements of Continental revolution. In one or two instances some restless soldier of universal democracy found his way from the Continent to place his services at the disposal of the Fenians. The alliance was never successful. The stranger did not like the Irish; the Irish did not take to the stranger. Their ways were different. The Irish people, and more especially the Irish peasantry, failed altogether to be captivated by the prospect of the "democratic and social republic." They did not even understand what was meant by the vague grandeur of the phraseology which describes the supposed common cause as "the Revolution." Eloquence about the solidarity of peoples was lost on them. The most extreme of them only dreamed of the independence of Ireland; they had no ambition to bear a part in a general pulling down of old institutions.

The phenomena of the Fenian movement did not fail to impress some statesman-like minds in England. There were some public men who saw that the time had come when mere repression must no longer be relied upon as a cure for Irish discontent. We know since that time that even the worst excesses of the movement impressed the mind of Mr. Gladstone with a conviction that the hour was appropriate for doing something to remove the causes of the discontent that made Ireland restless. The impa-
tient and silly nurse tries to stop the child's crying by beating it; a more careful and intelligent person makes a prompt investigation, and finds that a pin is sticking into the little sufferer. The English Government had for a long time been the stupid nurse to the crying child. They had tried threatening words and quick blows. The cry of complaint still was heard. It occurred at last to some men of responsible authority to seek out the cause and quietly try to remove it. While many public instructors lost themselves in vain shriekings over the wickedness of Fenianism and the incurable perversity of the Irish people, one statesman was already convinced that the very shock of the Fenian agitation would arouse public attention to the recognition of substantial grievance, and to the admission that the business of statesmanship was to seek out the remedy and provide redress.
CHAPTER LIV.

TRADES-UNIONS.

English society was much distressed and disturbed about the same time by the stories of outrages more cruel, and of a conspiracy more odious and alarming in its purpose, than any that could be ascribed to the Fenian movement. It began to be common talk that among the trades-associations there was systematic terrorizing of the worst kind, and that a Vehmgericht more secret and more grim than any known to the Middle Ages was issuing its sentences in many of our great industrial communities. Ordinary intimidation had long been regarded as one of the means by which some of the trades-unions kept their principles in force. Now, however, it was common report that secret assassination was in many cases the doom of those who brought on themselves the wrath of the trades-unions. For many years the great town of Sheffield had had a special notoriety in consequence of the outrages of the kind that were believed to be committed there. When a workman had made himself obnoxious to the leaders of some local trades-union, it occasionally happened that some sudden and signal misfortune befell him. Perhaps his house was set on fire; perhaps a canister of gunpowder was exploded under his windows, or some rudely constructed infernal machine was flung into his bed-room at midnight. The man himself, supposing him to have escaped with his life, felt convinced that in the attempt to destroy him he saw the hand of the union; his neighbors were of his opinion; but it sometimes happened, nevertheless, that there was no possibility of bringing home the charge upon evidence that could satisfy a criminal court.
The comparative impunity which such crimes were enabled to secure made the perpetrators of them feel more and more safe in their enterprises; and the result was that outrages began to increase in atrocity, boldness, and numbers. The employers offered large rewards for the discovery of the offenders; the Government did the same; but not much came of the offers. The employers charged the local trades-unions with being the authors of all the crimes; the officials of the unions distinctly and indignantly denied the charge. In some instances they did more. They offered on their own account a reward for the discovery of the criminals, in order that their own innocence might thereby be established once and for all in the face of day. At a public meeting held in Sheffield to express public opinion on the subject, the secretary of one of the local unions, a man named Broadhead, spoke out with indignant and vehement eloquence in denunciation of the crimes and in protest against the insinuation that they were sanctioned by the authority or done with the connivance of the trades-organization. Most persons who read the report of the meeting were much impressed with the earnestness of Broadhead; and even among those who had no sympathy with the principles of unionism, there were not a few who were of opinion that Broadhead and his colleagues had been gravely wronged by the accusations made against them. On the other hand, it would seem that impartial persons who heard the speech made by Broadhead listened with a growing conviction that it was a little too virtuously indignant, and that it repudiated the idea of any appeal to force in maintaining the authority of the union somewhat more comprehensively than any recognition of known facts would warrant. At all events, an appeal was made to the Government with apparently equal earnestness by the employers and by the union; and the Government resolved to undertake a full investigation into the whole condition of the trades-unions. A commission was appointed, and a bill passed through Parlia-
ment enabling it to take evidence upon oath. The commissioners sent down to Sheffield three examiners, the chief of whom was Mr. Overend, a Queen's counsel of distinction, to make inquiry as to the outrages. The examiners had authority to offer protection to any one, even though himself engaged in the commission of the outrages, who should give information which might lead to the discovery of the conspiracy. This offer had its full effect. The Government were now so evidently determined to get at the root of all the evil, that many of those actively engaged in the commission of the crimes took fright, and believed they had best consult for their personal safety. Accordingly, the Commission got as much evidence as could be desired, and it was soon put beyond dispute that more than one association had systematically employed the most atrocious means to punish offenders against their self-made laws, and to deter men from venturing to act in opposition to them. The saw-grinders' union in Sheffield had been particularly active in such work, and the man named William Broadhead, who had so indignantly protested the innocence of his union, was the secretary of that organization. Broadhead was proved to have ordered, arranged, and paid for the murder of at least one offender against his authority, and to have set on foot in the same way various deeds scarcely, if at all, less criminal. The crimes were paid for out of the funds of the union. There were gradations of outrage, ascending from what might be called mere personal annoyance up to the serious destruction of property; then to personal injury, to mutilation, and to death. "Rattening" was one of the milder forms of tyranny. The tools of obnoxious workers were destroyed; machinery was spoiled. Then the houses of the obnoxious were blown up, or cans of explosive material were flung into them at night. In one instance a woman was blinded; in another a woman was killed. Men were shot at with the object of so wounding them as to prevent them from carrying on their work; one man
was shot at and killed. A ghastly account was given by one sufferer of the manner in which his house was set on fire at midnight by an explosive material flung in, and how the room and the bed-curtains flamed and blazed about him and his wife, and how he saved his wife with the utmost difficulty and at extreme risk to his own life, by tearing from her scorching body the night-dress already burning, and dropping her thus naked into the street. Broadhead himself came before the examiners and acknowledged the part he had taken in the direction of such crimes. He explained how he had devised them, organized them, selected the agents by whom they were to be committed, and paid for them out of the funds of the union. The men whom he selected had sometimes no personal resentment against the victims they were bidden to mutilate or destroy. They were ordered and paid to punish men whom Broadhead considered to be offenders against the authority and the interests of the union, and they did the work obediently. In Manchester a state of things was found to exist only less hideous than that which prevailed in Sheffield. It was among the brick-makers of Manchester that the chief offences were committed. The clay which offending brick-makers were to use was sometimes stuffed with thousands of needles, in order to pierce and maim the hands of those who unsuspectingly went to work with it. The sheds of a master who dismissed union men were burned with naphtha. An obnoxious man’s horse was roasted to death. Many persons were shot and wounded. Murder was done in Manchester too. Other towns were found to be not very far distant from Sheffield and Manchester in the audacity and ingenuity of their trade outrages. During the alarms caused by such revelations, many people began to cry out that the whole structure of our society was undermined, and that the “organization of labor” was simply a vast conspiracy to make capital, science, and energy the mere bond-slaves of the Trades-union, and of the tyrants and serfs, knaves and dupes who kept it up.
Society, however, does not long continue in a mood for the indulgence of mere alarm and inarticulate shrieking. Society soon began to reflect that if it had heard terrible things, it had probably heard all the worst. The great majority of the trades-unions appeared, after the most searching investigation, to be absolutely free from any complicity in the crimes, or any sanction of them. Men of sense began to ask whether society had not itself to blame in some measure even for the crimes of the trades-unions. The law had always dealt unfairly and harshly with the trades-associations. Public opinion had for a long time regarded them as absolutely lawless. There was a time when their very existence would have been an infraction of the law. For centuries our legislation had acted on the principle that the working-man was a serf of society, bound to work for the sake of the employer and on the employer's terms. The famous statute for laborers passed in the reign of Edward III. declared that every person under the age of sixty not having means to live should, on being required, be "bound to serve him that doth require him," or else be committed to jail "until he find surety to serve." If a workman or a servant left his service before the time agreed upon, he was to be imprisoned. The same statute contained a section fixing the scale of wages, and declaring that no higher wages should be paid. An Act passed in the reign of Elizabeth contained provisions making the acceptance of wages compulsory, and fixing the hours and the wages of labor. A master wrongfully dismissing the servant was made liable to a fine, but a servant leaving his employment was to be imprisoned. The same principle continued to be embodied in our legislation with regard to masters and workmen, with hardly any modification, down to 1813, and indeed, to a great extent, down to 1824. Even after that time, and down to the period of which we are now writing, there was still a marked and severe distinction drawn between master and servant, master and workman, in our
legislation. In cases of breach of contract the remedy against the employer was entirely civil; against the employed, criminal. A workman might even be arrested on a warrant for alleged breach of contract, and taken to prison before the case had been tried. The laws were particularly stringent in their declarations against all manner of combination among workmen. Any combined effort to raise wages would have been treated as conspiracy of a specially odious and dangerous order. Down to 1825 a mere combination of workmen for their own protection was unlawful; but long after 1825 the law continued to deal very harshly with what was called conspiracy among working-men for trade purposes. The very laws which did this were a survival of the legislation which for centuries had compelled a man to work for whosoever chose to call on him, and either fixed his maximum of wages for him or left it to be fixed by the justices. Not many years ago it was held that although a strike could not itself be pronounced illegal, yet a combination of workmen to bring about a strike was a conspiracy, and was to be properly punished by law. In 1867, the very year when the Commission we have described held its inquiries at Sheffield and Manchester, a decision given by the Court of Queen's Bench affirmed that a friendly society, which was also a trades-union, had no right to the protection of the law in enforcing a claim for a debt. It was laid down that because the rules of the society appeared to be such as would operate in restraint of trade, therefore the society was not entitled to the protection of the civil law in any ordinary matter of account. The general objects of the trades-union, as distinguished from those of the friendly society, were regarded as absolutely outside the pale of legal protection. It was not merely that the trades-unions sometimes made illegal arrangements, which of course could not be recognized or enforced in any civil court. The principle was that because they, or some of them, did this sometimes, they and
the whole of them, and all their transactions, were to be regarded as shut out from the protection of the civil law.

So rigidly was this principle applied to the trades-unions, that they were, apparently, not allowed to defend themselves against plunder by a dishonest member. This extraordinary principle was in force for several years after the time at which we have now arrived in this history. For example, in 1869 an information was laid in Bradford against the secretary of a trades-association for having wilfully misappropriated a sum of money belonging to the society. The guilt of the man was clear, but the magistrates dismissed the charge, on the ground that the society was itself established for illegal purposes—that is, for the restraint of trade—and that therefore it was not entitled to the protection of the law. An appeal was made to the Court of Queen's Bench, and the decision was that the appeal must be dismissed, and that the society was established for illegal purposes. The judges were divided equally in opinion, and therefore, in accordance with the usage, the judgment was allowed to go in favor of the decision of the inferior court. The absurdity of such a principle of law is evident. It is proper that an illegal association should not be maintained in illegal acts; but it is hardly a principle of our law that because an association has been established for purposes which seem in opposition to some legal principle, its members may be plundered by any one with impunity. A man who keeps a gambling house is the proprietor of an unlawful establishment; but if a robber snatches his purse he is free to claim the protection of the police, and it is not open to the thief to rest his defence simply on the plea that the man's occupation is illegal, and that his money, if left to him, would unquestionably have been applied to unlawful purposes. That illustration is, however, inadequate to express properly the injustice done to the trades-unions. It assumes that the objects of the unions were fairly to be considered unlawful, and to be classed with the business of gaming-
houses and shops for the reception of stolen goods. But in truth the main object of the trades-unions was as strictly in accordance with public policy as that of the Inns of Court or the College of Surgeons. One result of the investigations into the outrages in Sheffield and in Manchester was that public attention was drawn directly to the whole subject; the searching light of full, free discussion was turned on to it, and after a while every one began to see that the wanton injustice of the law and of society, in dealing with the associations of working-men, was responsible for many of the errors and even of the crimes into which some of the worst of these associations had allowed themselves to be seduced. It is as certain as any problem in mathematics can be, that when the civil law excludes any class of persons from its full protection, that class will be easily drawn into lawlessness. "The world is not thy friend, nor the world's law," is a reminder that barbs the advice which bids the unfriended to be not poor, but break the law which denies them its protection.

It was not, however, the law alone which had set itself for centuries against the working-man. Public opinion and legislation were in complete agreement as to the rights of trades-unions. For many years the whole body of English public opinion outside the working-class itself was entirely against the principle of the unions. It is, perhaps, not possible to recall to mind any question open to controversy in which public opinion was ever in our time so nearly unanimous as it was on the subject of trades-organizations. It was an axiom among all the employing and capitalist classes that trades-organizations were as much to be condemned in point of morality as they were absurd in the sight of political economy. Country squires, who had only just been converted from the public profession of protectionist principles, and who still in their secret intelligences failed to see that they were wrong—the whole tone of whose thinking was still, when left to itself, entirely protectionist, and who, the moment
they ceased to keep a strict guard on their tongues, would talk protection as naturally as they talked English—such men were lost in wonder or consumed by anger at the working-man's infatuated notions on the subject of political economy. All the leading newspapers were constantly writing against the trades-unions at one time; not writing merely as a Liberal paper writes against some Tory measure, but as men condemn a monstrous heresy. A comfortable social theory began to spring up that all the respectable and well-conducted workmen were opposed to the unions and all the ne'er-do-wells were on their side and in their ranks. The paid officers of the unions were described as mere cunning parasites, living on the sap and strength of the organization. The spokesmen of the unions were set down invariably as selfish and audacious demagogues, who incited their ignorant victims on to ruin in order that they themselves might live in comfort and revel in popular applause.

There can be no doubt that some insincere and unprincipled persons did occasionally attach themselves to the trades-organizations. Such men professed to adopt a principle in order to get money and applause. They did exactly as men do in a higher social class, who profess to adopt a principle in order to get into Parliament, and then into office. But, on the whole, the leaders of the trades-organizations appear to have been men of sincere purpose and of good character. The officers of many of the societies worked for very small pay; for no more, in fact, than they could have got by their ordinary labor. It is also, we believe, a fact that, taken on the whole, the men in the organizations represented a much better class of workmen than those who held aloof from them. The numbers of men registered on the books of the trades-unions did not by any means represent the actual number who sympathized with unionism. Much of the business of a trades-union was simply that of an ordinary benefit society. Strikes were not always going on; the funds of the union
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were not often being voted to assist some mutinous brothers. By far the greater part of the occupation of a trades-union was like that of the Odd-fellows or some other benefit association. A great many working-men—a considerable proportion, indeed, of the working population—were members of some friendly society, and had been so perhaps from their first starting into life. Such men did not always care to give up the society to which they had been long attached, for the purpose of joining a trades-union which was usually only performing just the same functions. Therefore, one mistake very commonly made by those who entered into the controversy was to count the mere numbers on the books of the trades-unions, and assume that these represented the whole strength of the movement. The numbers would have been great, and ought to have been significant, in any case; but great as they were, they by no means fairly illustrated the strength of the hold which the principle of the trades-organization had got upon the working-classes.

That sort of public opinion of which we have already spoken, well satisfied in its mind as to most things, was for many years particularly well satisfied about strikes. We can find its views expressed in every tone. Solemn disquisition and light comedy alike gave them form. Parliament, the Pulpit, the Press, the Stage, Philosophy, Fiction, all were for a long time in combination to give forth one pronouncement on the subject. A strike was something always wicked and foolish; abstractly wicked; foolish to the fundamental depths of its theory. “All I have to say,” a benevolent nobleman called out to a meeting of working-men, “is—never strike!” That was his sincere advice: whatever happens, never strike; if you strike, you must be doing wrong. To engage in a strike was, according to his view, like engaging in a conspiracy to murder. Such was long the opinion of almost all above the social level of the workman himself. A strike was, in their view, an offence against all social laws, to be reprobated by every
good man. It was not looked upon as a rough last resource to get at a decision in a controversy not otherwise to be settled, but simply as a crime. It was assumed as an axiom in political economy that a strike must be a wrong thing, because it wasted time and money, and could not in any way increase the wages fund of the country. "The wages fund" was flung at the head of the erring artisan as a phrase to settle the whole question for him, and show him what a foolish man he was not to take any terms offered him. Undoubtedly a strike is under any circumstances the cause of the throwing away of time and money. But so, too, is a lawsuit. There can be no civil cause in which it would not have saved time and money if the parties could have come to a reasonable agreement among themselves, and avoided any appeal to the court. Prudent men do very often put up with a considerable loss rather than waste their time, spend their money, and sour their temper in a court of law. But it would be in vain to tell the meekest or the dullest man that he has no right to appeal to a civil court to enforce any claim. This was, however, practically the sermon which English public opinion kept preaching to the working-man for generations. He had often no way of asserting his claims effectively except by the instrumentality of a strike. A court of law could do nothing for him. If he thought his wages ought to be raised, or ought not to be lowered, a court of law could not assist him. Once it would have compelled him to take what was offered, and work for it or go to prison. Now, in better times, it would offer him no protection against the most arbitrary conduct on the part of an employer. He was admonished that he must not attempt by any combination to "fix the price of labor." Yet he knew very well that in many trades the masters did, by association among themselves, fix the price of labor. He knew that there were associations of employers which held meetings at regular periods for the purpose of agreeing among themselves as to the wages they would pay to their work-
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men. He failed to see why he and his fellows should not come to a common resolution as to the wages they would accept. The argument drawn from the "wages fund" did not affect him greatly. He reasoned the matter out in a rough and ready way of his own. He saw that the employer was making a great deal of money in the year, and that he and his fellows had very small wages. It seemed to him that the master ought to be content with a smaller amount of profit, and give his workmen a larger weekly rate of pay. That may not have been very sound political economy; but, even as a thesis of political economy, it was not to be got rid of by the familiar way of putting the argument about the wages fund. As regarded the right of combination, he saw that other men in other occupations did combine and did have rules of their own, and in fact trades-unions of their own. What, he asked, is the Bar but a trades-union? Is not a man prohibited from competing with his fellows by taking a rate of pay lower than the minimum fixed by the association? Is he not refused permission to practise at all if he will not conform to the rules of the lawyers' union? What is the medical profession but a trades-union? What the Stock Exchange? In spite of law, in spite of public opinion, the trades-unions went on and prospered. Some of them grew to be great organizations, disposing of vast funds. Several fought out against employers long battles that were almost like a social civil war. Sometimes they were defeated; sometimes they were victorious; sometimes they got at least so far that each side could claim the victory, and wrangle once more historically over the point. Many individual societies were badly managed, and went to pieces. Some were made the victims of swindlers, just like other classes. Some were brought into difficulties simply because of the childlike ignorance of the most elementary principles of political economy with which they were conducted. Still, the trades-union, taken as a whole, became stronger and stronger every day. It became part of the social life of
the working-classes. At last it began to find public opinion giving way before it. Some eminent men, of whom Mr. Mill was the greatest, had long been endeavoring to get the world to recognize the fact that a strike is not a thing which can be called good or bad until we know its object and his history; that the men who strike may be sometimes right, and that they have sometimes been successful. But as usual in this country, and as another evidence, doubtless, of what is commonly called the practical character of Englishmen, the right of the trades-unions to existence and to social recognition was chiefly impressed upon the public mind by the strength of the organization itself. The processions of the trades-unions during the Reform agitation had startled many alarmists, and set many indolent minds thinking. This vast organization had apparently sprung out of the ground. Every influence, legal, social, and political, had been against it. The Press had condemned it; the Pulpit had denounced it; Parliament had passed no end of laws against it; good men mourned over it; wise men shook their heads at it; and yet there it was, stronger than ever. Many men came at once to the frankly admitted conclusion that there must be some principles, economic as well as others, to justify the existence and the growth of so remarkable an institution. The Sheffield outrages, even while they horrified every one, yet made most persons begin to feel that the time had come when there must not be left in the mouth of the worst and most worthless member of a trades-union any excuse for saying any longer that the law was unjust to him and to his class. A course of legislation was then begun which was not made complete for several years after. We may, however, anticipate here the measures which passed in 1875, and show how at length the fair claims of the unions were recognized. The masters and workmen were placed on absolute equality as regarded the matter of contract. They had been thus equal for many years in other countries—in France, Germany, and
Italy, for example. A breach of contract resulting in damages was to be treated on either side as giving rise to a civil and not a criminal remedy. There was to be no imprisonment, except, as it is ordered in other cases, by a county court judge; that is, a man may be committed to prison who has been ordered to pay a certain sum, and out of contumacy will not pay it, although payment is shown to be within his power. No combination of persons is to be deemed criminal if the act proposed to be done would not be criminal when done by one person. Several breaches of contract were, however, very properly made the subject of special legislation. If, for example, a man "wilfully and maliciously" broke his contract of service to a gas or water company, knowing that by doing so he might cause great public injury, he might be imprisoned. This is perfectly reasonable. A man employed to watch a line of railway who wilfully broke his contract of service, and ran away at a time when his sudden absence might cause the destruction of a coming train, would hardly be punished adequately by a civil process and an order to pay a fine. On the other hand, it should be said that the person hiring could be imprisoned for breach of contract as well as the person hired, if his breach of contract involved serious injury, or even serious danger, to life or property. Imprisonment, too, might be inflicted on any person who used either violence or intimidation to compel others to act with him. It was made strictly unlawful and punishable by imprisonment to hide or injure the tools of workmen in order to prevent them from doing their work; or to "beset" workmen in order to prevent them from getting to their place of business, or to intimidate them into keeping away from it. In principle this legislation accomplished all that any reasonable advocate of the claims of the trades-unions could have demanded. It put the masters and the workmen on an equality. It recognized the right of combination for every purpose which is not itself actually contrary to law. It settled the fact that the
right of a combination is just the same as the right of an individual. The law had long conceded to any one man the right to say for himself that he would not work for less than a certain rate of wages. It now acknowledged that a hundred or ten thousand working-men have a right to combine in the same resolution. It admitted their legal right to put this resolve into execution by way of a strike, if they so think fit. The law has nothing to do with the wisdom or the folly of the act. It may be very unwise; it may be ridiculous; that is a matter for the decision of the persons concerned in it. A man may be a great fool who goes to law for some unreasonable claim, or to resist some well-sustained demand; but the law courts are open to him all the same—if he throws away his money, that is his affair. Then, to carry the exposition a little farther, an association of working-men have a perfect legal right to endeavor to persuade other working-men to adopt their views, accept their resolutions, and become members of their union. They have a right to say that any one who does not agree to their rules shall not become or shall not remain a member of their society. Further, and finally, they have a right to say that they will not work in the same establishment with men who have acted in such a way as in their opinion to do injury to the common cause of the trade. This may seem to assert a very injurious principle; yet its justice is hardly to be disputed. Its justice never would have been disputed if the upper classes in this country, and all who follow their lead, had not got into the habit of regarding trade questions from the employer's point of view. No one would have questioned the right of an employer to dismiss a number of workmen because they belonged to a society of communists. Many persons would think him very harsh and unreasonable; but many also would hold that he was doing perfectly right; and no one would say that he was acting in excess of his strict rights as an employer. His argument would be, "Communism is a principle directly opposed to the
interests of property; I as a man of property cannot have men in my employ who are engaged in a purpose which I believe destructive to the interests of my class.” This is exactly what the trades-unions said of men who went in opposition to the union. They said, “These men are acting in a manner highly injurious to the interests of our class; we will not work with them.” Their case is even better than that of the employer. The employer says, “I have a right to turn these men out of my place; they shall not work for me.” The union men only said, “We will not work with men who set themselves in opposition to the interests of the union.” Every one knows that there are eccentric employers here and there who make rules of various odd kinds with regard to the conditions on which they will accept the services of persons willing to work. One will not employ a Catholic; another will not employ a Unitarian; a third proscribes any young man who smokes. We have heard of a great establishment the proprietor of which would not employ, or continue to employ, any man who wore a mustache. The members of the trades-unions were of course fully aware of the existence of such arbitrary conditions imposed by employers. It naturally seemed intolerable to them to find that they were preached at in most of the newspapers, and condemned from all platforms except their own, because they asserted an independence of action for themselves in matters of far greater importance to the interests of their union and their class.

So far as this we believe their rights are now fully admitted. Beyond this no sensible man among the trades-unions themselves would think of asking that they should go. The unions have no right to coerce or intimidate any one into agreement with them. To refuse to associate with a man is a very different thing from claiming a right to molest or frighten him. The more fully the rights of the trades-unions are acknowledged, the more energetic and fearless the law may be in preventing them from
going beyond those rights. We say fearless, because law, or those who administer it, can always and only be fearless when the authority exerted is based on fairness and sound principle. The men who worked most earnestly to organize and maintain the trades-unions never could have had any wish that the organization should act in violation of the principles of justice, civilization, and public policy. Perhaps, if the just claims and the substantial rights of the unions had been recognized long before, the world might never have been shocked by the hideous revelations of crime and outrage in Sheffield and in Manchester. No influence is more demoralizing to the character of men than to feel that the laws of a country deal unjustly with them; that the laws are made by and for a class whose sympathies are not with them; and that from the protection of those laws they are blindly or purposely excluded.

The civil laws which dealt so harshly for a long time with trades-unionism dealt unfairly too with the friendly societies, with that strong and sudden growth of our modern days—Co-operation. We call it the growth of our modern days because, although there has been a principle of co-operation in some form or other working in a more or less experimental and darkened way all through the history of civilization, yet the shape it has assumed of recent days is strictly a growth of modern conditions. If working-men can combine effectively and in large numbers for a benefit society or for a strike, why should they not also co-operate for the purpose of supplying each other with good and cheap food and clothing, and dividing among themselves the profits which would otherwise be distributed among various manufacturers and shop-keepers? This is a question which had often been put before, without any very decided practical result coming of it; but in 1844, or thereabouts, it was put and tested in a highly practical manner by some working-men in the North of England. North and South of England seemed to be marked out by the same differences as those which
distinguish North and South in most other places: the North has more of the vigorous and practical intelligence, the South more of the poetic and artistic feeling. From the sturdy North of England have always come the great political and industrial movements which specially contributed to make England what we now know her to be. In the North the co-operative movement first sprung into existence. The association called “The Equitable Pioneers’ Co-operative Store” was founded in Rochdale by a few poor flannel-weavers. The times were bad; there had been a failure of a savings-bank, involving heavy loss to many classes; and these men cast about in their minds for some way of making their little earnings go far. Most of them were, or rather had been, followers of Robert Owen, who, if he taught men to think wrongly on many subjects, taught them at least to think. These Rochdale weavers were thoughtful men, probably of the class who might have figured in the pages of “Alton Locke.” One decidedly good teaching which they had from Robert Owen was a dislike to the credit system. They saw that the shopkeeper who gave his goods at long credit must necessarily have to charge a much higher price than the actual value of the goods, and even of a reasonable profit, in order to make up for his having to lie out of his money, and to secure himself against bad debts. They also saw that the credit system leads to almost incessant litigation; and besides that litigation means the waste of time and money, some of them, it appears, had a conscientious objection to the taking of an oath. It occurred to these Rochdale weavers, therefore, that, if they could get together a little capital, they might start a shop or store of their own, and thus be able to supply themselves with better goods, and at cheaper rates, than by dealing with the ordinary tradesmen. Twenty-eight of them began by subscribing twopence a week each. The number of subscribers was afterward increased to forty, and the weekly subscription to threepence. When they had got £28,
they thought they had capital enough to begin their enterprise with. They took a small shop in a little back street, called Toad Lane. The name might seem a repulsive one, and perhaps ill-omened, unless indeed its omen were to be held encouraging, on the theory of the toad bearing the precious jewel in his head. But it has to be said that “Toad Lane” was only the Lancashire corruption of “The Old Lane;” “The Old” soon changing itself into “T'Owd,” in a manner familiar to all who know Lancashire, and “T'Owd” becoming “Toad” by easy and rapid transmutation. After the shop had been fitted up, the equitable pioneers had only £14 left to stock it; and the concern looked so small and shabby that the hearts of some of the pioneers might have well-nigh sunk within them. A neighboring shopkeeper, feeling utter contempt for the whole enterprise, declared that he could remove the whole stock-in-trade in a wheelbarrow. The wheelbarrow-load of goods soon, however, became too heavy to be carried away in the hold of a great steamer. The pioneers began by supplying each other with groceries; they went on to butcher’s meat, and then to all sorts of clothing. From supplying goods they progressed on to the manufacturing of goods; they had a corn-mill and a cotton-mill, and they became to a certain extent a land and building society. They set aside parts of their profits for a library and reading-room, and they founded a co-operative Turkish-bath. Their capital of £28 swelled in sixteen years to over £120,000. Cash payments and the division of profits were the main sources of this remarkable prosperity. Much of their success in the beginning was due to the fact that they supplied good articles, and that those who bought could always rely on carrying home real value for their money. But the magic of the principle of division of profits worked wonders for them. Not merely did the share-holders share in the profits, but all the buyers received an equitable percentage on the price of every article they bought. Each purchaser on paying for what he
had bought, received a ticket which entitled him to that percentage at each division of profit; and thus many a poor man found at the quarterly division that he had several shillings, perhaps a pound, coming to him, which seemed at first to have dropped out of the clouds, so little direct claim did he appear to have on it. He had not paid more for his goods than he would have had to pay at the cheapest shop; he had got them of the best quality the price could buy; and at the end of each period he found that he had a sum of money standing to his credit, which he could either take away or leave to accumulate at the store. Many other institutions were soon following the example of the Rochdale pioneers. Long before their capital had swelled to the amount we have mentioned, the North of England was studded with co-operative associations of one kind or another. One of the very earliest founded was the Leeds Corn-mill. There were working-men's associations as well as co-operative stores. In the working associations the workers are the capitalists. They receive the regular rate of wages, and they also receive a dividend on their profits. We need not enter into further detail as to the progress of these institutions. Many of them proved sad failures. Some started on chimerical principles; some were stupidly, some selfishly mismanaged. There came seasons of heavy strain on labor and trade, when the resources of many were taxed to their uttermost, and when some even of the best seemed for a moment likely to go under. The co-operative associations suffered, in fact, the trials and vicissitudes that must be met by all institutions of men. But the one result is clear and palpable; they have, as a whole, been a most remarkable success. Of late years the principle has been taken up by classes who would have appeared at one time to have little in common with the poor flannel-weavers of Rochdale. The civil servants of the Crown first adopted the idea; and now in some of the most fashionable quarters of London the carriages of some of their most fashionable
residents are seen at the crowded doors of the co-operative store. However the co-operative principle may develop, it may safely be predicted that posterity will not let it die. It has taken firm hold of our modern society. No one now any longer dreams, as some of its more enthusiastic founders once did, that it is destined to prove a regenerator of mankind; that it is to extinguish competition, and the selfishness which keeps competition up. It is in its present stage nothing but competition in a new form. The co-operative store competes with the ordinary tradesman, who winces very keenly at the competition, and calls for even the intervention of Parliament to save him from at least one class of the competitors. But even very sanguine reformers do not often now ask that their one idea shall supersede every other; and most of the promoters of the co-operative system are well satisfied that it takes so conspicuous a place among established institutions. It seems certainly destined to develop rather than fade; to absorb rather than be absorbed. The law was much against the principle in the beginning. Before 1852 all co-operative associations had to come under the Friendly Societies Act, which prohibited their dealing with any but their own members. An Act obtained in 1852 allowed them to sell to persons not members of their body. For many years they were not permitted to hold more than an acre of land. More lately this absurd restriction was abolished, and they were allowed to trade in land, to hold land to any extent, and to act as building societies. The friendly societies, which were in their origin merely working-men's clubs, have been the subject of legislation since the later years of the last century. It may be doubted whether, even up to this day, that legislation has not done them more harm than good. The law neither takes them fairly under its protection and control, nor leaves them to do the best they can for themselves uncontrolled and on their own responsibility. At one time the sort of left-handed recognition which the law gave them had a direct
tendency to do harm. An officer was appointed by the Government, who might inspect the manner in which the accounts of the societies were kept, and certify that they were in conformity with the law; but he had no authority to look actually into the affairs of a society. His business was, in fact, nothing more than to certify that the legal conditions had been fully complied with, thus implying that on the face of things the accounts seemed all right. The mere fact, however, that there was any manner of Government certificate proved sadly misleading to thousands of persons. Some actually regarded the certificate as a guarantee given by the Government that their money was safe—a guarantee which bound the State to make good any loss to the depositors. Others, who were not quite so credulous, were convinced, at least, that the certificate testified on Government authority that the funds of the society were safe, and that its accounts and its business were managed on principles of strict economical soundness. The Government official certified nothing of the kind. A man at the head of a large establishment brings to some accountant the books of his household expenses. The accountant examines them and says, "All these figures add up quite correctly; the accounts seem to be kept on the proper principle. If all these goods were got which I see put down here, and if all these payments were made, then your accounts are in safe condition." But the accountant does not know whether the cook and the butler and the grooms got all the articles put down in the books, or whether the articles were all required, or whether they were paid for as stated. For all the accountant knows or professes to know, the owner of the house may be swindled by every servant and every tradesman. His affairs may be managed for him on some such principle as that of the house in which Gil Blas was once a servant, and where, from the steward down, the whole body of domestics and of trades-people were in a conspiracy to cheat the unhappy proprietor. The certificate given to
the friendly societies was of no greater value than this. Many of the societies were sadly mismanaged; in certain of them there was the grossest malversation of funds; in some towns much distress was caused among the depositors in consequence. The societies had to pass, in fact, through a stage of confusion, ignorance, and experiment, and it is perhaps only to be wondered at that there was not greater mismanagement, greater blundering, and more lamentable failure. It is not by any means certain that, during these earlier stages of the growth of such institutions, the interference and even the protection of Government would have done them much good. But the indirect control which the Government for a long time undertook had apparently no other effect than to interpose restriction just where restriction was injurious, and to give a semblance of protection which was only calculated to create a false security in the minds of ignorant people, and to lead to delusion and disappointment.

The Government cannot be charged of late years with any want of active interest in the business of life among the poor. Its protecting, directing hand is almost everywhere. Sometimes the help thus given is judicious and valuable. For example, the Post-office Savings-banks have become most popular institutions, and no one can doubt that they have tended to develop habits of prudence and economy among the poorer classes all over the country. One of the most curious phenomena of these latter times is the reaction that has apparently taken place toward that system of paternal government which Macaulay detested, and which not long ago the Manchester School seemed in good hopes of being able to supersede by the virtue of individual action, private enterprise, voluntary benevolence. We shall still have to describe some much more remarkable illustrations of this reaction than any that have yet been given. Keeping for the present to trades organizations, we would direct attention to the fact that whereas in old days the Government said, "You
shall do nothing to help yourselves without our control; and we will do nothing for you but to prosecute you as often as possible," the tendency now is to say, "You may do everything you like for yourselves; but you must allow us to enter into a benevolent rivalry with you, and insist upon doing all we can for you in our way at the same time." Whatever the defects or the possible dangers of such a principle, if pushed too far, it is at least not likely to engender artisan conspiracy to give excuse for secret association, to help men to broaden into the position of leaders and despots, to furnish weak minds with an excuse for following the instigations of the fire-raiser and the assassin. All that law has done lately to remove restriction from the "organization of labor," if we may once more employ that pompous but expressive phrase, has been well done. We must not hasten to anticipate ill from the almost equally rapid movement of the tendency to help labor in doing labor's own proper work.
CHAPTER LV.

THE EXAMPLE OF THE NEW DOMINION.

On February 19th, 1867, Lord Carnarvon, Secretary for the Colonies, moved the second reading of the Bill for the Confederation of the North American Provinces of the British Empire. This was, in fact, a measure to carry out in practical form the great principles which Lord Durham had laid down in his celebrated report. Lord Durham had done more than merely affirm the principles on which the Constitution of the Canadas should be established. He had laid the foundations of the structure. Now the time had come to raise the building to its practical completion. The bill prepared by Lord Carnarvon proposed that the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, in other words Upper and Lower Canada, along with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, should be joined in one federation, to be called the Dominion of Canada, having a central or federal Parliament, and local or state Legislatures. The central Parliament was to consist of a Senate and a House of Commons. The Senate was to be made up of seventy members nominated by the Governor-General for life, on a summons from under the Great Seal of Canada. The House of Commons was to be filled by members elected by the people of the provinces according to population, at the rate of one member for every 17,000 persons, and the duration of a Parliament was not to be more than five years. The executive was vested in the Crown, represented of course by the Governor-General. The principle on which the central Parliament was constructed appears to have been arrived at by adopting some of the ideas of England and some of those of the United States. The
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The Senate, for example, was made to resemble as nearly as possible the system of the English House of Lords; but the representative plan applied to the House of Commons was precisely the same as that adopted in the United States. It seems almost superfluous to observe that the whole idea on which the Dominion system rests is that of the American federation. The central Parliament manages the common affairs; each province has its own local laws and legislature. There is the greatest possible variety and diversity in the local systems of the different provinces of the Dominion. The members are elected to the House of Commons on the most diverse principles of suffrage. In some of the provinces the vote is open; in others it is given by ballot in secret.

The Act of Confederation recites that the Constitution of the Dominion shall be similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom. But in truth the only similarity consists in the fact that one of the two chambers is nominated by the Crown, and that the authority of the Crown is represented in the Dominion by the presence of a Governor-General. In all other respects the example of the American Republic has been followed. The keystone of the whole system is that principle of federation which the United States have so long represented, and which consists of local self-government for each member of the Confederacy, and the authority of a common Parliament for strictly national affairs. This fact is not an objection to the scheme. It is, on the contrary, the best security for its success. It would have been impossible to establish in Canada anything really resembling the Constitution of England. Uniformity of legislation would have been unendurable. Nothing could make the Senate of Canada an institution like the English House of Lords. Nomination by the Crown could not do it. There was some wisdom in the objection raised by Mr. Bright to this part of the scheme. A good deal of sentimentalism was talked in Parliament by the Ministers in charge of the Confederation.
scheme about the filial affection of Canada for the mother-country, and the intense anxiety of the Canadians to make their Constitution as like as possible to that of England. The Canadians appear to have very properly thought of their own interests first of all, and they adopted the system which they believed would best suit the conditions under which they lived. In doing so, they did much to strengthen and to commend that federative principle on which their Dominion is founded, and which appears likely enough to contain the ultimate solution of the whole problem of government as applied to a system made up of various populations with diverse nationalities, religions, and habits. So far as one may judge of the tendencies of modern times, it would seem that the inclination is to the formation of great State systems. The days of small independent States seem to be over. If this be so, it may safely be asserted that great State systems cannot be held together by uniform principles of legislation. The choice would clearly seem to be between small independent States and the principle of federation adopted in the formation of the Dominion of Canada.

The Dominion scheme only provided at first for the Confederation of the two Canadian provinces with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Provision was made, however, for the admission of any other province of British North America which should desire to follow suit. The newly constructed province of Manitoba, made up out of what had been the Hudson's Bay territories, was the first to come in. It was admitted into the union in 1870. British Columbia and Vancouver Island followed in 1871, and Prince Edward Island claimed admission in 1873. The Dominion now embraces the whole of the regions constituting British North America, with the exception of Newfoundland, which still prefers its lonely system of quasi-independence. It may be assumed, however, that this curious isolation will not last long; and the Act constituting the Dominion opens the door for the entrance of
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this latest lingerer outside whenever she may think fit to claim admission.

The idea of a federation of the provinces of British North America was not new in 1867, or even in the days of Lord Durham. When the delegates of the revolted American colonies were discussing among themselves their terms of federation, they agreed in their articles of union that Canada, "acceding to the Confederation and joining in the measures of the United States, shall be admitted into and entitled to the advantages of the union." No answer to this appeal was made by either of the Canadas, but the idea of union among the British provinces among themselves evidently took root then. As early as 1810 a colonist put forward a somewhat elaborate scheme for the union of the provinces. In 1814 Chief-justice Sewell, of Quebec, submitted a plan of union to the Duke of Kent. In 1827 resolutions were introduced into the Legislative Assembly of Upper Canada, having relation principally to a combination of the two Canadas, but also suggesting something "more politic, wise, and generally advantageous, viz., a union of the whole four provinces of North America under a viceroyalty, with a fac-simile of that great and glorious fabric, the best monument of human wisdom, the British Constitution." Nothing further, however, was done to advance the principle of federation until after the rebellion in Canada, and the brief dictatorship of Lord Durham. Then, as we have already said, the foundation of the system was laid. In 1849 an association, called the North American League, was formed, which held a meeting in Toronto to promote Confederation. In 1854 the Legislative Assembly of Nova Scotia discussed and adopted resolutions recommending the closer connection of the British provinces; and in 1857 the same province urged the question upon the consideration of Mr. Labouchere, afterward Lord Taunton, and then Colonial Secretary. Mr. Labouchere seems to have thought that the Imperial Government had better not
meddle or make in the matter, but leave it altogether for the spontaneous action of the colonists. In the following year the coalition Ministry of Canada, during the Governor-Generalship of Sir Francis Head, made a move by entering into communication with the Imperial Government and with the other American provinces. The other provinces hung back, however, and nothing came of this effort. Then Nova Scotia tried to get up a scheme of union between herself, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island. Canada offered to enter into the scheme; and in 1867, Mr. Cardwell, then Colonial Secretary, gave it his approval. New conferences were held in Quebec; but the plan was not successful. New Brunswick seems to have held back this time. It was clear, however, that the provinces were steadily moving toward an agreement, and that a basis of federation would be found before long. The maritime provinces always felt some difficulty in seeing their way to union with the Canadas. Their outlying position and their distance from the proposed seat of central government made one obvious reason for hesitation. Even at the time when the bill for the Confederation was introduced into the House of Lords, Nova Scotia was still holding back. That difficulty, however, was got over, and the Act was passed in March, 1867. Lord Monck was made the first Governor-General of the new Dominion, and its first Parliament met at Ottawa in November of the same year.

In 1869—we are now somewhat anticipating—the Dominion was enlarged by the acquisition of the famous Hudson's Bay Territory. When the Charter of the Hudson's Bay Company expired in 1869, Lord Granville, then Colonial Secretary, proposed that the chief part of the Company's territories should be transferred to the Dominion for £300,000; and the proposition was agreed to on both sides. The Hudson's Bay Charter dated from the reign of Charles II. The region to which it referred carries some of its history imprinted in its names. Prince
Rupert was at the head of the association incorporated by the Charter into the Hudson's Bay Company. The name of Rupert's Land perpetuates his memory, as that of Prince Edward Island will remind posterity of Prince Edward, Duke of Kent, father of Queen Victoria. The Hudson's Bay Company obtained from King Charles, by virtue of the Charter in 1670, the sole and absolute government of the vast water-shed of Hudson's Bay, the Rupert's Land of the Charter, on condition of paying yearly to the King and his successors "two elks and two black beavers," "whenever and as often as we, our heirs and successors, shall happen to enter into the said countries, territories, and regions." The Hudson's Bay Company was opposed by the Northwest Fur Company in 1783, which fought them for a long time with Indians and law, with the tomahawk of the red man and the legal judgment of a Romilly or a Keating. In 1812 Lord Selkirk founded the Red River Company. This interloper on the battle-field was harassed by the Northwest Company; and it was not until 1821, when the Hudson's Bay and Northwest Companies, impoverished by their long warfare, amalgamated their interests, that the Red River settlers were able to reap their harvests in peace, disturbed only by occasional plagues of locusts and blackbirds. In 1835, on Lord Selkirk's death, the Hudson's Bay Company bought the settlement from his executors. It had been under their sway before that, having been committed to their care by Lord Selkirk during his lifetime. The privilege of exclusive trading east of the Rocky Mountains was conferred by Royal license for twenty-one years in May, 1838; and some ten years later the Company received a grant of Vancouver Island for the term of ten years, from 1849 to 1859. The Hudson's Bay Company were always careful to foster the idea that their territory was chiefly wilderness, and discountenanced the reports of its fertility and fitness for colonization which were from time to time brought to the ears of the English Government. In 1857, at the instance of Mr. Labouchere,
A Select Committee of the House of Commons was appointed to inquire into the state of the British possessions under the Company's administration. Various Government expeditions, and the publication of many Blue-books, enlightened the public mind as to the real nature of those tracts of land which the council from the Fenchurch Street house declared to be so desolate. A curious illustration of the policy adopted by the Hudson's Bay Company is to be found in the contrast between the glowing descriptions of the lands under their sway given by Sir George Simpson, who was for forty years Governor of the Hudson's Bay territories, in his "Overland Journey Round the World," and his evidence given before the Select Committee of the House of Commons. The Company exerted itself strenuously to defend its interests. The influence of Mr. Edward Ellice, who was at once a director of the Company, a member of the Committee, and a witness, did much to guide the Committee's decision. An amendment of Mr. Gladstone to their unsatisfactory report, urging that all lands capable of colonization be withdrawn from the Company, and only land incapable of being so treated left to them, was negatived by the casting vote of the chairman. During the sittings of the Committee there was cited in evidence a petition from 575 Red River settlers to the Legislative Assembly of Canada demanding British protection. This appeal was a proceeding curiously at variance with the later action of the settlement. When, in 1869, the chief part of the territories was transferred to Canada, on the proposition of Earl Granville, the Red River country rose in rebellion, and refused to receive the new Governor. Louis Riel, the insurgent chief, seized on Fort Garry and the Company's treasury, and proclaimed the independence of the settlement. Sir Garnet, then Colonel Wolseley, was sent in command of an expedition which reached Fort Garry on August 23d, when the insurgents submitted without resistance, and the district received the name of Manitoba.
Thus the Dominion of Canada now stretches from ocean to ocean. The population of British North America did not exceed one million and a half in 1841, at the time of the granting of the Constitution, and it is now over four millions. The revenue of the provinces has multiplied more than twenty-fold during the same time. Canada has everything that ought to make a commonwealth great and prosperous. The fisheries of her maritime provinces, the coal and iron of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, the grain-producing regions of the Northwest, the superb St. Lawrence, hardly rivalled on the globe as a channel of commerce from the interior of a country to the ocean—all these are guarantees of a great future. Not unnaturally, many in and out of Canada speculate as to the form that future will show. Canada sprung into prosperity when she was allowed to do the work of her political development for herself; the question is, Will she never demand a more absolute self-government? Will she be captivated by the charms of a distinct national existence? For some years a feeling was spreading in England which began to find expression in repeated and very distinct suggestions that the Canadians had better begin to think of looking out for themselves. Many Englishmen complained of this country being expected to undertake the principal cost of the defences of Canada, and to guarantee her railway schemes, especially when the commercial policy which Canada adopted toward England was one of a strictly protective character. Shall we have to fight the battles of Canada? it was asked; shall we have to become responsible for her railway enterprises? and is Canada not even to give us an open market for our manufactures? On the other hand, some Canadians might well have asked whether Canada was to be always left open as a possible battle-ground on which England's quarrels were to be fought out. If the Alabama dispute had led to war, the United States would have invaded Canada. The colonists, who had had nothing to do with the cause of quarrel,
would have seen their homesteads exposed to all the dangers and the terrors of invasion. It was natural that such considerations should have their influence on both sides. But, as often happens in our political life, the advocates of the policy which would urge the colonists into independence went just so far as to bring about a reaction. Then for a while nothing was heard here but the protestations of statesmen that the connection with the Canadas and with all the colonies was the one thing for which they lived. This outcry bore down all others for a time, and the hints as to independence were heard no more. The movement that way had evidently been premature. Indeed, it not only came prematurely, but it came from the wrong side. It ought not to be part of the policy of the mother country to prompt and goad the colonies into independence. If the demand is ever made, it ought to be the spontaneous suggestion of the colonies themselves. The question will be settled by the interests of Canada itself when the time for decision comes. Mere protestations of kinship and loyalty and so forth, will not count for much in the final settlement. A Canadian official, Mr. J. G. Bourinot, of Ottawa, has argued with much force that there are three destinies open to Canada, one of which she will have some time or other to choose. These are, annexation to the United States, complete independence, and what he calls "consolidation into the empire." For the present, at least, there cannot be said to be anywhere in Canada a party in favor of annexation to the United States. Such a change is undoubtedly one of the possibilities; and we agree with Mr. Bourinot in thinking it more probable than that the connection with England should always endure on its present conditions. But the question of annexation, which once was a practical and positive reality in Canadian politics, has been losing its vitality steadily ever since the mission of Lord Durham; and just now can hardly be called a living question at all. Independence is sure to become some time or other a demand among Canadians.
It is hardly possible to believe that the Dominion should long go without seeing the rise of a political party whose watchword will be a cry for complete national independence. The Dominion has already a practical independence. Except for the fact that she receives the Governor-General whom the sovereign sends out, Canada is as completely mistress of her own destinies as though she were an independent republic. She frames her own tariffs to suit her own interests, and she may even, if she pleases, as Mr. Bourinot says, fix the expenses of her militia and her defences solely with regard to Canadian inclinations. Every year, every event, only makes it more clear that she is virtually independent.

The Letellier controversy, to go forward a few years, is an illustration of this fact. In March, 1878, M. Luc Letellier, the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, quarrelled with his Cabinet, and dismissed the Premier, M. C. B. de Boucherville, and his ministry, alleging, as justification for his act, that the Government was in the habit of passing various measures without his knowledge, and of generally neglecting to consult with him. He then placed M. Joly in office, though M. Joly's ministry were unable to command a majority in the House. A petition was thereupon addressed to the Governor in Council, praying for M. Letellier's dismissal. Lord Lorne's ministers advised him to accede to the petition. Lord Lorne objected, on the ground that, though a Governor-General appointed a Lieutenant-Governor, on the advice of his ministers, the removal of the Lieutenant-Governor was a matter for his own personal decision. This point of view seemed to be authorized by the words of the Dominion Act; but an appeal from Lord Lorne to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, the Colonial Secretary, received a reply counselling the Governor-General to give way to his ministers. Thus the Imperial Government withdrew from the representative of the Crown all but the merest semblance of authority and made him—what indeed he should be, but certainly was
not intended to be at the time when the confederation was formed—the figure-head of the Dominion, the mouth-piece for the utterances of the Canadian legislature. Acting upon the advice of the Colonial Secretary, Lord Lorne gave way, M. Luc Letellier was removed, and with him went the last pretension of England to rule her North American colonies.

Still, there is a vast difference between the charm of a complete and that of a merely virtual independence. The time might come when Canada would feel ambitious of a career and a history all her own. In a merely practical point of view she might object to the dangerous fellowship of a country which is liable to be engaged in wars with States whose fleets might harass Canadian seaports; or whose armies, in at least one case, might cross the Canadian frontier line. The very reasonable policy which might induce England some time to say that the Canadians must defend themselves, might well seem to the Canadians to be appropriately followed up by a declaration on the part of the Dominion that, if she must defend herself, she must be free from responsibility for the foreign policy of England. Independence, therefore, is a possibility of the future, although it has not yet come to be a question in practical politics. But then there is the third possibility to which Mr. Bourinot refers—that of "consolidation into the empire." Canada might become one member of a great English federation, and in that way have a voice in directing the foreign policy of England, while admitting English opinion to a voice in the construction of Canadian tariffs. This question concerns the destinies of most other colonies of Great Britain; of all her colonies in time. What is to come of Australia? That colony has no United States near at hand to suggest a possibility of annexation; and her choice is apparently limited to the alternative of independence or "consolidation into the empire." Independence is surely in this case a natural and a possible solution. Australia is well suited by her
The geographical position and the circumstances of her political growth to form, if it were necessary, a confederation of her own. Australia now consists of five separate colonies—New South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia, South Australia, and Queensland; all these are provinces of one vast island, the largest island in the world. We leave New Zealand, and even Tasmania, out of consideration for the moment. Tasmania, and even New Zealand, might naturally enough form part of an Australian confederation, and should of necessity form part of such a confederation were it Australasian. For the present, however, we prefer to speak of the colonies which are bound together within the shore-lines of the one great island. All these colonies have now representative government, with responsible ministries, and parliamentary chambers. New South Wales is the oldest of the group. Its political life may be said to date from 1853, when it first received what is fairly to be called a constitution. For ten years previously it had possessed a sort of legislature consisting of a single Chamber, of which half the members were nominee, and the other half elected. One of the most distinguished members of that Chamber for many years was Mr. Lowe, who appears to have learned to hate democratic government from watching over its earliest infancy, as some women imbibe a dislike to all children from having had to do too much nursery-work in their girlhood. Victoria, which was separated from New South Wales in 1851, got her liberal constitution in 1856. The other colonies followed by degrees. The constitutional systems differ among themselves as to certain of their details. The electoral qualification, for example, differs considerably. Generally speaking, however, they may be set down as all alike illustrating the principles and exercising the influence of representative government. They are training-schools for the work of complete independence, if ever it should suit the interests of the Colonies to start absolutely for themselves. They have
not got on so far without much confusion and many sad mistakes. The constitutional controversies and difficulties in Victoria and in other Australian colonies are a favorite example with some writers and speakers, to show the failure of the democratic principle in government. But it is always forgotten that the principle of representative government in a colony like Victoria is, as a matter of necessity, that of democracy. Even those who believe the aristocratic influence invaluable in the life of a nation must see that New South Wales and Victoria and Queensland must somehow contrive to do without such an influence. An aristocracy cannot be imported; nor can it be sown in the evening to grow up next morning. The colonists are compelled to construct a system without it. There are many difficulties in their way. It is often carelessly said that they ought to find the work easy enough, because they have the example and the experience of England to guide them. But they have no such guide. The conditions under which the colonies have to create a constitutional system are entirely different from those of England; so different, indeed, that there must be a certain danger of going astray simply from trying to follow England's example under circumstances entirely unlike those of England.

Despite all confusion or blundering, however, it is clear that the Australian colonies are growing and prospering, and that their gradual training in the business of political government will soon bring each of them to the principles and the mechanism best suited for its condition and its development. All the lessons lately taught by the Home Government have been, and very properly, that they must manage their affairs and compose their domestic quarrels without the intervention of Imperial authority. This has been impressed upon them just as earnestly by Conservative as by Liberal Secretaries of State. The Victorian dead-lock, as it was called, is a recent example. It began with a dispute between the two Chambers as to the pay-
ment of members. The majority in the Legislative Assembly, or House of Commons, passed as usual the estimate for the payment of members, the system of paying the members having prevailed since 1872. It was thrown out by the Legislative Council, or Senate. The Chief Secretary—or, as we should call him, the Prime-minister—of the colony, Mr. Graham Berry, added the amount to the Appropriation Bill. The Legislative Council refused to pass the Bill. The Ministry retorted by dismissing, or threatening to dismiss, a whole army of Government officials—county court judges, magistrates, coroners, and other functionaries—on the ground that they had not the money to pay their salaries. Constitutional government seemed for the moment to have really come to a dead-lock. Both Chambers eagerly appealed to the Governor. The Governor, acting on the advice of the Colonial Office, preserved a strict neutrality. The money question was temporarily settled by a sort of compromise; but the popular Assembly at once set to work, with the assistance of the Colonial Ministry, to diminish the power of the Upper Chamber. They adopted a measure for that purpose; but the question was how to get the Upper Chamber to pass it. Mr. Berry came to England to endeavor to prevail upon the Government here to effect a change in the Victorian constitution by an Imperial decree. The Conservative Secretary of State, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, firmly refused to interfere. Only in the very last extremity, it was authoritatively declared, could the mother country interfere in the domestic disputes of a colony having parliamentary institutions and a responsible ministry. This was an important declaration, and it announced a just and wise resolve. The training given by self-government would be of little value or substance, indeed, if the mother country were to undertake to intervene whenever anything went wrong, and on her own authority try to set it right. The Australian colonies have therefore, like the Dominion of Canada, a virtual independence. They have the right
of complete self-government. Only the name of a distinct nationality is wanting. As in the case of the Dominion of Canada, so, too, in that of Australia, it is quite possible that the colonists may some time feel inspired by the longing for a national independence. In such a condition of things the geographical situation of Australia would make the experiment seem even more natural than that of Canada. Australia, girt by her oceans, and with the Tasmanian and New Zealand islands for associates, would form a natural federation apart; a federation quite capable of living for itself, and of having in the future a distinct nationality, and perhaps a great history.

But Australia, or Australasia, would also be well fitted to take her part in that wider and grander federation which is already the dream and the faith of many colonists and some Englishmen. This is the third choice which Mr. Bourinot contemplates as offered to the colonists and to England. Why, it is asked, should there not be a great Confederation of England, of Ireland, and of the states that are now colonies? Why should there not be an Imperial Parliament, then truly Imperial, in which each of these separate provinces or states should be represented for common purposes, while each had separately its local legislature to arrange its own domestic affairs. Why should Canada, should Victoria, should Cape Colony, or Natal, or New Zealand, be left absolutely without a voice in the decision of those important questions of foreign policy, of peace and war, which may have such momentous results for any one of those provinces? A war with the United States would undoubtedly bring on an invasion of Canada. The Crimean war seemed at one time destined to invite a Russian raid upon some of the Australian colonics. Why should colonies like these be allowed no share in deciding the policy which may possibly come to its most momentous issue on their own soil? If the colonies are never to have that voice in Imperial affairs, is it likely that they will long continue merely to hang on to the skirts of England?
Then, again, one great difficulty between England and her colonies is caused by the different views which they take on questions of tariff and taxation. Canada, for example, enforces against Great Britain the severest protective system. English politicians and manufacturers chafe so much at this that it seems likely to be the cause at one time or other of a quarrel which no fine phrases on either side can conjure away. An English statesman of the present day has said that, as we lost some of our American colonies because we insisted upon taxing them, we may lose the others because we will not permit them to tax us. Might not this difficulty, too, be removed from the path of the future if colonists and inhabitants of the mother country alike sat in the one Imperial legislature, and discussed in common their great common interests? Is not some such principle, indeed, the probable solution of the problem of government for systems made up of various and widely separated provinces and nationalities? Here, too, would be a framework always wide enough for the reception of new creations. The process which in the American Republic converts first a desert into a territory, and then a territory into a state, would admit new province after new province into this great federated system. Who shall say that even the future relations of the peoples of Hindostan might not be satisfactorily provided for by such a principle of federation? Immense, no doubt, are the difficulties that lie in the way of such a scheme. To many minds it will seem that only the merest dreamers could entertain the idea. But the so-called dreamers would, perhaps, have something to say for the practicable nature of their plan. They might at least retort upon their critics by asking, "What, then, have you who call yourselves practical men, and despise the dreamers of dreams—what have you to suggest? Do you really believe that things can always go on as they are going now? You have eyes; open them and look beyond your own parish, your own club, coterie, or village, and say whether you
think it possible that great colonies like those of British North America and those of Australasia are likely to remain always content with their present anomalous condition, or that your own people would remain forever content with it, even if the colonists were never to complain? What, then, do you expect? Annexation to America in the one case; independence in the other; or perhaps independence in both, and in all? To that result, if it must come to that, the mind of England would have to reconcile herself. She has no Imperial privilege to interfere with the destinies of the world. But in the mean time would it not be the part of you, the practical men, to consider whether that other suggestion is not more desirable as well as more easy to realize; that scheme of a great federation which should reconcile the several interests and the individual energies of the colonies with the central policy of a great, free empire?"
CHAPTER LVI.

"BEGINS WITH SOLDAN, ENDS WITH PRESTER JOHN."

In the summer of 1867 England received with strange welcome a strange visitor. "Quis novus hic nostris successit sedibus hospes?" Looking forward into the future we may, indeed, apply yet other words of Dido, and say of the new-comer to these shores, "Quibus ille jactatus fatis!" It was the Sultan of Turkey who came to visit England—the Sultan Abdul-Aziz, whose career was to end ten years after in dethronement and suicide. Abdul-Aziz was the first Sultan who ever set his foot on English soil. He was welcomed with a show of enthusiasm which made cool observers wonder and shrug their shoulders. The Cretan insurrection was going on, and the Sultan's generals were doing cruel work among the unfortunate rebels of that Greek race with which the people of England had so long and so loudly professed the deepest sympathy. Yet the Sultan was received by Englishmen with what must have seemed to him a genuine outburst of national enthusiasm. As a matter of course, he received the usual Court entertainments; but he was also entertained gorgeously by the Lord Mayor and Corporation of London; he went in state to the Opera and the Crystal Palace; he saw a review of the fleet, in company with the Queen, at Spithead; he was run after and shouted for by vast crowds wherever he showed his dark and melancholy face, on which even then the sullen shadow of the future might seem to have been cast. His presence threw completely into the background that of his nominal vassal, the Viceroy of Egypt, who might otherwise have been a very sufficient lion in himself. Abdul-Aziz doubtless believed in the
genuineness of the reception, and thought it denoted a real and a lasting sympathy with him and his State. He did not know how easily crowds are gathered and the fire of popular enthusiasm is lighted in London. The Shah of Persia was to experience the same sort of reception not long after; Garibaldi had enjoyed it not long before; Kossuth had had it in his time. Some of the newspapers politely professed to believe that the visit would be productive of wonderful results to Turkey. The Sultan, it was suggested, would surely return to Constantinople with his head full of new ideas gathered up in the West. He would go back much impressed by the evidences of the blessings of our constitutional government and the progressive nature of our civic institutions. He would read a lesson in the glass and iron of the Crystal Palace, the solid splendors of the Guildhall. He would learn something from the directors of the railway companies, and something from the Lord Mayor. The Cattle-show at the Agricultural Hall could not be lost on his observant eyes. The result would be a new era for Turkey—another new era: the real new era this time. The poor Sultan's head must have been sadly bemused by all the various sights he was forced to see. He left England just before the public had had time to get tired of him; and the new era did not appear to be any nearer for Turkey after his return home.

Mr. Disraeli astonished and amused the public, toward the close of 1867, by a declaration he made at a dinner which was given in his honor at Edinburgh. The company were surprised to learn that he had for many years been a thorough reformer and an advocate of popular suffrage, and that he had only kept his convictions to himself because it was necessary to instil them gently into the minds of his political colleagues. "I had," he said, "to prepare the mind of the country, and to educate—if it be not arrogant to use such a phrase—to educate our party. It is a large party, and requires its attention to be called to
questions of this kind with some pressure. I had to prepare the mind of Parliament and the country on this question of Reform." All the time, therefore, that Mr. Disraeli was fighting against Reform Bills, he was really trying to lead his party "with a gentle hand, thither, oh, thither," toward the principles of popular reform. This then, people said, is what Vivian Grey meant when he declared that for statesmen who would rule, "our wisdom must be concealed under folly, and our constancy under caprice." Some members of the party which Mr. Disraeli professed to have thus cleverly educated were a little scandalized and even shocked at the frank composure of his confession; some were offended; it seemed to them that their ingenious instructor had made fools of them. But the general public, as usual, persisted in refusing to take Mr. Disraeli seriously, or to fasten on him any moral responsibility for anything he might say or do. It might have been wrong in another statesman to put on for years the profession of Conservatism in order that he might get more deeply into the confidence of Conservatives and instil into them the principles of Mr. Bright. But in Mr. Disraeli it was of no consequence; that was his way; if he were anything but that he would not be Mr. Disraeli; he would not be leader of the House of Commons; he would not be Prime-minister of England.

For to that it soon came; came at last. "At this moment how many a powerful noble wants only wit to be a minister; and what wants Vivian Grey to attain the same end?" What Vivian Grey once wanted to attain that end he had long since compassed. Only the opportunity was lately needed to make him Prime-minister; and that opportunity came early in 1868. Lord Derby's health had for some time been so weakly that he was anxious to get rid of the trouble of office as soon as possible. In February, 1868, he became so ill that his condition excited the gravest anxiety. He rallied, indeed, and grew much better; but he took the warning, and determined on retiring
from office. He tendered his resignation, and it was accepted by the Queen. It fell to the lot of his son, Lord Stanley, to make the announcement in the House of Commons. There was a general regret felt for the retirement of Lord Derby from a leading place in politics; but as soon as it appeared that his physical condition was not actually hopeless, men's minds turned at once from him to his successor. No one could now doubt that Mr. Disraeli's time had come. The patient career, the thirty years' war against difficulties, were to have the long-desired reward. The Queen sent for Mr. Disraeli, and invited him to assume Lord Derby's vacated place and to form a Government. By a curious coincidence the autograph letter containing this invitation was brought from Osborne to the new Prime-minister by General Grey, the man who defeated Mr. Disraeli in his first endeavor to enter the House of Commons. That was the contest for Wycombe in June, 1832. It was a memorable contest in many ways. It was the last election under the political conditions which the Reform Bill brought to a close. The Reform Bill had only just been passed when the Wycombe election took place, and had not come into actual operation. The state of the poll is amusing to read of now. Thirty-five voters, all told, registered their suffrages. Twenty-three voted for Colonel Grey, as he then was; twelve were induced to support Mr. Disraeli. Then Mr. Disraeli retired from the contest, and Colonel Grey was proclaimed the representative of Wycombe by a majority of eleven. Nor had Wycombe exhausted in the contest all its electoral strength. There were, it seemed, two voters more in the borough who would have polled, if it were necessary, on the side of Colonel Grey. Mr. Disraeli's successful rival in that first struggle for a seat in Parliament was now the bearer of the Queen's invitation to Mr. Disraeli to become Prime-minister of England. The public in general were well pleased that Mr. Disraeli should reach the object of his ambition. It seemed only
the fit return for his long and hard struggle against so many adverse conditions. He had battled with his evil stars; and his triumph over them pleased most of those who had observed the contest. Mr. Frank H. Hill, in that remarkable book, unrivalled in its way, which bears the modest name of "Political Portraits," speaks of Mr. Disraeli's curiously isolated position in the House of Commons. "He sits like a solitary gladiator waiting the signal for combat." The sentence is admirable as a description. Nothing could be happier as a comparison. For the very reason that Mr. Disraeli had always been like the solitary gladiator, the public were all the more pleased when his long, lonely struggle "for his own hand" carried off the prize at last. The public never looked on Mr. Disraeli, up to this period of his career at least, as anything but a brilliant gladiator. The author of "Political Portraits" observes, that "Mr. Disraeli's Premiership is remarkable chiefly for the fact that he was Prime-minister." This too was true. It is a correct description of that short season of rule which came to Mr. Disraeli on the retirement of Lord Derby. But if Mr. Hill were to take up the subject now, he would probably admit that Mr. Disraeli's second Premiership was remarkable for a good many other things besides the fact that he was a second time Prime-minister.

The new Premier made few changes in his Cabinet. His former lieutenant, Lord Cairns, had been for some time one of the Lords-justices of the Court of Chancery. Mr. Disraeli made him Lord Chancellor. In order to do this he had to undertake the somewhat ungracious task of informing Lord Chelmsford, who sat on the wool-sack during Lord Derby's tenure of office, that his services would no longer be required. Lord Chelmsford's friends were very angry, and a painful controversy began in the newspapers. It was plainly stated by some of the aggrieved that Lord Chelmsford had been put aside because he had shown himself too firmly independent in his selection of
judges. But there seems no reason to ascribe Mr. Disraeli's action to any other than its obvious and reasonable motive. His ministry was singularly weak in debating talent in the House of Lords. Lord Cairns was one of the best Parliamentary debaters of the day; Lord Chelmsford was hardly entitled to be called a Parliamentary debater at all. Lord Cairns was a really great lawyer; Lord Chelmsford was only a lawyer of respectable capacity. Lord Chelmsford was at that time nearly seventy-five years old, and Lord Cairns was quarter of a century younger. It is surely not necessary to search for ungenerous or improper motives to explain the act of the new Prime-minister in preferring the one man to the other. Mr. Disraeli merely did his duty. Nothing could justify a minister who had the opportunity and the responsibility of such a choice in deciding to retain Lord Chelmsford rather than to bring in Lord Cairns.

No other change was important. Mr. Ward Hunt, a respectable country gentleman of no great position and of moderate abilities, became Chancellor of the Exchequer in the room of Mr. Disraeli. Mr. Walpole, who had been in the Cabinet for some time without office, retired from the Administration altogether. A good deal of work was got through in the session. A bill was introduced to put a stop to the system of public executions, and passed with little difficulty. The only objection raised was urged by those who thought the time had come for abolishing the system of capital punishment altogether. Public executions had long grown to be a scandal to the country. Every voice had been crying out against them. The author of the "Ingoldsby Legends" had made a public execution the subject of a bitter and painful satire. Dickens had denounced the system with generous vehemence. Thackeray had borne stern testimony to its abominations. A public execution in London was a scene to fill an observer with something like a loathing for the whole human race. Through all the long night before the execution
the precincts of the prison became a bivouac ground for the ruffianism of the metropolis. The roughs, the harlots, the professional robbers, and the prospective murderers held high festival there. The air reeked with the smell of strong drink, with filthy jokes and oaths and blasphemy. The soul took its flight as if it were a trapeze performer in a circus. The moral effect of the scene, as an example to evil-doers, was about as great as the moral effect of a cock-fight. The demoralizing effect, however, was broad and deep. It may be doubted whether one in ten thousand of those who for mere curiosity came to see an execution did not go away a worse creature than he had come. As the old-fashioned intramural burial-ground made by its own vapors new corpses to fill it, so the atmosphere of the public execution generated fresh criminals to exhibit on the scaffold. Posterity will probably wonder how the age, which would have scouted the idea of any wholesome effect being wrought by public floggings, could have remained so long under the belief that any manner of good could be done by the system of public executions. Since the change made in 1868, the execution takes place within the precincts of the jail; it is witnessed by a few selected persons, usually including representatives of the press, and it is certified by the verdict of a coroner's jury.

Another change of ancient system was made by the measure which took away from the House of Commons the power of deciding election petitions. The long-established custom was that an election petition was referred to a Committee of the House of Commons, who heard the evidence on both sides, and then decided by majority of votes as to the right of the person elected to hold the seat. The system was open to some obvious objections. The one great and crying evil of our electioneering was then the bribery and corruption which attended it. A Parliamentary Committee could hardly be expected to deal very stringently with bribery, seeing that most of the members of the Committee were sure to have carried on or author-
ized bribery on their own account. A false public conscience had grown up with regard to bribery. Few men held it really in hatred. The country gentleman whose own vote, when once he had been elected, was unpurchasable by any money bribe, thought it quite a natural and legitimate thing that he should buy his seat by corrupting voters. As in a former age no gentleman thought it wrong to seduce a woman, so in a very recent day no man with money thought it improper to spend some of his money in corrupting electors. What censure was it likely a country squire would have got fifty years ago if accused before a council of squires of having seduced some tenant’s wife or daughter? Just so much would a rich man have got twenty years ago from a Parliamentary Committee if it were proved that he had allowed his agent to lay out money ingeniously for him in bribes. Then, again, the decision of the Parliamentary Committee was very often determined by the political opinions of the majority of its members. Acute persons used to say that when once the Committee had been formed they could tell what its decision would be. “Show me the men, and I’ll show you the decision,” was the principle. It was not always found to be so in practice. A Committee with a Conservative majority did sometimes decide against a Conservative candidate. A Committee with a majority of Whigs has been know to unseat a Whig occupant. But in general the decision of the Committee was either influenced by the political opinions of its majority, or, what was nearly as bad, so far as public influence was concerned it was believed to be so influenced. There had, therefore, been for a long time an opinion growing up that something must be done to bring about a reform, and in 1867 a Parliamentary Select Committee reported in favor of abandoning altogether the system of referring election petitions to a tribunal composed of members of the House of Commons. The proposal of this Committee was, that every petition should be referred to one of the Judges of
the superior courts at Westminster, with power to decide both law and fact, and to report not only as to the seat but as to the extent of bribery and corruption in the constituency. The Judges themselves strongly objected to having such duties imposed upon them. The Lord Chief-justice stated on their behalf that he had consulted with them, and was charged by them, one and all, to convey to the Lord Chancellor “their strong and unanimous feeling of insuperable objection to undertaking functions the effect of which would be to lower and degrade the judicial office, and to destroy, or at all events materially impair, the confidence of the public in the thorough impartiality and inflexible integrity of the Judges, when in the course of their ordinary duties political matters come incidentally before them.” Notwithstanding the objections of the Judges, however, the Government, after having made one or two unsuccessful experiments at a measure to institute a new court for the trial of election petitions, brought in a bill to refer such petitions to the decision of a legal tribunal remains in force, and it is very unlikely indeed that the House of Commons will ever recover its ancient privilege. Many members of that House still regret the change. They say, and not unreasonably, that with time and the purifying effect of public opinion the objections to the old system would have died away. A Committee of the House of Commons would have come to regard bribery as all honest and decent men must in time regard it. They would acknowledge it a crime, and brand it accordingly. So too it is surely probable that members of the House of Commons sitting to hear an election petition would have got over that low condition of political morals which al-
allowed them to give, or be suspected of giving, their decision for partisan purposes without regard to facts and to justice. On the other hand, it seems a strange anomaly that a Judge may not only declare the candidate of the majority disentitled to a seat, but declare the candidate of the minority entitled to it. In one celebrated case of an Irish election the candidate elected by an overwhelming majority was unseated by the decision of the Judge; the candidate who had a very small minority of votes in his favor was installed in the seat. It was obviously absurd to call such a man the representative of the constituency. It is right to say that none of the effects anticipated by the Chief-Justice were felt in England. The impartiality of the Judges was never called in question. In Ireland it was otherwise, at least in some instances. Judges are rarely appointed in Ireland who have not held law office; and law office is usually obtained by parliamentary, in other words, by partisan service. There is not, therefore, always the same confidence in the impartiality of the Judges in Ireland that prevails in England, and it must be owned that, in one or two instances at least, the effect of referring an election petition to the decision of an Irish Judge was not by any means favorable to the public faith, either in the dignity or the impartiality of the Bench. Of late years some really stringent measures have been taken against bribery. Several boroughs have been disfranchised altogether because of the gross and seemingly ineradicable corruption that prevailed there. Time, education, and public opinion will probably before long cleanse our political system of the stain of bribery. Before long, surely, it will be accounted as base to give as to take a bribe.

The House of Lords, too, abandoned about this time one of their ancient usages—the custom of voting by proxy. A Select Committee of the Peers had recommended that the practice should be discontinued. It was defended, of course, as every antiquated and anomalous practice is sure to be defended. It was urged, for example, that no men
can be better qualified to understand the great political questions of the day than members of the House of Peers who are employed in the diplomatic service abroad, and that it is unfair to exclude these men from affirming their opinion by a vote, even though they cannot quit their posts and return home to give the vote in person. This small grievance, if it were one, was very properly held to be of little account when compared with the obvious objections to the practice. The House of Lords, however, were not willing absolutely and forever to give up the privilege. They only passed a standing order “that the practice of calling for proxies on a division be discontinued, and that two days’ notice be given of any motion for the suspension of the order.” It is not likely that any attempt will be made to suspend the order and renew the obsolete practice.

The Government ventured this year on the bold but judicious step of acquiring possession of all the lines of telegraph, and making the control of communication by wire a part of the business of the Post-office. They did not succeed in making a very good bargain of it, and for a time the new management resulted in the most distracting confusion. But the country highly approved of the purchase. The Post-office has long been one of the best managed departments of the Civil Service.

An important event in the year's history was the successful conclusion of the expedition into Abyssinia. We have already mentioned that much alarm had long been felt in the country with regard to the fate of a number of British subjects, men and women, who were held in captivity by Theodore, King of Abyssinia. A vague, mysterious interest hung around Abyssinia. It is a land which claims to have held the primitive Christians, and to have the bones of St. Mark among its treasury of sacred relics. It held fast to the Christian faith, according to its own views of that faith, when Egypt flung it aside after the Arab invasion. The Abyssinians trace the origin of their
empire back to the time of Solomon, when the Queen of Sheba visited him. The Emperor or King of Abyssinia was the Prester John, the mysterious king-priest of the Middle Ages. If Sir John Mandeville may be accepted as any authority, that traveller avers that the title of Prester John rose from the fact that one of the early kings of Abyssinia went with a Christian knight into a Christian Church in Egypt, and was so charmed with the service that he vowed he would thenceforth take the title of priest. He further declared that "he wolde have the name of the first preest that wente out of the Chirche; and his name was John." A traveller, whom not a few were disposed to class with Sir John Mandeville, brought back to Europe in a later day some marvellous tales of the Abyssinians. An advertisement prefixed to the third volume of Buffon's "History of Birds" acknowledges "the free and generous communication which I had of the drawings and observations of Mr. James Bruce, who, returning from Numidia and the interior parts of Abyssinia, stayed in my house for several days, and made me a partaker of the knowledge which he had acquired in a tour no less fatiguing than hazardous." The publication of Bruce's "Travels in Abyssinia" excited an interest which was further inflamed by the fierce controversy as to the accuracy of his statements and descriptions. Some at least of Bruce's most disputed assertions have been confirmed since his day by the observations of other travellers. The curiosity as to the land of Prester John was revived for modern times by Bruce and the controversy Bruce called up, and in addition to the public anxiety on account of the English prisoners, there was in England a certain vague expectation of marvellous results to come of a military expedition into the land of ancient mystery. Among the captives in Theodore's hands were Captain Cameron, her Majesty's Consul at Massowah, with his secretary and some servants; Mr. Hormuzd Rassam, a Syrian Christian, and naturalized subject of the Queen; Lieutenant Pri-
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deaux, and Dr. Blanc. These men were made prisoners while actually engaged on official business of the English Government, and the expedition was therefore formally charged to recover them. But there were several other captives as well, whom the Commander-in-chief was enjoined to take under his protection. There were German missionaries, and their wives and children, some of the women being English; some teachers, artists, and workmen, all European. The quarrel which led to the imprisonment of these people was of old standing. Some of the missionaries had been four years in duress before the expedition was sent out to their rescue. In April, 1865, Lord Chelmsford had called the attention of the House of Lords to the treatment which certain British subjects were then receiving at the hands of Theodore, the Negus or supreme ruler of Abyssinia. Theodore was a usurper. Few Eastern sovereigns who have in any way made their mark in history, from Haroun-al-Raschid and Saladin downward, can be described by any other name than that of usurper. Theodore seems to have been a man of strong barbaric nature, a compound of savage virtue and more than savage ambition and cruelty. He was a sort of wild and barbarous Philip of Macedon. He was open to passionate and lasting friendships. His nature was swept by stormy gusts of anger and hatred. His moods of fury and of mildness came and went like the thunder-storms and calms of a tropic region. He had had a devoted friendship for Mr. Plowden, a former English Consul at Massowah, who had actually lent Theodore his help in putting down a rebellion, and was killed by the rebels in consequence. When Theodore had crushed the rebellion, he slaughtered more than a hundred of the rebel prisoners as a sacrifice to the manes of his English Patroclus. Captain Cameron was sent to succeed Mr. Plowden. It should be stated that neither Mr. Plowden nor Captain Cameron was appointed Consul for any part of Abyssinia. Massowah is an island off the African shore of the Red Sea. It
is in Turkish ownership, and forms no part of Abyssinia, although it is the principal starting-point to the interior of that country from Egypt, and the great outlet for Abyssinian trade. Consuls were sent to Massowah, according to the terms of Mr. Plowden's appointment in 1848, "for the protection of British trade with Abyssinia and with the countries adjacent thereto." Mr. Plowden, however, had made himself an active ally of King Theodore; a course of proceeding which naturally gave great dissatisfaction to the English Government. Captain Cameron, therefore, received positive instructions to take no part in the quarrels of Theodore and his subjects, and was reminded by Lord John Russell that he held "no representative character in Abyssinia." It probably seemed to Theodore that the attitude of England was altered and unfriendly, and thus the dispute began which led to the seizure of the missionaries. Captain Cameron seems to have been much wanting in discretion, and Theodore suspected him of intriguing with Egypt. Theodore wrote a letter to Queen Victoria requesting help against the Turks, and for some reason the letter remained unanswered. A story went that Theodore cherished a strong ambition to become the husband of the Queen of England, and even represented that his descent from the Queen of Sheba made him not unworthy of such an alliance. Whether he ever put his proposals into formal shape or not, it is certain that misunderstandings arose; that Theodore fancied himself slighted; and that he wreaked his wrongs by seizing all the British subjects within his reach, and throwing them into captivity. They were put in chains and kept in Magdala, his rock-based capital. Consul Cameron was among the number. He had imprudently gone back into Abyssinia from Massowah, and was at once pounced upon by the furious descendant of Prester John.

The English Government had a difficult task before them. It seemed not unlikely that the first movement made by an invading expedition might be the signal for
the massacre of the prisoners. The effect of conciliation was, therefore, tried in the first instance. Mr. Rassam, who held the office of Assistant British Resident at Aden, a man who had acquired some distinction under Mr. Layard in exploring the remains of Nineveh and Babylon, was sent on a mission to Theodore with a message from Queen Victoria. Lieutenant Prideaux and Dr. Blanc were appointed to accompany him. Theodore played with Mr. Rassam for a while, and then added him and his companions to the number of the captives. Theodore seems to have become more and more possessed with the idea that the English Government were slighting him; and one or two unlucky mishaps or misconceptions gave him some excuse for cherishing the suspicion in his jealous and angry mind. At last an ultimatum was sent by Lord Stanley, demanding the release of the captives within three months on penalty of war. This letter does not seem to have ever reached the King's hands. The Government made preparations for war, and appointed Sir Robert Napier, now Lord Napier, of Magdala, then Commander-in-chief of the army of Bombay, to conduct the expedition. A winter sitting of Parliament was held in November, 1867, supplies were voted, and the expeditionary force set out from Bombay.

The expedition was well managed. Its work was, if we may use a somewhat homely expression, done to time. The military difficulties were not great; but the march had to be made across some four hundred miles of a mountainous and roadless country. The army had to make its way, now under burning sun, and now amid storms of rain and sleet, through broken and perplexing mountain gorges and over mountain heights ten thousand feet above the sea-level. Anything like a skilful resistance, even such resistance as savages might well have been expected to make, would have placed the lives of all the force in the utmost danger. The mere work of carrying the supplies safely along through such a country was of itself
enough to keep the energies of the invading army on the utmost strain. Meanwhile the captives were dragging out life in the very bitterness of death. The King still oscillated between caprices of kindness and impulses of cruelty. He sometimes strolled in upon the prisoners in careless undress; perhaps in European shirt and trousers, without a coat; and he cheerily brought with him a bottle of wine, which he insisted on the captives sharing with him. At other times he visited them in the mood of one who loved to feast his eyes on the anticipatory terrors of the victims he has determined to destroy. He had still great faith in the fighting power of his Abyssinians. Sometimes he was in high spirits, and declared that he longed for an encounter with the invaders. At other moments, however, and when the steady, certain march of the English soldiers was bringing them nearer and nearer, he seems to have lost heart and become impressed with a boding conviction that nothing would ever go well with him again. One description given of him, as he looked into the gathering clouds of an evening sky and drew melancholy auguries of his own fate, makes him appear like a barbaric Antony watching the rack dislimn, and likening its dispersion to his own vanishing fortunes. Sir Robert Napier arrived in front of Magdala in the beginning of April, 1868. One battle was fought on the tenth of the month. Perhaps it ought not to be called a battle. It is better to say that the Abyssinians made such an attack on the English troops as a bull sometimes makes on a railway train in full motion. The Abyssinians attacked with wild courage and spirit. The English weapons and the English discipline simply swept the assailants away. Others came on; wild charges were made again and again; five hundred Abyssinians were killed, and three times as many wounded. Not one of the English force was killed, and only nineteen men were wounded.

Then Theodore tried to come to terms. He sent back all the prisoners, who at last found themselves safe and free
under the protection of the English flag. But Theodore would not surrender. Sir Robert Napier had, therefore, no alternative but to order an assault on his stronghold. Magdala was perched upon cliffs so high and steep that it was said a cat could not climb them except at two points—one north, and one south—at each of which a narrow path led up to a strong gate-way. The attack was made by the northern path, and, despite all the difficulties of the ascent, the attacking party reached the gate, forced it, and captured Magdala. Those who first entered found Theodore's dead body inside the gate. Defeated and despairing, he had died in the high Roman fashion—by his own hand.

The rock-fortress of King Theodore was destroyed by the conqueror. Sir Robert Napier was unwilling to leave the place in its strength, because he had little doubt that if he did so it would be seized upon by a fierce Mohammedan tribe, the bitter enemies of the Abyssinian Christians. He therefore dismantled and destroyed the place. "Nothing," to use his own language, "but blackened rock remains" of what was Magdala. The expedition returned to the coast almost immediately. In less than a week after the capture of Magdala it was on its march to the sea. On June 21st, the troop-ship Crocodile arrived at Plymouth with the first detachment of troops from Abyssinia. Nothing could have been more effectively planned, conducted, and timed than the whole expedition. It went and came to the precise moment appointed for every movement, like an express train. That was its great merit. Warlike difficulties it had none to encounter. No one can doubt that such difficulties too, had they presented themselves, would have been encountered with success. The struggle was against two tough enemies, climate and mountain, and Sir Robert Napier won. He was made Baron Napier, of Magdala, and received a pension. The thanks of both Houses of Parliament were voted to the army of Abyssinia and its commander. It was on this
occasion that Mr. Disraeli delivered that astonishing burst of eloquence which for the hour turned the attention of the country away from Lord Napier’s triumph, and almost succeeded in making the capture of Magdala seem ridiculous. Lord Napier, Mr. Disraeli declared, had led the elephants of India bearing the artillery of Europe through African passes which might have startled the trapper of Canada and appalled the hunter of the Alps; and he wound up by proclaiming that “the standard of St. George was hoisted upon the mountains of Rasselas.” All England smiled at the mountains of Rasselas. The idea that Johnson actually had in his mind the very Abyssinia of geography and of history when he described his Happy Valley, was in itself trying to gravity. Of the rhetorical passage it is proper to speak in the words with which the author of Rasselas once interrupted the too ambitious eloquence of a friend. “Sir, this is sorry stuff,” said Dr. Johnson; “let me not hear you say it any more.” The worst of Mr. Disraeli’s burst of eloquence was, that it could not be got rid of so easily. The orator himself might have gladly consented to let it be heard no more; but the world would not so willingly let it die. Ever since that time, when the expedition to Abyssinia is mentioned in any company, a smile steals over some faces, and more than one voice is heard to murmur an allusion to the mountains of Rasselas.

The widow of King Theodore died in the English camp before the return of the expedition. Theodore’s son Alamayou, aged seven years, was taken charge of by Queen Victoria, and for a while educated in India. The boy was afterward brought to England; but he never reached maturity. All the care that could be taken of him here did not keep him from withering under the influence of an uncongenial civilization. His young life was as that of some exotic that will not long bear the transplantation to a foreign air. Doubtless, too, the premature tumult and troubles of his early years told heavily against him. “There is little difficulty,” says the grim leech in the
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"Fair Maid of Perth," "in blighting a flower exhausted from having been made to bloom too soon."

No attempt was made to interfere with the internal affairs of Abyssinia. Having destroyed their monarchy, the invaders left the Abyssinians to do as they would for the establishment of another. Sir Robert Napier declared one of the chiefs a friend of the British, and this chief had some hopes of obtaining the sovereignty of the country. But his rank as a friend of the British did not prevent him from being defeated in a struggle with a rival, and this latter not long after succeeded in having himself crowned King, under the title of John the Second. Another Prester John was set up in Abyssinia.
CHAPTER LVII.

THE IRISH CHURCH.

"The Irish Peasant to his Mistress" is the name of one of Moore's finest songs. The Irish peasant tells his mistress of his undying fidelity to her. "Through grief and through danger" her smile has cheered his way. "The darker our fortunes the purer thy bright love burned;" it turned shame into glory; fear into zeal. Slave as he was, with her to guide him he felt free. She had a rival; and the rival was honored, "while thou wert mocked and scorned." The rival wore a crown of gold; the other's brows were girt with thorns. The rival wooed him to temples, while the loved one lay hid in caves. "Her friends were all masters, while thine, alas, are slaves."

"Yet," he declares, "cold in the earth at thy feet I would rather be than wed one I love not, or turn one thought from thee."

The reader already understands the meaning of this poetic allegory. If he failed to appreciate its feeling, it would be hardly possible for him to understand the modern history of Ireland. The Irish peasant's mistress is the Catholic Church. The rival is the State Church set up by English authority. The worshippers in the Catholic faith had long to lie hid in caves, while the followers of the State Church worshipped in temples. The Irish peasant remained through centuries of persecution devotedly faithful to the Catholic Church. Nothing could win or wean him from it. The Irish population of Ireland—there is meaning in the words—were made apparently by nature for the Catholic faith. Hardly any influence on earth could make the genuine Celtic Irishman a Materialist, or
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what is called in France a Voltairean. For him, as for Schiller's immortal heroine, the kingdom of the spirits is easily opened. Half his thoughts, half his life, belong to a world other than the material world around him. The supernatural becomes almost the natural for him. The streams, the valleys, the hills of his native country are peopled by mystic forms and melancholy legends, which are all but living things for him. Even the railway has not banished from the land his familiar fancies and dreams. The "good people" still linger around the raths and glens. The banshee even yet laments, in dirge-like wailings, the death of the representative of each ancient house. The very superstitions of the Irish peasant take a devotional form. They are never degrading. His piety is not merely sincere—it is even practical. It sustains him against many hard trials, and enables him to bear, in cheerful patience, a life-long trouble. He praises God for everything; not as an act of mere devotional formality, but as by instinct; the praise naturally rising to his lips. Old men and women in Ireland who seem, to the observer, to have lived lives of nothing but privation and suffering, are heard to murmur with their latest breath the fervent declaration that the Lord was good to them always. Assuredly this genuine piety does not always prevent the wild Celtic nature from breaking forth into fierce excesses. Stormy outbursts of passion, gusts of savage revenge, too often sweep away the soul of the Irish peasant from the quiet moorings in which his natural piety and the teachings of his Church would hold it. But deep down in his nature is that faith in the other world and its visible connection and intercourse with this; his reverence for the teaching which shows him a clear title to immortality. For this very reason, when the Irish peasant throws off altogether the guidance of religion, he is apt to rush into worse extravagances and excesses than most other men. He is not made to be a Rationalist; he is made to be a believer.
The Irishman was bound by ties of indescribable strength and complication to his own Church. It was the teacher of that faith which especially commended itself to his nature and his temperament. It was made to be the symbol and the synonym of patriotism and nationality. Centuries of the cruel, futile attempt to force another religion on him in the name of his English conquerors had made him regard any effort to change his faith, even by argument, as the attempt of a spy to persuade a soldier to forsake his flag. To abandon the Catholic Church was, for the Irishman, not merely to renounce his religion, but to betray his country. It seemed to him that he could not become a Protestant without also becoming a renegade to the national cause. The State Church set up in Ireland was to him a symbol of oppression. It was Gesler's hat stuck up in the market-place; only a slave would bow down to it. It was idle to tell him of the free spirit of Protestantism; Protestantism stood represented for him by the authority which had oppressed his fellow-countrymen and fellow-Catholics for generations; which had hunted men to the caves and the mountains for being Catholic, and had hanged and disembowelled them for being Irish. Almost every page of the history of the two countries was read with a different interpretation by the Irishman and the Englishman. To the English student Spenser was a patriot as well as a poet; to the Irish scholar he was the bitterest and most unthinking enemy of Ireland. To the Englishman of modern days Cromwell was a great statesman and patriot; the Irishman thought of him only as the remorseless oppressor of Ireland, and the author of the massacre of Drogheda. The Englishman hated James II. because he fought against England at the Boyne; the Irishman despised him because he gave up the fight so soon. Chesterfield was to Englishmen a fribble and a fop; he was to Irishmen of education the one English Lord-lieutenant who ever seemed to have any comprehension of the real needs of Ireland. Fox was denounced
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in England and adored in Ireland because he made himself the champion of the principle of governing Ireland according to Irish ideas. One of Byron's chief offences in the eyes of English Conservatives was that his enthusiasm for Ireland was almost equal to his enthusiasm for Greece. Again and again, in every generation, the object of admiration to Englishmen was the object of distrust or dislike, or both, to all Irishmen who professed to have in them anything of the sentiment of nationality. All this feeling of antagonism was undoubtedly strengthened and sharpened by the existence of the State Church. There was not one rational word to be said on principle for the maintenance of such an institution. Sydney Smith said, in his humorous way, "There is no abuse like it in all Europe, in all Asia, in all the discovered parts of Africa, and in all we have heard of Timbuctoo." No foreign statesman probably ever admired English institutions more than Count Cavour did. Yet Cavour wrote that the State Church in Ireland "remains to the Catholics a representative of the cause of their miseries, a sign of defeat and oppression. It exasperates their sufferings, and makes their humiliation more keenly felt." Every argument in favor of the State Church in England was an argument against the State Church in Ireland. The English Church, as an institution, is defended on the ground that it represents the religious convictions of the great majority of the English people, and that it is qualified to take welcome charge of those who would otherwise be left without any religious care or teaching in England. The Catholics in Ireland were, to all denominations together, as five to one; the State Church represented only a small proportion of a very small minority. There was not the slightest pretext for affecting to believe that it could become the mother and the guardian of orphans and waifs among the Irish people. In many places the Protestant clergyman preached to a dozen listeners; in some places he thought himself lucky when he could get half a dozen.
There were places with a Protestant clergyman and Protestant church, and absolutely no Protestant worshippers. There had not of late years been much positive hostility to the State Church among the Irish people. Since the abolition of the system of tithes, since the dues of the person were no longer collected by an armed military force, with occasional accompaniment of bloodshed, the bitterness of popular feeling had very much mitigated. The Irish people grew to be almost indifferent on the subject. "With Henry II.," says Sydney Smith, "came in tithes, to which, in all probability, about one million of lives may have been sacrificed in Ireland." All that was changed at last. So long as the clergyman was content to live quietly and mind his own flock, where he had any to mind, his Catholic neighbors were not disposed to trouble themselves much about him. If, indeed, he attempted to do that which, by all strict logical reasoning, he must have regarded himself as appointed to do—if he attempted any work of conversion—then he aroused such a storm of anger that he generally found it prudent to withdraw from the odious and hopeless enterprise. If he was a sensible man, he was usually content to minister to his own people and meddle no further with others. In the large towns he generally had his considerable congregation, and was busy enough. In some of the country places of the south and west he preached every Sunday to his little flock of five or six, while the congregation of the Catholic chapel a short distance off were covering great part of the hill-side around the chapel door, because their numbers were many times too great to allow them to find room within the building itself. Sydney Smith has described, in a few words, the condition of things as it existed in his time: "On an Irish Sabbath the bell of a neat parish church often summons to church only the parson and an occasionally conforming clerk; while two hundred yards off a thousand Catholics are huddled together in a miserable hovel, and pelted by all the storms of Heaven."
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In days nearer to our own the miserable hovel had for the most part given place to a large and handsome church; in many places to a vast and stately cathedral. Nothing could be more remarkable than the manner in which the voluntary offerings of the Irish Catholics covered the face of the country with churches dedicated to the uses of their faith. Often the contributions came in liberal measure from Irishmen settled in far-off countries, who were not likely ever again to see their native fields. Irish Catholic priests crossed the Atlantic, crossed even the Pacific, to ask for help to maintain their churches; and there came from Quebec and Ontario, from New York, New Orleans and Chicago, from Melbourne and Sydney, from Tasmania and New Zealand, the money which put up churches and spires on the Irish mountain-sides. The proportion between the Protestants and the Catholics began to tell more and more disadvantageously for the State Church as years went on. Of late the influx of the Catholic working population into the northern province threatens to overthrow the supremacy of Protestantism in Protestantism's own stronghold.

It has often been said that if England had not persecuted the Catholics; if she had not thrust her State Church on them under circumstances which made it an insolent badge of conquest, the Irish people might have been gradually won over to the religion of England. To us nothing seems more unlikely than any such change. The Irish people, we are convinced, would, under any circumstances whatever, have remained faithful to the Catholic Church. As we have already endeavored to show, it is the Church which seems specially appointed to be the guide of their feelings and their nature. But it is certain that if there had been no persecution and no State Church, the feelings of the Irish people toward England would have been very different from what they actually are even at this day. There would have been no rebellion of 1798. There would have been no hatred of Protestant to Catholic, Catholic to Prot-
All this is obvious; every one says as much now. But there is another view of the question; there is another harmful effect of the State Church and its surroundings, which is not so often considered nor so commonly admitted. This is the indirect harm which was done by the setting up in Ireland of a “British party,” to employ a phrase once familiar in politics; a party supposed to represent the interests of the English Government, and indeed to be, as it was commonly called, the Protestant garrison in Ireland. Naturally the Government always acted on the advice of that party, and as a matter of course they were frequently deceived. The British party had no way of getting at the real feelings of the Irish people; they were among them, but not of them. They kept on continually assuring the Government that there was no real cause of dissatisfaction in Ireland; that the objection to this or that odious institution or measure came only from a few agitators, and not from the whole population. It will not be forgotten that down to the very outbreak of the American War of Independence there were the remnants of a British party in the Northern States, who assured the English Government that there was no real dissatisfaction among the American colonists, and no idea whatever of severing the connection with England. The same sort of counsel was given, the same fatal service was rendered, on almost all important occasions by the British party in Ireland. It was probably from observing this condition of things that Mr. Gladstone came to the conclusion that the Fenian outbreak, the Manchester rescue, and the Clerkenwell explosion furnished a proper opportunity for a new system of legislation in Ireland. Few actions on the part of a public man have been more persistently misrepresented or more obstinately misunderstood than the course taken by Mr. Gladstone. It has been constantly asserted that he declared himself impelled to propose new legislation for Ireland by the violence of the Fenian enterprises, and that he thus held out a premium to politi-
cal agitation of the most audacious kind, by offering an assurance to the agitator that if he would only be daring and lawless enough he might have full gratification of his demands. Yet Mr. Gladstone’s meaning was surely plain. He saw that the one great difficulty in the way of substantial legislation for Irish grievances had always been found in the fact that the English Parliament and public did not believe in the reality of the grievance. Englishmen put aside every claim made on behalf of Ireland with the assurance that the Irish people were entirely indifferent on the subject; that the Irish people felt no grievance, and therefore had not complained of any. The Fenian movement was, in Mr. Gladstone’s eyes, the most substantial refutation of this comfortable belief. The most easy-going and self-complacent Philistine could not feel satisfied that there was no grievance pressing on the minds of the Irish people when he found rebellion going on under his very eyes, and Fenian devotees braving death for their cause and its captains in his very streets. Mr. Gladstone was right. One of the sad defects of our parliamentary system is that no remedy is likely to be tried for any evil until the evil has made its presence felt in some startling way. The Clerkenwell explosion was but one illustration of a common condition of things. We seldom have any political reform without a previous explosion.

On March 16th, 1868, a remarkable debate took place in the House of Commons. It had for its subject the condition of Ireland, and it was introduced by a series of resolutions which Mr. John Francis Maguire, an Irish member, proposed. Mr. Maguire was a man of high character, and great ability and earnestness. He was a newspaper proprietor and an author; he knew Ireland well, but he also knew England and the temper of the English people. He was ardent in his national sympathies; but he was opposed to any movement of a seditious or a violent character. He had more than once risked his popularity among his countrymen by the resolute stand which he made
against any agitation that tended toward rebellion. Mr. Maguire always held that the geographical situation of England and Ireland rendered a separation of the two countries impossible. He had often expressed his belief that even in the event of a war between England and some foreign state—the American Republic, for instance—and even in the event of England's losing temporary possession of Ireland, one of the conditions of peace which the foreign Power would most freely accept would be the handing back of Ireland to Great Britain. To his mind, then, separation was a result not to be seriously thought of. But he accepted cordially the saying of Grattan that "if the ocean forbade separation, the sea denied union." He was in favor of a domestic legislature for Ireland, and he was convinced that such a measure would be found the means of establishing a true and genial union of feeling, a friendly partnership between the two countries. Mr. Maguire was looked on with respect and confidence by all parties in England as well as in his own country. Even the Fenians, whose schemes he condemned, as he had condemned the Young Ireland movement of 1848, were willing to admit his honesty and his courage, for they found that there was no stancher advocate in Parliament for a generous dealing with the Fenian prisoners. A speaker of remarkable power and earnestness, although occasionally too vehement of words and gesture, he was always listened to with attention in the House of Commons. It was well known that he had declined tenders of office from both of the great English parties; and it was known too that he had done this at a time when his personal interests made his refusal a considerable sacrifice. When, therefore, he invited the attention of the House of Commons to the condition of Ireland, the House knew that it was likely to have a fair and a trustworthy exposition of the subject. In the course of his speech, Mr. Maguire laid great stress upon the evil effect wrought upon Ireland by the existence of the Irish Church. He described it as "a scandal-
ous and monstrous anomaly.” During the debate Lord Mayo, then Irish Secretary, made a speech in which he threw out some hint about a policy of equalizing all religious denominations in Ireland without sacrificing the Irish Church. He talked in a mysterious way of “leveling up, and not levelling down.” It has never since been known for certain whether he was giving a hint of a scheme actually in the mind of the Government; whether he was speaking as one set up to feel his way into the opinion of the House of Commons and the public; or whether he was only following out some sudden and irresponsible speculations of his own. The words, however, produced a great effect on the House of Commons. It became evident at once that the question of the Irish Church was making itself at last a subject for the practical politician. Mr. Bright in the course of the debate strongly denounced the Irish Establishment, and enjoined the Government and all the great English parties to rise to the occasion and resolve to deal in some serious way with the condition of Ireland. Difficulties of the gravest nature he fully admitted were yet in the way, but he reminded the House, in tones of solemn and penetrating earnestness, that “to the upright there ariseth light in the darkness.” But it was on the fourth night of the debate that the importance of the occasion became fully manifest. Then it was that Mr. Gladstone spoke, and declared that in his opinion the time had come when the Irish Church as a State institution must cease to exist. Then every man in the House knew that the end was near. Mr. Maguire withdrew his resolutions. The cause he had to serve was now in the hands of one who, though not surely more earnest for its success, had incomparably greater power to serve it. The Protestant garrison in Ireland was doomed. There was probably not a single Englishman capable of forming an opinion who did not know that, from the moment when Mr. Gladstone made his declaration, the fall of the Irish State Church had become merely
a question of time. Men only waited to see how Mr. Gladstone would proceed to procure its fall.

Public expectation was not long kept in suspense. A few days after the debate on Mr. Maguire’s motion, Mr. Gladstone gave notice of a series of resolutions on the subject of the Irish State Church. The resolutions were three in number.

The first declared that in the opinion of the House of Commons it was necessary that the Established Church of Ireland should cease to exist as an Establishment, due regard being had to all personal interests and to all individual rights of property. The second resolution pronounced it expedient to prevent the creation of new personal interests by the exercise of any public patronage; and the third asked for an address to the Queen, praying that her Majesty would place at the disposal of Parliament her interest in the temporalities of the Irish Church. The object of these resolutions was simply to prepare for the actual disestablishment of the Church, by providing that no further appointments should be made, and that the action of patronage should be stayed until Parliament should decide the fate of the whole institution. On March 30th, 1868, Mr. Gladstone proposed his resolutions. Not many persons could have had much doubt as to the result of the debate. But if there were any such, their doubts must have begun to vanish when they read the notice of amendment to the resolutions which was given by Lord Stanley. The amendment proclaimed even more surely than the resolutions the impending fall of the Irish Church. Lord Stanley must have been supposed to speak in the name of the Government and the Conservative party; and his amendment merely declared that the House, while admitting that considerable modifications in the temporalities of the Church in Ireland might appear to be expedient, was of opinion “that any proposition tending to the disestablishment or disendowment of that Church ought to be reserved for the decision of the
new Parliament." Mr. Gladstone seized on the evidence offered by the terms of such an amendment. He observed that, before the hour at which notice was given of that amendment, he had thought the thread of the remaining life of the Irish Established Church was short, but since the notice was given he thought it shorter still. For, as Mr. Gladstone put it, suppose his resolutions had been declarations calling for the abolition of the House of Lords, was it possible to conceive that the Government would have met them by an amendment admitting that the constitution of the Upper House might appear to stand in need of considerable modification, but offering the opinion that any proposal tending to the abolition of that House ought to be left to the decision of a new Parliament? If such an amendment were offered by the Government, the whole country would at once understand that it was not intended to defend the existence of the House of Lords. So the country now understood with regard to the Irish Church. Lord Stanley's amendment asked only for delay. It did not plead that to-morrow would be sudden; it only asked that the stroke of doom should not be allowed to fall on the Irish Church to-day.

The debate was one of great power and interest. Some of the speakers were heard at their very best. Mr. Bright made a speech which was well worthy of the occasion and the orator. Mr. Gathorne Hardy was in his very element. He flung aside all consideration of amendment, compromise, or delay, and went in for a vehement defence of the Irish Church. He spoke in the spirit of M. Rouher's famous *Jamais!* Mr. Hardy was not a debater of keen logical power nor an orator of genuine inspiration, but he always could rattle a defiant drum with excellent effect. He beat the war-drum this time with tremendous energy. On the other hand, Mr. Lowe threw an intensity of bitterness, remarkable even for him, into the unsparing logic with which he assailed the Irish Church. That Church, he said, was "like an exotic brought from a far country,
tended with infinite pains and useless trouble. It is kept alive with the greatest difficulty and at great expense, in an ungenial climate and an ungrateful soil. The curse of barrenness is upon it. It has no leaves, puts forth no blossom, and yields no fruit. Cut it down; why cumber-eth it the ground?" Not the least remarkable speech of the debate was that made by Lord Cranbourne, who denounced the Government of which he was not long since a member with an energy of hatred almost like ferocity.

He accused his late colleagues of having in every possible way betrayed the cause of Conservatism, and he assailed Mr. Disraeli personally in a manner which made older members think of the days when Mr. Disraeli was denouncing Sir Robert Peel. No eloquence and no invective, however, could stay the movement begun by Mr. Gladstone. When the division was called, there were 331 votes for the resolutions and only 270 against them. The doom of the Irish Church was pronounced by a majority of 61. Mr. Disraeli made a wild effort by speech and by letter, to get up an alarm in the country on the score of some imaginary alliance or conspiracy between "High-Church Ritualists" and "Irish Romanists." The attempt was a complete failure; there was only a little flash; no explosion came. The country did not show the slightest alarm. An interval was afforded for agitation on both sides. The House of Commons had only decided against Lord Stanley's amendment. Mr. Gladstone's resolutions had yet to be discussed. Lord Russell presided at a great meeting held in St. James' Hall for the purpose of expressing public sympathy with the movement to disestablish the Irish Church. Many meetings were held by those on the other side of the question as well; but it was obvious to every one that there was no great force in the attempt at a defence of the Irish Church. That institution had in truth a position which only became less and less defensible the more it was studied. Every example and argument drawn from the history of the Church of Eng-
land was but another condemnation of the Church of Ireland. During one of the subsequent debates in the House of Lords, Lord Derby introduced with remarkable effect an appropriate quotation from Scott's "Guy Mannering." He was warning his listeners that if they helped the enemies of the Irish Church to pull it down, they would be preparing the way for the destruction of the English Church as well. He turned to that striking passage in "Guy Mannering" where Meg Merrilies confronts the Laird of Ellangowan, after the eviction of gypsies, and warns him that "this day have ye quenched seven smoking hearths—see if the fire in your ain parlor burn the blyther for that; ye have driven the thack off seven cottar houses—look if your ain roof-tree stand the faster." Nothing could be more apt as a political appeal, or more effective in a rhetorical sense, than this quotation. But it did not illustrate the relations between the English and the Irish Church. The real danger to the English Church would have been a protracted and obstinate maintenance of the Church of Ireland. It is not necessary here to enter upon any of the general arguments for or against the principle of a State Church. But it will be admitted by every one that the claim made on behalf of the Church of England is that it is the Church of the great majority of the English people, and that it has a spiritual work to do which the majority of the nation admit to be its appropriate task. To maintain the Church of England on that ground is only to condemn the Church of Ireland. The more strongly an Englishman was inclined to support his own Church, the more anxious he ought to have been to repudiate the claim of the Irish Church to a similar position. The State Church in Ireland was like a mildewed ear blasting its wholesome brother. If the two institutions had to stand or fall together, there could be but one end to the difficulty; both must fall.

Mr. Gladstone's first resolution came to a division about a month after the defeat of Lord Stanley's amendment.
It was carried by a majority somewhat larger than that which had rejected the amendment; 330 votes were given for the resolution; 265 against it. The majority for the resolution was therefore 65. Mr. Disraeli quietly observed that the Government must take some decisive step in consequence of that vote; and a few days afterward it was announced that as soon as the necessary business could be got through Parliament would be dissolved, and an appeal made to the country. On the last day of July the dissolution took place, and the elections came on in November. Not for many years had there been so important a general election. The keenest anxiety prevailed as to its results. The new constituencies created by the Reform Bill were to give their votes for the first time. The question at issue was not merely the existence of the Irish State Church; it was a general struggle of advanced Liberalism against Toryism. No one could doubt that Mr. Gladstone, if he came into power, would enter on a policy of more decided Liberalism than had ever been put into action since the days of the Reform Bill of Lord Grey and Lord John Russell. The result of the elections was, on the whole, what might have been expected. The Liberals had a great majority. But there were many curious and striking instances of the growing strength of Conservatism in certain parts of the country. Lancashire, once a very stronghold of Liberalism, returned only Tories for its county divisions, and even in most cases elected Tories to represent its boroughs. Eight Conservatives came in for the county of Lancaster, and among those whom their election displaced were no less eminent persons than Mr. Gladstone and Lord Hartington. Mr. Gladstone was defeated in Southwest Lancashire, but the result of the contest had been generally anticipated, and therefore some of his supporters put him up for Greenwich also, and he was elected there. He had been passing step by step from less popular to more popular constituencies. From the University of Oxford he had passed to the Lan-
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In every...
great constituency there is a certain proportion of voters who like the idea of a man's being liberal of his money in a contest, even though they do not expect to have any share of it. Some of the Westminster electors had probably grown tired of being represented by one who was called a philosopher. Some other prominent public men lost their seats. Mr. Roebuck was defeated in Sheffield. His defeat was partly due to the strong stand he had made against the trades-unions; but still more to the bitterness of the hostility he had shown to the Northern States during the American Civil War. Mr. Milner Gibson and Mr. Bernal Osborne were also unseated. The latter got into Parliament again. The former disappeared from public life. He had done good service at one time as an ally of Cobden and Bright. Mr. Lowe was elected the first representative of the University of London, on which, as it will be remembered, the Conservative Reform Bill had conferred a seat. Mr. Disraeli afterward humorously claimed the credit of having enabled Mr. Lowe to carry on his public career by providing for him the only constituency in England which would have accepted him as its representative. One curious fact about the elections was that the extreme democratic candidates, and those who were called the working-men's candidates, were in every instance rejected. This was the first general election with household suffrage in boroughs and a lowered franchise in counties. It might have been supposed that the votes of the working-men, of "the people who live in those small houses," would have decided many a contest in favor of the candidates representing their cause or their class. But the candidates who appealed especially to working-men failed in every instance to secure election. Mr. Ernest Jones, Mr. Beales, Mr. Mason Jones, Mr. Odger, Mr. Bradlaugh, tried and failed. Either our new masters were not so powerful as they were expected to prove, or they were very much like our old masters in their taste for representation. The new Parliament was, to all appearance,
less marked in its Liberalism than that which had gone before it. But so far as mere numbers went, the Liberal party was much stronger than it had been. In the new House of Commons it could count upon a majority of about 120, whereas in the late Parliament it had but 60. Mr. Gladstone, it was clear, would now have everything in his own hands, and the country might look for a career of energetic reform.

While the debates on Mr. Gladstone's resolutions were still going on, there came to England the news that Lord Brougham was dead. He had died at Cannes in his ninetieth year. His death was a quiet passing away from a world that had well-nigh forgotten him. Seldom has a political career been so strangely cut short as that of Lord Brougham. From the time when the Whig Administration was formed without him he seemed to have no particular business in public life. He never had, from that hour, the slightest influence on any political party or any political movement. His restless figure was seen moving about the House of Lords like that of a man who felt himself out of place there, and was therefore out of humor with himself and his company. He often took part in debate, and for many years he continued to show all the fire and energy of his earlier days. But of late he had almost entirely dropped out of politics. Happily for him, the Social Science Association was formed, and he acted for a long time as its principal guide, philosopher, and friend. He made speeches at its meetings, presided at many of its banquets, and sometimes showed that he could still command the resources of a massive eloquence. His social science had a curious air of unreality about it. It seemed as if it had been hastily put together out of that *Penny Cyclopaedia* in which at one time he had so much concern. The men of the younger generation looked at him with interest and wonder; they found it hard to realize the fact that only a few years before he was one of the most conspicuous and energetic figures in political agitation. Now
he seemed oddly like some dethroned king who occupies his leisure in botanical studies; some once famous commander, long out of harness, who amuses himself with learning the flute. There were perhaps some who forgot Brougham the great reformer altogether, and only thought of Brougham the patron and orator of the Social Science Association. He passed his time between Cannes, which he may be said to have discovered, and London. At one time he had had the idea of actually becoming a citizen of France, being of opinion that it would set a good example for the brotherhood of peoples if he were to show how a man could be a French and an English citizen at the same moment. He had outlived nearly all his early friends and foes. Melbourne, Grey, Durham, Campbell, Lyndhurst had passed away. The death of Lyndhurst had been a great grief to him. It is said that in his failing, later years he often directed his coachman to drive him to Lord Lyndhurst's house, as if his old friend and gossip were still among the living. At last Brougham began to give unmistakable signs of vanishing intelligence. His appearances in public were mournful exhibitions. He sometimes sat at a dinner-party and talked loudly to himself of something which had no concern with the time, the place, or the company. His death created but a mere momentary thrill of emotion in England. He had made bitter enemies and cherished strong hatreds in his active years; and, like all men who have strong hatreds, he had warm affections too. But the close friends and the bitter enemies were gone alike—had "passed like snow, long, long ago, with the time of the Barmecides;" and the agitation about the Irish Church was scarcely interrupted for a moment by the news of his death. Brougham's writings are not read now. No one turns to his speeches—those speeches that once set England aflame. His philosophy, his learning, his science, his Greek, were all so curiously superficial, that it is no wonder if enemies sometimes declared them to be mere sham. As the me-
moirs of his contemporaries begin to be published, we receive more and more evidence of the prodigious vanity which made Brougham believe that no one could do anything so well in any department as he could do everything in every department. The *Edinburgh Review* he appears to have regarded as a means by which he was to display the genius and acquirements, and others were to puff the speeches, of Henry Brougham. A strange sight was seen one day at a meeting of the Social Science Association, when Lord Brougham, then on the eve of his complete intellectual decline, introduced to the company a man so old that he seemed to belong to an elder world altogether—a man with a wasted, wrinkled, wizard-like face, who wore a black silk skull-cap and a gabardine. This was Robert Owen, and it was Owen's last appearance in public. He died a few days after, in his ninetieth year. Brougham at that time was ten years younger, and he introduced Owen with all the respectful and almost filial carelessness which sturdy youth might show to sinking age. For the moment it would almost seem as if the self-conceit which made Brougham believe himself a great critic and a great Greek scholar had made him also believe that for him time was nothing, and that he was still a young man.
CHAPTER LVIII.

"IRISH IDEAS."

Seventy years before Mr. Gladstone's accession to the office of First Lord of the Treasury, Fox had enunciated the principle that Ireland ought to be governed by Irish ideas. "I would have the Irish Government," said Fox, in 1797, "regulated by Irish notions and Irish prejudices; and I firmly believe, according to an Irish expression, that the more she is under Irish government, the more she will be bound to English interests." Now for the first time a great statesman at the head of an English Government was about to make an effort at the practical realization of Fox's principle. At all other times even the most considerate of English Ministers had only thought of doing good to Ireland after the English notion of what was good. The highest idea of statesmanship went no farther than that of giving Ireland what were called equal laws with England. What England had and liked must be the best for Ireland. Such was the position assumed with quite sincere complacency in the course of many a parliamentary debate. What more, it was asked, can Ireland want? Has she not equal laws with England? We have a State Church; she has a State Church. She has the same land laws that are found to suit England, or, at least, that are found to suit the landlord class in England. What can England do for her more than to give her the same legislation that England herself enjoys? Now, for the first time, the man at the head of an English Government was equal to an acknowledgment of what one might have thought the simple and elementary fact in politics—that the system which is a blessing to one country may be
a curse to its neighbor. That which is called equality of system is sometimes only such equality as that illustrated by the too often quoted yet very appropriate example of Procrustes' bed. Ireland had been stretched upon that bed for centuries, often with the best possible intentions on the part of some well-meaning political Procrustes, who could not for the life of him see why she should not like to be lengthened or shortened, pulled this way or that, in order to bring her into seeming harmony with the habitudes and the constitutional systems of England.

The Parliament which was called together in the close of 1868 was known to have before it this great task of endeavoring to govern Ireland according to Irish ideas. Mr. Gladstone had proclaimed this purpose himself. He had made it known that he would endeavor to deal with Ireland's three great difficulties—the State Church, the tenure of land, and the system of national education. Men's minds were wrought up to the enterprise. The country was in a temper to try heroic remedies. The public were tired of government which merely tinkered at legislation, putting in a little patch here, and stopping up for the moment a little hole there. Perhaps, therefore, there was a certain disappointment as the general character of the new Parliament began to be understood. The eminent men on whom all eyes turned in the old Parliament were to be seen of all eyes in the new. It was clear that Mr. Gladstone would be master of the situation. But there did not seem anything particularly hero-like in the general aspect of the new House of Commons. Its composition was very much the same as that of the old. Vast sums of money had been spent upon the elections. Rich men were, as before, in immense preponderance. Elder and younger sons of great families were as many as ever. The English constituencies under the new suffrage were evidently no whit less fond of lords, no whit less devoted to wealth, than they had been under the old. Not a single man of extreme democratic opinions had a seat in the
new House of Commons. Where any marked change had been made, it showed itself in removing such men from Parliament rather than in returning them to it.

Mr. Disraeli did not meet the new Parliament as Prime-minister. He decided very properly that it would be a mere waste of public time to wait for the formal vote of the House of Commons, which would inevitably command him to surrender. He at once resigned his office, and Mr. Gladstone was immediately sent for by the Queen and invited to form an Administration. Mr. Gladstone, it would seem, was only beginning his career. He was nearly sixty years of age, but there was scarcely any evidences of advancing years to be seen on his face, and he had all the fire of proud, indomitable youth in his voice and his manner. He had come into office at the head of a powerful party. There was hardly anything he could not do with such a following and with such personal energy. The Government he formed was one of remarkable strength.

The one name upon its list, after that of the Prime-minister himself, which engaged the interest of the public, was that of Mr. Bright. Speaking to his Birmingham constituents, on his re-election after accepting the office of the President of the Board of Trade, Mr. Bright referred to his new position in a few sentences of impressive and dignified eloquence. He had not sought office, he said; it had come to him. "I should have preferred much to remain in the common rank of the simple citizenship in which heretofore I have lived. There is a charming story contained in a single verse of the Old Testament, which has often struck me as one of great beauty. Many of you will recollect that the prophet, in journeying to and fro, was very hospitably entertained by what is termed in the Bible a Shunammite woman. In return for the hospitality of his entertainment he wished to make her some amends, and he called her and asked her what there was that he should do for her. 'Shall I speak for thee to the king, or to the captain of the host?' and it has always
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appeared to me a great answer that the Shunammite woman returned. She said, 'I dwell among my own people.' When the question was put to me whether I would step into the position in which I now find myself, the answer from my heart was the same—I wish to dwell among my own people.' It was impossible, however, that a ministry could now be formed without Mr. Bright's name appearing in it. Mr. Gladstone at first offered him the office of Secretary of State for India. The state of Mr. Bright's health would not allow him to undertake the very laborious duties of such a place, and probably in any case it would have been repugnant to his feelings to accept a position which might have called on him to give orders for the undertaking of a war. Every man in a Cabinet is of course responsible for all its acts; but there is still an evident difference, so far as personal feeling is concerned, between acquiescing in some inevitable policy of war and actually directing that war shall be made. The position of President of the Board of Trade was that which had been offered by Lord Palmerston to Mr. Bright's old friend, Richard Cobden, and it seemed in every way well suited to Mr. Bright himself. Many men felt a doubt as to the possibility of Mr. Bright's subduing his personal independence and his outspoken ways to the discipline and reticence of a Cabinet, and Mr. Bright himself appeared to be a little afraid that he should be understood as thoroughly approving of every measure in which he might, by official order, feel compelled to acquiesce. He cautioned his Birmingham constituents not to believe that he had changed any of his opinions until his own voice publicly proclaimed the change, and he made what might almost be called an appeal to them to remember that he was now one man serving in a band of men; no longer responsible only for himself, no longer independent of the acts of others.

Lord Granville was Secretary for the Colonies under the new Administration; Lord Clarendon, Foreign Secretary.
The Duke of Argyle was intrusted with the Indian Office. Mr. Cardwell, to all appearance one of the coldest and least warlike of men, was made Secretary for War, and had in his charge one of the greatest reforms of the Administration. Lord Hartington, Lord Dufferin, Mr. Childers, and Mr. Bruce had places assigned to them. Mr. Layard became First Commissioner of Public Works. Mr. W. E. Foster had the office of Vice-president of the Council, and came in for work hardly less important than that of the Prime-minister himself. The Lord Chancellor was Lord Hatherley, formerly Sir William Page Wood. Many years before, when Lord Hatherley was only known as a rising man among advanced Liberals, and when Mr. Bright was still regarded by all true Conservatives as a Radical demagogue, Mr. Bright and Mr. Wood were talking of the political possibilities of the future. Mr. Bright jestingly expressed a hope that whenever he came to be member of a Cabinet, Mr. Wood might be the Lord Chancellor. Nothing could then have seemed less likely to come to pass. As Lord Hatherley and Mr. Bright met on their way to Windsor to wait on the Queen, Mr. Bright reminded his colleague of the jest that had apparently been prophetic.

Mr. Gladstone went to work at once with his Irish policy. The new Parliament was opened by commission on December 10th, for the election of Speaker and the swearing in of the members. The real work of the session began on the 16th of the following February, 1869. The Royal speech declared that the ecclesiastical arrangements of Ireland would be brought under the consideration of the House at a very early date, and that "the legislation which will be necessary in order to their final adjustment will make the largest demands on the wisdom of Parliament." The Queen expressed her conviction that Parliament, in considering that legislation, would "be governed by the constant aim to promote the welfare of religion through the principles of equal justice; to secure the action of the
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undivided feeling and opinion of Ireland on the side of loyalty and law; to efface the memory of former contentions, and to cherish the sympathies of an affectionate people." On March 1st the Prime-minister introduced his measure for the disestablishment and the partial disendowment of the Irish State Church. He introduced the measure in a speech which occupied more than three hours in the delivery, but which even Mr. Disraeli admitted did not contain one sentence that the subject and the argument could well have spared.

The proposals of the Government were that the Irish Church should almost at once cease to exist as a State establishment, and should pass into the condition of a free Episcopal Church. As a matter of course, the Irish bishops were to lose their seats in the House of Lords. A synodal, or governing body, was to be elected from the clergy and laity of the Church, and was to be recognized by the Government, and duly incorporated. The union between the Churches of England and Ireland was to be dissolved, and the Irish Ecclesiastical Courts were to be abolished. There were various and complicated arrangements for the protection of the life-interests of those already holding positions in the Irish Church, and for the appropriation of the fund which would return to the possession of the State when all these interests had been fairly considered and dealt with. It must be owned that the Government dealt with vested interests in no niggard spirit. If they erred at all, they erred on the side of too much generosity. But they had arrayed against them adversaries so strong that they probably felt it absolutely necessary to buy off some of the opposition by a liberal compensation to all those who were to be deprived of their dignity as clergymen of a State Church. When, however, all had been paid off who could establish any claim, and some perhaps who had in strict fairness no claim whatever, there remained a large fund at the disposal of the Government. This they resolved to set apart for the relief
of unavoidable suffering in Ireland. It was not made very clear in the bill itself what the precise purposes were to which the surplus was to be applied, and there was a good deal of disputation afterward as to the appropriation of the money. Mr. Gladstone's words, and the words used in the preamble of the bill, were the relief of "unavoidable calamity and suffering." Mr. Gladstone spoke of making provision for the blind, the deaf, and the dumb; for reformatories, the training of nurses, and the support of county infirmaries. In a speech delivered at a later stage of the debate, Mr. Bright asked the House whether it would not be better to dispose of the money in such charitable dealing than in continuing to maintain three times the number of clergymen that could be of the slightest use to the Church with which they were connected. "We can," he said, "do but little, it is true. We cannot reillumine the extinguished lamp of reason; we cannot make the deaf to hear; we cannot make the dumb to speak; it is not given to us

"'From the thick film to purge the visual ray,  
And on the sightless eyeballs pour the day;'

but at least we can lessen the load of affliction, and we can make life more tolerable to vast numbers who suffer." The sum to be disposed of was very considerable. The gross value of the Irish Church property was estimated at sixteen millions. From this sum would have to be deducted nearly five millions for the vested interests of incumbents; one million seven hundred thousand for compensations to curates and lay compensations; half a million for private endowments; for the Maynooth Grant and the Regium Donum about a million and a quarter. There would be left nearly nine millions for any beneficent purpose on which the Government and the country could make up their minds. The Maynooth Grant and the Regium Donum were to go with the Irish Church, and the same principle of compensation was to be applied to those who were to be deprived of them. The Regium Donum
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was an allowance from the Sovereign for the maintenance of Presbyterian ministers in Ireland. It was begun by Charles II. and let drop by James, but was restored by William III. William felt grateful for the support given him by the Presbyterians in Ireland during his contest with James, and indeed had little preference for one form of the Protestant faith over another. William, in the first instance, fixed the grant as a charge upon the customs of Belfast. The Maynooth Grant has been already described in these pages. Both these grants, each a very small thing in itself, now came to an end, and the principle of equality among the religious denominations of Ireland was to be established.

We need not carry the reader through the long course of the debates which took place in the House of Commons. The bill was stoutly resisted by Mr. Disraeli and his party. They resisted it as a whole, and they also fought it in detail. They proposed amendment after amendment in committee, and did all they could to stay its progress as well as to alter some of its arrangements. But there did not seem to be much of genuine earnestness in the speeches made by Mr. Disraeli. The fact that resistance was evidently hopeless had no doubt some effect upon the style of his eloquence. His speeches were amusing rather than impressive. They were full of good points; they sparkled with happy illustrations and allusions, odd conceits, and bewildering paradoxes. But the orator had evidently no faith in the cause he advocated—no faith, that is to say, in the possibility of its success. He must have seen too clearly that the Church as a State establishment in Ireland was doomed, and he had not that intensity of interest in its maintenance which would have made him fight the course, as he fought many a course before, with all the passionate eloquence of desperation. One of his lieutenants, Mr. Gathorne Hardy, was more effective as a champion of the sinking Irish Church than Mr. Disraeli proved himself to be. Mr. Hardy was a man so consti-
It was only capable of seeing one side of a question at a time. He was filled with the conviction that the Government were attempting an act of spoliation and sacrilege, and he stormed against the meditated crime with a genuine energy which occasionally seemed to supply him with something like eloquence. A peculiar interest attached to the part taken in the debate by Sir Roundell Palmer. It was natural that Sir Roundell Palmer should be with Mr. Gladstone. Every one expected, in the first instance, that he would have held high office in the new Administration. He was one of the very foremost lawyers and the best parliamentary debaters of the day, and the woolsack seemed to be his fitting place. But Sir Roundell Palmer could not conscientiously agree to the disestablishment of the Irish State Church. He was willing to consent to very extensive alterations and reductions in the Establishment, but he could not go with Mr. Gladstone all the way to the abolition of the Church; and he therefore remained outside the Ministry, and opposed the bill. Some of the debates in the House of Lords were more interesting than those in the Commons. We have already referred to the eloquence and fervor with which Lord Derby opposed the proposition of the Government. Two speeches delivered from the bench where the bishops sit attracted special attention. One may be said to have marked the close, the other the opening, of a career. One was by Dr. Thirlwall, the Bishop of St. David's; the other by Dr. Magee, Bishop Peterborough. The Bishop of St. David's spoke in favor of the bill, and addressed himself particularly to the demolition of the superstitious sophism which would lead people to believe that the revenues of a purely human institution like the Irish Church were the sacred possession of Heaven, and that to touch them, even with the hand of reforming legislation, would be an act of sacrilege. Dr. Thirlwall well maintained on this occasion his noble reputation both as an orator and as a man of intellect. Mr. Mill, in his "Autobiography," has given an interesting
account of his first hearing Dr. Thirlwall at one of the public discussions of a society in London some forty years before. "The speaker with whom I was most struck," Mr. Mill says, "was Thirlwall, the historian, since Bishop of St. David's, then a Chancery barrister, unknown except by a high reputation for eloquence acquired at the Cambridge union, before the era of Austin and Macaulay. His speech was in answer to one of mine. Before he had uttered ten sentences I set him down as the best speaker I had ever heard, and I have never since heard any one whom I placed above him." Dr. Magee, on the other hand, was only beginning his career in the House of Lords. He had been but a short time Bishop of Peterborough. He had been raised to the episcopal bench, it was said, chiefly because Mr. Disraeli, when in office, believed he saw in him the capacity to make a great parliamentary debater and champion of the political interests of the Church. Dr. Magee delivered a speech of remarkable fluency, energy, and vividness—a speech which might fairly be classed among the best efforts of the leading orators on either side of the controversy. It was more like the speech of a layman than of a prelate; although, indeed, it recalled in some of its pugnacious passages the recollection of the fighting bishops of the Middle Ages. If the fate of the Irish Church could have been averted or even postponed by impassioned eloquence, the Bishop of Peterborough might alone have done something to stay the stroke of doom. But the fate of the institution was sealed at the moment that Mr. Gladstone returned from the general elections in command of a Liberal majority. The House of Lords were prudent enough not to set themselves against the clear declaration of national opinion. Many amendments were introduced and discussed, and some of these led to a controversy between the two Houses of Parliament; but the controversy ended in compromise. There were at one time rumors that the Peers would reject or greatly delay the bill, and Mr. Bright wrote an angry
letter on the subject addressed to a Birmingham meeting, in which he warned the House of Lords that, by throwing themselves athwart the national course, they might meet with "accidents not pleasant for them to think of." Such a letter coming from a Cabinet Minister created a good deal of amazement, and was made the subject of some sharp discussion in both Houses of Parliament. It was clear that Mr. Bright did not intend to allow his official position to interfere greatly with the emphatic nature of his utterances on public questions. Shocked and scandalized as some of the Peers professed to be, it is not impossible that the letter did some public service by virtue of its very indiscretion. It may have given timely warning to the House of Lords of the dangerous agitation that would arise if they were to set themselves in deliberate opposition to the will of the vast majority of the people. Rumors, too, were in circulation about the same time of the determination of the Government to create new Peers in such a number as to make the passing of the bill a certainty. Happily, however, it proved that there was no need for any such intervention on the part of the Ministers and the Crown. The time had gone by when the House of Lords cared to exhibit itself as a mere instrument of resistance to the measures of the representative chamber. The most formidable step the Peers took was to carry on the debate on the second reading of the bill until three o'clock in the morning. The second reading was carried by 179 to 146 votes; and the remainder of the work done by the Lords was only a series of attempts, generally unsuccessful, to obtain here and there a small compromise on some of the less important clauses of the bill. On July 26th, 1869, the measure for the disestablishment of the Irish Church received the royal assent.

Meanwhile the wildest excitement prevailed out-of-doors among the defenders of the State Church. Furious denunciations of the Government resounded from platform and from pulpit. Even in measured and solemn Convoca-
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Itself the most impassioned and vehement outcries were heard. One divine spoke of the measure as a great national sin. Another stigmatized it as altogether ungodly, wicked, and abominable. A third called upon the Queen to interfere personally, and exhorted her rather to jeopardize her crown in the effort than leave the Irish Church to be destroyed before her eyes. A great meeting was held in Exeter Hall, at which Mr. Gladstone was stigmatized as "a traitor to his queen, his country, and his God," and one reverend gentleman described the Government as "a cabinet of brigands." At a meeting held in Ireland a Protestant clergyman reminded the pastors of every Protestant church that, sooner than give their churches up to any apostate system, a barrel of gunpowder and a box of matches would send them flying to the winds of heaven. This was, however, only superfluous fury. No one proposed to turn the Protestant clergymen out of their churches. It is not impossible that the fiery ecclesiastic who gave this Guy Fawkes advice was himself ministering in a church which had been taken by force from its Catholic owners. The agitation against the bill produced, however, no sensible effect upon the mind of the country at large. It thundered and blazed for a few days or weeks here and there, and then, after occasional grumblings and sputterings, sunk into mere silence.

The Irish Church was therefore disestablished, and it was to a certain extent disendowed: only to a certain extent. As fortunate as Cleopatra, it contrived to retain enough to purchase what it had made known. The time during which the measure was in progress was turned to good account by the authorities of the Establishment. The bill provided that no new interests should be created in the interval between its passing and the actual disestablishment, which was to take place on January 1st, 1871. But while the measure was still under discussion some of the rulers of the Church thought it convenient to create as many new interests as possible. New curates,
entitled to compensation, were made with an astonishing rapidity, and the incomes of some of the clergy were increased with liberal hand. Some sharp controversy was afterward created by the manner in which the period of grace was thus turned to worldly and profitable account, and there can be little doubt that the effect of the policy of disestablishment was deprived of some of its satisfactory influence on the mind of Ireland by the over-liberal opportunities for compensation allowed to vested interests. It would be impossible, however, not to admit that the difficulties in Mr. Gladstone's way must have warned him that a rigorous dealing with such interests would prove dangerous to the success of his measure. The great fact was that by disestablishing the Irish Church he proclaimed that the policy of religious ascendency was banished forever from Ireland, and that the reign of equality had begun.

Lord Derby did not long survive the passing of the measure which he had opposed with such fervor and so much pathetic dignity. His last speech was that which he delivered in the House of Lords against the second reading of the Irish Church Bill on June 17th, 1869. "I am an old man," he said; "I have already passed three score years and ten. My official life is entirely closed, my political life is nearly so, and in the course of nature my natural life cannot now be long." It was sooner ended, perhaps, than any one expected who heard him deliver that last eloquent protest against a measure of reform which he was unable to resist. He died before the Irish State Church had ceased to live. Doomed as it was, it outlasted its eloquent champion. In the interval between the passing and the practical operation of Mr. Gladstone's bill, on October 23d, Lord Derby died at Knowlsey, the residence of the Stanleys, in Lancashire. His death made no great gap in English politics. He had for some time ceased to assert any really influential place in public affairs. His career had been eminent and distinguished;
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but its day had long been done. Lord Derby never was a statesman; he was not even a great leader of a party; but he was a splendid figure-head for Conservatism, in or out of power. He was, on the whole, a superb specimen of the English political nobleman. Proud of soul, but sweet in temper and genial in manner; dignified as men who feel instinctively that dignity pertains to them, and therefore never think of how to assert or to maintain it, he was eminently fitted by temperament, by nature, and by fortune for the place it was given him to hold. His parliamentary oratory has already become a tradition. It served its purpose admirably for the time; it showed, as Macaulay said, that Lord Derby possessed the very instinct of parliamentary debate. It was not weighted with the thoughts which could have secured it a permanent place in political literature, nor had it the imagination which would have lifted it into an atmosphere above the level of Hansard. In Lord Derby's own day the unanimous opinion of both Houses of Parliament would have given him a place among the very foremost of parliamentary orators. Many competent judges went so far as to set him distinctly above all living rivals. Time has not ratified this judgment. It is impossible that the influence of an orator could have faded so soon if he had really been entitled to the praise which many of his contemporaries would freely have rendered to Lord Derby. The charm of his voice and style, his buoyant readiness, his rushing fluency, his rich profusion of words, his happy knack of illustration, allusion, and retort—all these helped to make men believe him a much greater orator than he really was. Something, too, was due to the influence of his position. It seemed a sort of condescension on the part of a great noble that he should consent to be an eloquent debater also, and to contend in parliamentary sword-play against professional champions like Peel and O'Connell and Brougham. It must count for something in Lord Derby's fame that, while far inferior to any of
these men in political knowledge and in mental capacity, he could compare as an orator with each in turn, and—were it but for his own day, were it but while the magic of his presence and his voice was yet a living influence—could be held by so many to have borne without disadvantage the test of comparison.

When the Irish Church had been disposed of, Mr. Gladstone at once directed his energies to the Irish land system. The State Church had been declared by many to be merely a sentimental grievance. The land system of Ireland, if it was to be accounted a grievance at all, must have been acknowledged to be one of a terribly practical character. Ireland is essentially an agricultural country. It has few manufactures, not many large towns. Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Limerick, Waterford—these are the only towns that could be called large; below these we come to places that in most other countries would be spoken of as villages or hamlets. The majority of the population of Ireland live on the land and by the land. The condition of the Irish tenantry may be painted effectively in a single touch when it is said that they were tenants-at-will. That fact would of itself be almost enough to account for the poverty and the misery of the agricultural classes in Ireland. But there were other conditions, too, which tended the same way. The land of Ireland was divided among a comparatively small number of landlords, and the landlords were, as a rule, strangers—the representatives of a title acquired by conquest. Many of them were habitual absentees, who would as soon have thought of living in Ashantee as in Munster or Connaught. An able writer, Mr. James Godkin, in his "Land War in Ireland," endeavors to make the condition of Ireland clear to English readers by asking them to consider what England would be under similar circumstances. "Imagine," he says, "that in consequence of rebellions (against the Normans) the land of England had been confiscated three or four times, after desolating wars and famines, so that all the native proprietors were
expelled, and the land was parcelled out to French soldiers and adventurers, on condition that the foreign planters should assist in keeping down the 'mere English' by force of arms. Imagine that the English, being 'crushed by a cruel penal code for a century, were allowed to reoccupy the soil as mere tenants-at-will, under the absolute power of their French landlords. If all this be imagined by English legislators and English writers, they will be better able to understand the Irish land question, and to comprehend the nature of 'Irish difficulties' as well as the justice of feeble, insincere, and baffled statesmen in casting the blame of Irish misery and disorder on the unruly and barbarous nature of Irishmen." In truth, the Irish agricultural population turned out exactly as any other race of human beings would have done under similar conditions. They held the land, which was their only means of living, at the mercy of the landlord or his agent. They had no interest in being industrious and improving their land. If they improved the patch of soil they worked on, their rent was almost certain to be raised, or they were turned out of the land without receiving a farthing of compensation for their improvements. Of course there were many excellent landlords, humane and kindly men—men, too, who saw the wisdom of being humane and kind. But in the majority of cases the landlords and the agents held firmly by what seemed to them the right of property—the right to get as high a price for a piece of land as it would fetch in open competition. The demand for land was so great, the need of land was so vital, that men would offer any price for it. Men would offer prices which they must have known they could never pay—which they must have known the land would never enable them to pay. Offering land for hire in Ireland was like offering money on loan to needy spendthrifts; any terms would be snatched at by the desperate borrower to-day, no matter what was to happen to-morrow. When the tenant had got hold of his piece of land, he had no idea of cultivating it to the
best of his strength and opportunities. Why should he? The moment his holding began to show a better appearance, that moment he might look to having his rent raised, or to being turned out in favor of some competitor who offered higher terms for occupation. Why should he improve? Whenever he was turned out of the land he would have to leave his improvements for the benefit of the landlord or the new-comer. He was, therefore, content to scratch the soil instead of really cultivating it. He extracted all he could from it in his short day. He lived from hand to mouth, from hour to hour. The whole system of feudal tenure of land under a master was new to Ireland. It began with Ireland's conquest, and it was identified in the mind of the Irish peasant with Ireland's degradation. Everything was there that could make oppression bitter. The landlord began to be looked upon at last as the tenant's natural enemy. Ribbon societies were formed for the protection of the tenant. The protection afforded was only too often that of terrorism and assassination. The ribbonism of the South and West of Ireland was as strictly the product of the land system of the country as the trades-union outrages in England were the offspring of the unequal and unjust legislation that gave all the power to the master and lent no protection to the workman. All the while five out of every six English writers and political speakers were discoursing gravely on the incurable idleness and lawlessness of the Celtic race and the Irish peasant. The law gave the Irish tenant no security for the fruit of his labor, and Englishmen wondered that he was not laborious. The law told him that when he had sown he should not be entitled to reap, and Englishmen were angry that he would not persist in sowing. Imperial legislation showed itself his steadfast enemy, and Englishmen marvelled at his want of respect for the law.

In one province of Ireland, indeed, a better condition of things existed. Over the greater part of Ulster the tenant-right system prevailed. This system was a custom
merely, but it had gradually come to acquire something like the force of law. The principle of tenant-right was that a man should be allowed to remain in undisturbed possession of his holding as long as he paid his rent; that he should be entitled, on giving up the land, to compensation for unexhausted improvements, and that he should be at liberty to sell the "good-will" of his farm for what it would fetch in the market. The tenant was free to do what a man who has a long lease of any holding may do; he might sell to any bidder of whom his landlord approved the right to enter on the occupancy of the place. Wherever this tenant-right principle prevailed there was industry, there was prosperity; where it did not prevail was the domain of poverty, idleness, discontent, and crime. The one demand of the Irish agricultural population everywhere was for some form of fixity of tenure. Let it be sought by legalizing the Ulster custom everywhere, or by declaring that men should hold their land as long as they paid a fair rent, to be fixed by authorized and impartial valuation, or by some plan of establishing a peasant proprietary—let the demand be made as it would, there was substantially one demand and one only—security of tenure. The demand was neglected or refused by generations of English statesmen, chiefly because no statesman would take the trouble to distinguish between words and things; between shadowy, pedantic theories and clear, substantial facts. "Tenant-right," said Lord Palmerston, amid the cheers of an assembly mainly composed of landlords, "is landlords' wrong." Lord Palmerston forgot that the landlord, like every one else in the commonwealth, holds even his dearest rights of property subject to the condition that his assertion of them is not inconsistent with the general weal. The landlord holds his land as the ship-owner holds his ship, and the railway company its lines of rail, subject to the right of the State to see that the duties of possession are properly fulfilled, and that the ownership is not allowed to become a public danger and
Land is, from its very nature, from the fact that it cannot be increased in extent, and that the possession by one man is the exclusion of another—land is the form of property over which the State would most naturally be expected to reserve a right of ultimate control. Yet English statesmen for generations complacently asserted the impossibility of any legislative interference with the right of the landlord, as if legislation had not again and again interfered with the right of the factory-owner, the owner of mines, the possessor of railway shares, the shopkeeper; the right of the master over his apprentice, the mistress in the hire of her maid-of-all-work. Long years before Lord Palmerston talked so decisively of the landlord's right, a man of far more truly Conservative mind than Lord Palmerston had defined in a few sentences the limits of private or corporate rights. In his speech on Fox's East India measure Burke frankly met this difficulty about individual and corporate rights. He was speaking for the moment especially of chartered corporations; but of course a single owner of property can claim no greater right than a company of property-owners. "It has been said, if you violate this charter, what security has the charter of the bank, in which public credit is so deeply concerned, and even the charter of London, in which the rights of so many subjects are involved? I answer: in the like case they have no security at all; no, no security at all. If the bank should, by every species of mismanagement, fall into a state similar to that of the East India Company; if it should be oppressed with demands it could not answer, engagements which it could not perform, and with bills for which it could not procure payment, no charter should protect such mismanagement from correction, and such public grievances from redress. If the City of London had the means and will of destroying an empire, and of cruelly oppressing and tyrannizing over millions of men as good as themselves, the charter of the City of London would prove no sanction to such tyr-
anny and such oppression. Charters are kept when their purposes are maintained; they are violated when the privilege is supported against its end and its object." If ever there was a creature of law, and of authority acting in the place of law, it was the landlordism of Ireland. It was a plantation made by the orders of English sovereigns and governments. It was not a growth of the soil; it was strictly an exotic. It was imposed upon the country and the people. It could not plead in support of any of its alleged rights even that prescriptive title which grows up with the growth of an institution that has held its place during all the ages to which tradition or memory goes back. The landlordism of Ireland was, compared with most European institutions, a thing of the day before yesterday. It was the creation of conquest, the impost of confiscation. It could plead no title whatever to maintain an unlimited right of action in opposition to the welfare of the people on whom it was forced. At least it could claim no such title when once the time had passed away which insisted that the right of conquest superseded all other human rights; that the tenant, like the slave, had no rights which his master was bound to respect, and that the common weal meant simply the interests and privileges of the ruling class. The moment the title of the Irish land system came to be fairly examined, it was seen to be full of flaws. It was dependent on conditions that had never been fulfilled. It had not even made the landlord class prosperous. It had not even succeeded, as no doubt some of its founders intended that it should succeed, in colonizing the island with English and Scotch settlers. When the famine of 1846 and 1847 had tried the whole system with its gaunt, stern hand, legislation had perforce to interfere with the fancied rights of landlordism, and invent a new judicial machinery for taking from the broken-down owner what he could keep no longer with profit to himself or the country. For generations the land tenure system of Ireland had been the subject of parlia-
mentary debate and parliamentary inquiry. The Devon commission had made ample investigation of its principles and its operation. Mr. Sharman Crawford had in vain devoted an honest life to the advocacy of tenant-right. Mr. Cardwell, Mr. Chichester Fortescue, Lord Naas had introduced measures trying more or less feebly to deal with Irish land tenure. Nothing came of all this. The supposed right of the landlord stopped the way. The one simple demand of the occasion was, as we have shown, security of tenure, and it was an article of faith with English statesmanship, until Mr. Gladstone's time, that security for the tenant was confiscation for the landlord.

Mr. Gladstone came into power full of genuine reforming energy, and without the slightest faith in the economic wisdom of our ancestors. In a speech delivered by him during his electioneering campaign in Lancashire, he had declared that the Irish upas-tree had three great branches: the State Church, the Land Tenure System, and the System of Education, and that he meant to hew them all down if he could. His figure of speech met with a good deal of contemptuous literary criticism; but it expressed a very resolute purpose. On February 15th, 1870, Mr. Gladstone introduced his Irish Land Bill into the House of Commons. The measure was one of far greater importance, as regarded its principles, than it proved to be in its practical operation. In plain words, what it did was to recognize the fact that the whole system of land tenure in Ireland, so far as it was the creature of law, was based upon a wrong principle. Mr. Gladstone's measure overthrew, once for all, the doctrine of the landlord's absolute and unlimited right. It recognized a certain property or partnership of the tenant in the land which he tilled. Mr. Gladstone took the Ulster tenant-right as he found it, and made it a legal institution. In places where the Ulster practice, or something analogous to it, did not exist, he threw upon the landlord the burden of proof as regarded the right of eviction. The tenant disturbed in the pos-
session of his land could claim compensation for improvements, and the bill reserved the existing assumption of the law by presuming all improvements to be the property of the tenant, and leaving it to the landlord, if he could, to prove the contrary. The bill established a special judicial machinery for carrying out its provisions. It allowed the tribunals thus instituted to take into consideration not merely the strict legal conditions of each case, but also any circumstances that might affect the claim of the tenant as a matter of equity. Mr. Gladstone's great object was to bring about a state of things by virtue of which a tenant should not be dispossessed of his holding so long as he continued to pay his rent, and should in any case be entitled to full compensation for any substantial improvements which his energy or his capital might have effected. The bill met, on the whole, with a cordial reception from the Irish members of Parliament, although some of its clauses were regarded with a doubt and disfavor which subsequent events, we believe, showed to be well founded. Mr. Gladstone allowed landlords, under certain conditions, to contract themselves out of the provisions of the bill, and these conditions were so largely availed of in some parts of Ireland that there were more evictions after the bill had become law than before it had yet been thought of. On this ground the measure was actually opposed by a small number of the popular representatives of Ireland. The general opinion, however, then and since was that the bill was of inestimable value to Ireland, in the mere fact that it completely upset the fundamental principle on which legislation had always previously dealt with Irish land tenure. It recognized a certain ownership on the part of the tenant as well as that of the landlord. The new principle thus introduced might well be denounced as revolutionary by certain startled Irish landlords. It put an end to the reign of the landlord's absolute power; it reduced the landlord to the level of every other proprietor—of every other man in the country who had anything to sell or to hire. It
recognized the palpable fact that there are certain conditions which make the ownership of land a more responsible possession than the ownership of property which admits of limitless expansion. The existing system of legislation had been founded not merely on injustice but on untruth. It had denied the presence of conditions which were as certain and as palpable as the substance of the land itself. Therefore, the new legislation might in one sense have well been called revolutionary. It decided, once for all, against Lord Palmerston's famous dogma, and declared that tenant-right was not landlord's wrong. That was in itself a revolution.

The bill passed without substantial alteration. The Conservatives as a party did not vote against the second reading. A division was forced on, but only eleven members voted against the motion that the bill be read a second time, and of these only two or three belonged to the Conservative party, and only one, Mr. Henley, was of any mark among Conservatives. The small minority was chiefly made up of Irish members, who thought the bill inefficient and unsatisfactory. Long discussions in committee followed, but the only serious attempt made to interfere with the actual principle of the measure—an attempt embodied in an amendment moved by Mr. Disraeli—was defeated by a majority of more than seventy votes. The bill was read a third time in the Commons on May 30th. A debate of three nights took place in the House of Lords on the motion for the second reading, and many nights of discussion were occupied in committee. On August 1st, 1870, the bill received the royal assent. The second branch of the upas-tree had been hewn down; but the woodman's axe had yet to be laid to a branch of tougher fibre, well calculated to turn the edge of even the best weapon, and to jar the strongest arm that wielded it. Mr. Gladstone had dealt with Church and land; he had yet to deal with university education. He had gone with Irish ideas thus far.
CHAPTER LIX.

"REFORMATION IN A FLOOD."

On June 10th, 1870, men's minds were suddenly turned away from thoughts of political controversy by a melancholy announcement in the morning papers. The Irish Land Bill, the question of national education, the curiously ominous look of affairs in France, where the Emperor had just been obtaining, by means of the plebiscite, "a new guarantee of order and liberty;" the terrible story of the capture and massacre of young English tourists by Greek brigands in the neighborhood of Marathon; these and many other exciting topics were forgotten for the hour, and the thoughts of millions were suddenly drawn away to a country-house near the Gad's Hill of Shakespeare, on the road to Rochester, where the most popular author of his day was lying dead. On the evening of June 8th Mr. Dickens became suddenly seized with paralysis. He fell into an unconscious state, and continued so until his death, the evening after. The news was sent over the country on the 10th, and brought a pang as of personal sorrow into almost every home. Dickens was not of an age to die; he had scarcely passed his prime. Born early in February, 1812, he had not gone far into his fifty-ninth year. In another part of this work an attempt has been made to do justice to Dickens as a novelist; here it is only necessary to record the historical fact of his death, and of the deep impression that it made. No author of our time came near him in popularity; perhaps no English author ever was so popular during his own life. To an immense number of men and women in these countries Dickens stood for literature; to not a few his cheery teaching was
sufficient as philosophy, and even as religion. Soon after his death, as might have been expected, a certain reaction took place, and for a while it became the fashion to smile quietly at Dickens' teaching and his influence. That mood, too, will have its day, and will pass. It may be safely predicted that Dickens will be found to have made a firm place in English literature, although that place will probably not be so high as his admirers would once have claimed for him. Londoners were familiar with Dickens' personal appearance as well as with his writings, and certain London streets did not seem quite the same when his striking face and energetic movements could be seen there no more. It is likely that Dickens overworked his exuberant vital energy, his superb resources of physical health and animal spirits. In work and play, in writing and in exercising, he was unsparing of his powers. Like the lavish youth with the full purse in "Gil Blas," he appeared to believe that his stock could never be spent. Men who were early companions of his, and who had not half his vital power, outlived him many years. He was buried in Westminster Abbey, although his own desire was to be laid quietly in Rochester church-yard. It was held that the national cemetery claimed him. We cannot help thinking it a pity the claim was made. All true admirers of Scott must be glad that he rests in his dear and congenial Dryburgh; most of the admirers of Dickens would have been better pleased to think that he lay beneath the green turf of the ancient church-yard, in venerable and storied Rochester, amid the scenes that he loved and taught so many others to love.

Nothing in modern English history is like the rush of the extraordinary years of reforming energy on which the new Administration had now entered. Mr. Gladstone's Government had to grapple with five or six great questions of reform, any one of which might have seemed enough to engage the whole attention of an ordinary Administration. The new Prime-minister had pledged himself to
abolish the State Church in Ireland, and to reform the Irish Land Tenure system. He had made up his mind to put an end to the purchase of commissions in the army. Recent events and experiences had convinced him that it was necessary to introduce the system of voting by ballot. He accepted for his Government the responsibility of originating a complete scheme of National Education. Meanwhile, there were many questions of the highest importance in foreign policy waiting for solution. The American Government did what every cool and well-informed observer must have known they would do; they pressed for a settlement of the claims arising out of the damage done by the Alabama, and other Southern cruisers, which had been built in English dockyards and had sailed from English ports. In the mid-career of the Government the war broke out between France and Prussia. Russia took advantage of the opportunity to insist that the Treaty of Paris must be altered by the cancelling of the clause which "formally and in perpetuity" refused to every Power the right of having a fleet in the Black Sea. Each of these questions was of capital importance; each might have involved the country in war. It required no common energy and strength of character to keep closely to the work of domestic reform amid such exciting discussions in foreign policy all the while, and with the war-trumpet ringing for a long time in the ears of England.

Mr. Forster's Education Bill may be said to have been run side by side with the Irish Land Bill. The Government undertook a great and a much-needed work when it set about establishing a national system of elementary education. The manner in which England had neglected the education of her poor children had long been a reproach to her civilization. She was behind every other great country in the world; she was behind most countries that in no wise professed to be great. Prussia and nearly all the German countries were centuries in advance of her; so were some, if not actually all, of the American States.
We have already shown in these pages by what pitiful patchwork of compromises and make-shift expedients England had been trying to put together something like a plan for the instruction of the children of the poor. Private charity was eeked out in a parsimonious and miserable manner by a scanty dole from the State; and, as a matter of course, where the direst poverty prevailed, and naturally brought the extremest need for assistance to education, there the wants of the place were least efficiently supplied. For years the statesmanship of England had been kept from any serious attempt to grapple with the evil by the doctrine that popular education ought not to be the business of a Government. The idea prevailed that education conducted by the State would be something un-English; something which might do very well for Germans and Americans and other such people, but which was entirely unsuited to the manly independence of the true Briton. It therefore came about that more than two-thirds of the children of the country were absolutely without instruction. One of the first great tasks which Mr. Gladstone's Government undertook was to reform this condition of things, and to provide England, for the first time in her history, with a system of National Education. On February 17th, 1870, Mr. Forster introduced a bill having for its object to provide for public elementary education in England and Wales. The basis of the measure was very simple, but also very comprehensive. Mr. Forster proposed to establish a system of School Boards in England and Wales; and to give to each board the power to frame by-laws compelling the attendance of all children, from five to twelve years of age, within the school district. The Government did not see their way to a system of direct and universal compulsion. They therefore fell back on a compromise, by leaving the power to compel in the hands of the local authorities. Existing schools were, in many instances, to be adopted by the bill, and to receive Government aid, on condition that they possessed a cer-
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tain amount of efficiency in education, that they submitted themselves to the examination of an undenominational inspector, and that they admitted a conscience clause as part of their regulations. The funds were to be procured, partly by local rate, partly by grants from the Treasury, and partly by the fees paid in the paying schools. There were of course to be free schools provided, where the poverty of the population was such as, in the opinion of the local authorities, to render gratuitous instruction indispensable.

The bill at first was favorably received. But the general harmony of opinion did not last long. The task proved to be one of the most difficult that the Government could have undertaken. The whole body of the English and Welsh Nonconformists soon declared themselves in strong hostility to some of the bill's provisions. Mr. Forster found, when he came to examine into the condition of the machinery of education in England, that there was already a system of schools existing under the charge of religious bodies of various kinds: the State Church, and the Roman Catholic Church, and other authorities. These he proposed to adopt as far as possible into his scheme; to affiliate them, as it were, to the Governmental system of education. But he had to make some concession to the religious principles on which such schools were founded. He could not by any stroke of authority undertake to change them all into secular schools. He therefore proposed to meet the difficulty by adopting regulations compelling every school of this kind which obtained Government aid or recognition to accept a conscience clause by means of which the religious convictions of parents and children should be scrupulously regarded in the instruction given during the regular school hours. On this point the Nonconformists as a body broke away from the Government. They laid down the broad principle that no State aid whatever should be given to any schools but those which were conducted on strictly secular and unde-
nominalational principles. It ought to be superfluous to say that the Nonconformists did not object to the religious instruction of children. It ought not to be supposed for a moment that they attached less importance to religious instruction than any other body of persons. Their principle was that public money, the contribution of citizens of all shades of belief, ought only to be given for such teaching as the common opinion of the country was agreed upon. The contribution of the Jew, they argued, ought not to be exacted in order to teach Christianity; the Protestant rate-payer ought not to be compelled to pay for the instruction of Roman Catholic children in the tenets of their faith; the Irish Catholic in London or Birmingham ought not to be called upon to pay in any way for the teaching of distinctively Protestant doctrine.

Therefore, they said, let us at any cost establish a strictly national and secular system in our public elementary schools; let us teach there what we are all agreed upon; and let us leave the duty of teaching religion to the ministers of religion, and to the parents of the children. About the truths of arithmetic and geography, about spelling and writing, we are all agreed; let our common contributions be given to common instruction, and let each denomination provide in its own way for the religious training of its young people. This way of looking at the question left out of notice one most important element in the controversy—the existence of large bodies of citizens who conscientiously objected to any school teaching which was divorced from religious instruction, and who did not believe that there could be any education in the true sense without the influence of religion accompanying and inspiring it. We shall not here discuss the relative worth of these two opposing and irreconcilable theories of public education. The fact that they existed made it well-nigh impossible for the Government to satisfy the demands of the Nonconformists. Mr. Forster could not admit the principle for which they contended.
He could not say that it would be a fair and equal plan to offer secular education, and that alone, to all bodies of the community; for he was well aware that there were such bodies who were conscientiously opposed to what was called secular education, and who could not agree to accept it. He therefore acknowledged existing and very palpable facts, and endeavored to establish a system which should satisfy the consciences of all the denominations. But the Nonconformists would not meet him on this ground. They set up their shibboleth of undenominational education; they made a fetish of their theory of State aid; and they fought Mr. Forster long and ably and bitterly. The Liberal minister was compelled to accept more than once the aid of the Conservative party; for that party as a whole adopted the principle which insisted on religious instruction in every system of national education. It more than once happened, therefore, that Mr. Forster and Mr. Gladstone found themselves appealing to the help of Conservatives and of Roman Catholics against that dissenting body of Englishmen who were usually the main support of the Liberal party. It happened, too, very unfortunately, that at this time Mr. Bright's health had so far given way as to compel him to seek complete rest from Parliamentary duties. His presence and his influence with the Nonconformists might perhaps have tended to moderate their course of action, and to reconcile them to the policy of the Government even on the subject of national education; but his voice was silent then, and for long after. The split between the Government and the Nonconformists became something like a complete severance. Many angry and bitter words were spoken in the House of Commons on both sides. On one occasion there was an almost absolute declaration on the part of Mr. Gladstone and of Mr. Miall, a leading Nonconformist, that they had parted company forever. The Education Bill was nevertheless a great success. The School Boards became really valuable and powerful institutions, and the principle of the
cumulative vote was tested for the first time in their elections. When School Boards were first established in the great cities, their novelty, and the evident importance of the work they had to do, attracted to them some of the men of most commanding intellect and position. The London School Board had as its chairman, for instance, Lord Lawrence, the great Indian statesman, lately a Viceroy, and for one of its leading members Professor Huxley. An important peculiarity of the School Boards, too, was the fact that they admitted women to the privileges of membership; and this admission was largely availed of. Women voted, proposed amendments, sat on committees, and in every way took their part of the duties of citizenship in the business of national education. When the novelty of the system wore off, some of the more eminent men gradually fell out of the work, but the School Boards never failed to maintain a high and useful standard of membership. They began, and continued to be, strictly representative institutions. From the peer to the workingman; from Evangelical Churchman to Catholic; from Nonconformist to Rationalist; from old-fashioned middle-class Paterfamilias to eager young woman shrilly representing the rights of her sex, they became a mirror of English public and business life. Most of their work even still remains to be done. The school system of the country needs many improvements and many relaxations, probably, before it can be pronounced to be in fair working order. Its existence has in many parts of England brought thus far, not peace, but a sword. The struggle between the conscientious belief of one class of persons and the political dogma of another is still going on. Many attempts were made to induce the Government to go as far as direct compulsory education, and much dissatisfaction was expressed at the refusal of ministers to venture on the adoption of such a principle. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to say that the national system of education has hardly yet had a fair and full trial. But, so far as it
has gone, there can be no doubt of the success it has achieved. No man exists who would, if he could, see England return to the condition of things which prevailed before the days of the Gladstone administration. But it must be owned that the Gladstone administration was weakened, and not strengthened, by its educational scheme. One of the first symptoms of coming danger to Mr. Gladstone's Government was found in the estrangement of the English Nonconformists. They clung to their adopted principle with a genuine Puritan pertinacity. They admitted no respect of persons where that was concerned. Honest, conscientious, and narrow, they were ready to sacrifice any party and any minister, rather than tolerate concession or compromise.

The Government were a little unfortunate too as regarded another great reform—that of the organization of the army. Mr. Cardwell, the War Minister, brought forward a scheme for the reconstruction of the army, by combining under one system of discipline the regular troops, the militia, the volunteers, and the reserve. One most important part of the scheme was the abolition of the purchase system for officers' commissions, and the substitution of promotion according to merit. Except in certain regiments, and in certain branches of the service outside England itself, the rule was that an officer obtained his commission by purchase. Promotion was got in the same way. An officer bought a step up in the service. A commission was a vested interest; a personal property. The owner had paid so much for it, and he expected to get so much for it when he thought fit to sell it. The regulation price recognized by law and the Horse Guards was not by any means the actual price of the commission. It became worth much more to the holder, and of course he expected to get its real price, not its regulation, or nominal and imaginary price. The regulation price was to the real price what the cost of the ticket bought at the door of an Italian theatre is to the sum which has to be paid inside
for a seat from which to see the play. This anomalous and extraordinary system had grown up with the growth of the English army, until it seemed in the eyes of many an essential condition of the army's existence. It found defenders almost everywhere. Because the natural courage, energy, and fighting power of Englishmen, Irishmen, and Scotchmen had made a good army in spite of this unlucky practice, because the army did not actually collapse or wither away under its influence, many men were convinced that the army could not get on without it. The abolition of the purchase system had been advocated by generations of reformers without much success. For years, a stout old soldier, Sir De Lacy Evans, had made an annual motion on the subject which was regarded by not a few as merely one of the necessary bores of Parliamentary life. More lately Mr. Trevelyan had taken up the cause with vivacity, spirit, and good effect. Lord Stanley had always supported the proposed reform, as he had supported the system of open competition for appointments in the Civil Service. But the question did not become really pressing and practical until Mr. Gladstone, on his accession to power, resolved to include it in his list of reforms. Of course Mr. Cardwell's proposition was bitterly and perniciously opposed. The principle of army purchase was part of a system in which large numbers of the most influential class had a vested interest. It was part of the aristocratic principle. To admit men to commissions in the army by pure merit and by mere competition would be to deprive the service of its specially aristocratic character. Few of those who opposed the reform on this ground were actually conscious that they were fighting merely for the maintenance of a class privilege and a selfish advantage. They had schooled themselves into the conviction that the aristocratic system was the only principle of existence for an English army; that a system of open promotion by merit would be too French or too American, or something of the kind; that it would fill the
higher places in the service with persons of no rank and of vulgar habits; and they had worked themselves into the belief that in resisting Mr. Cardwell's measure they were performing a patriotic duty. A large number of the Conservative party set themselves, therefore, not merely to oppose but to obstruct the bill. They proposed all manner of amendments, and raised all manner of discussions, in which the same arguments were repeated over and over again by the same speakers in almost the same words. Men who had never before displayed the slightest interest in the saving of the public money, were now clamorous opponents of the bill on the ground that the abolition of purchase would render necessary the outlay of a large sum for compensation to officers thus deprived of their vested interests. This outlay the Liberal Government, usually censured by their opponents on the ground of their pinching parsimony, were quite willing to meet. Mr. Cardwell was prepared to make provision for it. Economy, however, became suddenly a weapon in the hands of some of the Conservatives. The session was going on, and there seemed little prospect of the Opposition being discouraged or slackening in their energy. The Government began to see that it would be impossible to carry through the vast and complicated scheme of army reorganization which they had introduced; and Mr. Gladstone was resolved that the system of purchase must come to an end. It was thought expedient at last, and while the bill was still fighting its way through committee, to abandon a great part of the measure, and persevere for the present only with those clauses which related to the abolition of the system of purchase. Under these conditions the bill passed its third reading in the Commons on July 3d, 1871, not without a stout resistance at the last, and not by a very overwhelming majority. This condition of things gave the majority in the House of Lords courage to oppose the scheme. A meeting of Conservative peers was held, and it was resolved that the Duke of Richmond should offer an amend-
ment to the motion for the second reading of the army purchase bill. The Duke of Richmond was exactly the sort of man that a party under such conditions would agree upon as the proper person to move an amendment. He was an entirely respectable and safe politician; a man of great influence so far as dignity and territorial position were concerned; a seemingly moderate Tory, who showed nothing openly of the mere partisan, and yet was always ready to serve his party. When the motion for the second reading came on, the Duke of Richmond moved an amendment declaring that the House of Lords was unwilling to agree to the motion until a comprehensive and complete scheme of army reorganization should have been laid before it. This amendment was cleverly constructed. It did not pledge the House of Lords to reject the bill; it did not directly oppose the second reading; it merely said that, before passing the second reading, the House was anxious to know more fully the plans of the Government for the general reorganization of the army. The Government had brought in a scheme of vast reorganization, and had then withdrawn nearly all of it, with the avowed intention of introducing it again at a more convenient opportunity. It looked reasonable enough, therefore, that the House of Lords should hesitate about abandoning the system of purchase before knowing exactly what the Government proposed to do as a supplement and consequence of so important a measure. But of course the object of the House of Lords was not to obtain further information; it was simply to get rid of the bill for the present. The amendment of the Duke of Richmond was adopted.

Then Mr. Gladstone took a course which became the subject of keen and embittered controversy. Purchase in the army was permitted only by royal warrant. The whole system was the creation of royal regulation. The House of Commons had pronounced against the system. The House of Lords had not pronounced in favor of it. The House of Lords had not rejected the measure of the
Government, but only expressed a wish for delay and for further information. Delay, however, would have been fatal to the measure for that session. Mr. Gladstone, therefore, devised a way for checkmating what he knew to be the design of the House of Lords. It was an ingenious plan; it was almost an audacious plan; it took the listener's breath away to hear of it. Mr. Gladstone announced that as the system of purchase was the creation of royal regulation, he had advised the Queen to take the decisive step of cancelling the royal warrant which made purchase legal. A new royal warrant was therefore immediately issued, declaring that, on and after November 1st following, all regulations made by Her Majesty or any of her predecessors regulating or fixing the prices at which commissions might be bought or in any way authorizing the purchase or sale of such commissions should be cancelled. As far as regarded purchase, therefore, the controversy came suddenly to an end. The House of Lords had practically nothing to discuss. All that was left of the Government scheme on which the Peers could have anything to say was that part of the bill which provided compensation for those whom the abolition of the system of purchase would deprive of certain vested interests. For the Lords to reject the bill as it now stood would merely be to say that such officers should have no compensation. The Lords were, to use a homely expression, sold. To adopt a phrase which would have been good English once, and would not have been too strong to illustrate their own views of what happened, they were "bubbled." Astonishment fell upon the minds of most who heard Mr. Gladstone's determination. After a moment of bewilderment it was received with a wild outburst of Liberal exultation. It was felt to be a splendid party triumph. The House of Lords had been completely foiled. The tables had been turned on the Peers. They were as utterly baffled as Sir Giles Overreach in Massinger's play, when, pulling out the document on which he is to rely, he finds it only
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"a fair skin of parchment," with "neither wax nor words." "What prodigy is this? I am o'erwhelmed with wonder," an astounded peer might have exclaimed; "what subtle spirit hath razed out the inscription?" Nothing was left for the House of Lords but to pass the bill as quickly as possible, coupling its passing, however, with a resolution announcing that it was passed only in order to secure to officers of the army the compensation they were entitled to receive, and censuring the Government for having attained, "by the exercise of the prerogative and without the aid of Parliament," the principal object which they contemplated in the bill.

The House of Lords was then completely defeated. The system of purchase in the army was abolished by one sudden and clever stroke. The Government were victorious over their opponents. Yet the hearts of many sincere Liberals sunk within them as they heard the announcement of the triumph. Mr. Disraeli condemned in the strongest terms the sudden exercise of the prerogative of the Crown to help the Ministry out of a difficulty; and many a man of mark and influence on the Liberal benches felt that there was good ground for the strictures of the leader of the Opposition. Mr. Fawcett in particular condemned the act of the Government. He insisted that if it had been done by a Tory minister it would have been passionately denounced by Mr. Gladstone amid the plaudits of the whole Liberal party. Mr. Fawcett was a man who occupied a remarkable position in the House of Commons. In his early manhood he met with an accident which entirely destroyed the sight of his eyes. He made the noble resolve that he would nevertheless follow unflinchingly the career he had previously mapped out for himself, and would not allow the terrible calamity he had suffered to drive him from the active life of the political world. His tastes were for politics and political economy. He published a manual of political economy; he wrote largely on the subject in reviews and magazines;
he was elected professor of the science in his own university, Cambridge. He was in politics as well as in economics a pupil of Mr. Mill; and with the encouragement and support of Mr. Mill he became a candidate for a seat in Parliament. He was a Liberal of the most decided tone; but he was determined to hold himself independent of party. He stood for Southwark against Mr. Layard in 1857, and was defeated; he contested Cambridge and Brighton at subsequent elections, and at last, in 1865, he was successful at Brighton. He was not long in the House of Commons before it was acknowledged that his political career was likely to be something of a new force in Parliament. A remarkably powerful reasoner, he was capable, notwithstanding his infirmity, of making a long speech full of figures and of statistical calculations. His memory was fortunately so quick and powerful as to enable him easily to dispense with all the appliances which even well-trained speakers commonly have to depend upon when they enter into statistical controversy. In Parliament he held faithful to the purpose with which he had entered it, and was a thorough Liberal in principles, but absolutely independent of the expedients and sometimes of the discipline of party. If he believed that the Liberal ministers were going wrong, he censured them as freely as though they were his political opponents. On this occasion he felt strongly about the course Mr. Gladstone had taken, and he expressed himself in language of unmeasured condemnation. It seems hard to understand how any independent man could have come to any other conclusion. The exercise of the royal prerogative was undoubtedly legal. Much time was wasted in testifying to its legality. The question in dispute was whether its sudden introduction in such a manner was a proper act on the part of the Government; whether it was right to cut short by virtue of the Queen's prerogative a debate which had previously been carried on without the slightest intimation that the controversy was to be settled in any other
way than that of the ordinary Parliamentary procedure. There seems to be only one reasonable answer to this question. The course taken by Mr. Gladstone was unusual, unexpected, unsustained by any precedent; it was a mere surprise; it was not fair to the House of Lords; it was not worthy of the occasion, or the ministry, or the Liberal principles they professed. Great stress was laid upon an opinion which was obtained from Sir Roundell Palmer in justification of the action of the Government. But Sir Roundell Palmer merely gave it as his opinion that the issuing of the warrant cancelling purchase was within the constitutional power of the Crown. On that subject there could be no reasonable doubt. But that was not the question which people were discussing so eagerly. They were asking whether it was fair to begin a measure of reform on the ordinary principles of Parliamentary procedure, and suddenly to bring it to a close by the unexpected intervention of the royal prerogative. On this question, the only one really at issue, Sir Roundell Palmer’s letter was a condemnation, not a justification, of the course taken by the Government. “I should have been glad,” Sir Roundell Palmer wrote to Mr. Cardwell, “if it had been generally and clearly understood from the beginning that, subject to the sense of Parliament being ascertained with reference to the point of compensation, the form of procedure would be that which was eventually adopted, because it is certainly an evil that the adoption of one constitutional mode of procedure rather than another should appear to arise from an adverse vote of the House of Lords.”

The introduction of the prerogative in this curious way did much to damage the influence of Mr. Gladstone’s Government. Every one in the end came to approve of the principle of promotion in the army by merit, and the abolition of the anomalous system of purchase. But this great reform could at most have been delayed for only a single session by the House of Lords. It would have been carried, as the ballot was carried, the moment it was sent
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up a second time from the representative chamber. It is not even certain that the House of Lords, if firmly met, would have carried their opposition long enough to delay the measure by a single session. In any case the time lost would not have counted for much; better by far to have waited another session than to have carried the point at once by a stroke of policy which seemed impatient, petulant, and even unfair. It is evident that among the independent men of his own party Mr. Gladstone suffered discredit by the manner in which he swept the purchase system away, and "bade his will avouch it." Among the many influences already combining to weaken his authority, the impression produced by this stroke of policy was not the least powerful.

The Ballot Bill was not carried without a struggle. It was introduced by Mr. Forster on February 20th, 1871, and was a measure embodying some remarkable changes. Its principal object was, of course, the introduction of the system of secret voting. This Mr. Forster proposed to do by compelling each voter to use only an official voting-paper which he was to obtain at the polling-place, and there alone. Entering the polling-place, the voter was to go to the official in charge, and mention his name and his place of residence. The official, having ascertained that he was properly on the register, would hand him a stamped paper on which to inscribe his vote. The voter was then to fold up the paper in such a manner as to prevent the mark from being seen, and, in the presence of the official, drop it into the urn for containing the votes. By this plan Mr. Forster proposed not only to obtain secrecy, but also to prevent personation. The Bill likewise undertook to abolish the old practice of nominating candidates publicly by speeches at the hustings. Instead of a public nomination, it was intended that the candidates
should be nominated by means of a paper containing the names of a proposer and seconder and eight assenters, all of whom must be registered voters. This paper being handed to the returning officer would constitute a nomination. Thus was abolished one of the most characteristic and time-dishonored peculiarities of electioneering. Every humorous writer, every satirist with pencil or pen, from Hogarth to Dickens, had made merry with the scenes of the nomination day. No ceremonial could be at once more useless and more mischievous. In England the candidates were proposed and seconded in face of each other on a public platform in some open street or market-place, in the presence of a vast, tumultuous crowd, three-fourths of whom were generally drunk, and all of whom were inflamed by the passion of a furious partisanship. Fortunate indeed was the orator whose speech was anything more than dumb show. The Conservative part of the crowd usually made it a point of honor not to listen to the Liberal candidate or allow him to be heard; the Liberal partisans in the street were equally resolute to drown the eloquence of the Tory candidate. Brass bands and drums not unusually accompanied the efforts of the speakers to make themselves heard. Brickbats, dead cats, and rotten eggs came flying like bewildering meteors around the ears of the rival politicians on the hustings. The crowds generally enlivened the time by a series of faction fights among themselves. Anything more grotesque, more absurd, more outrageous it would be impossible to imagine. The Bill introduced by Mr. Forster would have deserved the support of all rational beings, if it proposed no greater reform than simply the abolition of this abominable system. But the ballot had long become an indispensable necessity. Bribery, corruption, intimidation, were the monstrous outcome of the system of open voting. Yet for long years no reform had seemed more unlikely than the adoption of the ballot. In Mr. Grote’s days there used to be an annual debate on the motion in favor of the ballot,
and Mr. Grote generally found himself supported by a very respectable minority, and by some speakers of great influence. Still, his proposal was even then regarded by Parliament and the public in general rather as a crotchet than a practical scheme. In "The Song of the Box" Thomas Moore made easy ridicule of Grote and his ballot.

"And oh, when at last even this greatest of Grotes
Must bend to the power that at every door knocks,
May he drop in the urn, like his own silent votes,
And the tomb of his rest be a large ballot-box."

Lord Palmerston made precisely the same joke years after about Mr. Henry Berkeley and his annual motion for the adoption of the ballot. He expressed a hope that when the inevitable hour came for Mr. Berkeley to quit the scene of his mortal labors his tomb might be made in the likeness of a ballot-box. Lord Palmerston evidently was not acquainted with Moore's lines about Mr. Grote, and was under the impression that he was making an original joke. In Mr. Berkeley's hands, the ballot debate became less important than it had been with Mr. Grote. On one remarkable occasion, indeed, Mr. Berkeley contrived to carry a sort of snap vote against the Government. The division was taken unexpectedly in a very thin house, and eighty-six voted for the ballot and eighty against it. But nothing came of this, and the whole question seemed at one time in a fair way to be classed with Mr. Spooner's motion for the withdrawal of the Maynooth Grant or Mr. Newdegate's appeal for the inspection of convents. Lord Palmerston used to argue complacently that the franchise was not a right, but a trust; that the trust was exercised on behalf of the community in general, and that the voter was bound to discharge his duty in public so that those for whom he acted should know that he was acting fairly. This way of treating the question held out a temptation to long and futile controversy as to whether the franchise was or was not the right of a free man, and in what we may call the metaphysics of the sub-
ject the really practical object of the discussion became lost. Lord Palmerston's description of the franchise did not in the slightest degree affect the argument in favor of the ballot. If the franchise was a trust and only a trust, there was none the less necessity that the trustee should be so protected as to enable him to discharge his trust conscientiously and properly. The objection to the open vote was that in a vast number of instances the voter could not safely vote according to his conscience and his convictions. If he was a tenant, he was in terror of his landlord; if he was a workman, he was afraid of his employer; if he was a small shop-keeper in a country town, he was in dread of offending some wealthy customer; if he was a timid man, he shrank from exposing himself to the violence of a mob. In many cases a man giving a conscientious vote would have had to do so with the certainty that he was bringing ruin upon himself and his family. In Ireland the conflicting power of the landlord and of the crowd made the vote a mere sham. A man in many places dared not vote but as the landlord bade him. Sometimes, when he thought to secure his safety by pleasing the landlord, he ran serious risks by offending the crowd who supported the popular candidate. Voters were dragged to the poll like slaves or prisoners by the landlord and his agents. It was something worse than ridiculous to tell the House of Commons and the public that it was necessary such a system should be kept up, because it enabled everybody to see that the voter properly discharged his trust. Yet this argument about the trust and the need of publicity was almost the only piece of reasoning which for many years Lord Palmerston thought it worth his while to offer to the House of Commons. Mr. Mill, who had begun by advocating the ballot, became an opponent of the system, chiefly on the ground that it was unmanly to conceal one's vote. This way of arguing the question only furnished one other illustration of the generous weakness which impaired the effect of much of Mr.
Mill's political and social philosophy: the tendency to construct systems based on what Burke called the heroic virtues; the belief that human affairs can be regulated on the assumption that all men can not only become heroic, but that they can be heroic always. It would be a nobler world, indeed, if in the giving of our votes as in everything else we could all make up our minds to do right and to defy the consequences. It would be a far finer sight for the moralist or the philosopher to see a concourse of Irish tenants going openly to the poll to vote against their landlords, and calmly accepting eviction as a consequence, than to see the same men screened from the penalty of their patriotic conduct by the mechanical protection of the ballot. The small shopkeeper who offended his most influential customer in the cause of what he believed to be the right, would be a nobler subject for contemplation than the small shopkeeper enabled to do as he thought right without any risk or loss. But an electoral system constructed on these lofty principles would be sure to turn out exactly as the open voting system proved to be: a source of almost boundless demoralization. It is curious to note that in one of the very speeches in which he condemned the ballot on this higher ground, Mr. Mill actually quoted with approval that sentence of profound practical philosophy in which Burke declared that “the system which lays its foundations in rare and heroic virtues will be sure to have its superstructure in the basest profligacy and corruption.”

A change, however, suddenly took place in English public feeling. The gross and growing profligacy and violence which disgraced every election began to make men feel that something must be done to get rid of such hideous abuses. Mr. Bright had always been an earnest advocate of the ballot system; and partly, no doubt, under his influence, and partly by the teaching of experience and observation, Mr. Gladstone became a convert to the same opinion. In 1869 a committee of the House of Com-
mons was appointed on the motion of Mr. Bruce, the Home Secretary, to inquire into the manner of conducting parliamentary and municipal elections. Lord Hartington was chairman of the committee. Its report was, on the whole, decidedly in favor of the principle of secret voting. Public opinion came round in a moment. Not many years had passed since the very words “secret voting” used to be considered enough to stigmatize the ballot, and to make all true men disclaim any approval of it. Now, under the impulse of that marvellous breath of reforming energy which was scattering so many ancient traditions, the repugnance to the secret vote seemed to have disappeared. We are speaking now of the public out-of-doors; for a great many members of both Houses of Parliament were still unconverted. Mr. Forster’s Bill was stoutly resisted by the Conservatives. It was not merely resisted in the ordinary way; its progress was delayed by that practice of talking against time which has more recently become famous under the name of obstruction. A good many Liberal members liked the ballot in their hearts little better than the Tories did. The bill contained a wise and just proposal for throwing the legitimate expenses of elections on the public rates. This was rejected in committee by a large majority. A similar proposal, it may be stated, was introduced again and again in more or less differing forms during the progress of the Ballot Bills, and it was invariably rejected. The majority of the House of Commons is composed of rich men; the majority, it is not unfair to say, is composed also of men who are not recommended to their constituencies by great intellect or distinguished public services. There will always, therefore, be many persons found to object to any change of system which tends to place a poor man and a rich man more nearly on a footing of equality in a candidature for a seat in Parliament. The long delays which interposed between the introduction of Mr. Forster’s bill and its passing through the House of Commons gave the House
of Lords a plausible excuse for rejecting it altogether. The bill was not read a third time in the Commons until August 8th; it was not sent up to the Lords until the 10th of that month—a date later than that usually fixed for the close of the Session. Lord Shaftesbury moved that the bill be rejected, on the ground that there was no time left for a proper consideration of it, and his motion was carried by ninety-seven votes to forty-eight. The manner in which the measure had been dealt with in the House of Commons made it seem clear to the Lords that there was really a very general feeling of dislike to the ballot among the members of the representative chamber, and emboldened them to think that they would be rendering a grateful service by throwing it out.

The House of Lords was right enough in assuming that many members of the House of Commons were not particularly anxious for the introduction of the ballot. The proposal of the Government was welcome to the voters in general; but it was naturally regarded with hostile feelings by many men who felt small assurance that their seats would be safe if the franchise were to be exercised by every one in security and independence. The ballot was introduced, we do not hesitate to say, in defiance of the secret prejudices of the majority of the House of Commons which consented to pass it. Mr. Gladstone was determined to pass it in the interest of the voters, of political independence, and of public morals. He was now as thoroughly convinced as Mr. Bright himself that the ballot in these countries would be the very keystone of political independence. Recent publications have enabled us to know that on one occasion at least Lord Palmerston did all he could privately to encourage the House of Lords to reject an important measure introduced and passed in the Commons by his own Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Gladstone. This fact, which would be incredible if it were not made known upon authority impossible to question, was not likely to furnish an example which Mr.
Gladstone would follow. Mr. Gladstone accepted the decision of the Lords as a mere passing delay, and with the beginning of the next Session the ballot came up again. It was presented in the form of a bill to amend the laws relating to procedure at parliamentary and municipal elections, and it included, of course, the introduction of the system of secret voting. The bill passed quickly through the House of Commons. Those who most disliked it began now to see that they must make up their minds to meet their fate. When the bill went up to the Lords an amendment was introduced into it with the view of making the ballot optional. This preposterous alteration was of course objected to by the Commons, and finally the House of Lords gave it up. There would obviously be no protection whatever for the class of voters whom it was necessary to protect if the ballot were made simply optional. The tenant who exercised his option of voting secretly against his landlord might just as well have voted openly. The landlord would not be slow to assume that the secrecy was adopted for the purpose of giving a vote against him. At the instance of the House of Lords, however, the ballot was introduced as an experiment, and the Act was passed to continue in force for eight years; that is, until the end of 1880. We may anticipate matters a little by saying that no measure of reform introduced through all that season of splendid reforming energy has given more universal satisfaction or worked with happier effect than the ballot. There is, indeed, much still to be done to purify the electoral system. The ballot has not extinguished corruption in small boroughs. It is still perfectly possible to carry on the most demoralizing system of bribery there. The plan of what we may call payment by results still flourishes in many a small constituency. It is quietly given out that if a certain candidate be elected there will be money flowing through the borough after the election; and every voter who is open to corruption goes to the polling-place determined to vote for this
"Reformation in a Flood."

candidate, because he knows that his vote adds to the chances of the borough's coming in for the refreshing golden shower. Probably nothing could put a stop to the corruption in very small boroughs but their utter disfranchisement, or some system which would group several of them into one constituency. But in all other objects sought by the Ballot Act it has been successful. It has put an end to an enormous amount of corruption, and it may be said to have almost altogether extinguished the illegitimate influence of the landlord, the employer, and the patron. During a debate on woman's suffrage in 1871, Mr. Gladstone stated that if the ballot were once introduced there would be no harm done by allowing women to vote. Nearly ten years have passed since that remarkable declaration, and the proposal to extend the franchise to female householders does not seem to have made much practical progress. But it must be admitted that the adoption of the ballot makes a great difference in the conditions of the controversy. It was one thing to ask that women should have imposed on them the duty of going up to the open poll and recording their votes in public, and quite another thing to ask that they should be allowed to enter a quiet compartment of the polling-place and record an independent vote under the saving shelter of the ballot.

The University Tests Bill was one of the great measures carried successfully into legislation during this season of unparalleled activity. The effect of this Bill was to admit all lay students, of whatever faith, to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge on equal terms. This settled practically a controversy, and removed a grievance which had been attracting keen public interest for at least five-and-thirty years. Gradually the restrictions which Oxford and Cambridge drew around their systems of education had been relaxed. Dissenters had been admitted first to the advantages of education within the sphere of the Universities, and next to the honors which success in
the University course was fitted to command. Twice
over within a very few years had a measure for the pur-
pose been carried through the Commons, only to be re-
jected by the Lords. In this busy year of 1871, the Lib-
eral Government introduced the Bill again, and this time,
after some remonstrances and futile struggle, the Conser-
ervative majority in the House of Lords allowed their preju-
dices to succumb, and affirmed the principle of religious
equality in the distribution of the honors which the two
universities have to award to those who win success as
students within the sphere of their teaching. The Gov-
ernment also passed a Trades-union Bill, moderating, as
has already been shown, the legislation which bore
harshly on the workmen. They established by Act of
Parliament the Local Government Board, a new depart-
ment of the administration intrusted with the care of the
public health, the control of the Poor Law system, and all
regulations applying to the business of districts through-
out the country. The Government repealed the ridiculous
and almost forgotten Ecclesiastical Titles Bill.

The popularity of Mr. Gladstone’s Government was all
the time somewhat impaired by the line of action, and
even perhaps by the personal deportment, of some of its
members. Mr. Lowe’s budgets were not popular; and
Mr. Lowe had a taste for sarcasm which it was pleasant,
no doubt, to indulge in at the expense of heavy men, but
which was, like other pleasant things, a little dangerous
when enjoyed too freely. One of Mr. Lowe’s budgets
contained a proposition to make up for deficiency of in-
come by a tax on matches. It seems not unlikely that
the whole proposition first arose in Mr. Lowe’s mind in
connection with a pretty play upon words which he offered
as its motto. “Ex luce luxellum,” he suggested, should
be a device imprinted on every taxed match-box. The
joke had to be explained: its humor wholly vanishes
when it is put into English—“a little profit out of light;”
not much drollery in that, surely. The country laughed
at the joke, and not with it. The match-trade rose up in arms against the proposal. It was shown that that trade was really a very large one, employing vast numbers of poor people, both in the manufacture and the sale, especially in the east end of London; and it was proved that the imposition recommended by Mr. Lowe would put out the light most effectually. All the little boys and girls of the metropolis whose poor bread, whose miserable lucel-lum, depended on the trade, arose in infantile insurrection against Mr. Lowe. There were vast processions of matchmakers and match-sellers to Palace Yard to protest against the tax. The contest was pitiful, painful, ludicrous; no Ministry could endure it long. Mr. Lowe, who had not the slightest idea when he proposed his tax of being regarded as a worse than Lucifer by the vendors of lucifer matches, was only too glad to withdraw from his unenviable position. It was not pleasant to be regarded as a sort of ogre by thousands of poor little ragged boys and girls. Mr. Lowe had ventured on the proposal chiefly because of the example of the United States, where the whole system and social conditions are so different from ours as to afford no guarantee whatever that a tax which is found endurable by the one community is likely to be found endurable by the other. He withdrew his unlucky proposal along with his ill-omened joke, and set himself to work to repair by other ways and means the ravages which warlike times had made in his financial system. No particular harm was done to anybody but the Government. They were made to seem ridiculous. The miserable match-tax was just the sort of thing to impress the popular mind as something niggling, paltry, and pitiful. Mr. Lowe did not hear the end of it for a long time. The attempt, and not the deed, confounded him. Another member of the administration, Mr. Aylton, a man of much ability but still more self-confidence, was constantly bringing himself and his Government into quarrels. He was blessed with a gift of offence. If a thing could be
done either civilly or rudely, Mr. Ayrton was pretty sure to do it rudely. He was impatient with dull people, and did not always remember that those unhappy persons not only have their feelings, but sometimes have their votes. He quarrelled with officials; he quarrelled with the newspapers; he seemed to think a civil tongue gave evidence of a feeble intellect. He pushed his way along, trampling on people's prejudices with about as much consideration as a steam-roller shows for the gravel it crushes. Even when Mr. Ayrton was in the right, he had a wrong way of showing it.
CHAPTER LX.

THE BLACK SEA CLAUSE: THE "ALABAMA" ARBITRATION.

Meanwhile the portentous changes which were taking place on the Continent of Europe had, as was natural, their effect on England and the English Government. The Emperor Napoleon having taken to himself a Liberal Minister, M. Emile Ollivier, one of the famous Five who for years had represented Opposition in the French Legislative Chamber, had sought to get a renewed charter for himself and his dynasty by means of a plebiscite. Representing the question at issue as one of revolution or social order, the Emperor obtained a very large majority of Ayes in favor of his policy and his house, seven and a quarter million Ayes against one and a half million Noes. But the minority was considerable, and one peculiarity made it specially ominous. There were more than 52,000 "Noes" among the votes of the army and navy. The Mexican expedition and its ghastly failure had much injured the prestige of the Emperor with the two services. The truth could not be concealed that he had been peremptorily ordered out of Mexico by the United States Government, and that he had obeyed the command, leaving Maximilian to his fate. Louis Napoleon saw that he must do something to recover his military popularity. The overthrow of Austria by Prussia had roused a strong feeling of jealousy in France. M. Thiers in particular had endeavored to keep up an angry mood against the Imperial Government. He constantly reproached the Emperor for not interposing in some way to protect Austria and restrict the ambition of Prussia. Louis Napoleon, therefore, found himself driven to try the gamester's last and desperate
throw. He seized the first excuse for forcing a war on Prussia.

It is probable that war would have come in any case. M. Prevost-Paradol had compared France and Prussia to two express trains started from opposite points along the same line of rails. The collision must come; it was merely a question of time. The comparison was happy. Prussia knew very well that her success over Austria had aroused the jealousy and the fears of France. France began to revive the old talk of the frontier on the Rhine. Bismarck had probably made up his mind that the quarrel would have to be fought out one day. Still, it was a fatal mistake of the Emperor Napoleon to force the quarrel on such a pretext as the fact that the Spanish people had invited a distant relation of the King of Prussia to become Sovereign of Spain. Louis Napoleon managed to put himself completely in the wrong. The King of Prussia at once induced his relative to withdraw from the candidature in order not to disturb the susceptibilities of France; and then the French Government pressed for a general pledge that the King of Prussia would never on any future occasion allow of any similar candidature. When it came to this, there was an end to negotiation. It was clear, then, that the Emperor was resolved to have a quarrel. Count Bismarck must have smiled a grim smile. His enemy had delivered himself into Bismarck's hands.

The Emperor had been for some time in failing health. He had not been paying much attention to the details of his administration. False security and self-conceit had operated among his generals and his War Department to the utter detriment of the army. Nothing was ready. The whole system was falling to pieces. Long after France had declared war, the army that was to go to Berlin was only dragging heavily toward the frontier. The experience of what had happened to Austria might have told any one that the moment Prussia saw her opportunity she would move with the direct swiftness of an eagle's flight.
But the French army stuck as if it was in mud. What every one expected came to pass. The Prussians came down on the French like the rush of a torrent. The fortunes of the war were virtually decided in a day. Then the French lost battle after battle. The Emperor dared not return to Paris. The defence—for the Prussians had long since become the invaders—was carried on with regard to the Emperor's political fortunes rather than to the military necessities of the hour. There were nothing but French defeats until there came at last the crowning disaster of Sedan. The Emperor surrendered his sword, and was a captive in the hands of his enemies. The Second Empire was gone in a moment. Paris proclaimed the republic; the Empress Eugenie fled to England; the Second Empire was all in the dust; the conqueror at Versailles was hailed as German Emperor.

We need not follow the fortunes of the war. France made many a brave and brilliant attempt to rally; but it was too late. Official neglect and mismanagement had done their work. No courage, no patriotism, could now retrieve the fortunes of the field. Marshal Bazaine, the ill-omened soldier of the Mexican campaign, surrendered at Metz with a vast army; Paris was invested, was besieged—had to give up, or famine would have done the work for her. The conquering enemy had to be spoken with at the gate. France had nothing for it but to accept the terms imposed on her. She lost two provinces, and had to pay an enormous fine; and the war was over.

The sympathies of the English people generally were at first almost altogether with Prussia. The policy of the Emperor Napoleon had seemed so gross and outrageous that the public voice here applauded the resistance of Germany to his attempted dictation. But when the Empire fell the feeling suddenly changed. It was the common idea that the Prussians ought to have been content with Sedan and the complete destruction of the Bonapartist Empire, and have made generous terms with the Republic.
Great popular meetings were held in Trafalgar Square, London, and in various provincial cities, to express sympathy with the hardly entreated French. The sympathy of the Irish populations had been with France all through. The old bonds of comradeship, dating from the Irish brigade and from long before it, had still their hold upon the emotional and impassioned Irish nature. Many persons everywhere thought the Government ought to do something to assist the French Republic. Some were of opinion that the glory of England would suffer if she did not get into a fight with some Power or other. It came out, in the course of the eager diplomatic discussions which were going on, that there had been some secret talk at different times of a private engagement between France and Prussia which would have allowed France on certain conditions to annex Belgium. This astounding revelation excited alarm and anger in England. The Government met that possible danger by at once pressing upon France and Prussia a new treaty, by which these Powers bound themselves jointly with England to maintain the independence of Belgium, and to take up arms against any State invading it. The Government might fairly claim to have thus provided satisfactorily against any menace to the integrity and independence of Belgium, and they prepared against the more general dangers of the hour by asking for a large vote to enable them to strengthen the military defences of the country. But they were seriously embarrassed by the manner in which Russia suddenly proposed to deal with the Treaty of Paris. One article of that Treaty declared that "the Black Sea is neutralized; its waters and its ports, thrown open to the mercantile marine of every nation, are formally and in perpetuity interdicted to the flag of war, either of the Powers possessing its coasts or of any other Power," and the Sultan of Turkey and the Emperor of Russia engaged to establish or maintain no military or maritime arsenals on the shores of that sea. Russia now took advantage of the war be-
between France and Prussia to say that she would not submit to be bound by that article of the Treaty any longer. The Russian statesmen pleaded, as a justification of this blunt and sudden proceeding, that the Treaty of Paris had been ignored by other Powers, and in a variety of ways, since the time of its signature, and that Russia could not be expected to endure forever an article which bore heavily, directly, and specially upon her.

The manner of making the announcement was startling, ominous, and offensive. But there really was not much that any English statesman could do to interfere with Russia's declared intentions. Two of the great Powers concerned in the Treaty of Paris were occupied too gravely with concerns of their own to have much interest in the neutralization of the Black Sea. It was not likely that France or Prussia would stop just then from the deathgrapple in which they were engaged to join in coercing Russia to keep to the disputed article in the Treaty. Austria, of course, would not under such circumstances undertake to interfere. It would have been a piece of preposterous quixotry on the part of England to take on herself alone the responsibility of maintaining the sanctity of the Treaty. Besides, it had long been clear to every practical politician that sooner or later, by one process or another, Russia would shake herself free from the obligation imposed on her by the clause which she now challenged. Literally, it affected all the great Powers alike, but in fact it only concerned Russia, and it was devised as a means of restraining her alone. The Black Sea is virtually a Russian lake. At least it may be thus described if we think of military and political questions only; for Turkey's use of the Black Sea could hardly be of vital moment to Europe, and Turkey and Russia divided between them the Euxine shores. However wise and just, therefore, the desire of the Western Powers to have the war flag of Russia kept out of the waters of the Black Sea, it must have been clear to every statesman,
even at the time when the Treaty was made, that should Russia ever be in a position to demand a release from the conditions which her defeat in the Crimea imposed upon her, she would take advantage of the opportunity. It must have been expected that she would insist upon the abrogation of the clause in the Treaty of Paris which shut her navy out of the waters that washed her own southern shores. But the manner of demanding the abrogation of the clause surprised and offended even more than the demand itself. There was something Calmuck in the coarse bluntness of the obvious admission that Russia now insisted on new conditions because she found that there was no possibility of any Western alliance to interfere with her will. If England had gone to war with Russia, she would have gone to war for the maintenance of an article in the Treaty of Paris, which no one believed could be long maintained in any case, and for which most of the European Powers cared nothing either way. Lord Granville confined himself to remonstrating against the extraordinary assumption that any Power which signed a treaty could legitimately and of its own motion repudiate any part of the treaty at any moment when it thought fit. If Russia cared about argument, it must be admitted that Lord Granville's argument was beyond reply. Lord Granville merely affirmed that when several parties have entered into a joint engagement it cannot be open to any one of them to withdraw from it whenever he pleases, without consulting the others. But of course Russia cared nothing about argument or fairness in the matter. She saw that she had an unprecedented chance, a chance perhaps never to occur again, for getting out of her engagement with impunity; and she seized upon it, and held to it.

We do not see how even a Russian, outside the official world, could undertake to justify the action of the Russian Government. On the other hand, we fear that the Russian Emperor might find a good deal in the events then passing in Europe to plead in excuse of his policy. Public
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law did not seem for the time to be held in very high regard. The transactions between Prussia and France with regard to Belgium were disgraceful to the statesmen who took part in them. They were cynically avowed by Count Bismarck when he found it suited his convenience to betray his late accomplices. A feeble attempt was made on the part of the accomplices to disavow them, or deny them, or escape in some way from the shame of having set them going. Each party fell back upon the policy of the husband and wife meeting by chance at the masked ball, each of whom makes overtures to the unrecognized other, and each of whom on a mutual recognition insists that the overtures were only made with the object of trying the other's virtue. Thus Europe was amused for a few days, and ought no doubt to have been scandalized, by the controversy between France and Prussia as to which was the tempter, which was the tempted, and what was the real motive of the temptation. Then, again, the King of Italy took advantage of the withdrawal of the French army of occupation from Rome to announce that in the interest of order, and to deliver Rome and the Pope from the tyranny of the Pope's foreign guards, he felt compelled to march the Italian troops into the city, take forcible possession of it, and make it the capital of his dominions. We do not propose to discuss or even to touch upon the religious question then at issue between the Vatican and the King of Italy.

We are willing to look at all that took place from the point of view of those who desired that Italy should become one united kingdom, and should have Rome for her capital. Even from this point of view it seems absolutely impossible to justify the course taken by the King of Italy. It is easy to understand how Italians and other men should say to themselves, "Now that the thing has been done, we are glad it is done, and is over." But it would baffle the ingenuity of any casuist to find a justification for such a mode of solving a great political question.
unless on the bold assumption that the stronger has always a right to do anything he thinks proper with the weaker. At all events, it is not surprising that when the Emperor of Russia saw such strokes of policy approved of by the Cabinets of Great Powers like England he should have said to himself that there was no reason why he alone of all other Sovereigns on the European Continent should not be at liberty to lay rude hands on opportunity. There was apparently a general scramble going on; and the Emperor Alexander may not have seen why there should be any law of morality or honor specially binding on him which was not binding on his neighbors. Such, of course, would not have been the view of a moralist; but the Emperor Alexander was perhaps of the way of thinking of that philosopher who has argued that it is immoral to be in advance of the morality of one’s age. Perhaps Alexander thought that in acting as he did he was only acting up to the morality of his contemporaries.

Lord Granville, however, continued to remonstrate. It was necessary to find some way of getting the European Powers decently out of the difficulty in which they were placed. To enforce the Treaty was out of the question; but, on the other hand, it did not look seemly that they should put up quite tamely with the dictatorial resolve of Russia. The ingenious mind of Count Bismarck found a way of putting a fair show on the action of Europe. He suggested that a conference should be held in London to talk the whole matter over. On November 26th, 1870, he addressed a circular to Austria, Turkey, Italy, and Russia, requesting them to authorize their representatives to assemble in London at a conference of the Powers which had signed the Treaty of March 30th, 1856, in order “to discuss the questions which are raised in connection with the communications in the circular of the Imperial Russian Cabinet.” This invitation was stated to have been issued after the English Cabinet had assured Count Bismarck of its assent. Lord Granville politely assumed that
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the Russian Government had merely announced its wish to have the clause in the Treaty abrogated as a matter for the consideration of the European Powers, and that the conference was to be assembled "without any foregone conclusion as to its results." This graceful little fiction was welcomed by all diplomatists. The conference met with every becoming appearance of a full belief in the minds of all its members that they were about to consider a proposal which they might either accept or reject as their free judgment should determine. The conference assembled on January 17th, 1871, and began its labors by an abstract declaration of principle. A special protocol was signed, affirming it to be an essential principle of the law of nations that no State could release itself from the engagements of a treaty unless with the consent of the other contracting Powers. This important declaration, which amounted exactly to the announcement of the fact that there must be at least two parties to a bargain, was solemnly agreed upon, and then the conference felt itself quite free to finish its work, on March 13th, 1871, by agreeing to a Treaty abrogating the clause for the neutralization of the Black Sea. There was something a little farcical about the whole transaction. We learn from Madame de Rému sat that when the great Napoleon played chess he liked to move the pieces occasionally in any way that suited his plans, and without any particular regard to the established rules of the game. If it seemed advantageous to him at some particular moment to give to his king the unlimited movement of the queen, he was in the habit of composedly adopting this new principle. Now we can perhaps imagine a few old-fashioned courtiers being a little offended at this arbitrary and one-sided plan of action, and conscious at the same time of their own inability to over-rule the will of the great conqueror. What could be a more honorable and prudent way of reconciling principle and interest than to hold a chess conference, pass a resolution that it is one of the essential principles of the game
that no player can alter its laws merely to please himself; and then after this saving protest proceed to authorize the Emperor Napoleon to make the particular moves that he happened just then to desire? Something like this was the policy pursued by the conference held in London. It did not tend to raise the credit or add to the popularity of the English Government. We do not know that there was anything better to do; we can only say that the Government deserves commiseration which at an important European crisis can do nothing better.

Other troubles began to press upon Mr. Gladstone's Government. A few weeks after the issue of the Russian circular repudiating the neutralization clause in the Treaty of Paris, General Grant, in opening the Congress of the United States, announced that the time had come when the American Government must take some decided steps for the settlement of the Alabama claims. This dispute had reached what we may call its second stage. The first was when the English Government declined to admit any responsibility for the losses inflicted on American commerce. The second was arrived at when the more sober judgment of Lord Stanley acknowledged a willingness to submit the question to some manner of arbitrament. When matters had gone so far, it was natural that attempts should be made at a convention for the settlement of the claims. In one instance a convention, devised by Mr. Reverdy Johnson, then American Minister in England, had actually been signed by Lord Clarendon, Foreign Secretary, whose death in June, 1870, was followed by Lord Granville's removal from the Colonial to the Foreign Office. The Senate of the United States, however, rejected this convention by a majority of fifty-four to one, and Mr. Reverdy Johnson resigned his office. The doom of the convention was chiefly brought about by the efforts of Mr. Charles Sumner, a leading member of the Senate of the United States. Most readers are probably aware of the fact that treaties concluded on behalf of the Ameri-
American Government have to be referred for confirmation to the United States Senate, and that it is in the power of the Senate either to confirm or to reject them. In the foreign policy of the American Republic the Senate exercises a direct and most important influence. Mr. Sumner was at that time the most eloquent and the most influential member of the Senate. He was a man of remarkable force of character, a somewhat “masterful” temperament, to use an expressive provincial word, a temperament corresponding with his great stature, his stately presence, and his singularly handsome and expressive face. He was one of the leaders of the anti-slavery movement, and the murderous assault made upon him some twelve years before in the old Senate Chamber at Washington by a Southern planter had filled the world then with horror and alarm. Sir George Cornewall Lewis happily described it as the first blow in a Civil War. Mr. Sumner had been for the greater part of his life an enthusiastic admirer of England and English institutions. He had made himself acquainted with England and Englishmen, and was a great favorite in English society. He was a warm friend of Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, the Duke of Argyle, and many other eminent English public men. He was particularly enthusiastic about England because of the manner in which she had emancipated her slaves and the emphatic terms in which English society always expressed its horror of the system of slavery. In his own country Mr. Sumner passed for an Anglomaniac. When the American Civil War broke out, he expected, with full confidence, to find the sympathies of England freely given to the side of the North. He was struck with amazement when he found that they were to so great an extent given to the South. But when he saw that the Alabama and other Southern cruisers had been built in England, manned in England, and allowed to leave our ports with apparently the applause of three-fourths of the representative men of England, his feelings toward this country underwent a sudden
and a most complete change. He now persuaded himself that the sympathies of the English people were actually with slavery, and that England was resolved to lend her best help for the setting up of a slave-owning Republic to the destruction of the American Union.

In this Mr. Sumner was mistaken. Great wrong was thoughtlessly done to the American Union by the acts of statesmen and others in England, but it is not true that there was any general sympathy with slavery, or any national treachery to the American Union. The whole question has been already discussed in these pages, and the writer has not hesitated to condemn in the strongest terms much of the policy and many of the utterances of some of the leading statesmen of England. But Mr. Sumner was mistaken in his main conclusion—the conclusion that love of slavery and hatred of the Union dictated the foolish things that were often said, and the unrightful things that were sometimes done. His mind, however, became filled with a fervor of anger against England. The zeal of his cause ate him up. All his love for England turned into hate. He was as little under the influence of sober reason when he discussed the conduct of England, as Burke was when he declaimed against the French Revolution. During all his career, Mr. Sumner had been a professed lover of peace; had made peace his prevailing principle of action; and yet he now spoke and acted as if he were determined that there must be war between England and the United States. Mr. Sumner denounced the convention made by Mr. Reverdy Johnson with a force of argument and of passionate eloquence which would have borne down all opposition if the Senate had not already been almost unanimously of one mind with him. It is right to say that the particular convention agreed on between Lord Clarendon and Mr. Reverdy Johnson does not seem to have been one that the American Senate could reasonably be expected to accept, or that could possibly give satisfaction to the American people. Mr.
Reverdy Johnson was a Marylander, and may possibly have had some tinge of Southern sympathies. With a kindly and good-natured purpose to put an end to an international quarrel, he does not seem to have considered the difference between skinning over a wound and healing it. The defect of his convention was that it made the whole question a mere matter of individual claims. It professed to have to deal with a number of personal and private claims of various kinds, pending since a former settlement in 1853—claims made on the one side by British subjects against the American Government, and on the other by American citizens against the English Government; and it proposed to throw in the Alabama claims with all the others, and have a convention for the general clearance of the whole account. Now it must be evident to any one, English or American, who considers what the complaints made by the American Government were, that this way of dealing with the question could not possibly satisfy the American people. It is surprising that a statesman like Lord Clarendon could for a moment have persuaded himself that there would be the slightest use in presenting such a convention to the American Senate. That he did so persuade himself and others is only one additional illustration of the curious ignorance of the condition of American political and national feeling which misguided England's policy during the whole of the American war. The claim set up by the United States, on account of the cruise of the Alabama, was first of all a national claim. The American Government and people said, "The course you have taken has prolonged the war against us. You have given comfort and strength to our enemies. You have allowed them to use your ports as arsenals and points of departure for their attacks on us; your flag has protected their cruisers; your sailors have manned their vessels and shot their guns. We claim of you as a nation injured by a nation." To this the convention signed by Lord Clarendon made answer, "We are willing that the two
nations shall go into arbitration as to any individual claims for personal damages which a few Englishmen may have on the one side and a few Americans on the other. We are willing to look into the items of any little bill which Mr. Thompson, of New York, may present, for injuries done to his property, provided that you will do us the favor of perusing in the same spirit any bill which may be presented to you on behalf of Mr. Johnson, of Manchester." This is really a fair statement of the difference between the convention which the United States Senate rejected and that which the American Government afterward accepted.

The English Government wisely gave way. They consented to send out a Commission to Washington to confer with an American Commission, and to treat the whole question in dispute as national, and not merely individual. The Commission was to enter upon all the various subjects of dispute unsettled between England and the United States; the Alabama claims, the San Juan Boundary, and the Canadian Fishery Question. The Dominion of Canada was to be represented on the Commission. The English commissioners were Earl de Grey and Ripon (afterward created Marquis of Ripon, in return for his services at Washington), Sir Stafford Northcote, Mr. Montague Bernard, Professor of International Law at the University at Oxford, and Sir Edward Thornton, English Minister at Washington. Sir John A. Macdonald represented Canada. The American Commissioners were Mr. Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State; General Schenck, afterward American Minister in England; Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis, Mr. Justice Nelson, Mr. Justice Williams, and Mr. E. R. Hoar.

The Commissioners held a long series of meetings in Washington, and at length arrived at a basis of arbitration. This was set forth in a memorable document, the Treaty of Washington. The Treaty of Washington acknowledged the international character of the dispute; and it opened
with a remarkable admission on the part of the English Government. It announced that "Her Britannic Majesty has authorized her High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries to express, in a friendly spirit, the regret felt by her Majesty's Government for the escape, under whatever circumstances, of the Alabama and other vessels from British ports, and for the depredations committed by those vessels." This was a very unusual acknowledgment to make as the opening of a document intended to establish a tribunal of arbitration for the claims in dispute. It ought not in itself to be considered as anything of a humiliation. In public as in private life, it ought to be honorable rather than otherwise to express regret that we should even unwittingly have done harm to our neighbor, or allowed harm to be done to him; that we have shot our arrow o'er the house and hurt our brother. But when compared with the stand which English ministers had taken not many years before, this was indeed a considerable change of attitude. It is not surprising that many Englishmen chafed at the appearance of submission which it presented. The Treaty then proceeded to lay down three rules, which it was agreed should be accepted by the Arbitrators as applicable to the case. These rules were: "A neutral Government is bound, first, to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended to cruise or to carry on war against a Power with which it is at peace, and also to use like diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole or in part, within such jurisdiction for warlike use. Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the other or for the purpose of the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men. Thirdly, to exercise due diligence in its
own ports and waters, and as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and duties."

The British Commissioners followed up the acceptance of these three rules by a saving clause, declaring that the English Government could not assent to them as a "statement of principles of international law which were in force at the time when the claims arose," but that, "in order to evince its desire of strengthening the friendly relations between the two countries, and of making satisfactory provision for the future," it agreed that in deciding the questions arising out of the claims these principles should be accepted, "and the high contracting parties agree to observe these rules between themselves in future, and to bring them to the knowledge of other maritime Powers, and to invite them to accede to them." The Treaty then went on to provide for the settlement of the Alabama claims by a tribunal of five arbitrators, one to be appointed by the Queen, and the others respectively by the President of the United States, the King of Italy, the President of the Swiss Confederation, and the Emperor of Brazil. This tribunal was to meet in Geneva, and was to decide by a majority all the questions submitted to it. The Treaty further provided for a tribunal to settle what may be called individual claims on either side, and another commission to meet afterward at Halifax, Nova Scotia, and deal with the Fishery Question, an old outstanding dispute as to the reciprocal rights of British and American subjects to fish on each other's coasts. It referred the question of the northern boundary between the British North American territories and the United States to the arbitration of the German Emperor. It also opened the navigation of the St. Lawrence and other rivers.

Some delay was caused in the meeting of the tribunal of arbitration at Geneva by the sudden presentation on the part of the American Government of what were called the indirect claims. To the surprise of everybody, the Amer-

ican case when presented was found to include claims for vast and indeed almost limitless damages, for indirect losses alleged to be caused by the cruise of the Alabama and the other vessels. The loss by the transfer of trade to English vessels, the loss by increased rates of insurance, and all imaginable losses incident to the prolongation of the war, were now made part of the American claims. It was clear that, if such a principle were admitted, there was no possible reason why the claims should not include every dollar spent in the whole operations of the war and in supplying any of the war's damages, from the first day when the Alabama put to sea. No one could undertake to say as a matter of certainty that the Southern Confederates might not have submitted at once if only the Alabama had been seized and detained, and therefore indirect claims might just as well be stretched out at once so as to cover all the subsequent expenses of the war. In truth, the indirect claims were not only absurd, but even monstrous, and the English Government had not for one moment the slightest idea of admitting them as part of the case to be laid before the arbitrators at Geneva. The bare suggestion seemed more like a rude practical joke than a statesmanlike proposition. Even men like Mr. Bright, who had been devoted friends of the North during the war, protested against this insufferable claim. It was at last withdrawn. We now know, on the best possible authority, that the American Government never meant to press it. Mr. John Russell Young's interesting account of his journey "Around the World with General Grant" gives an account of a conversation he had with the late President of the United States on the subject of the indirect claims. Mr. Young assures his readers that all his reports of statements made by General Grant have been submitted to General Grant's own revision. General Grant told Mr. Young that he was personally opposed to the presentation of the indirect claims, and that his Secretary of State, Mr. Fish, was also opposed to them. "I," said General Grant,
"never believed in the presentation of indirect claims against England. I did not think it would do any good. I knew England would not consider them, and that it would complicate our meritorious case by giving her something to complain about." Mr. Fish agreed in this view, but was of opinion that Mr. Sumner had to be considered. Mr. Sumner was the chairman of the Senate's Committee on Foreign Affairs, a formidable man at such a time. He was not cordial to the Treaty, and was displeased because General Grant and Mr. Fish had already overruled one of his suggestions, "that the first condition of peace with England should be the withdrawal of her flag from the North American continent." That suggestion General Grant rightly described as a declaration of war, and "I wanted peace, not war." Mr. Sumner had laid great stress on indirect claims, and not to offend him, and not to leave an opening for future complaints on the part of "demagogues," it was thought by Mr. Fish that the best way of getting rid of the indirect claims would be to let them go to the Geneva arbitration. General Grant allowed himself to be convinced against his will. "But neither Mr. Fish nor myself expected any good from the presentation. It really did harm to the Treaty by putting our Government and those in England who were our friends in a false position. It was a mistake, but well intended. It is a mistake ever to say more than you mean, and as we never meant the indirect claims, we should not have presented them, even to please Mr. Sumner." It was indeed a profound mistake. It was a stroke of policy which no statesman should ever have stooped to sanction. The arbitration was on the point of being broken off. The excitement in England was intense. The American Government had at last to withdraw the claims. The Geneva arbitrators of their own motion declared that all such claims were invalid, and contrary to international law. The mere fact of their presentation went far to destroy all the credit which the United States would have obtained by the firm
maintenance of their just demands, and their recognition by the Court of Arbitration.

The decision of the Geneva Tribunal went against England. The court were unanimous in finding England responsible for the acts of the Alabama. A majority found her responsible for the acts of the Florida and for some of those of the Shenandoah, but not responsible for those of other vessels. They awarded a sum of about three millions and a quarter sterling as compensation for all losses and final settlement of all claims, including interest. Sir Alexander Cockburn, who attended the sittings of the court as the representative of England, presented a long and eloquent protest against a great part of the finding of the tribunal. While admitting the decision in the case of the Alabama, and recommending submission to the general award, Sir Alexander Cockburn made a sort of historical vindication, or apologia, of the conduct of the English Government during the Civil War. It was an eloquent, patriotic, and impassioned plaidoyer, which seemed oddly out of place in the somewhat dry and business-like records of the tribunal's transactions. It occupied 250 pages of the London Gazette. Many readers admired it; some smiled at it. The great majority of Englishmen did not read it. It was not so much preserved as entombed in the ponderous pages of the official journal.

The German Emperor was left to decide as to the ownership of the small island of San Juan, near Vancouver's Island, a question remaining unsettled since the Oregon Treaty, and already explained in this work. The Emperor decided that the American claim to the island was just. San Juan had for years been in a somewhat hazardous condition of joint occupation by England and the United States. It was evacuated by England, in consequence of the award, at the close of November, 1873.

The principle of arbitration had not thus far worked in a manner calculated greatly to delight the English people. In each case the award had gone decidedly against them.
No doubt it had gone against them because the right of each case was against them; and those who submit to arbitration have no business to complain because the decision is not given in their favor. England had in any case gained much by the policy which submitted the dispute to a peaceful tribunal. She had saved her own people and her opponents as well from the terrible ordeal of a war in which victory would have been only one degree better than defeat. She had avoided all the legacy of reciprocal hate which is the inevitable penalty of war. She had done her part toward the establishment of a great principle for the benefit of all coming generations. Yet it would be impossible to say that the feeling of the English people was one of unmixed satisfaction. The bulk of a population is not made up of moral philosophers; and what most of the English people saw was that England had been compelled, in homely phrase, to "knuckle down" to America. The policy which accepted the arbitration seems to us to have been entirely wise, honorable, statesman-like, and just. The fault to be found was with that earlier policy which gave the United States only too fair a ground for asserting their claims. But it is certain that Mr. Gladstone and his colleagues suffered in public esteem by the mere fact of their having accepted the arbitration which went so signally against England. They were somewhat in the position of a Government who have to submit to vigorous and humiliating terms of peace. They may not have been responsible for the war. It may have been no act of theirs which made the acceptance of the harsh terms a cruel necessity. It may not be open to any one to say that they had any practical alternative but to submit to the demands of the occasion. All this may be true. Yet none the less is the Government to be pitied which has to submit to any terms of peace by which its people seem to be humbled. The Conservative party made it for a long time a great point against Mr. Gladstone's Government that he had accepted the Treaty of
Washington. They did not always seem to reflect that a leading Conservative, Sir Stafford Northcote, had been made one of the joint commissioners in order that the arrangement might not seem the mere act of a political party. Perhaps in one or two instances the manner in which the Treaty was vindicated may have helped to embitter the sacrifice. Mr. Lowe, for instance, put it as a clear saving of money, pointing out that a war would have cost much more than the expense of paying off the award. This was not the happiest way of commending the transaction to the sympathies of a proud and somewhat unreasonable public. However that may be, it is certain that the effect of the Geneva arbitration was to create a sore and angry feeling among Englishmen in general. The feeling found expression with some; smouldered in sullenness with others. It was unreasonable and unjust; but it was not altogether unnatural; and it had its effect on the popularity of Mr. Gladstone's Government.

The opening of the Session of 1872 was made melancholy by the announcement that Lord Mayo, the Viceroy of India, had been killed by a fanatical assassin in a convict settlement, on one of the Andaman Islands which the Viceroy was inspecting. Lord Mayo had borne himself well in his difficult position, and had won the admiration of men of all parties by his firmness, his energy, his humanity, and his justice.
CHAPTER LXI.

THE TIDE ON THE TURN.

The Liberal Ministry continued somehow to fall off in popularity. They made a great many enemies. This fact was for the most part rather to their credit than otherwise. They came into office pledged to carry out certain reforms, and they did carry them out regardless of the offence they gave to class privileges and vested interests. A great reforming administration must always count on making enemies, and enemies whose hostility will be subtle and enduring. The Prime-minister himself was personally too much absorbed in the zeal of his cause not sometimes to run counter to the feelings, the prejudices, the sensitive jealousies of men less earnest and less self-forgetting. Mr. Gladstone was profoundly serious in his purposes of reform; and very serious men are seldom popular in a society like that of London. The long series of bold and vigorous reforms was undoubtedly causing the public to lose its breath. People were getting tired of going on, as an ordinary walker gets tired of trying to keep up with some man who is bent on walking as fast and as far as he possibly can without rest or interruption. The inevitable reaction was setting in. It must have come in any case. No popularity, no skill, no cunning in the management of men, no quality or endowment on the part of the Prime-minister, could have wholly prevented that result. Mr. Gladstone was not cunning in the management of men. He would probably have despised himself for availing of such a craft had he possessed it. He showed his feelings too plainly. If men displeased him, he seldom took the trouble to conceal his displeasure. He
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was too often "preoccupied," as the French phrase puts it, to think of petty courtesies and small social arts. It was murmured among his followers that he was dictatorial; and no doubt he was dictatorial in the sense that he had strong purposes himself, and was earnest in trying to press them upon other men. His very religious opinions served to interfere with his social popularity. He seemed to be a curious blending of the English High-Churchman and the Scottish Presbyterian. He displeased the ordinary English middle class by leaning too much to Ritualism, and, on the other hand, he often offended the Roman Catholics by his impassioned diatribes against the Pope and the Church of Rome. One or two appointments made by or under the authority of Mr. Gladstone gave occasion to considerable controversy and to something like scandal. One of these was the appointment of the Attorney-General, Sir Robert Collier, to a puisne judgeship of the Court of Common Pleas, in order technically to qualify him for a seat on the bench of a new Court of Appeal—that is to say, to become one of the paid members of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. The statute required that every judge of the Court of Appeal should have been a judge of one of the ordinary courts; and Sir Robert Collier was passed through the Court of Common Pleas in order that he might have the technical qualification. There was not the slightest suggestion of any improper motive on the part of Mr. Gladstone, or lack of legal or judicial fitness on the part of Sir Robert Collier. On the contrary, it was admitted that Sir Robert Collier had helped the Government out of a difficulty by taking an appointment which several judges had declined, and which had not quite such a position as that which the traditions of his office entitled him to expect. It seemed, however, as if there was something of a trick in the act which thus passed him through the one court in order to give him a technical qualification for the other. A vote of censure on the Government was moved in the House of
Lords, and the universal impression was that it would be carried. Some of the Opposition leaders did all they could to make it the means of injuring the Government, and even went the length of including in their complaints the fact that the Lord Chancellor had given an appointment as Judge of a County Court to the Mr. Beales who was President of the Reform League when the Hyde Park railings were thrown down. The vote of censure was, however, rejected by eighty-nine against eighty-seven. A similar attempt was made in the House of Commons, and was defeated; only, however, by a majority of twenty-seven, a small majority in the House where the strength of the Government was supposed to lie. Another appointment which led to controversy was that of the Rev. W. W. Harvey to the Rectory of Ewelme. The law required that the Rector of Ewelme should be a member of the Convocation of Oxford, and Mr. Harvey, who had been educated at Cambridge, was made a member of Oxford Convocation—by Oxford, not by Mr. Gladstone—in order to qualify him for the appointment. In this instance, too, there was no question either as to the motives of the minister or the merits of the appointment. But, as in the former case, there seemed to many persons something like a trick in the manner of obtaining the qualification. Each case gave a chance to Mr. Gladstone's enemies which they were not slow to use. He was accused of casuistry, which to many Englishmen seems a sort of crime; and of Jesuitry, which to some Englishmen seems the worst of crimes. It was part of Mr. Gladstone's curious fortune to be denounced by certain enemies as a Roman Catholic in disguise, at the very time when he was estranging and offending some of his most earnest Catholic supporters by the energy of his attacks upon the political influence of their Church. There can be no doubt that, although in neither House of Parliament could any expression of censure be obtained, the "Colliery explosion," as it was called, and the "Ewelme scandal," gave
a downward push to the declining popularity of Mr. Gladstone's administration.

The "liquor interest," too, was soon in arms against him. The United Kingdom Alliance "for the suppression of the liquor traffic" had of late years been growing so strong as to become a positive influence in politics. Its object was to bring about the adoption of legislation which should leave it in the power of a two-thirds majority in each locality to stop altogether, if it was so thought fit, the public sale of intoxicating drinks. The Parliamentary leader of the agitation was Sir Wilfrid Lawson, a man of position, of great energy, and of thorough earnestness. He had a peculiarly effective style of speaking, curiously unlike that which might be expected from the advocate of an austere and somewhat fanatical sort of legislation. He was a humorist of a fresh and vigorous order, and he always took care to amuse his listeners, and never allowed his speeches to bore them. The Alliance was always urging on the Government and public opinion against the drink traffic, and it became clear that something must be done to regulate the trade. Mr. Bruce, the Home Secretary, brought in a bill which the Alliance condemned as feebleness, and which the publicans represented as oppression. The bill increased the penalties for drunkenness, and shortened the hours during which public-houses might be kept open on Sundays, and on weekdays as well. The effect of the passing of this measure was to throw the publicans into open hostility to the Government. The publicans had an old grudge against Mr. Gladstone himself. In former days he had been guilty of passing a measure which allowed the light wines of France to be sold in bottles by the grocers, and drunk in pastry-cook shops and refreshment-houses; and the publicans highly disapproved of such innovations on the traditional ways of the British constitution. Some of their advocates, indeed, had denounced with a generous ardor the policy
which would promote intemperance by allowing any one but a public-house keeper to sell a glass of wine. The debaucherings of the pastry-cook shops were described in language that recalled the days of Colonel Sibthorp's prognostications as to the corrupting influence of French wines and French morals. Mr. Bruce's Licensing Act was a new wrong charged at the door of Mr. Gladstone. Gin Lane and Beer Street rose in rebellion against him. The publicans were a numerous body; they were well organized; the network of their trade and their Association spread all over the kingdom. The hostile feelings of some were, perhaps not unnaturally, embittered by the fact that many speakers and writers treated all publicans alike; made no distinction between the reputable and the disreputable, and involved in a common condemnation honest “Mine Host of the Garter” and roguish Boniface of “The Beaux' Stratagem.” It was well known that a large proportion of the publicans carried on a respectable trade, and were losers rather than gainers by drunkenness. Yet, in many instances, these men found themselves classed with the owners of the most disreputable gin-palaces, with persons who flourished on the viciousness and the degradation of their fellow-creatures. The natural result of indiscriminate attack was to cause an indiscriminate alliance for the purposes of defence.

These were difficulties thickening across the path of Mr. Gladstone's Government. All the time, too, a sullen suspicion prevailed among many classes that there had been a lowering of the national pride. Many men regarded the reopening of the Treaty of Paris as a triumph for Russia at the expense of England, and the Washington Treaty as a submission of this country to the arrogance of the United States. No one undertook to say that there was anything the Government could have done other than what they did; but the world must have changed indeed when men will cease to associate a Government with the untoward events that occur during its
time, or to hold the minister who has to make the apology responsible for the humiliation which a moralist would see in the original fault, and not in the atonement.

The establishment of a republic in France could not be without its influence on English politics. A certain amount of more or less vague republican sentiment is always afloat on the surface of English radicalism. For some time before the founding of the French Republic, this vague sentiment had been undergoing a crystallizing and strengthening process under the influence of two causes: the success of the North in America, and the gradual degradation of the French Empire under Napoleon III. De Tocqueville had observed long before that the great doubt he felt as to the stability of the American Republic was on the question whether it could stand the stress of a great war. Now it had stood the stress of a great war, and had come out all the stronger for the trial. Imperial France, or rather the empire imposed on France, had come for a moment into peril of collision with the American Republic, and had gone down before it without even making an effort to maintain its arrogant attitude. Facts like these naturally produced a distinct impression upon certain classes in England. The establishment of the French Republic now came as a climax. We have already spoken of the great meetings which were held in London, and in most of the English cities, to express sympathy with the struggling republic; and at some of these meetings a good deal of very outspoken republicanism made itself heard. There could be no doubt that a considerable proportion of the working-men in the cities were republicans in sentiment. English writers who were not by any means of the sentimental school, but, on the contrary, were somewhat hard and cold in their dogmatism, began to publish articles in “advanced” reviews and magazines, distinctly pointing out the logical superiority of the republican theory. Men were already discussing the possibility of a declared republican party being formed
both in and out of Parliament. Not, indeed, a party clamoring for the instant pulling down of the monarchy; no one thought of that; but a party which would avow itself republican in principle, and acknowledge that its object was to bring about such a change in public sentiment as might prepare the way for a republic in the time to come. Mr. Frederic Harrison, a writer of ability and reputation, declared in one of the reviews that the adoption of the republican form of government by the English people at some time or other was as certain as "the rising of to-morrow's sun." Of course there have always been republican sentiments among certain classes of Englishmen; and any breath of change on the Continent is sure to fan them into a little flame that flickers for awhile. This time, however, many people thought that the sentiment was really going to convert itself into a principle, and that the principle might see itself represented by a political party.

France, which had given the impulse, gave also the shock that brought reaction. The wild theories, the monstrous excesses, the preposterous theatricalism of the Paris Commune had a very chilling effect on the ardor of English republicans. The movement in England had, however, one or two curious episodes before it sunk into quiescence.

In March, 1872, Sir Charles Dilke brought on a motion, in the House of Commons, for inquiring into the manner in which the income and allowances of the Crown are expended. Sir Charles Dilke had been for some months of the preceding autumn the best abused man in Great Britain. His name appeared over and over again in the daily papers. He monopolized for weeks the first leading article in every journal. The comic papers caricatured "Citizen Dilke" every week. In the theatrical burlesques his name was the signal for all manner of drolleries and buffooneries. The telegraph-wires carried his doings and speeches everywhere. American correspondents "in-
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terviewed" him, and pictured him as the future President of England. He went round the towns of the North of England, delivering a lecture on the expenses of royalty; and his progress was marked by more or less serious riots everywhere. Life was sacrificed in more than one of these tumults. A Paris journal described his progress as a sort of civil war. The working-men of London and of the North held great meetings to express their approval of his principles and conduct, and to pass resolutions in support of the young baronet who had dared to condemn the expenses of royalty, and to avow himself a republican.

Many people really thought that, for good or ill, the vague, fluent, incoherent movement toward republicanism in England had found its leader at last—that the hour had come and the man. To increase and perplex the excitement, the Prince of Wales fell ill, and if Sir Charles Dilke had personally caused his illness he could not have been more bitterly denounced by some speakers and writers. He was represented as a monster of disloyalty, who had chosen to assail the Queen (against whom it is only fair to say he had never uttered a disparaging word) while her eldest son lay struggling with death. The Prince of Wales, given over by all the doctors, recovered; and, in the outburst of public gladness and loyalty that followed his restoration to health, Sir Charles Dilke was almost forgotten. But he had been challenged to repeat in the House of Commons the statements that he had made in the country. He answered the challenge by bringing forward the motion to inquire into the manner in which the income and allowances of the Crown were spent. There was unmistakable courage in the cool, steady way in which he rose to propose his motion. He faced his houseful of antagonists with dogged calmness. It is a hard trial to the nerves to face such an audience. Sir Charles Dilke knew that every one in that House, save three or four alone, was bitterly opposed to him. He knew that the most overpowering eloquence was to pour
out on him the moment he had finished his speech. But neither then nor after did he show the slightest sign of quailing. His speech was well got up as to facts, well arranged, and evidently well committed to memory, but it was not eloquent. The House began to grow apathetic before Sir Charles Dilke had nearly finished his address. The warmth of Mr. Gladstone's reply was almost startling by sheer force of contrast to Sir C. Dilke's quiet, dry, and labored style. No one expected that Mr. Gladstone would be so passionately merciless as he proved to be. His vehemence, forcing the House into hot temper again, was one cause, at least, of the extraordinary tumult that arose when Sir C. Dilke's friend and ally, Mr. Auberon Herbert, rose to speak, and declared himself also a republican. This was the signal for an extraordinary scene as the House of Commons has ever exhibited. The tumult became so great that, if it had taken place at any public meeting, it would have been called a riot, and would have required the interference of the police. Some hundreds of strong, excited, furious men were shouting and yelling with the object of interrupting the speech and drowning the voice of one man. The Speaker of the House of Commons is usually an omnipotent authority. Seldom, indeed, does any one presume to question his decision or to utter a word when he enjoins silence. One of the peculiarities of the House of Commons, which all strangers admire, is the respect and deference it usually shows to the president whom it has itself chosen. But on this occasion the Speaker was literally powerless. "What care these roarers for the name of king?" asks the boatswain in "The Tempest," as he points to the furious waves. What cared the roarers in the House of Commons for the name of Speaker? There was no authority which could awe them. They were all men of education and position—university men, younger sons of peers, great landowners, officers in crack cavalry regiments, the very élite, most of them, of the English aristocracy. But they be-
came, for the moment, a merely furious mob. They roared, hissed, gesticulated, with the fury of a sixpenny gallery disappointed in some boxing-night performance. The shrill “cock-crow,” unheard in the House of Commons for a whole generation, shrieked once more in the ears of the bewildered officials. Probably nobody now reads Samuel Warren’s once popular novel “Ten Thousand a Year,” but those who did read it long ago may remember that when Mr. Tittlebat Titmouse got into Parliament, his one only contribution to debate was his admirable and distracting imitation of the crowing of a cock. Every one supposed that Titmouse and his ways were dead and gone; but it would positively seem that some of his kith and kin were alive and in good voice that night in the House of Commons.

The debate was chiefly remarkable for the fact that it noted the exact level to which the republican sentiment had arisen in English political society. Three members of the House of Commons acknowledged, in more or less qualified terms, their theoretical preference for the republican form of government. These were Sir C. Dilke, Mr. Auberon Herbert, and Professor Fawcett. There were, doubtless, some other men in the House who sympathized with republican principles, but who, well convinced that the monarchy had hitherto suited England and was not likely to be soon changed, gave themselves no more trouble about the matter than if it were some purely speculative question. Such men could not be called republicans. The name could only be given to the few who frankly declared that they would prefer to see England a republic, and even to these it must be given only in a qualified sense. Not one of them was anxious to see any sudden change; not one of them was even inclined to set on foot any agitation for the propagation of republican principles. The excesses of the Commune and the illness of the Prince of Wales were combining influences too strong for theory to contend against.
Nothing more was then heard of republicanism in England. It was clear that there was no republican party, properly so-called, in the country. Some of the "philosophical Radicals," who were most strongly republican in sentiment and conviction, declared in the most explicit words that they would not make the slightest effort to agitate in favor of a republic; that they did not think the difference between a republic and the British Constitution was worth the trouble of a long agitation. If a republic were to come, they said, it would come in good time. England could afford to wait. When this philosophical mood of mind prevailed among republicans, it was clear that the question of a republic had not, as the phrase is, "come up." Mr. Bright expressed his opinion on the subject with his usual blunt good-sense. Some one wrote to him, asking what he thought of republicanism. Mr. Bright replied that, "as to opinions on the question of monarchy or republicanism, I hope and believe it will be a long time before we are asked to give our opinion. Our ancestors decided the matter a good while since, and I would suggest that you and I should leave any further decision to our posterity." The whole condition of things was fairly set out in Mr. Bright's letter. There was no practical question then as to the relative advantages of monarchy and republic. If that question is to come up at some time, it had not come up then.

A new figure did, however, arise about that time in English politics. It was one less expected than even the portentous form of a cosmopolitan republican. It was that of the English agricultural laborer as a political agitator and member of a trades-union. For years and years the working-man in cities had been a conspicuous personage. He had played an influential part in every agitation. Orators had pleaded for him and sought his applause; statesmen had paid court to him; the newspapers were always filled with him; his trades-unions were a scare to half society; he figured in novels, in poetry, in satire; he was
positively beginning to be a sort of fourth power in the State. All the while the rural laborer was supposed to be entirely out of the play. No one troubled about him. When he appeared in the papers it was only as the subject of some horrifying paragraph about the miseries of a laborer's family, who, nine in number, had all to sleep in one room, four of the unfortunate group being afflicted with fever or small-pox. Sometimes a London newspaper sent down a special correspondent to explore the condition of some village, and he wrote back descriptions which made the flesh creep and the blood run cold. Let any one picture to himself a poorly fed, half-clad, and wholly ignorant family of eight or nine, including, say, two grown young men and two grown young women, who habitually slept in one room, and in not a few instances in one bed. Let him think of all this, and imagine what the worst consequences must be, and his imagination will probably have fallen short of the fearful reality. That was the rural laborer at his worst. At his best he seemed a picture of hard-working, cleanly, patient, and almost hopeless poverty. Mr. Disraeli and the Tory landlords said he was too contented and happy to need a change; most other people thought that he was rendered too stolid by the monotonous misery of his condition. Suddenly, in the spring of 1872, not long after the opening of Parliament, vague rumors began to reach London of a movement of some kind among the laborers of South Warwickshire. It was first reported that they had asked for an increase of wages; then that they were actually forming a laborers' union, after the pattern of the artisans; then that they were on strike. There came accounts of meetings of rural laborers—meetings positively where men made speeches. Instantly the London papers sent down their special correspondents, and for weeks the movement among the agricultural laborers of South Warwickshire—the country of Shakespeare—became the sensation of London. The Geneva Arbitration, which was then giving Parliament some-
thing to talk about every night, was thrown into the shade. Even the Tichborne case, the civil part of which had just come to a close, did not divert public attention altogether from the agitation among the rural laborers. How the thing first came about is not very clear. But it seems that in one of the South Warwickshire villages was a wonderful man—a laborer who had travelled, a wanderer who had seen men and cities. This adventurous man had led a wild life; he had travelled out of his native village, away, far away, quite into the next county, and even, it was reported, into the county beyond that, and had seen strange and unfamiliar ways of life. He had been in the iron manufacturing regions, the Black Country, and he had heard about strikes, and been present at meetings of grimy working-men, who talked out and made their demands as boldly as the masters themselves could do. The wanderer returned to his native village, and he told of the wonders he had seen, and perhaps found incredulous listeners. But there came a somewhat harder time than usual in South Warwickshire. The wages of eight or ten shillings a week utterly failed to keep up the family. There was sad and sullen talk of starvation. The farmers refused to give higher wages, declaring that the rents they had to pay to the great landlords would not allow them. The great landlords said they got no more than their land was worth, and that they could do nothing. Meanwhile it was evident that the farmer had plenty to eat, drink, and wear; that the landlords were living rather better than most princes, and that the laborer was on the verge of starvation. The travelled man whispered in his village the one word “strike.” The thing took fire somehow. A few men accepted it at once. In the neighboring village was a man who, although only a day-laborer, had been long accustomed to act as a volunteer preacher of Methodism, and who, by his superior intelligence, his good character, and his effective way of talking, had acquired a great influence among his fellows. This man was Joseph Arch. He
was consulted, and he approved of the notion. He was asked if he would get together a meeting and make a speech, and he consented. Calling a meeting of day laborers then was almost as bold a step as proclaiming a revolution. Yet it was done somehow. There were no circulars, no placards, none of the machinery which we all associate with the getting up of a meeting. The news had to be passed on by word of mouth that a meeting was to be held, and where; the incredulous had to be convinced that there was really to be a meeting; the timid had to be prevailed on to take courage and go. The meeting was held under a great chestnut tree, which thereby acquired a sort of fame. There a thousand laborers came together and were addressed by Joseph Arch. He carried them all with him. His one great idea—great and bold to them, simple and small to us—was to form a laborers' union like the trades-unions of the cities. The idea was taken up with enthusiasm. New branches were formed every day. Arch kept on holding meetings and addressing crowds. The whole movement passed, naturally and necessarily, into his hands. How completely it was a rural laborers' movement, how little help or guidance it received in its origin from other sources, how profoundly isolated from the outer and active world was its scene, may be understood from the fact that it was nearly six weeks in action before its very existence was known in London. Then the special correspondents went down to the spot, and turned a blaze of light on it. Mr. Auberon Herbert, Mr. Edward Jenkins, and other active reformers, appeared on the scene and threw themselves into the movement. Meetings were held in various villages, and Mr. Arch found himself in the constant companionship of members of Parliament, leaders of political organizations, and other unwonted associates. The good sense of the sturdy laborer never forsook the leader of the movement, nor did he ever show any inclination to subordinate his enterprise to any political agitation. The dan-
ger apprehended by many, that the rural laborers would allow their organization simply to drift in the wake of the mere political agitators, proved to be unreal. The laborers took the help of Mr. Herbert and Sir C. Dilke, and of Mr. Odger and Mr. George Potter, so far as the mere conduct of the organization was concerned, but they did not show any inclination to allow their project to expand as yet beyond its simple and natural limits. On the other hand, it was clear that, so far as the laborers had any political sympathies, they were with Liberalism and against Toryism. This, too, was a little surprise for the public. Most persons had supposed that a race of beings brought up for generations under the exclusive tutorship of the landlord, the vicar, and the wives of the landlords and the vicars, would have had any political tendencies they possessed drilled and drummed into the grooves of Toryism. The shock of surprise with which the opposite idea impressed itself upon the minds of the Conservative squires found ready and angry expression. The landlords in most places declared themselves against the movement of the laborers. Some of them denounced it in unmeasured language. Mr. Disraeli at once sprang to the front as the champion of feudal aristocracy and the British country squire. The one great delight of the author of "Vivian Grey," when he was not engaged in Parliament, was to play at being a country squire. In Scott's "Guy Mannering," the attorney, Gilbert Glossin, who has managed to get possession of an estate, makes it his grand ambition to pass off for a country gentleman, and once gives a beggar half a crown because the knowing vagrant has accosted him as "Ellangowan," according to the old-fashioned Scottish custom which declares it the privilege of the landlord to be addressed by the name of his estate. Mr. Disraeli seemed to have the same ambition. In birth, in nationality, in mental training, in appearance, in his instinctive way of looking at things, he was essentially a foreigner in English society. Of all classes of English society
that with which, by intellect, temperament, and training, he might be expected to have the least sympathy, was the English landlord class. Yet it seemed that his pride was to be considered an English landlord, or rather to be mistaken for an English landlord. It used to be a remarkable sight to see Mr. Disraeli presiding on certain occasions of annual celebration, when, by the bounty and subscriptions of some of the landlords, the prize of a blue coat with brass buttons was to be conferred on the venerable laborer who had for the longest number of years contrived to support the largest family without having recourse to parish relief. The dignified gravity with which Mr. Disraeli admonished and blessed the happy recipient of this noble prize; the seeming assumption that a long life of privation and labor was well worth any true man's endurance for the glory of being publicly endowed, at the age of seventy-five, with a remarkably high-collared blue swallow-tail coat, the indignant repudiation of the unworthy levity of persons in London, newspaper-writers and such like, who tried to make this ceremonial seem ridiculous—all this made up a performance of which caricature itself could hardly exaggerate the peculiarities. Joseph Arch himself mentioned in a speech the unlucky fact that one of the fortunate rustics who had actually been rewarded with this Monthyon prize, one of the proud wearers of this singular robe of honor, had been compelled after all to seek shelter in the workhouse, where they probably would not allow him to parade in the brass-buttoned blue coat even on Sundays. However that may be, Mr. Disraeli was none the less entitled and none the less willing to constitute himself the champion of the country squires, and, when the agitation became public, he stood forward to vindicate and glorify the impugned state of things. Mr. Disraeli insisted that everything was as it ought to be, and that the English laborer in the Midland and Southern counties was but another Corydon in an English Arcadia, piping for very happiness as though, like the shep-
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herd boy in Sir Philip Sidney's tale, he could never grow old. The controversy was taken up in the House of Commons, and served, if it did nothing else, to draw all the more attention to the condition of the British laborer. An amusing little side controversy arose between Mr. Newdigate and Mr. Arch's party. As a landlord and a Tory of the Tories, Mr. Newdigate was, of course, an opponent of the laborers' strike. It so happened that at one of the public meetings in London, where Joseph Arch spoke, Cardinal Manning was likewise a speaker. That was enough for Mr. Newdigate. He immediately proclaimed his discovery of a new Popish plot, and bluntly charged Mr. Arch with being a disguised emissary and agent of the Jesuits. Poor Arch, who so short a time before was only an obscure laborer, with a turn for preaching Methodism in a little country village, found himself acclaimed by half England as the apostle of a new social revolution, and denounced by the Tories generally as the pioneer or a lawless Jacquerie; he heard his name mentioned every day in the speeches of statesmen and the debates in Parliament; he had to defend himself against the charge of being a secret agent of the Vatican, and to disclaim any intention of conducting an agitation for the establishment of a republic.

One indirect but necessary result of the agitation was to call attention to the injustice done to the rural population when they were left unenfranchised at the time of the passing of the last Reform Bill. The injustice was strongly pressed upon the Government, and Mr. Gladstone frankly acknowledged that it would be impossible to allow things to remain long in their anomalous state. In truth, when the Reform Bill was passed, nobody supposed that the rural population were capable of making any use of a vote. Therefore, the movement which began in Warwickshire took two directions when the immediate effects of the partial strike were over. A permanent union of laborers was formed, corresponding generally in system with the
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organizations of the cities. The other direction was distinctly political. The rural population, through their leaders, joined with the reformers of the cities for the purpose of obtaining an equal franchise in town and country; in other words, for the enfranchisement of the peasantry. The emancipation of the rural laborers began under that chestnut tree where the first meeting answered the appeals of Joseph Arch. The English peasant was the newest and latest figure on the political stage of the world. He followed the Virginian negro, and he came long after the Russian serf. Unlike these, however, he had for his leader no greater man than one of his own class. The rough and ready peasant preacher, Joseph Arch, had probably little idea, when he began his speech under the chestnut tree, that he was speaking the first words of a new chapter of the country's history.

A few lines ought, perhaps, to be spared to the Tichborne trial which has just been mentioned. A claim was suddenly made upon the Tichborne baronetcy and estates by a man who came from Australia and who announced himself as the heir to the title and the property. He declared that he was the Sir Roger Tichborne who was supposed to have gone down with the wreck of the Bella, sailing from Rio, in South America, years before. The Tichborne case is certainly one of the most remarkable instances of disputed identity on record. Just now the most wonderful thing about it seems to be the extraordinary amount of popular sympathy and credit which "the Claimant," as he was called, contrived to secure. He was undoubtedly an impostor; that is, if the most overwhelming accumulation of evidence, positive and negative, could establish any fact. The person who presented himself as the long-lost Roger Tichborne bore not the slightest personal resemblance to the young man who sailed in the Bella, and was believed to have perished with her. "The Claimant" was, indeed, curiously unlike what people remembered Roger Tichborne, not only in face but in figure.
and in manners. A slender, delicate, somewhat feeble young man, of fair although not finished education, who had always lived in good society, and showed it in his language and bearing, went down in the Bella, or at least disappeared with her; and, thirteen years afterward, there came from Australia a man of enormous bulk, ignorant to an almost inconceivable degree of ignorance, and who, if he were Roger Tichborne, had not only forgotten all the manners of his class, but had forgotten the very names of many of those with whom he ought to have been most familiar, including the name of his own mother; and this man presented himself as the lost heir and claimed the property. If this were the whole story, it might be said that there was nothing particularly wonderful in it. A preposterous attempt was made to carry on an imposture, and it failed; such things happen every day; in this case the attempt was only a little more outrageous and ridiculous than in others. But the really strange part of the tale is to come. Despite all the obvious arguments against the Claimant, it is certain that his story was believed by the mother of Roger Tichborne, and by a considerable number of persons of undoubted veracity and intelligence who had known Roger Tichborne in his youth. True, it seems impossible that a slender Prince Hal could in a few years grow into a Falstaff. But so much the more difficult must it surely have been for the Falstaff to persuade people that he was actually the Prince Hal; so much the more wonderful is it that he did actually succeed in persuading many into full belief in himself and his story. The man who claimed to be Roger Tichborne utterly failed to make out his claim in a court of law. It was shown upon the clearest evidence that he had gradually put together and built up around him a whole system of imposture. He was then put on trial for his frauds, found guilty, and sentenced to fourteen years' penal servitude. Yet thousands of ignorant persons, and some persons not at all ignorant, continued, and to this day continue, to
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believe in him. He became the figurehead of a new and grotesque agitation. His own imposture was the parent and the patron of other impostures. His story opens up a far more curious study of human credulity than that of Johanna Southcote, or that of Mary Tofts, or Perkin Warbeck, or the Cock Lane Ghost.

Vol. II.—40
CHAPTER LXII.

THE FALL OF THE GREAT ADMINISTRATION.

The first few days of 1873 were marked by an event which, had it occurred four or five years before, would have filled the world with a profound sensation. Happening as it did, it made comparatively little stir in the political waters. It was the death of Louis Napoleon, late Emperor of the French, at his house in Chislehurst, Kent. After his imprisonment, if it can be called so, at Wilhelmshohe, in Cassel, where he was treated as an honored guest rather than a captive, the fallen Emperor came to England. He settled with his wife and son at Chislehurst, and lived in dignified semi-retirement. The Emperor became a sort of favorite with the public here. A reaction seemed to have set in against the dread and dislike with which he had at one time been regarded. He enjoyed a certain amount of popularity. He sometimes showed himself in public, as, for example, at a lecture given by Mr. Stanley, the adventurous New York "special correspondent" who had gone out to Africa and discovered Dr. Livingstone. Louis Napoleon had for a long time been in sinking health. His life had been overwrought in every way. He had lived many lives in a comparatively short space of time. Most of his friends had long been expecting his death from week to week, almost from day to day. He died on January 9th. The event created no great sensation. Perhaps even the news of his death was but an anti-climax after the news of his fall. For twenty years he had filled a space in the eyes of the world with which the importance of no man else could pretend to compare. His political bulk had towered up in Euro-
pean affairs like some huge castle dominating over a city. All the earth listened to the lightest word he spoke. For good or evil his influence and his name were potent in every corner of the globe. His nod convulsed continents. His arms glittered from the Crimea to Cochin-China, from Algeria to Mexico. A signal from him, and the dominion of the Austrians over Lombardy was broken at Solferino, and a new Italy arose on the horizon of Europe. A whisper from him, and Maximilian of Austria hastens across the ocean in hope to found a Mexican empire, in reality to find a premature grave. A wave of his hand, and Garibaldi is crushed at Mentana. What wonder if such a man should at one time have come to believe himself the special favorite and the spoiled child of destiny? The whole condition of things seemed changed when Louis Napoleon fell at Sedan. Some forty years of wandering, of obscurity, of futile, almost ludicrous enterprises, of exile, of imprisonment, of the world's contempt, and then twenty years of splendid success, of supreme sovereignty, had led him to this—to the disgrace of Sedan, to the quiet fading days of Chiselhurst. He had overshadowed France and Europe with "the gloom of his glory," and now, to borrow John Evelyn's words, "is all in the dust." In one of his Napoleonic ballads Beranger, speaking of the fall of the first Emperor, bitterly declares that the Kings of Europe who despise him in his exile once crawled round his throne, and still bear on their brows the traces of the dust which his footprint left when he set his conqueror's heel upon their heads. Europe had certainly at one time shown an inclination to grovel before Louis Napoleon's throne. He was regarded as a statesman of mysterious, infallible, superhuman wisdom. He was understood to be a Brutus who had for a long time professed idiocy in order to conceal inspiration. When he fell, the world shook its wise head pitifully, and seemed inclined to fall back upon the opinion that it must have been only idiocy trying to assume the oracular ways of inspiration. Toward
the closing days there was a revival of a kindlier feeling and a fairer judgment. Louis Napoleon had in his early and obscure days lived in lodgings in King Street, St. James's, and when he became a great Emperor a tablet was set up in the outer wall of the house to inform all the world of the fact. He came to London in the zenith of his power and his fame, and he drove by the house and looked at the tablet, and said something oracular and appropriate no doubt, and the newspapers chronicled the event, and the world admired. When he came back again, after Sedan there was no account of his driving past the old place, if he did so. But the tablet had not been taken down; it is only right to say that much. It was allowed to remain there, even though Louis Napoleon had fallen never to hope again. Perhaps we cannot better illustrate the manner in which the English public received him on his late return. There was no further allusion to the tablet; but it was not taken down.

Death was very busy about this time with men whose names had made deep mark on history or letters. Lord Lytton, the brilliant novelist, the successful dramatist, the composer of marvellous Parliamentary speeches, died on January 18th, 1873. Dr. Livingstone, the famous missionary and explorer, had hardly been discovered among the living by the enterprise and energy of Mr. Stanley when the world learned that he was dead. So many false reports of his death had been sent about at different times that the statement now was received with incredulity. The truth had to be confirmed on testimony beyond dispute before England would accept the fact that the long career of devotion to the one pursuit was over, and that Africa had had another victim. John Stuart Mill died on May 8th, 1873, at his home at Avignon, where the tomb of his wife was made. "There's a great spirit gone," was the word of all men. A loftier and purer soul, more truly devoted to the quest of the truth, had not mingled in the worldly affairs of our time. There were clear evidences...
in the later writings of Mr. Mill, published after his death, that he had been turning toward a different point in quest of the truth from that on which early training and long habit had formerly fixed his mind. His influence over the thought and the culture of his day was immense. Time has even already begun to show it in some decay; but most of Mr. Mill's writings may safely be regarded as the possession of all the future, and he has left an example of candor in investigation and fearless moral purpose in action such as might well leaven even the most thoughtless and cynical generation. A sudden accident, the stumble of a horse, brought to a close, on July 19th, the career of the Bishop of Winchester, the many-sided, energetic, eloquent Samuel Wilberforce. He had tried to succeed in everything, and he went near success. He tried to know everybody and understand everybody's way of looking at every question. He was a great pulpit and Parliamentary orator, a great bishop, a wit, a scholar, an accomplished man of the world. In a different and more honorable sense than that conveyed in Dryden's famous line, he "was everything by starts;" but he was a good man and good minister always. On the very day after the death of the Bishop of Winchester died Lord Westbury, who had been Lord Chancellor, a man of great ability, unsurpassed as a lawyer in his time, endowed with as bitter a tongue and as vitriolic a wit as ever cursed their possessor. Lord Westbury was a failure in spite of all his gifts, partly because of a certain want of moral elevation in his nature. It is only justice to his memory to say that he was in many ways the victim of the errors of some to whom his affections made him too lenient. From one cause and another the close of his career became but a heap of ruins. The deaths of Sir Edwin Landseer, the painter; Sir Henry Holland, the famous physician and traveller, whose patients and personal friends were Emperors, Kings, Presidents, and Prime-ministers; and of Professor Sedgwick, the geologist, ought to be mentioned.
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Nor must we omit from our death-roll the name of Dr. Lushington, who, in addition to his own personal distinction, is likely to be remembered as the depositary of a secret confided to him in an earlier generation by Lady Byron, the secret of the charge she had to make against her husband. The whole story was revived before Dr. Lushington's death by a painful controversy, but he refused even by a yes or no to reveal Lady Byron's confidence.

The year which saw so many deaths was a trying time for the Liberal Government. The session of that year would in any case have brought them over what may be called the grand climax of the Parliament. The novelty of the reforming administration was well-nigh worn off, and there was yet some work which Mr. Gladstone was pledged to do. Here and there, when it happened that the death or retirement of a member of Parliament gave an opportunity for a new election, it seemed of late to happen that the election went generally against the Government. The Conservatives were plucking up a spirit everywhere, and were looking closely after their organization. Mr. Disraeli himself had taken to going round the country, doing what would be called in America stump oratory, and doing it remarkably well. In the Crystal Palace of London, in the Free-trade Hall, and the Pomona Gardens of Manchester, in the Conservative Association of Glasgow and in other places he had addressed great assemblages, and denounced and ridiculed the Liberal Government. In the Manchester Free-trade Hall he made use of a remarkably happy expression. His rivals had entered into office, he said, with a policy of violence, of sacrilege, and of confiscation, and now, having done their work, they sat in a row on the Treasury benches reminding him, as he gazed across the table at them, "of a range of extinct volcanoes." The Government had been unlucky in the naval department; some of their ships had met with fatal accidents; and it was complained that there
was defective organization and imperfect inspection. In one of his speeches, Mr. Disraeli had spoken of a new difficulty in Irish politics, and a new form of agitation that had arisen in Ireland. The Home Rule organization had sprung suddenly into existence.

The Home Rule agitation came, in its first organized form, mainly from the inspiration of Irish Protestants. The disestablishment of the Church had filled most of the Protestants of Ireland with hatred of Mr. Gladstone, and distrust of the Imperial Parliament and English parties. It was, therefore, thought by some of them that the time had come when Irishmen of all sects and parties had better trust to themselves and to their united efforts than to any English Minister, Parliament, or party. Partly in a petulant mood, partly in despondency, partly out of genuine patriotic impulse, some of the Irish Protestants set going the movement for Home Rule. But, although the actual movement came into being in that way, the desire for a native Parliament had always lived among large classes of the Irish people. Attempts were always being made to construct something like a regular organization with such an object. The process of pacification was going on but slowly. It could only be slow in any case; the effects of centuries of bad legislation could not by any human possibility be effaced by two or three years of better government. But there were many Irishmen who, themselves patient and moderate, saw with distinctness that the feeling of disaffection, or at least of discontent, among the Irish people was not to be charmed away even by such measures as the Disestablishment of the Irish Church. They saw what English statesmen would not or could not see, that the one strong feeling in the breast of a large proportion of the population of Ireland was dislike to the rule of an English Parliament. The national sentiment, rightly or wrongly, for good or ill, had grown so powerful that it could not be overcome by mere concessions in this or that detail of legislation. These Irishmen of moderate
views felt convinced that there were only two alternatives before England; either she must give back to Ireland some form of national Parliament, or she must go on putting down rebellion after rebellion, and dealing with Ireland as Russia had dealt with Poland. They, therefore, welcomed the Home Rule movement, and conscientiously believed that it would open the way to a genuine reconciliation between England and Ireland on conditions of fair copartnership. The author of this history is, for obvious reasons, not inclined to discuss here the merits of the Home Rule demand. But he desires to put it on historical record that those who were chiefly concerned in promoting that movement were filled with the conviction that the principle of Home Rule contained the solution of the great problem of government which, unsolved, had so long divided England and Ireland, and offered a means of complete reconciliation between the two countries.

Several Irish elections took place about the time when the Home Rule movement had been fairly started. They were fought out on the question for or against Home Rule, and the Home Rulers were successful. The leadership of the new party came, almost as a matter of course, into the hands of Mr. Butt, who returned to Parliament after a considerable time of exile from political life. Mr. Butt was a man of great ability, legal knowledge, and historical culture. He had begun life as a Conservative and an opponent of O'Connell. He had become one of the orators of the short-lived attempt at a Protectionist reaction in England. He was taken up by the leading Protectionists, who were themselves somewhat deficient in intellect and eloquence, and who could not induce men like Mr. Disraeli to trouble themselves any more about the lost cause. Mr. Butt was a lawyer of great skill and success in his profession; as an advocate he had for years not a rival at the Irish Bar. He had taken part in the defence of Smith O'Brien and Meagher at Clonmel, in 1848; and when the Fenian movements broke out, he undertook the defence of
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many Fenian prisoners. He became gradually drawn away from Conservatism and brought round to Nationalism. For some reason or other the Conservative chiefs had neglected him. There is extant a letter from a once conspicuous and clever unofficial Conservative, in which, among other pieces of advice to a leader of the party, he recommends him to "buy Butt." The frank cynicism of the advice was a proof that the writer did not understand Mr. Butt. It is certain that Mr. Butt was not a prudent man, and that he did not manage his private affairs well. There can be no doubt that he often fell into embarrassments which might have made observers think he would have welcomed any means of extrication; but it is certain that he was politically honest even to chivalrous forgetfulness of his own most legitimate interests. Perhaps the neglect of the Conservative chiefs came from their observation of the fact that Mr. Butt was gradually passing over from their side; perhaps it was due to other and personal causes. Mr. Butt dropped entirely out of public life for a while; and when he reappeared it was as the leader of the new Home Rule movement. There was not then in Irish politics any man who could pretend to be his rival. He was a speaker at once powerful and plausible; he had a thorough knowledge of the constitutional history and the technical procedures of Parliament, and he could talk to an Irish monster meeting with vivacity and energy. Almost in a moment a regular Home Rule party was set up in the House of Commons. Popular Irish members who had been elected previous to the organization of the movement gave in their adhesion to it; and there was, in fact, a sudden revival of the constitutional movement for the satisfaction of Irish national claims which had fallen asleep after the death of O'Connell and the failure of the Young Ireland Rebellion of 1848.

The Home Rule movement unquestionably put Mr. Gladstone in a new difficulty. The press and the public men of England failed altogether, at first, to appreciate
the strength of the demand for Home Rule. Many voices cried out that no English statesman must listen to it, not to say condescend to argue with it; it was to be simply brushed away as a nuisance; bidden like a fretful child to hold its tongue and go to sleep. Mr. Gladstone was not a man to deal with political questions in that sort of way. He showed an anxiety to understand the new agitation and its objects. He asked questions of one or two prominent Irishmen; he even answered questions civilly addressed to him; he showed a willingness, at least, to receive information with regard to Home Rule. In the eyes of some jealous patriots in England such conduct was in itself a tampering with the question, an encouragement of the agitation, and a conniving at the designs of wicked men who were anxious to dismember the empire. It was now certain that when Parliament met an organized Home Rule party would be found there; and a good many strong Conservatives and weak Liberals were inclined to hold Mr. Gladstone's Irish policy responsible for the uprise of this new agitation. There seemed to be an idea that if Irishmen got any measure of justice accorded to them they ought not to ask for anything more; and that if they were so perverse and ungrateful as to ask for more, a large part of the guilt of their ingratitude must be put to the account of the minister who had been wrong-headed enough to give them any justice at all. The prospects were, on the whole, growing somewhat ominous for the Liberal Government. Not only the Conservative party were plucking up a spirit, but the House of Lords had more than once made it clear that they felt themselves emboldened to deal as they thought fit with measures sent up to them from the House of Commons. When the peers begin to be firm and to assert their dignity, it may always be taken for granted that there is not much popular force at the back of the Government.

Parliament met on February 6th, 1873. The Royal Speech announced that "A measure will be submitted to
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you on an early day for settling the question of university education in Ireland. It will have for its object the advancement of learning in that portion of my dominions, and will be framed with a careful regard to the rights of conscience." On February 13th Mr. Gladstone introduced his measure. It is a remarkable illustration of the legislative energy with which the Government were even yet filled, that on the very same night, at the very same hour, two great schemes of reform, reform that to slow and timid minds must have seemed something like revolution, were introduced into Parliament. One was the Irish University Education Bill, which Mr. Gladstone was explaining in the House of Commons; the other was a measure to abolish the appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords, and establish a judicial Court of Appeal in its stead. This latter measure was introduced by Lord Selborne, lately Sir Roundell Palmer, who had been raised to the office of Lord Chancellor, on the resignation of Lord Hatherley, whose eyesight was temporarily affected. Great as the change was which Lord Selborne proposed to introduce, public attention paid comparatively little heed to it at that moment. Every one watched with eager interest the development of Mr. Gladstone's most critical scheme for the improvement of university education in Ireland. Irish university education was, indeed, in a very anomalous condition. Ireland had two universities: that of Dublin, which was then a distinctly Protestant institution; and the Queen's University, which was established on a strictly secular system, and which the heads of the Catholic Church had on that account condemned. In a country with a population of whom five-sixths were Catholics, there was one chartered university which would not accept the Catholic as such, and another which the Catholic as such could not accept. This is a rough but accurate description of the condition of things. The remedy, one might have thought, would have been obvious in an ordinary case. The Catholics themselves asked for a chartered Catholic university.
The answer made by most Englishmen was that to grant a charter to a Catholic university would be to run the risk of lowering the national standard of education, and that to grant any State aid to a Catholic university would be to endow a sectarian institution out of the public funds. The Catholic made rejoinder that a mere speculative dread of lowering the common standard of university education was hardly a reason why five-sixths of the population of Ireland should have no university education of that kind at all; that the University of Dublin was in essence a State-endowed institution, and that the Queen's University was founded by State money, on a principle which excluded the vast majority of Catholics from its advantages.

Mr. Gladstone's measure was a gallant and a well-meaning effort to reconcile the conflicting claims. He proposed to make the University of Dublin the one central university of the country, and to make it a teaching as well as an examining body. Trinity College, the Colleges of Cork and Belfast, the existing Catholic University, a body supported wholly by private funds, and which had no charter, were at once to become members of the new university. The college at Galway was to cease to exist. The theological faculty was to be taken away from Trinity College, Dublin, and handed over to the representative body of the Irish Disestablished Church. The new university was to have no chairs for theology, moral philosophy, or modern history. The governing body of the university was to be composed, in the first instance, of twenty-eight ordinary members to be nominated in the Act. Vacancies were to be filled by the Crown and by co-optation alternately for ten years; after that time four members were to retire annually, one successor to be named by the Crown, one by the Council, one by the Professors, and one by the Senate. In addition to the ordinary members, the affiliated colleges would be allowed to elect one or two members of council, according to the number of pupils in each college. The money to sustain the university was to come in pro-
portionate allotments from the revenues of Trinity College, a very wealthy institution, from the consolidated fund, the fees of students, and the surplus of Irish ecclesiastical property. Trinity College and each of the other affiliated colleges would be allowed to frame schemes for their own government. Thus, therefore, Mr. Gladstone proposed to establish in Ireland one central university, to which existing colleges and colleges to exist hereafter might affiliate themselves, and in the governing of which they would have a share, while each college would make what laws it pleased for its own constitution, and might be denominational or undenominational as it thought fit. The legislature would give an open career and fair play to all alike; and in order to make the university equally applicable to every sect, it would not teach disputed branches of knowledge, or allow its examinations for prizes to include any of the disputed questions. The colleges could act for themselves with regard to the teaching of theology, moral philosophy, and modern history; the central university would maintain a neutral ground so far as these subjects were concerned, and would have nothing to do with them.

This scheme looked plausible and even satisfactory for a moment. It was met that first night with something like a chorus of approval from those who spoke. But there was an ominous silence in many parts of the House, and after a while the ominous silence began to be very alarmingly broken. The more the scheme was examined the less it seemed to find favor on either side of the House. It was remarked that, on the morning after the introduction of the measure, the Daily News, a journal which might have been expected to deal favorably with any proposal made by the Government, came out with a criticism which, although courteous and cautious, was decidedly damaging. The defects of the scheme soon became evident. The one great defect was that it satisfied nobody. It proposed to break up and fuse together three or four existing
systems, and apparently without the least prospect of satisfying any of the various sects and parties to compose whose strife this great revolution was to be attempted. The English Nonconformists were indignant at the proposal to endow denominational education. The Irish Protestants complained bitterly of the breaking up of the old university system in Dublin. The Catholics declared that the measure did not in any way meet their claims for a Catholic university. The authorities of the Catholic Church in Ireland pronounced decisively against the measure. The men who proclaimed themselves devoted to culture sneered at the notion of a national university which professed to have nothing to do with moral philosophy or modern history. It may be remarked that Mr. Mill had already suggested that history is one of the branches of human knowledge which had best be left to private cultivation. It would certainly be difficult to get a theory of modern history in an Irish National University which would be acceptable to all the sects and parties in the country. It is idle to plead that history is the study of facts; in no chapter of history, even the simplest, are the facts so clearly defined as to show the same to all eyes. Two eminent men had just been making a study of the same events in English and Irish history; one particular set of State papers was the subject of each man's examination; on the study of the same set of papers the two men came to diametrically opposite conclusions, not merely as to inference, but as to facts. Again, how would it be possible to teach that chapter of history which describes the political career of O'Connell in such a way as to be acceptable to the Ulster Orangeman and the Munster Catholic? Let us fancy the University of London having a chair for the teaching of modern history, and offering prizes for proficiency in an elucidation of the political careers of Mr. Gladstone and Lord Beaconsfield. Yet it does seem as if the difficulty in the way of teaching history from the chair of an Irish National University ought
to have been a reason for not attempting under such conditions to set up a central and sole institution of that kind. Was it, in fact, possible that there could be one Irish National University available for all sects and parties? To us it seems that this was not possible, except at such sacrifices of the educational character of the university as to make it of little worth as a permanent institution. There was great justice in the complaint that soon began to be heard from both sides of the House of Commons: "You are spoiling several institutions, and you are not satisfying the requirements of anybody whatever."

The agitation against the bill grew and grew. The late Professor Cairnes, then in fast-failing health, inspired and guided much of that part of the opposition which condemned the measure because of the depreciating effect it would have on the character of the higher education of Ireland. The English Nonconformists were all against it. The Conservatives were against it, and it soon became evident that the Irish members of Parliament would vote as a body against it for the second reading. The crisis came on an amendment to the motion. The amendment was moved on March 3d by Mr. Bourke, brother of the late Lord Mayo. The debate, which lasted four nights, was brilliant and impassioned. Mr. Disraeli was exulting, and his exultation lent even more than usual spirit to his glittering eloquence. He taunted Mr. Gladstone with having mistaken "the clamor of the Nonconformist for the voice of the nation." "You have now had four years of it," he said. "You have despoiled churches. You have threatened every corporation and every endowment in the country. You have examined into everybody's affairs. You have criticised every profession and vexed every trade. No one is certain of his property, and nobody knows what duties he may have to perform tomorrow. I believe that the people of this country have had enough of the policy of confiscation." There was, of course, extravagance in these charges, but their very ex-
travagance suited the temper of the House, and Mr. Disraeli understood his audience and its mood.

When Mr. Gladstone rose to speak at the close of the fourth night's debate, it soon became evident that he no longer counted on victory. How, indeed, could he? He was opposed and assailed from all sides. He knew that the Senate of the University of Dublin had condemned his measure as well as the Roman Catholic prelates. He had received a deputation of Irish members to announce to him frankly that they could not support him. His speech was in remarkable contrast to the jubilant tones of Mr. Disraeli's defiant and triumphant rhetoric. It was full of dignity and resolve; but it was the dignity of anticipated defeat met without shrinking and without bravado. A few sentences, in which Mr. Gladstone spoke of his severance from the Irish representatives with whom he had worked cordially and successfully on the Church and Land Bills, were full of a genuine and a noble pathos. They touched the heart of many an Irish member who felt all that Ireland owed to the great statesman, but who yet felt conscientiously unable to say that the measure now proposed was equal to the demand of the Irish Catholics. Mr. Gladstone was the first English Prime-minister who had ever really perilled office and popularity to serve the interests of Ireland; it seemed a cruel stroke of fate which made his fall from power mainly the result of the Irish vote in the House of Commons. Such was, however, the fact. The second reading of the bill would have been carried by a large majority if the Irish members, who were unable to give it their support, could even have conscientiously refrained from voting against it. The result of the division was waited with breathless anxiety. It was what had been expected. The ministry had been defeated by a small majority; 287 voted against the second reading, 284 voted for it. By a majority of three the great Liberal administration was practically overthrown. The great minister had failed. Like the hero of Schiller's
ballad, the brave swimmer had plunged once too often into the flood to bring out a prize, and he perished.

The ministry did not, indeed, come to an end just then. Mr. Gladstone and his colleagues resigned office, and the Queen sent for Mr. Disraeli. But Mr. Disraeli prudently declined to accept office with the existing House of Commons. He had been carefully studying the evidences of Conservative reaction, and he felt sure that the time for his party was coming. He had had bitter experience of the humiliation of a minister who tries to govern without a majority in the House of Commons. He afterward drew an amusing picture of his experiences in that way. He declined to accept office with the existing Parliament. Why not then, it was asked, dissolve Parliament? To that Mr. Disraeli answered, not unreasonably, that it was easy for statesmen in office to dissolve Parliament, but that it would be a very different thing for a man to have to form an administration and then immediately dissolve. He could, of course, form a government, he said, and dissolve in May; but then he had nothing in particular to dissolve about. The functions of an Opposition were critical; he could not pretend to have a regular policy cut and dry on which the country might be asked to pronounce an opinion at a general election. The Irish University Bill was hardly a question on which to go to the country; and, besides, it was not a question on which Mr. Disraeli could be expected to appeal to the constituencies, seeing that the House of Commons had decided it in a way of which he approved. The situation was curious. There were two great statesmen disputing, not for office, but how to get out of the responsibility of office. The result was that Mr. Gladstone and his colleagues had to return to their places and go on as best they could. There was nothing else to be done. Mr. Disraeli would not accept responsibility just then, and with regard to the interests of his party he was acting like a prudent man.

Mr. Gladstone returned to office. He returned reluc-
tantly; he was weary of the work; he was disappointed; he had suffered in health from the incessant administrative labor to which he had always subjected himself with an unsparing and almost improvident magnanimity. He must have known that, coming back to office under such conditions, he would find his power shaken, his influence much discredited. He bent to the necessities of the time, and consented to be Prime-minister still. He helped Mr. Fawcett to carry a bill for the abolition of tests in Dublin University, as he could do no more just then for university education in Ireland.

The end was near. During the autumn some elections happening incidentally turned out against the Liberal party. The Conservatives were beginning to be openly triumphant in most places. Mr. Gladstone made some modifications in his ministry. Mr. Lowe gave up the Chancellorship of the Exchequer, in which he had been singularly unsuccessful; Mr. Bruce left the Home Office, in which he had not been much of a success. Mr. Gladstone took upon himself the offices of First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer together, following an example set in former days by Peel and other statesmen. Mr. Lowe became Home Secretary. Mr. Bruce was raised to the Peerage as Lord Aberdare, and was made President of the Council in the room of the Marquis of Ripon, who had resigned. Mr. Childers resigned the office of Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and Mr. Bright, whose health had now been restored, came back to the Cabinet in charge of the merely nominal business of the Duchy. There could be no doubt that there were dissensions in the Ministry. Mr. Baxter had resigned the office of Secretary of the Treasury on the ground that he could not get on with Mr. Lowe, who had not consulted him with regard to certain contracts, and had refused to take his advice. The general impression was that Mr. Childers gave up the Chancellorship of the Duchy because he considered that he had claims on the
office of Chancellor of the Exchequer, which Mr. Gladstone now had taken to himself. These various changes and the rumors to which they gave birth were not calculated to strengthen the public confidence. In truth the Liberal regime was falling to pieces. Lord Salisbury, speaking at a Conservative banquet, expressed his conviction that the Conservatives would at least be able "to draw the teeth and clip the claws of the Liberal administration," and exulted over the security obtained against revolutionary innovation by the fact that the country was likely to be governed for some time by a toothless Liberal Ministry.

Ne quisquam Ajacem posit superare, nisi Ajax. It was Mr. Gladstone himself who dealt the stroke which brought the Liberal Administration to an end. In the closing days of 1873 the Conservatives won a seat at Exeter; in the first few days of 1874 they won a seat at Stroud. Parliament had actually been summoned for February 5th. On the night of January 23d an astonishing rumor began to fly through various limited circles of London politicians. Men were mysteriously beckoned away from dinner-tables, and drawing-rooms, and club-rooms. Agitated messengers hurried to ministerial doors seeking for information. There was commotion in the newspaper offices; the telegraph was set in constant action. Next morning all the world read the news in the papers. Mr. Gladstone had suddenly made up his mind to dissolve Parliament, and seek for a restoration of the authority of the Liberal Government by an appeal to the people. He vindicated his decision in an address to his constituents which was unfortunately all too long for genuine popular effect. What the country understood by it was that Mr. Gladstone did not choose to bear the humiliation of seeming to have the authority he had received in 1868 now "sunk below the point necessary for the due defence and prosecution of the public interests;" that he proposed to obtain a new lease of authority by a popular verdict; and that if restored to
power he would introduce a series of financial measures which would include the total repeal of the income tax. The country was taken utterly by surprise. Many of Mr. Gladstone's own colleagues had not known what was to be done until the announcement was actually made. The feeling all over the three kingdoms was one of almost unanimous disapproval. Mr. Gladstone's sudden resolve was openly condemned as petulant and unstatesman-like; it was privately grumbled at on various personal grounds. To us it seems to have been impatient, imprudent, irregular, but certainly spirited and magnanimous. Impolitic it no doubt was; but it ought not to have been unpopular. It must have caused great, and at that time superfluous, inconvenience to Liberal politicians everywhere; and we cannot wonder if they complained. But to the country in general there ought to have been something fascinating in the very Quixotry of a resolve which proclaimed that the Minister disdained to remain in office one hour after he had found reason to believe that he no longer possessed the confidence of the people. It was an error indeed, but it was at least a generous error—the mistake of a sensitive and a chivalrous nature.

Mr. Gladstone had surprised the constituencies. We do not know whether the constituencies surprised Mr. Gladstone. They certainly surprised most persons, including themselves. The result of the elections was to upset completely the balance of power. In a few days the Liberal majority was gone. Mr. Gladstone fought a gallant fight himself, and addressed vast open-air meetings at Blackheath with the energy of another O'Connell. But it was a hopeless fight against reaction. When the result of the polls came to be made up, it was found that the Conservatives had a majority of about fifty, even on the calculation, far too favorable to the other side, which counted every Home Ruler as a Liberal. Mr. Gladstone followed the example set by Mr. Disraeli six years before, and at once resigned office. The great reforming Liberal
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Administration was gone. The organizing energy which had accomplished such marvels during three or four resplendent years had spent itself and was out of breath. Many causes, indeed, conduced to bring about the fall of the Liberal Administration. It had committed grave faults itself; some of its members had done it serious harm. Various powerful interests were arrayed against it. But when all allowance has been made for such considerations, it will probably be seen that the most potent influence which bore down the Gladstone Government was the fact that people in general had grown tired of doing great things, and had got into the mood of the lady described in one of Mr. Charles Reade's novels, who frankly declares that heroes are her abomination. The English constituencies had grown weary of the heroic, and would have a change.

Had the Liberal Ministers consented to remain in power a few days, a very few, longer, they would have been able to announce the satisfactory conclusion of a very unsatisfactory war. This was one of the least of all our little wars; a war from which it was simply impossible to extract anything in the way of glory, and in which the only honor could be just that which the skill of the English commander was able to secure; the honor of success won in the promptest manner and with the least possible expenditure of life. The Ashantee war arose out of a sort of misunderstanding. The Ashantees are a very fierce and warlike tribe on the Gold Coast of Africa. They were at war with England in 1824, and in one instance they won an extraordinary victory over a British force of about 1,000 men, and carried home with them as a trophy the skull of the British Commander-in-chief, Sir Charles McCarthy. The Ashantees were afterward defeated, and a treaty of peace was concluded with them by the Governor of our Gold Coast settlements, Mr. MacLean, the husband of Miss Landon, better known to literature by her initials "L. E. L.," a woman whose poetical gifts, not
in themselves very great, combined with her unhappy story to make her at one time a celebrity in England. In 1863, as has been already told in these pages, a war was begun against the Ashantees prematurely and rashly by the Governor of the Gold Coast settlements, and it had to be abandoned owing to the ravages done by sickness among our men. In 1872 some Dutch possessions on the Gold Coast were transferred, by purchase and arrangement of other kinds, to England; and this transaction ended, like most of the same nature, by entangling us in misunderstanding, quarrel, and war. The King of Ashantee claimed a tribute formerly allowed to him by the Dutch, and refused to evacuate the territory ceded to England. He attacked the Fantees, a tribe of very worthless allies of ours, and a straggling, harassing war began between him and our garrisons. The great danger was that if the Ashantees obtained any considerable success, or seeming success, even for a moment, all the surrounding tribes would make common cause with them. The Government, therefore, determined to take up the matter seriously, and send a sufficient force under an experienced and well-qualified commander, with instructions to take advantage of the cool season and penetrate to the Ashantee capital, Coomassie, and there inflict a blow which would prove that the Ashantee King could not harass the English settlers with impunity. When the choice of a commander came to be discussed, only one name, as it would seem, arose to the lips of all men. That was the name of Sir Garnet Wolseley, who had commanded the successful expedition to the Red River region in 1870. Sir Garnet Wolseley had the rare good fortune to sustain the reputation conferred upon him in advance by popular acclaim. He had a very hard task to perform. Of course he could have no difficulty in fighting the Ashantees. The weapons and the discipline of the English army put all thought of serious battle out of the question. But the King of Ashantee had a force fighting on his side far more formidable
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than the General January and General February on whom the Emperor Nicholas of Russia vainly relied. Wordsworth, in his noble ode to Toussaint L'Ouverture, tells the fallen chief to be of good heart, for he has on his side "powers that will work for him," "great allies;" and these are, he says, "earth, air, and skies;" "not a breathing of the common wind," he declares, "that will forget" to support his cause. In a literal and terrible sense the King of Ashantee had just such allies. Earth, air, and skies—the earth, the air, the skies of the Gold Coast region would at the right time work for him; not a breathing of the common wind that would forget to breathe pestilence into the ranks of his enemies. The whole campaign must be over and done within the limited range of the cooler months, or there would come into the field, to do battle for the African King, allies against whom an Alexander or a Cæsar would be powerless. Sir Garnet Wolseley and those who fought under him—sailors, marines, and soldiers—did their work well. They defeated the Ashantees wherever they could get at them; but that was a matter of course. They forced their way to Coomassie, compelled the King to come to terms, one of the conditions being the prohibition of human sacrifices, and they were able to leave the country within the appointed time. The success of the campaign was a question of days and almost of hours; and the victory was snatched out of the very jaws of approaching sun and fever. Sir Garnet Wolseley sailed from England on September 12th, 1873, and returned to Portsmouth, having accomplished all his objects, on March 21st, 1874. The war was not one to be proud of: it might have been easily avoided; it is not certain that England was entirely in the right of the quarrel first or last; but nothing could be more satisfactory than the ease, success, and completeness with which the campaign had been pushed through to its end.

The Gladstone Government had also had to deal with one of the periodical famines breaking out in Bengal, and
if they had remained in office might have been able within a very short time to report that their efforts had been successful. Mr. Gladstone's sudden action, however, deprived them of any such opportunity. They bequeathed to their successors the announcement of a war triumphantly concluded, and a famine checked; and they bequeathed to them also a very handsome financial surplus. So sudden a fall from power had not up to that time been known in the modern political history of the country. To find its parallel we shall have to come down six years later still. The great Liberal Administration had fallen as suddenly as the French Empire; had disappeared like Aladdin's palace, which was erect and ablaze with light and splendor last night and is not to be seen this morning.
CHAPTER LXIII.

"Conservative Reaction:" Installed in Office.

Mr. Disraeli was not long in forming a Ministry. He reduced the number of the Cabinet in the first instance to twelve. Lord Cairns became Lord Chancellor. Lord Derby was made Foreign Secretary, an appointment which gratified sober-minded men. Lord Salisbury was intrusted with the charge of the Indian Department. This too was an appointment which gave satisfaction outside the range of the Conservative party as well as within it. During his former administration of the India Office, Lord Salisbury had shown great ability and self-command, and he had acquired a reputation for firmness of character and large and liberal views. He was now and for some time after looked upon as the most rising man and the most high-minded politician on the Conservative side. The country was pleased to see that Mr. Disraeli made no account of the differences that formerly existed between Lord Salisbury and himself; of the dislike that Lord Salisbury had evidently felt toward him at one time, and of the manner in which he had broken away from the Conservative Ministry at the time of the Reform Bill of 1867. Lord Carnarvon became Colonial Secretary. Mr. Cross, a Lancashire lawyer, who had never been in office of any kind before, was lifted into the position of Home Secretary. Mr. Gathorne Hardy was made Secretary for War, and Mr. Ward Hunt First Lord of the Admiralty. Sir Stafford Northcote, who had been trained to finance by Mr. Gladstone, accepted the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer. The Duke of Richmond, as Lord President
of the Council, made a safe, inoffensive, and respectable leader of the Government in the House of Lords.

The Liberals seemed to have received a stunning blow. The whole party recoiled under it, and did not appear capable for the moment of rallying against the shock. Nothing could be more disheartening than the appearance of the front opposition benches during a great part of the session. To accumulate the difficulties, Mr. Gladstone suddenly announced his intention of retiring from the position of leader of the Liberal party. In a letter to Lord Granville, dated March 12th, 1874, he explained that, "for a variety of reasons personal to myself," he "could not contemplate any unlimited extension of active political service," and that it might be necessary "to divest myself of all the responsibilities of leadership at no distant time." For the present he held the rank of leader only in a sort of conditional way, and he had frankly announced to Lord Granville that he could not give "more than an occasional attendance in the House of Commons" during that session. This seemed the one step needed to complete the disorganization of the party. There were many complaints, not loud but deep, of the course taken by Mr. Gladstone. It was contrasted openly as well as secretly with the perseverance, the unwearied patience which Mr. Disraeli had shown in keeping his place at the head of his party during long years of what must often have seemed hopeless struggle. Mr. Gladstone pleaded his advancing years; but it was asked, are not the years of Mr. Disraeli still further advanced? Who brought us, some discontented Liberals asked, into all this difficulty? Who but the man who now deserts us in the face of the enemy?

The Opposition were for a while apparently not only without a leader but even without a policy, or a motive for existence. For a while it seemed as if, to adopt the correct and concise description given by Mr. Clayden in his "England under Lord Beaconsfield," "the Opposition
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had nothing to oppose." The Ministry had succeeded to a handsome surplus of nearly six millions. It would be hardly possible, under such circumstances, to bring in a budget which should be wholly unsatisfactory. Mr. Ward Hunt contrived, indeed, to get up a momentary scare about the condition of the navy. When introducing the Navy Estimates, he talked in tones of ominous warning about his determination not to have a fleet on paper, or to put up with phantom ships. The words sent a wild thrill of alarm through the country. The sudden impression prevailed that Mr. Hunt had made a fearful discovery—had found out that the country had really no navy; that he would be compelled to set about constructing one out of hand. The whole of the surplus at least, people said, would have to be given up to make a beginning; nor did men forget to point to the cheerful possibility of some foreign enemy taking advantage of the opportunity to assail England's unprotected coasts. Mr. Ward Hunt, however, when pressed for an explanation, explained that he really meant nothing. It appeared that he had only been expressing his disapproval on abstract grounds of the maintenance of inefficient navies, and never meant to convey the idea that England's navy was not efficient. The country breathed again; the surplus seemed safe, and the coasts. The idea of Germany or Russia coming down upon defenceless England, like Achilles on the unarmed Hector in "Troilus and Cressida," passed away.

Two new measures belonging to the same order disturbed for a while what Sir Wilfrid Lawson jocularity called "the almost holy calm" which prevailed in Parliament now that the Conservatives had it all their own way and the Liberals were crushed. One was the Bill for the Abolition of Church Patronage in Scotland; the other, the Public Worship Bill for England. The Church Patronage Bill, which was introduced by the Government, is well described by Mr. Clayden as "a Liberal measure, which had become a reactionary scheme by being brought into
the world a generation behind its time.” It took away the appointment of ministers in the Church of Scotland from lay patrons, but only to give it to the male communicants of the parish kirk, not to the whole body of the parishioners. The patronage system was the cause of that great secession from the Church of Scotland under Dr. Chalmers which has been described in an early chapter of this history. Such a measure as that now introduced by the Government, or, at least, a measure having such a general purpose, would have prevented the secession in 1843; but it was useless for any purpose of reconciliation in 1874. Moreover, the measure of 1874, by confining the power of appointment to the actual communicants of each church, took away the national character of the Church of Scotland, and converted it into a sectarian organization.

In a historical sense, the passing of the measure can have little importance unless as it may have given an impulse to the question of disestablishment in Scotland. Its introduction became of some present interest to the House of Commons, because it drew Mr. Gladstone into debate for the first time since the opening nights of the session. He opposed the bill, but of course in vain. Mr. Disraeli complimented him on his reappearance, and kindly expressed a hope that he would favor the House with his presence as often as possible; indeed, was quite friendly and patronizing to his fallen rival.

The Bill for the Regulation of Public Worship was not a Government measure. It was introduced into the House of Lords by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and into the House of Commons by Mr. Russell Gurney. It was strongly disliked and publicly condemned by some members of the Cabinet; but, after it had gone its way fairly toward success, Mr. Disraeli showed a disposition to adopt it, and even to speak as if he had had the responsibility of it from the first. Once or twice it would almost seem as if he had forgotten that it was not a measure of his own proposing. The bill illustrated a curious difficulty into which
the Church of England had been brought, in consequence partly of its connection with the State. We have already traced in these volumes the history of the Oxford movement which was intended to quicken the State Church with new life and freshness, and which before long sent some of the greatest divines of that Church into the ranks of the Church of Rome. The influence of the movement made itself felt in other ways as well. It set thought stirring everywhere within the Church. It appealed to much that was philosophical, much that was artistic and aesthetic, and at the same time to much that was sceptical. One body of Churchmen were anxious to maintain the unity of the Christian Church, and would not admit that the Church of England began to exist with the Reformation. They claimed apostolical succession for their bishops; they declared that the clergymen of the Church of England were priests in the true spiritual sense. Thus the Tractarians, as they were called for a time, were thrown into direct antagonism with the Evangelicals. The latter maintained that the Bible was the sole authority; the former held that the New Testament derived its authority from the Church. The Tractarians, therefore, claimed a right to examine very freely into the meaning of doubtful passages in the Scriptures, and insisted that, if the authority of the Church were recognized as that of the Heaven-appointed interpreter, all difficulty about the reconciliation of the scriptural writings with the discoveries of modern science would necessarily disappear. The Tractarian party—we call them by that name now merely as a means of distinguishing them from their opponents, and not with the intention of suggesting that it properly describes them or applies at all to some of them—became divided into two sections. One section inclined toward what may almost be called free thought; the other, to the sentiments and the ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church. The State was frequently called upon to interfere. Here the world saw the prosecution of some clergyman for having pub-
lished an essay supposed to teach infidel doctrine; there the Ecclesiastical courts were engaged in trying to find out whether the Church law had been broken by Ritualistic practices in some Protestant temple. The taste for beauty in decoration which was growing up in English society everywhere had already made its influence felt in the English Church. Clergymen and congregations loved to have their churches adorned like those of the Catholics; they delighted in the sweet and noble music, the incense, the painted windows, the devotional effigies and symbols, the impressive and gorgeous ritual. The astonished Evangelists saw with dismay that the Church as they knew it seemed likely to be torn asunder. On the one side was the philosophical clergyman writing his essay to show that a literal interpretation of certain parts of the Bible was absurd; on the other, there was the High-Church priest setting up his altar, swinging his censer, making his genuflexions, and even establishing his confessional. The Evangelicals had their strongest supporters among the middle and lower-middle classes; the others found favor at once among the rich who went in for culture, and among the very poor.

The law, which was often invoked, proved impotent to deal with the difficulty. It could not punish the clergymen who contributed to the volume called "Essays and Reviews." It could not prevent the author of the first essay in that volume from being made a bishop. It could not remove Dr. Colenso from his Colonial bishopric. One clergyman was, in 1871, "deprived for heresy." He forthwith started a religion of his own, or at least found a place of worship after his own way of thinking, and worshippers to fill it. But it would seem as if he might as well have been allowed to remain in the ranks of the clergy of the Church as many others whom the law failed to reach, or might as well have refused to go out as others had done. It was found impossible to put down ritualism by law. In some places the Ritualistic practices led to grave scandal...
and serious riots. It happened occasionally that, although the clergyman and the congregation liked the elaborate and ornate worship, their neighbors all around disapproved of it. In some instances the neighbors got into the way of crowding into the church and endeavoring to put down Ritualism by noise and even by violence. All this was becoming scandalous to the eyes of sober people. Many who were otherwise little disposed to approve of the dictatorship of the State in matters of religion, and who did not see how any decision of a court could prove a religious dogma to be right or wrong, were nevertheless inclined to demand that, so long as the Church of England was a State institution, the authority of the State should be upheld. They took very clear and simple ground. They said: “The State upholds the English Church on certain conditions and to preach certain doctrines. No man is compelled to preach the doctrines if he does not feel equal in conscience to the task; but if he cannot teach them he can go out of the State Church. We do not take it on us to condemn his opinions; we do not want the law to punish him for holding them. But we say the State employs him to teach one thing, and he is teaching another. We employ a man to teach German, and we find he is teaching French. We do not say that he is a wicked person because he teaches French; we only say that we want to have German taught, and that if he cannot do so he must give his place to someone who can.” On the other hand, the Ritualists said: “You tell us that we are bound by the State-made law. We say we are only bound by the doctrines of the Church. But if we are to be bound by the law, show us first that we have broken the law. Appeal to your courts of law; do your best. We say the decision has not yet gone against us.” It was not easy to answer this practical argument. The law was not by any means so clear as some of the opponents of Ritualism would have wished it. Moreover, even in cases where a distinct condemnation was obtained from a court of law there was
often no way of putting it into execution. A Ritualistic clergyman was ordered to be suspended from his ministrations. He went on with his duties at his church just the same as ever. His congregation supported him, and the practices for which he had been condemned were carried on every Sunday without the slightest modification or interruption. In more than one case a clergyman was actually deposed by authority, and his successor appointed. The congregation held fast by the delinquent, and would not admit the new man. The offender remained at his post just as if nothing had happened. It was clear that, if all this went on much longer, the Establishment must come to an end. One party would renounce State control in order to get freedom; another would repudiate State control because it proved unable to maintain authority. The state of things might be likened to that which prevailed in America for some years before the Civil War. There were two irreconcilable parties; if one did not soon secede, the other must.

To remedy all this disorder, the Archbishop of Canterbury brought in his bill for the better regulation of public worship. The object of the bill was to give offended parishioners a ready way of invoking the authority of the bishop, and to enable the bishop to prohibit by his own mandate any practices which he considered improper, or else to submit the question to the decision of a judge especially appointed to decide in such cases. The discussions were chiefly remarkable for the divisions of opinion they showed on both sides of the House. Lord Salisbury opposed the bill in the House of Lords; Mr. Hardy condemned it in the House of Commons. It was condemned as too weak; it was denounced as too strong. Mr. Gladstone came forward with all the energy of his best days to oppose it, on the ground that it threatened to deprive the Church of all her spiritual freedom merely to get a more easy way of dealing with the practices of a few eccentric men. Sir William Harcourt, who had been Solicitor-Gen-
Clericalistic conceit among the ministers of the Church just then troubled him, and he was convinced that the secessors there carried on a war of sedition or secession upon the man whom they had appointed. It would hardly be considered fair at his time to say that, had the secessors been Gentlemen must have said that this war of control was a war of sedition or even a State sedition, and the war of authority. It is not a war which presents itself in the Civil War. It is a war of sedition, not soon to end.
eral under Mr. Gladstone, rushed to the defence of the bill, attacked Mr. Gladstone vehemently, called upon Mr. Disraeli to prove himself the leader of the English people, and in impassioned sentences reminded him that he had put his hand to the plough and must not draw it back. Mr. Gladstone dealt with his late subordinate in a few sentences of good-humored contempt, in which he expressed his special surprise at the sudden and portentous display of erudition which Sir William Harcourt had poured out upon the House. Sir William Harcourt was even then a distinctly rising man. He was an effective and somewhat overbearing speaker, with a special aptitude for the kind of elementary argument and the knock-down personalities which the House of Commons can never fail to understand. The House liked to listen to him. He had a loud voice, and never gave his hearers the trouble of having to strain their ears or their attention to follow him. His arguments were never subtle enough to puzzle the simplest country gentleman for one moment. His quotations had no distracting novelty about them, but fell on the ear with a familiar and friendly sound. His jokes were unmistakable in their meaning, his whole style was good, strong black and white. He could get up a case admirably. He astonished the House, and must probably even have astonished himself by the vast amount of ecclesiastical knowledge which, with only the preparation of a day or two, he was able to bring to bear upon the most abstruse or perplexed questions of Church government. He had the advantage of being sure of everything. He poured out his eloquence and his learning on the most difficult ecclesiastical questions with the resolute assurance of one who had given a life to the study. Perhaps we ought rather to say that he showed the resolute assurance which only belongs to one who has not given much of his life to the study of the subject. Probably when Sir William Harcourt had forgotten all that he had read up a little time before concerning Church history, and turned
back to his remarkable speeches on the Public Worship Bill, he was as much amazed as Arthur Pendennis looking over one of his old reviews, and wondering where on earth he contrived to get the erudition of which he had made such a display.

Mr. Disraeli responded so far to Sir William Harcourt's stirring appeal as to make himself the patron of the bill, and the leader of the movement in its favor. Mr. Disraeli saw that by far the greater body of English public opinion out-of-doors was against the Ritualists, and that for the moment public opinion accepted the whole controversy as a dispute for or against Ritualism. The course taken by the Prime-minister further enlivened the debates by bringing about a keen little passage of arms between him and Lord Salisbury, whom Mr. Disraeli described as a great master of jibes and flouts and jeers. All this was as good as a play to the unconcerned public. Nothing could be more lively and entertaining. People in general soon forgot all about the bill itself, and even about the Ritualists, in the interest which was awakened by the splitting up of political parties, the attacks of friend on friend, and the cheerful sallies of Cabinet Minister against Cabinet Minister. Mr. Gladstone brought forward a series of resolutions in the form of amendments defining his objections to the measure, but he forbore to press them to a division. The bill was passed in both Houses of Parliament, and obtained the Royal assent almost at the end of the session. Nothing in particular has come of it thus far, except lawsuits which it seems impossible to bring to any practical conclusion. The new judge and the strengthening authority have tried their hands more than once against refractory clergymen, and with no better effect than to prove that the refractory clergyman may still bid defiance to his superiors and the law. Ritualism was not put down. Doubtless it appealed to certain instincts in many hearts which the colder and less ornate ceremonial of the ordinary Church of England service
failed to satisfy. The interference of the law seemed to have the effect common in such cases. It made the followers of some Ritualistic clergymen regard their leader not merely as an apostle but as a martyr. In some instances it exalted commonplace men into the worshipped of congregations and the idol of emotional women. In some instances it put good and pious men at the mercy of fussy and ignorant alarmists. On the whole, it promoted rather than suppressed Ritualism.

One useful piece of legislation, or perhaps we ought rather to say the first step in a new course of useful legislation, was forced upon the Government by Mr. Plimsoll. This was a measure for the protection of seamen against the danger of being sent to sea in vessels unfit for the voyage. Mr. Plimsoll was a man who had pushed his way through life by ability and hard work into independence and wealth. He was full of human sympathy, and was especially interested in the welfare of the poor. His impassioned temperament made him apt to be eaten up by the zeal of his cause; he had many of the enthusiast's characteristic defects, but he was filled with the best qualities of genuine enthusiasm. Mr. Plimsoll's attention happened to be turned to the condition of our merchant seamen, and he found that the state of the law left them almost absolutely at the mercy of the ship-owner. The system which prevailed with regard to maritime insurances put a great temptation in the way of unscrupulous and selfish ship-owners. It was easy to insure a vessel, and, once insured, it mattered little to such a ship-owner how soon she went to the bottom. The law dealt in very arbitrary fashion with the seaman who for any reason refused to fulfil his contract and go to sea. It gave to magistrates the power of sending him at once to the common prison. The poor seaman often made his contract with utter thoughtlessness, and, when once he made it, he was bound to it. The criminal law bore upon him; only the civil law applied to the employer. Mr. Plimsoll was con-
vinced that a great many lives were lost by the unprincipled conduct of certain ship-owners who sent men out in rotten but well-insured vessels, and left them to their fate. He actually found cases of seamen sentenced to prison because they refused to sail in crazy ships, which, when they put to sea, never touched a port, but went down in mid-ocean. Letters were found in the pockets of drowned seamen which showed that they had made their friends aware of their forebodings as to the condition of the vessel that was to be their coffin. All this stirred Mr. Plimsoll's blood to such a degree that he could not endure it. He began a regular crusade against certain ship-owners. He published a book called "Our Seamen: an Appeal," in which he made the most startling and, it must be added, the most sweeping charges. Courts of law were invoked to deal with his assertions; the authority of Parliament was called on to protect ship-owning members against the violence of the irrepressible philanthropist. The public had not much difficulty in understanding Mr. Plimsoll. They saw at once that he was a man likely enough to be betrayed into exaggeration, sometimes into very serious mistake; but that his purpose was genuine, that his cause was good, and that, on the whole, the case he made out was one calling for the instant attention of Parliament. He was clearly wrong in some of his charges against individuals, but a very general opinion prevailed that he was only too just in his condemnation of the system. Mr. Plimsoll brought in a bill for the better protection of the lives of seamen. It was a stringent measure. It proposed a compulsory survey of all ships before leaving port, various precautions against overloading, the restriction of deck-loading, and the compulsory painting of a load-line, the position of which was to be determined by legislation. This measure was strongly opposed by the ship-owners in the House, and by many others as well as they, who regarded it as too stringent, and who also feared that, by putting too much responsibility on the Government, it
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would take all responsibility off the ship-owners. The bill came to the test of a division on June 24th, 1874, and was rejected by a majority of only three, 170 voting for it, and 173 against. The Government then, recognizing the importance of the subject, and the strong feeling which prevailed in the country with regard to it, undertook to bring in a Merchant Shipping Bill of their own. They introduced the bill in the session of 1875. It did not go nearly so far as Mr. Plimsoll would have desired, but it did promise to be at least part of a series of legislation which, further developed, might have accomplished the object. Such as it was, however, the Government did not press it, and toward the end of July Mr. Disraeli announced that they would not go further that year with the measure.

The 22d of July saw one of the most extraordinary scenes that ever took place in the House of Commons. Mr. Plimsoll, under the influence of disappointment and of anger, seemed to have lost all self-control. He denounced some of the ship-owners of that House; he threatened to name and expose them; he called them villains who had sent brave men to death. When interrupted by the Speaker, and told that he must not apply the term villains to members of the House, he repeated again and again, and in the most vociferous tones, that they were villains, and that he would abide by his words. He refused to recognize the authority of the Speaker. He shouted, shook his fist at the leading members of the Government, and rushed out of the House in a state of excitement that seemed little less than that of an actual maniac. Thereupon Mr. Disraeli moved “that the Speaker do reprimand Mr. Plimsoll for his disorderly behavior.” Mr. A. M. Sullivan, one of the Home Rule members, returned for the first time at the general election, a man of remarkable eloquence and of high character, rushed into the House, pallid and almost breathless with excitement, and endeavored to interpose on behalf of Mr. Plimsoll. He
pleaded that Mr. Plimsoll was seriously ill, and hardly able to account for his actions, owing to mental excitement arising from an overwrought system and from the intensity of his zeal in the cause of the merchant seamen. He asked that a week should be given Mr. Plimsoll to consider his position. Mr. Fawcett and other members made a similar appeal, and the Government consented to postpone a decision of the question for a week. Mr. Plimsoll had offended against the rules, the traditions, and the dignity of the House, and many, even of those who sympathized with his general purpose, thought he had damaged his cause and ruined his individual position. Nothing, however, could be more extraordinary and unexpected than the result. It was one of those occasions in which the public out-of-doors showed that they could get to the real heart of a question more quickly and more clearly than Parliament itself. Out-of-doors it was thoroughly understood that Mr. Plimsoll's behavior in the House of Commons was a gross offence against order. It was thoroughly understood that he was too sweeping in his charges; that he was entirely mistaken in some of them; that he had denounced men who did not deserve denunciation; that he had surrounded a good cause with an unfortunate adornment of exaggeration, extravagance, and ill-temper. All this the public understood and admitted. But the difference between the public and the House of Commons was that, while understanding and admitting all this, the public clearly saw that, as to the main question at issue, Mr. Plimsoll was entirely in the right. They saw that, making allowance for all exaggeration and all ebullitions of temper, Mr. Plimsoll was the first man to take a just view of the hardships inflicted on merchant seamen, and that the heart of his case, if we may use that expression, was sound. The country was therefore determined to stand by him.

Great meetings were held all over England during the next few days, at every one of which those who were
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present pledged themselves to assist Mr. Plimsoll in his general object and policy. The result was that, when Mr. Plimsoll appeared in the House of Commons the week after, and in a very full and handsome manner made apology for his offences against Parliamentary order, it was apparent to every one in the House and out of it that he was master of the situation, and that the Government would have to advance with more or less rapid strides along the path where he was leading. Finally, the Government brought in, and forcibly pushed through, a Merchant Shipping Bill, which met for the moment some of the difficulties of the case, and which they promised to supplement afterward by a complete scheme of legislation. Mr. Disraeli, indeed, went so far as quietly to claim for himself and for the Government some of the merit of having caused the extraordinary scene in the House of Commons. He suggested that the Government were perfectly aware that nothing could be done until the temper of the country was thoroughly roused, and therefore implied, if he did not actually affirm, that it was partly by their design that Mr. Plimsoll was stirred to his extraordinary demonstration, and the assistance of the public thereby obtained for the passing of a strong measure. "Even if one does call them names," said Mrs. Gamp, vindicating her treatment of her patients, "it's only done to rouse them."

The measure did not prove to be a very strong one, but it did something toward Mr. Plimsoll's object. The Government afterward promised to supplement it by legislation regulating in some way the system of maritime insurances, which they justly declared to be essential to any satisfactory and final settlement of the question. It is clear that so long as the existing system of maritime insurance was allowed to prevail, the temptation to unscrupulous ship-owners would continue to be almost irresistible, and that no legislation merely applying to the fabric of the ship could properly secure the lives of the seamen.
Other things, however, interfered with the carrying out of the Government proposals, such as they were. The regulation of maritime insurance was forgotten. Mr. Disraeli's colleagues soon had too many questions of imperial interest on their hands in all parts of the world to have time or inclination for business of so homely a nature as a measure for the protection of the lives of English merchant seamen. Nothing further was done during the reign of the Conservative Ministry to complete the scheme which they had promised in the beginning, and many sessions after the House saw another outburst of passion on the part of Mr. Plimsoll, another attempt of the Government to put him to censure, and another distinct declaration on the part of the country that, however Mr. Plimsoll might have offended against the rules of the House, his spirit and purpose were thoroughly in unison with the feelings of the public.

The Government seemed for a while, however, inclined to keep plodding steadily on with quiet schemes of domestic legislation. These were not usually very comprehensive or drastic schemes. They were rather of the kind which ill-natured critics would describe as tinkering. The Government tinkered at a measure for the security of improvements made by agricultural tenants. They made it purely permissive, and therefore thoroughly worthless. This one defect tainted many of their schemes of domestic reform—this inclination to make every reform permissive. It seemed to be thought a clever stroke of management to introduce a measure professedly for the removal of some inequality or other grievance, and then to make it permissive and allow all parties concerned to contract themselves out of it. Thus it was said in effect to the agricultural tenant: "Behold, here is a bill to enable you to hold fast the fruits of your expenditure and your labor;" and to the landlord: "You have no cause to be alarmed; for you see this is only a permissive bill, and you can contract yourself out of it if your tenants agree, and of course they
must agree." Mr. Cross, the Home Secretary, however, proved a very efficient Minister, and introduced many useful schemes of legislation, among the rest an Artisans' Dwelling Bill, the object of which was to enable local authorities to pull down houses unfit for human habitation and rebuild on the sites. The Government made experiments in reaction here and there. They restored the appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords, which had seemed actually doomed. They got into some trouble by issuing a circular to captains of war-vessels on the subject of the reception of slaves on board their ships. The principle which the circular laid down was, in substance, a full recognition of the rights of a slave-owner over a fugitive slave. The country rose in indignation against this monstrous reversal of England's time-honored policy; and the circular was withdrawn, and a new one issued. This, too, proved unsatisfactory. The Government made excuse by pleading that something of the same kind had been done before under a Liberal Administration, and attempted to satisfy public feeling by declaring that a slave was not to be handed back if the slave's life would be endangered by the withdrawal of the shelter of the English flag. Thereupon it was at once asked, Is a woman slave to be handed back to a ravisher? The Government became entangled in a whole network of contradictions and difficulties, and, after having tried various expedients, appointed commissions and made other futile efforts to get out of the trouble, they had at length to allow the old principle to reassert itself, and the flag of England, whether it floats on sea or land, to be a protection and a shelter for the slave. Of course, it is not intended that English vessels-of-war shall hold out invitations to fugitive slaves, or act as the propagandist agents of the principles of personal freedom. But the broad, plain principle long established was that, when a slave does get on board an English vessel, just as when he touches British soil, he is free, and is not to be restored to slavery; and that principle the Gov-
ernment saw themselves at last compelled to reaffirm. It was impossible for them to resist the popular demand; some of their own men in the House of Commons fell away from them and insisted that the old principle must be kept up, and that the slave-owner shall not take his slave from under the shadow of the English flag.

All this time what was Mr. Gladstone doing? He appeared to have withdrawn from the paths of Parliamentary life and almost from the political world. He was very busy, indeed, in another way. He had taken to polemical literature. He was writing a series of essays to prove that the doctrine of Papal infallibility, if strictly acknowledged by Catholics, would place their allegiance to whatever Sovereign entirely at the disposal of the Pope. He was stirring up a heated controversy by endeavoring to prove that absolute obedience to the Catholic Church was henceforward inconsistent with the principles of freedom, and that the Papal doctrine was everywhere the enemy of liberty. Cardinal Manning, Dr. Newman, and other great controversialists had taken the field against Mr. Gladstone, and the argument went on for a considerable time without abatement of eagerness. Grave politicians were not a little scandalized at the position taken by a statesman who only the other day was Prime-minister. There seemed something curiously undignified and unseemly in Mr. Gladstone's leading a theological controversy. A speaker at an Evangelical meeting in Exeter Hall would have been quite in his place when using such arguments as those employed by Mr. Gladstone; but a sharp polemical controversy provoked by a great statesman was something new in the modern world. One conclusion was adopted everywhere. It seemed clear that Mr. Gladstone never meant to take any leading part in politics again. Surely, it was said, if he had the remotest idea of entering the political field anew, he never would have thus gratuitously assailed the religious belief of the Roman Catholic subjects of the Queen. Nor, indeed, did it ap-
pear as if it would be very suitable for England to have a
statesman in office again who must have given offence to
all the Catholic Sovereigns and Ministers of Europe. Un-
friendly critics hinted that Mr. Gladstone was writing
against the Pope and the Vatican in order to wreak his
grudge because of the condemnation of his Irish Uni-
versity Bill by the heads of the Catholic Church in Ireland.
It is not probable that any personal motive influenced Mr.
Gladstone in a course which all his true admirers, of
whatever political party, must have been sorry to see him
follow. He had always a keen relish for theological dis-
putation. He had in him much of the taste and the tem-
per of the ecclesiastic. A religious controversy came to
him as the most natural sort of recreation after the fatigue
and disappointments of the political arena. Carteret,
driven from office, "retired laughing," says Macaulay, "to
his books and his bottle." Fox found relief from political
work in his loved Greek authors. Talleyrand played
whist. Mr. Gladstone sought relaxation in religious con-
troversy. He was as eager about it as ever he had been
about a Budget or a Reform Bill. He assailed the Pope
as if he were attacking Mr. Disraeli. He declared against
the Vatican as if he were overwhelming the Tory Opposi-
tion with his rhetoric. There was an earnestness about
him which made some men smile and others feel sad.
Most of his friends shook their heads; most of his enemies
were delighted. Out of this depth it seemed impossible
that he could ever rise. Mr. Disraeli had once said
"there was a Palmerston." Did he feel tempted now to
say "there was a Gladstone"?

In the beginning of 1875, Mr. Gladstone had formally
retired from the office of leader of the Liberal party in
the House of Commons. There was some difficulty at
first about the choice of his successor. Two men stood
intellectually high above all other possible competitors
—Mr. Bright and Mr. Lowe. But it was well known that
Mr. Bright's health would not allow him to undertake
such laborious duties, and Mr. Lowe was quietly assumed to have none of the leader's qualities. Sir William Harcourt had not weight enough; neither had Mr. Goschen; the time of these two men had apparently not yet come. The real choice was between Mr. Forster and Lord Hartington. Mr. Forster, however, knew that he had estranged the Nonconformists from him by the course he had taken in his education measures, and he withdrew from what he felt to be an untenable position. Lord Hartington was, therefore, arrived at by a sort of process of exhaustion. It is not too much to say that had he not been the son of a great Whig duke no human being would ever have thought of him as leader of the Liberal party. But it is only right to add that he proved much better than his promise. He had a robust, straightforward nature, and by constant practice he made himself an effective debater. Men liked the courage and the candid admission of his own deficiencies, with which he braced himself up to his most difficult task—to take the place of Gladstone in debate and to confront Disraeli.
CHAPTER LXIV.

THE EASTERN QUESTION AGAIN.

A CHANGE soon came over the spirit of the Administration. It began to be seen more and more clearly that Mr. Disraeli had not come into office merely to consider the claims of agricultural tenants, and to pass measures for the pulling down of what Mr. Cross, the Home Secretary, called "rookeries" in the back slums of great cities. The Prime-minister was well known to cherish loftier ambitions. He was not supposed to have any warm personal interest in prosaic measures of domestic legislation. If a great Reform Bill were brought forward he could fight against it, and adopt it and enlarge it afterward. If any question of picturesque theology were under discussion, he was the man to sustain religion with epigram, and array himself on the side of the angels in panoply of paradox. But his inclinations were all for the broader and more brilliant fields of foreign politics. The poetic young notary in Richter's story was found with his eyes among the stars and his soul in the blue ether. Mr. Disraeli's eyes were among the stars of imperialist ambition; his soul was in the blue ether of high policy. Since his early years he had not travelled. He had hardly ever left England even for a few days. He knew personally next to nothing of any foreign country. Perhaps for this very reason foreign affairs had all the more magical fascination for him. The prosaic dulness of Downing Street may have sent his fancy straying over the regions of Alexander's conquests; the shortness of the daily walks between the Treasury and the House of Commons may have filled
him with dreams of far-extended frontiers and a new Empire of the East.

The marked contrast between the political aptitudes and tastes of Mr. Disraeli and Mr. Gladstone came in to influence still further the difference between the policy of the new Government and that of its predecessor. Mr. Gladstone delighted in the actual work and business of administration. As Dr. Johnson could grapple with whole libraries, so Mr. Gladstone could grapple with whole budgets. He could assimilate almost in a moment vast masses of figures, which other men would have found bewildering even to look at. He could get into his mind almost in a flash all the details of the most intricate piece of legislation. During the long, involved, and complicated discussions of the Irish Church Bill and the Irish Land Bill, he had conducted the controversy chiefly himself, and argued the legal details of perplexed clauses with lawyers like Cairns and Ball and Butt. He could, indeed, do anything but rest. Now Mr. Disraeli had neither taste nor aptitude for the details of administration. He could not keep his mind to the dry details of a bill. He could not construct a complicated measure, nor could he even argue it clause by clause when other men had constructed it for him and explained it to him. He enjoyed administration on the large scale; he loved political debate; he liked to make a great speech. But when he was not engaged in his favorite work he preferred to be doing nothing. It was natural, therefore, that Mr. Gladstone's Administration should be one of practical work; that it should introduce bills to deal with perplexed and complicated grievances; that it should take care to keep the finances of the country in good condition. Mr. Disraeli had no personal interest in such things. He loved to feed his mind on gorgeous imperial fancies. It pleased him to think that England was, what he would persist in calling her, an Asiatic Power, and that he was administering the affairs of a great Oriental Empire. He was fond of legislation
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on a vague and liberal scale; legislation which gave opportunity for swelling praise and exalted rhetoric. It was not without justice that his opponents constantly insisted that he was not an Englishman but a foreigner, a descendant of an Oriental race. There was, indeed, something singularly narrow and ungenerous in the constant taunts thrown out against Mr. Disraeli on the score of his Jewish ancestry. Every one who was at all within the limits of the actual political world knew that these taunts came from Mr. Disraeli's political supporters as well as from his political opponents. Every discontented Conservative was ready to whisper something about his chief's Jewish descent. But although there was an inexcusable want of generosity in thus making Mr. Disraeli's extraction and ancestral faith a source of objection, it must be owned that as a matter of historical fact his foreign extraction has had a very distinct influence on his political tendencies and his ministerial career. Mr. Disraeli had never until now had an opportunity of showing what his own style of statesmanship would be. He had always been in office only, but not in power. Now he had for the first time a strong majority behind him. He could do as he liked. He had the full confidence of the Sovereign. His party were now wholly devoted to him. They could not but know that it was he whose patience and sagacity had kept them together, and had organized victory for them. They begun to regard him as infallible. A great many on the other side admired him as much as they disliked his policy, and believed in his profound sagacity as devotedly as any of his most humble followers. He had come to occupy in the eyes of Englishmen of all parties something of the position once accorded to Napoleon III. by the public opinion of Europe. Even those who detested still feared; men believed in his power none the less because they had no faith in his policy. That Mr. Disraeli could not be mistaken in anything began to be the right sort of thing to say. He was, therefore, now in
a position to indulge freely in his own personal predilections with regard to the way of governing England. In the House of Commons he had no longer any rival to dread in debate. Mr. Gladstone had withdrawn from the active business of politics; Mr. Bright was not strong enough in physical health to care much for controversy; there was no one else who could by any possibility be regarded as a proper adversary for Mr. Disraeli. The new Prime-minister, therefore, had everything his own way. He soon showed what sort of statesmanship he liked best. He soon turned away from the dusty and plodding paths of domestic legislation. He ceased even to pretend to have any interest in such commonplace and homely work. He showed that he was resolved to play on a vaster stage, and to seek the applause of a more cosmopolitan audience.

Napoleon invited Talma to Erfurt, that he might play to a pitiful of Kings. Mr. Disraeli was evidently determined to play to an audience of Kings and Emperors.

In politics as in art the weaknesses of the master of a school are most clearly seen in the performances of his imitators and admirers. Mr. Disraeli's admirers began to manifest his tendencies more emphatically than he allowed himself to do. At all public meetings and dinners where Conservative orators declaimed, there was much talk about imperial instincts, imperial missions and destinies, and so forth. A distinguished member of Mr. Disraeli's Cabinet proclaimed that since the Conservatives came into office there had been something stirring in the very air which spoke of imperial enterprise. The Elizabethan days were to be restored, it was proudly declared. England was to resume her high place among the nations. She was to make her influence felt all over the world, but more especially on the European continent. The Cabinets and Chancellories of Europe were to learn that nothing was to be done any more without the authority of England. "A spirited foreign policy" was to be inaugurated, a new era was to begin. Enthusiastic Conservatives
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seemed almost literally to swell with pride when they talked of the things to be done under the administration of Mr. Disraeli. The long ignoble reign of peace and non-intervention was at an end. Every man who did not proclaim that British influence was to reign paramount over Europe and Asia was anti-English, was cosmopolitan, was a member of the Peace Society, was a devotee of Cobden, a defender of the Alabama Treaty, a disciple of non-intervention, and, generally speaking, a disgrace to his country and a traitor to his Sovereign.

Thoughtful men who were not in any sense political partisans, men who were not engaged in politics on either side, began to shake their heads at these new political manifestations. There was an ominous self-consciousness about them. Empires are not made, or are not made great, they said, by persons who go about proclaiming an imperial mission. The statesmen who proved themselves truly imperial did not parade in heroic attitudes beforehand, and say in pompous tones, "Behold us—we have it for our task to be the makers of Empires." Such utterances were not happy prologues to the swelling act of the imperial theme. The greatness of the age of Elizabeth is not to be revived by talking of an Elizabethan revival. Such attempts seemed insincere and shallow. They resembled some of the aesthetic pretences and follies of the day; the sham mediævalism, the affectation of the affectations of the Queen Anne age. There was too much posturing about the new state-craft to give comfort to plain and thoughtful minds. Goethe has said very well of a certain kind of affectation that it is a pleasant and harmless thing to dress up as a Turk once-in-a-way when going to a masked ball, but that it is unpardonable waste of time for an honest Westerner to try to make himself believe all day long that he is a Turk. Now England saw a few middle-aged or ancient gentlemen gravely trying to persuade themselves and their friends that they were Elizabethan conquerors of new worlds. Heaven-ordained makers
of new Empires. The ordinary English mind was not imaginative enough for this sort of thing. Sensible and sober men would be certain to get tired of it soon.

Perhaps the first indication of the new foreign policy was given by the purchase of the shares which the Khedive of Egypt held in the Suez Canal. English Governments had in the first instance opposed the scheme for the construction of the Suez Canal, and English scientific men had endeavored to prove that the scheme could never be carried out. Now, however, that the Canal was open and was a success, some alarmists began to find a danger to England in the fact that it made the approach to India more easy for other European Powers as well as for her. The Khedive of Egypt held nearly half the 400,000 original shares in the Canal, and the Khedive was going every day faster and faster on the road to ruin. He was on the brink of bankruptcy. He had been living in the true fashion of an Eastern prince, gratifying every expensive whim as it crossed his listless mind; stimulating himself by the invention of new ways of spending money when the old caprices tired him; lavishing on the purchase and the keep of fat women treasures that might have saved millions of his wretched subjects from starvation. His 176,000 shares came into the market; and on November 25th, 1875, the world was astonished by the news that the English Government had turned stock-jobber and bought them for four millions sterling. The idea was not the Government's own. The editor of a London evening paper, Mr. Frederick Greenwood, was the man to whom the thought first occurred. He made it known in the first instance, it is believed, to a member of the Cabinet, who threw cold water on it. Not discouraged, Mr. Greenwood tried the Prime-minister himself; and Mr. Disraeli was caught by the proposition, and the shares were instantly bought up in the name of the English Government. Seldom in our time has any act on the part of a government been received with such general approbation. The Lon-
London newspapers broke into a chorus of applause. The London Clubs were delighted. The air rung with praises of the courage and spirit shown by the Ministry. If here and there a faint voice was raised to suggest that the purchase was a foolish proceeding, that it was useless, that it was undignified, a shout of offended patriotism drowned the ignoble remonstrance. Some Continental newspapers did a good deal to stimulate the feeling that prevailed in England by condemning the act as audacious, arrogant, and ominous of an intention to interfere too actively in foreign affairs. This was the very course to stir the feeling of Englishmen. There was a general sense of satisfaction at the idea that England was again regarded as an arrogant and dominating power. Men held up their heads grandly, and went about, pride in their port, defiance in their eye, nobly over-conscious of belonging to a nation which could make her influence felt once more in foreign affairs. When Parliament met, the Liberal leaders ventured to make some objection to the purchase and to the mode of completing it; but all wise persons declared that the very attempt only showed how entirely the Liberal leaders were out of sympathy with the English people. It is true that one member of the Cabinet, Lord Derby, endeavored to make as little as possible of the purchase, and to represent it as a step taken merely to prevent any foreign influence from preponderating in the management of a canal which was chiefly important for English commerce. Mr. Disraeli and some of his colleagues, on the other hand, spoke in a grand and mysterious way, which gave people to understand that the buying of the shares was part of some great scheme of policy destined to make England mistress of the East, and to checkmate the designs of a jealous world. Nothing in particular came of the bargain in the end, and the popular enthusiasm soon cooled down. The act, however, is of historical importance as the first of a series of strokes made by the Government in foreign policy, each of which came in the nature
of a surprise to Parliament and the country. It is probable that Mr. Disraeli counted upon making his Government popular by affording to the public at intervals the exciting luxury of a new sensation. The public were undoubtedly rather tired of having been so long quiet and prosperous. They liked to know that their Government was doing something. There are fashions in politics as in literature and in dress. "Sensationalism" was now decidedly the mode in the political world. Mr. Disraeli led the fashion, and stimulated the public taste. The Government tried to establish a South African Confederation, and sent out Mr. Froude, the romantic historian, to act as the representative of their policy. The Prince of Wales was sent on a tour to India, a very reasonable and proper thing in itself, but which the Government endeavored to surround with all the radiance of a new Avatar. The Prince was taken out to India and introduced to all the Princes and other persons whom officialism thought it convenient for him to meet. He got no nearer to the knowledge of the real feelings of any of the Indian populations than if he had remained at Marlborough House. The Government meanwhile made some changes in the relations of the India Office here to the Viceroy in Calcutta, which gave much greater power into the hands of the Secretary for India. One immediate result of this was the retirement of Lord Northbrook, a prudent and able man, before the term of his administration had actually arrived. Mr. Disraeli gave the country another little surprise. He appointed Lord Lytton Viceroy of India. Lord Lytton had been previously known chiefly as the writer of pretty and sensuous verse, and the author of one or two showy and feeble novels. In literary capacity he was at least as much inferior to his father as his father was to Scott or Goethe. All that was known of him besides was that he had held several small diplomatic posts without either distinction or discredit. The world was certainly a good deal astonished at the appointment of
such a man to the most important office under the Sovereign; an office which had strained the intellectual energies of men like Dalhousie and Canning and Elgin. But people were in general willing to believe that Mr. Disraeli knew Lord Lytton to be possessed of a gift of administration which the world outside had not had any chance of discerning in him. Not much, it was remembered, was known of Lord Mayo's capacity for the task of governing India when he was sent out to Calcutta; and Lord Mayo's administration had undoubtedly been successful. There was no reason why Lord Lytton should not turn out a born administrator. There was no reason why he should not suddenly prove the possession of unexpected gifts, like another Cromwell, Clive, or Spinola. There was something, too, which gratified many persons in the appointment. It seemed gracious and kindly of Mr. Disraeli thus to recognize and exalt the son of his old friend and companion in arms. There was a feeling all over England which wished well to the appointment and sincerely hoped it might prove a success.

Another little sensation was created by the invention of a new title for the Queen. At the beginning of the Session of 1876 the Royal Speech announced that an addition was to be made to the Sovereign's titles, and after several attempts on the part of the Opposition to get at the nature of the change, Mr. Disraeli at last announced in a somewhat hesitating way that the Queen was to be called "Empress of India." A strong dislike was felt to this superfluous and tawdry addition to the ancient style of the sovereigns of England. The title of Emperor had been a good deal tarnished of late. The Emperor of the French had but recently fallen in the dust; there had been an Emperor of Mexico and an Emperor of Hayti. The title of the German Emperor was in one sense only a restoration of a dignity which had been historical; and in any case the restoration was not especially popular in England. But to convert the immemorial crown of the Eng-
lish sovereign into a brand-new glittering imperial diadem seemed to most persons simply an act of vulgarity. The educated feeling of the country rose in revolt against this preposterous innovation. Some of the debates in the House of Commons were full of fire and spirit, and recalled the memory of more stirring times when the Liberal party was in heart and strength. Mr. Lowe spoke against the new title with a vivacity and a bitterness of sarcasm that reminded listeners of his famous opposition to the Reform Bill of 1866. Mr. Joseph Cowen, member for Newcastle, who had been in the House for some sessions without making any mark, suddenly broke into the debates with a speech which at once won him the name of an orator, and which a leading member of the Government, Mr. Gathorne Hardy, described as having "electrified" the House. Mr. Disraeli chaffed the Opposition, rather than reasoned with it. He pointed out as one justification of the title the fact that Spenser had dedicated his "Faerie Queene" to the "most high, mightie, and magnificent Empresse Elizabeth." Spenser, of course, only used the word after the fantastic ways of court flattery in his time, and because he thought Empress sounded well. Milton's Satan twice addresses Eve as Empress. Mr. Disraeli also cited in evidence a letter from a young lady at school who had directed his attention to the fact that in "Whitaker's Almanac" the Queen was already described as Empress of India. This style of argument did not add much to the dignity of the debate. Mr. Lowe spoke with justifiable anger and contempt of the Prime-minister's introducing "the lisplings of the nursery" into a grave discussion, and asked whether Mr. Disraeli wished to make the House in general think as meanly of the subject as he did himself. The Government, of course, carried their point. They deferred so far to public feeling as to put into the Act a provision against the use of the Imperial title in the United Kingdom. There was indeed a desire that its use should be prohibited everywhere except in
India, and most of the members of the Opposition were at first under the impression that the Government had undertaken to do so much. But the only restriction introduced into the Act had reference to the employment of the additional title in these islands. The unlucky subject was the occasion of a new and a somewhat unseemly dispute afterward. In a speech which he delivered to a public meeting at EastRetford, Mr. Lowe made an unfortunate statement to the effect that the Queen had endeavored to induce two former Ministers to confer upon her this new title and had not succeeded. It was a very rash act on the part of a responsible public man to make such a statement without positive certainty as to its truth; perhaps it would not have been a very wise or proper proceeding on the part of such a man to make the statement even if it were true. Mr. Lowe proved to be absolutely wrong in his assertion. No attempt of the kind had ever been made by the Queen. Mr. Disraeli found his enemy delivered into his hands. The question was incidentally and indirectly brought up in the House of Commons on May 2d, 1876, and Mr. Disraeli seized the opportunity. He denounced Mr. Lowe, thundered at him from across the table, piled up a heap of negative evidence to show that his assertion could not be true, and at the very close of his speech came down on the hapless offender with the crushing announcement that he had the authority of the Queen herself to contradict the statement. Nothing could have been in worse taste than Mr. Disraeli's way of making this very necessary contradiction. It is evident that the right course would have been to put into the fewest and the simplest words the announcement which her Majesty had very properly authorized the Minister to make. The dignity of the Sovereign required that her name and her word should not be introduced to the House by a somewhat coarse rhetorical artifice at the end of a speech, and that they should not be preluded by impassioned sentences of boisterous and furious denunciation. Mr. Lowe
sat like one crushed, while Mr. Disraeli roared at him and banged the table at him. He said nothing that night; but on the following Thursday evening he made an apology which assuredly did not want completeness or humility. The title which was the occasion for so much debate has not come into greater popular favor since that time. It is used in India, and we occasionally see evidences of an inclination to bring it quietly into use elsewhere; but there was a very general concurrence of opinion among educated persons in all parts of the country as to the impropriety of the measure adopted by the Government and the vulgarizing effect of the new addition to the Royal title. It was all part of an imperializing policy, some men said, part of a deliberate scheme to make the institutions of the country less liberal and popular. It is part, other men said, of a tawdry love for finery and frippery in language and policy; it savors of the taste which associated the banner of St. George with the mountains of Rasselas. Mr. Disraeli, however, had a large majority in both Houses of Parliament, and he carried his proposal by about the same preponderance of votes in the Commons as in the Lords. Then the country soon forgot all about the matter. More serious questions were coming up to engage the attention of the public.

When Mr. Disraeli was pressed during the debates on the Royal Title to give some really serious reason for the change, it was observed as significant that he made reference more or less vague to the necessity of asserting the position of the Sovereign of England as supreme ruler over the whole empire of India. The Prime-minister spoke in the tone of one who feels more than he desires to express; of one who gives a warning which he wishes to be understood without need of fuller explanation. Every one knew what Mr. Disraeli meant. He had undoubtedly let drop words which were calculated to produce a deep effect on the public mind. They decided the wavering opinions of many people. There were men who sincerely
disliked the idea of the fire-new title of Empress, and who yet felt that after what the Prime-minister had said it would not be prudent to oppose the act of the Government. Mr. Disraeli had purposely touched a chord which was sure to vibrate all over the country. The necessity to which he alluded was the necessity of setting up the flag of England on the citadel of England's Asiatic Empire as a warning to the one enemy whom the English people believed they had reason to dread. Mr. Disraeli had raised what has been called the Russian spectre. No influence during our time has been so potent to direct the foreign, and even the domestic, policy, to disturb the relations of parties and to rouse the passions of the people, as that which is exercised by the dread and distrust of Russian ambition. A great crisis was now again at hand.

It has been already mentioned that Lord Aberdeen was of opinion, at the close of the Crimean War, that that war might secure the peace of Europe for twenty-five years. His opinion was thought then to be hardly doing justice to the efficacy of the measures taken to sustain Turkey and to restrain the ambition of Russia. Lord Aberdeen, however, had overrated instead of underrating the endurance of the peace that was made by the Treaty of Paris. Only twenty-two years had passed when Turkey and Russia were at war again. During all the interval Turkey had been occupied in throwing away every opportunity for her political and social reorganization. The influence of the statesmanship of Constantinople had been growing more and more baneful to all the populations under the control of the Sultan. There had been insurrections in Crete, in the Herzegovina, in other parts of the provinces misgoverned by Turkey; and they had been put down, whenever the Porte was strong enough, with a barbarous severity. Men on both sides of English politics were now losing all hope of Turkey's regeneration. Two plain facts were present to the consciousness of Europe. Turkey was sinking day by day; Russia was returning to the position
she occupied before the Crimean War. Was Russia also returning to the ambition which she undoubtedly cherished before that time? She had lately been making rapid advances into Central Asia. Post after post which were once believed to be secure from her approach were dropping into her hands. Her goal of one day became her starting-point of the next. Early in July, 1875, Lord Derby received an account of disturbances in the Herzegovina, and something like an organized insurrection in Bosnia. The provinces inhabited by men of alien race and religion over which Turkey rules have always been the source of her weakness. They have always, in one form or another, invited foreign intervention. Where the intervention was necessary and just, they had been its vindication; where it was selfish and unnecessary, they had given it its excuse. The revolt which ended in the independence of Greece began in the Danubian provinces. The Crimean War had its origin in the same region. The disturbances in Herzegovina in 1862, and Crete in 1867, had each in its turn almost provoked the intervention of Western Europe. This time it became quite clear in a moment to almost every eye that a crisis had arrived, and that a new chapter of the Eastern Question was to be opened. It is not less Turkey's misfortune than her fault—certainly not less her fault than her misfortune—that her way of governing her foreign provinces has been the cause of so much trouble to Western Europe. Fate has given to the most incapable and worthless Government in the world a task which would strain the resources of the loftiest public spirit and the most accomplished statesmanship. Turkey has to rule over a great variety of nationalities and of creeds all more or less jumbled together with a comparatively limited area. These different sects and races agree in hardly anything but in their common detestation of Ottoman rule. Among themselves their rivalries are unceasing and bitter. Again and again Turkey has made it her plausible excuse for maintaining a
system of stern repression in the southeast of Europe, that if she lifted a strong hand from these populations they would be found carrying on something like an internecine struggle among themselves. The Slav dreads and detests the Greek. The Greek despises the Slav. The Albanian objects alike to Slav and to Greek. The Mohammedan Albanian detests the Catholic Albanians. The Slavs are drawn toward Russia by affinity of race and of religion. But this very fact, which makes in one sense their political strength, brings with it a certain condition of weakness, because by making them more formidable to Greeks and to Germans it increases the dislike of their growing power, and the determination to oppose it. It would, indeed, take a very wise, far-seeing, and flexible system of administration to enable a central Government to rule with satisfaction and with success all these differing and contending races. The Turkish Government managed the matter worse than it might seem possible for a Government to do which had been brought for centuries within the action of European civilization. Turkish rule seems to exist only in one of two extremes. In certain places it means entire relaxation of authority; in others, it means the most rude and rigorous oppression. The hand of the statesman at Constantinople is absolutely unfelt in some of the remoter provinces supposed to be under Turkish sway. The warlike inhabitants of some highland region live their wild and lawless lives, levying blackmail on travellers, and preying on the peaceful commerce of their neighbors with as much indifference to the officials of Stamboul as to the remonstrances of Western statesmanship. But it may be that not far from their frontier-line there is some hapless province whose people feel the hand of Turkey strong and cruel on their necks at every moment of their lives. It happens, as is not unnatural in such a system, that the repression is heaviest where it is least needed, and that in the only cases where severity and rigor might be excused there is an entire relaxation
of all central authority. In the condition of things thus hastily sketched out, it is natural that there should be constant upheavings of political and social rebellion. To the Slav populations the neighborhood of Russia has all the disturbing effect which the propinquity of a magnet might have on the works of some delicate piece of mechanism, or which the neighborhood of one great planet has on the movements of another. The settlement made by the Crimean War had since that time been gradually breaking down. Servia was an independent State in all but the name. The Danubian provinces, which were to have been governed by separate rulers, came to unite themselves, first under one ruler and then into one complete system, and at last emerged into the sovereign State of Roumania under the Prussian Prince, Charles of Hohenzollern. Thus the result which most of the European Powers at the time of the Congress of Paris endeavored to prevent was successfully accomplished, in spite of their inclinations. The efforts to keep Bosnia and Herzegovina in quiet subjection to the Sultan proved a miserable failure. The insurrection which now broke out in Herzegovina spread with rapidity. The Turkish statesmen insisted that it was receiving help not only from Russia but from the subjects of Austria, as well as from Servia and Montenegro. An appeal was made to the English Government to use its influence with Austria in order to prevent the insurgents from receiving any assistance from across the Austrian frontier. Servia and Montenegro were appealed to in a similar manner. Lord Derby seems to have acted with indecision and with feebleness. He does not appear to have appreciated the immediate greatness of the crisis, and he offended popular feeling, and even the public conscience, by urging on the Porte that the best they could do was to put down the insurrection as quickly as possible, and not allow it to swell to the magnitude of a question of European interest. Lord Derby knew the anxiety existing among many of the European Powers to
The insurrection continued to spread, and at last it was determined by some of the Western Powers that the time had come for European intervention. Count Andrassy, the Austrian Minister, drew up a Note which was to be addressed to the Porte. In this Note Austria, Germany, and Russia united in a declaration that the promises of reform made by the Porte had not been carried into effect, and that some combined action by the Powers of Europe was necessary to insist on the fulfilment of the many engagements which Turkey had made and broken. The Note declared that if something of the kind were not done, the Governments of Servia and Montenegro would be compelled, by the enthusiasm of their populations, to support the insurrection in the Turkish provinces, and that the only means of preventing a general outbreak was a firm resolution on the part of the Western Powers to compel Turkey to redress the grievances of which the Christian populations complained. This Note was dated December 30th, 1875, and it was communicated to the Powers which had signed the Treaty of Paris. France and Italy were ready at once to join in it; but England delayed. In fact, Lord Derby held off so long that it was not until he had received a despatch from the Porte itself requesting his Government to join in the Note that he at last consented to take part in the remonstrance. The Turkish Government seemed to have desired the presence of England in this movement as one desires the presence of a secret ally. Rightly or wrongly, the statesmen of Constantinople had got it into their heads that England was their devoted friend, bound by her own interests to protect them against whatever opposition. Instead, therefore, of regarding England's co-operation in the Andrassy
Note as one other influence brought to compel them to
fulfil their engagements, they seem to have accepted it as
a secret force working on their side to enable them to es-
cape from their responsibilities. Lord Derby joined in
the Andrassy Note. It was sent to the Porte. The Otto-
man Government showed some cleverness in their way of
meeting the difficulty. They accepted politely all or
nearly all the demands addressed to them, expressed in
cool and pleasant terms their entire satisfaction with the
kindly suggestions made to them, declared themselves
rather gratified than otherwise to have their attention
called to any little omissions on their part, and promised
to carry out in the readiest manner the suggestions which
the Note contained.

Turkey did nothing more than promise. She took no
step to meet the demands made by the European Powers.
After a few weeks it became perfectly evident that she
had not only done nothing, but had never intended to do
anything. Russia, therefore, proposed that the three Im-
perial Ministers of the Continent should meet at Berlin
and consider what steps should be taken in order to make
the Andrassy Note a reality. A document, called the
Berlin Memorandum, was drawn up, in which the three
Powers pointed out the increasing danger of disturbance
in the southeast of Europe, and the necessity for at once
carrying into effect the objects of the Andrassy Note. It
was proposed that arms should be suspended for two
months between the Porte and the insurgent provinces,
and that meanwhile peace should be negotiated, and that
the Consuls and the Delegates of the European Powers
should watch over the carrying out of the proposed reforms.
The Memorandum ended by a significant intimation that,
if the period of suspension of arms were allowed to pass
without the desired objects being attained, or at least ap-
proached, there must be an agreement among the Powers
as to the further measures which might be called for in
the interest of the general peace. The meaning of all
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...this was perfectly clear. The Andrassy Note had invited Turkey’s attention to her unfulfilled engagements. Turkey had admitted her deficiencies, and promised to supply them. The Berlin Memorandum now proposed to consider the measures by which to enforce on Turkey the fulfilment of her broken promises. It was distinctly implied that, should Turkey fail to comply, force would be used to compel her. But, on the other hand, it is clear that this was a menace which would of itself have insured the object. It is out of the question to suppose that Turkey would have thought of resisting the concerted action of England, France, Austria, Germany, Russia, and Italy. The threat of combined action was in itself the surest guarantee of peace. The situation was described very effectively by Lord Granville a year or two after. A man is making a disturbance in the street; if one peaceful inhabitant remonstrates and interferes, it is very likely that his intervention will only lead to further violence; but if half a dozen policemen come up it is more than probable that the disturber will go quietly away. This is a fair illustration of the condition of things in Europe, and of the sense and spirit of the Berlin Memorandum. Overwhelming and irresistible force was to be brought to bear against Turkey, in order that Turkey might have no possible excuse or opportunity for attempting resistance.

Unfortunately, however, Lord Derby and the English Government did not see their way to join in the Berlin Memorandum. Lord Derby, it seems, was of opinion that a secret agreement between Germany, Austria, and Russia had existed since 1873, and he feared to allow England to be drawn into what might have been a dangerous complication. Other English statesmen were convinced that Russia was all the while secretly stirring up discontent in the Christian provinces which the Western Powers were using as an argument for intervention. Lord Derby had to decide, and it seems to us he decided in the wrong way. He refused to join in the Berlin Memorandum.
Not merely did he refuse to join in it, but he made no suggestion as to any other course which might be taken if the Memorandum were abandoned. The refusal of England was fatal to the project. The Memorandum was never presented. Concert between the European Powers was for the time at an end. From that moment every one in Western Europe knew that war was certain in the East. A succession of startling events kept public attention on the strain. There was an outbreak of Mussulman fanaticism at Salonica, and the French and German Consuls were murdered. A revolutionary demonstration took place in Constantinople, and the Sultan Abdul-Aziz was de-throned. The miserable Abdul-Aziz committed suicide in a day or two after. This was the Sultan who had been received in England with so much official ceremony and public acclaim. It was he who had been welcomed at Windsor, had been entertained by the Corporation of London, had been the lion of the season, and the sensation of the sight-seeing public. At the time when he was feasted and applauded in London the Cretan insurrection was going on, and his troops were doing the business of repression with an unsparing cruelty worthy of the Soldiers of the Middle Ages. His death by his own hand in a fit of despair, as he found himself dethroned, deserted, lonely, and hated, was a strange close for the career which had begun with so much promise and amid such universal expectation at the time of the Crimean War. His nephew Murad was made Sultan in his place. Murad reigned only three months and was then dethroned, and his brother Hamid put in his place. Suddenly the attention of the English public was called away to events more terrible than palace revolutions in Constantinople. An insurrection had broken out in Bulgaria, and the Turkish Government sent large numbers of Bashi-Bazouks and other irregular troops to crush it. They did not, however, stay their hand when the insurrection had been crushed. Repression soon turned into massacre. Rumors began to
reach Constantinople of hideous wholesale murders committed in Bulgaria. The Constantinople correspondent of the *Daily News* investigated the evidence, and found it but too true. In a few days after accounts were laid before the English public of the deeds which ever since have been known as "the Bulgarian atrocities." A story was told of the wholesale massacre of women and children such as could hardly have found its parallel in the worst days of an earlier Byzantine rule, or under the odious reign of the later Sovereigns of Delhi.

Nothing could have been more ill-advised and unfortunate than the manner in which Mr. Disraeli at first dealt with these terrible stories. He treated them with a levity which jarred harshly on the ears of almost all his listeners. It was plain that he did not believe them or attach any importance to them. No one ever supposed that he was really wanting in humanity; it is certain that if he had believed such crimes were committed he would have been incapable of excusing them or making light of them. But he did not believe in any of the stories; he set them down too hastily as mere figment of rumor, and the newspaper correspondent, and what he called "coffee-house babble." He took no trouble to examine the testimony on which they rested. He, therefore, thought himself warranted in dealing with them as if they were merely stories to laugh at. He evidently did not know much about the Turkish provinces of our day or about Turkish affairs in general. He endeavored to make out that the Bashi-Bazouks were really the residents and occupiers of Bulgaria. He described them as Circassians who had been settled there long since with the approval of all Europe. He reproached the Liberal party with the lack of sympathy they now showed for a race of beings in whom they once professed such an interest. Mr. Disraeli's ideas of Bulgaria were evidently drawn from vague reminiscences of Voltaire's "Candide;" and he depicted the Bulgarians as cruel oppressors of the Bashi-Bazouks. He expressed entire scep-
ticism as to the tortures said to have been inflicted on their victims by the Turkish soldiery. Oriental races, he gravely observed, did not usually have recourse to torture, "they generally terminated their connection with culprits in a more expeditious manner." All this might have been what the German quack in Scott's "Antiquary" calls "very witty and comedy;" but the House was not exactly in the vein for mirth. Mr. Disraeli had always the faculty of persuading himself to believe or disbelieve anything according as he liked. The statesman who could really persuade himself into the belief that Oriental races did not usually have recourse to torture, might well persuade himself of anything. Probably, for the time, Mr. Disraeli actually believed that the Bashi-Bazouks were gentle exiles of the class of Thaddeus of Warsaw, sweetly incapable of harming any creature. But the House and the country would have preferred the Prime-minister in a different mood just then. The subject proved to be far too serious for light-minded treatment. Mr. Disraeli felt this himself afterward, and made an attempt to persuade the country that there was no levity in his talk about the Oriental way of terminating the connection with a culprit. Mr. Baring, the English Consul, sent out specially to Bulgaria to make inquiries, and who was supposed to be in general sympathy with Turkey, reported that no fewer than twelve thousand persons had been killed in the district of Philippopolis. He confirmed substantially some of the most shocking details of the massacre of women and children, which had been given by Mr. MacGahan, a correspondent whom the Daily News had sent out to the spot, to see with his own eyes, and report what he saw. There was no disputing the significance of some of that testimony. The defenders of the Turks insisted that the only deaths were those which took place in fight; insurgents on one side, Turkish soldiers on the other. But Mr. Baring, as well as the Daily News correspondent, saw whole masses of the dead bodies of women and children piled up in places
where the bodies of no combatants were to be seen. The women and children were simply massacred. The Turkish Government may not have known at first of the deeds that were done by their soldiers. But it is certain that, after the facts had been forced upon their attention, they conferred new honors on the chief perpetrators of the crimes which shocked the moral sense of all Europe.

Mr. Bright happily described the agitation which followed in England as an uprising of the English people. At first it was an uprising without a leader. Soon, however, it had a chief of incomparable energy and power. Mr. Gladstone came out of his semi-retirement. He threw aside polemics and criticism. He forgot for a while Homer and the Pope. He flung himself into the agitation against Turkey with the impassioned energy of a youth. He made speeches in the House of Commons and out of it; he attended monster meetings indoors and out-of-doors; he published pamphlets, he wrote letters, he brought forward motions in Parliament; he denounced the crimes of Turkey and the policy which would support Turkey with an eloquence that for the time set England aflame. After a while, no doubt, there set in a sort of reaction against the fervent mood. The country could not long continue in this white heat of excitement. Some men began to protest against "the sentimental" in politics; others grew tired of hearing Turkey denounced; others, again, complained that they had got too much of the Bulgarian atrocities. Moreover, Mr. Disraeli and his supporters were able to work with great effect on that strong, deep-rooted feeling of the modern Englishman, his distrust and dread of Russia. Mr. Gladstone was accused of acting in such a manner as to make himself the instrument of Russian designs on Constantinople. He had in his pamphlet, "Bulgarian Horrors, and the Question of the East," insisted that the only way to secure any permanent good for the Christian provinces of Turkey was to turn the Turkish officials "bag and baggage" out of them. What people
called the "bag and baggage" policy was denounced as a demand for the expulsion of the Turks—all the Turks, the Turkish men and women—out of Europe. Of course, what Mr. Gladstone meant was exactly what he said, that the rule of Turkish officialism should cease in the Christian provinces; that these provinces should have autonomous Governments subject to the Sultan; not that all the individual Turks should be turned out. But the cry went forth that he had called for the expulsion of the Turks from Europe, and that the moment the Turks went out of Constantinople the Russians must come in. Nothing could have been better suited to rouse up reaction and alarm. A sudden and strong revulsion of feeling took place in favor of the Government. Mr. Gladstone was honestly regarded by millions of Englishmen as the friend and the instrument of Russia, Mr. Disraeli as the champion of England, and the enemy of England's enemy. Mr. Disraeli was, like another Chatham, bidding England be of good cheer, and hurling defiance at her foes.

Mr. Disraeli? By this time there was no Mr. Disraeli. The 11th of August, 1876, was an important day in the parliamentary history of England. Mr. Disraeli made then his last speech in the House of Commons. It was a speech filled for the most part with banter and ridicule directed against those who were leading the agitation against the Government. But toward the close Mr. Disraeli struck a louder and a stronger note. He sustained and defended the policy of the Government as an Imperial policy, the object of which was to maintain the Empire of England, "Nor will we ever agree to any step, though it may obtain for a moment comparative quiet and a false prosperity, that hazards the existence of that Empire."

The House of Commons little knew that these were the last words it was to hear from Mr. Disraeli. The secret was well kept. It was made known only to the newspapers that night. Next morning all England knew that Benjamin Disraeli had become Earl of Beaconsfield. The title
once intended for Burke had come to the author of "Vivian Grey." Everybody was well satisfied that if Mr. Disraeli liked an earldom he should have it. His political career had had claims enough to any reward of the kind that his Sovereign could bestow. If he had battled for honor, it was but fair that he should have the prize. Coming as it did just then, the announcement of his elevation to the peerage seemed like a defiance flung in the face of those who would arraign his policy. The attacks made on Mr. Disraeli were to be answered by Lord Beaconsfield; his enemies had become his footstool.
CHAPTER LXV.

THE CONGRESS OF BERLIN.

Lord Beaconsfield went down to the county which he had represented so long, and made a farewell speech at Aylesbury. The occasion must for him have been one to call up genuine emotion. The speech was in many parts worthy of the occasion. Lord Beaconsfield set forth his reasons for consenting to quit that splendid arena on which he had so long played a brilliant part. Years were telling on him, he explained in some sentences full of feeling and of good taste; he was no longer as young as when forty-three years before he addressed the electors of Buckinghamshire in that same place. He said that his colleagues had been more careful of his feelings than Gil Blas was of those of the Archbishop of Granada; but he added that he was less self-complacent than the Archbishop. He was willing, therefore, to retire from the field in good time, and to be content to serve his country in the more quiet ways of the House of Lords. Unfortunately, Lord Beaconsfield soon went on to make a fierce attack on his political opponents. He marred the effect of his speech, artistically as well as politically, by the overwrought and acrimonious language in which he allowed himself to indulge. Speaking of the "sublime sentiments" which had been evoked by the crimes done in Bulgaria, he pointed to the danger of designing politicians taking advantage of them "for their own sinister ends," and described such conduct as "worse than any of those Bulgarian atrocities which now occupy attention." Nothing could be in worse taste. It was impossible to doubt that Lord Beaconsfield's picture of the designing politicians was
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meant to be understood as a picture of Mr. Gladstone and those who supported him. The controversy, bitter enough before, became still more bitter now. Lord Beaconsfield and Mr. Gladstone were thrown into as sharp an antagonism as that of two gladiators in a Roman arena, or two duellists standing at twelve paces from each other. They had been life-long opponents; this now seemed like a duel to the death. The policy each represented may be described in a few very summary words. Lord Beaconsfield was for maintaining Turkey at all risks as a barrier against Russia. Mr. Gladstone was for renouncing all responsibility for Turkey, and taking the consequences. Men who prided themselves on being practical politicians above all things went naturally with Lord Beaconsfield. Men who held that sound politics cannot exist without sound morals went with Mr. Gladstone. It is our business, the one set of men said, to secure the interests of England: if Turkey is useful to us as a barrier against Russia, we are bound to keep her in her place for our own sake; her private character is of no account. The other men argued that it was the duty of England to release herself from all responsibility for the crimes of Turkey, and to refuse to stand in the way of the developing freedom of the Christian populations. "The public conscience of England," said the one; "the interests of England," said the other. "Be just and fear not," Mr. Gladstone urged. "No sentiment," rejoined Lord Beaconsfield. "The crimes of Turkey," was the cry of one party; "the ambition of Russia," made the alarm-note of the other.

Each statesman made a mistake, and each mistake was characteristic of the man. Lord Beaconsfield misunderstood the condition of public feeling and the gravity of the case when he thought he could get rid of the Bulgarian events by a laugh and a light word. Mr. Gladstone afterward made a mistake when he acted on the assumption that mere sympathy and mere sensibility could long prevail in the English public mind against the traditional
distrust of Russia. When Lord Beaconsfield and his supporters once had their opportunity of playing that card, they had the game absolutely in their hands.

The common expectation was soon fulfilled. At the close of June, 1876, Servia and Montenegro declared war against Turkey. Servia's struggle was short. The Servians were assisted by the advice and the active presence of a large number of Russian officers who volunteered for the purpose. The small Servian army, however, proved no match for the Turks. At the beginning of September the struggle was over, and Servia was practically at Turkey's feet. The hardy Montenegrin mountaineers held their own stoutly against the Turks everywhere, but they could not seriously influence the fortunes of a war. England proposed an armistice of not less than a month. Turkey delayed, shuffled, paltered, at length suggested an armistice till the end of the following March. The suggestion was preposterous. Such a period of suspense would have been ruinous to Servia and Montenegro, intolerable to Europe. Russia then intervened and insisted upon an armistice at once, and her demand was acceded to by Turkey. Meanwhile the general feeling in England on both sides was growing stronger and stronger. Public meetings of Mr. Gladstone's supporters were held all over the country, and the English Government was urged in the most emphatic manner to bring some strong influence to bear on Turkey. On the other hand, it cannot be doubted that the common suspicion of Russia's designs began to grow more keen and wakeful than ever. Lord Derby frankly made known to the Emperor Alexander what was thought or feared in England, and the Emperor replied by pledging his sacred word that he had no intention of occupying Constantinople, and that, if he were compelled by events to occupy any part of Bulgaria, it should be only provisionally, and until the safety of the Christians should be secured. Then Lord Derby proposed that a Conference of the European Powers should be held at
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The proposal for a Conference was accepted by all the Great Powers, and on November 8th, 1876, it was announced that Lord Salisbury and Sir Henry Elliott, the English Ambassador at Constantinople, were to attend as the representatives of England.

Lord Beaconsfield was apparently determined to recover the popularity that had been somewhat impaired by his unlucky way of dealing with the massacres of Bulgaria. His plan now was to go boldly in for denunciation of Russia. He sometimes talked of Russia as he might of an enemy who had already declared war against England. On November 9th, 1876, he spoke at a banquet given by the new Lord Mayor at the Guildhall. He glorified the strength and the resources of England. If the struggle comes, he said, there is no country so prepared for war as England. "In a righteous cause, England is not the country that will have to inquire whether she can enter upon a second or a third campaign. In a righteous cause England will commence a fight that will not end until right is done." It was clear that the allusions in the speech were to Russia. The words about the second and third campaign were of unmistakable application. Either by coincidence or otherwise, the Russian Emperor delivered a speech the very next day to the nobles of Moscow, which sounded like a direct answer to Lord Beaconsfield's challenge. Alexander declared that if he could not succeed in obtaining with the concert of Europe such guarantees as he thought necessary to require of Turkey, he was firmly determined to act independently, and was convinced that the whole of Russia would respond to his summons. The words of Lord Beaconsfield were spoken somewhat late on the evening of Thursday. The Emperor addressed the
nobles at Moscow the very next day. Still, there was ample time for the ordinary telegraphic report of Lord Beaconsfield's speech to be in Alexander's hands long before the hour at which he had to address the Moscow assembly. Most persons assumed that the speech of the Russian Emperor was undoubtedly an answer to that of the English Prime-minister. The prospects of a peaceful settlement of the European controversy seemed to become heavily overclouded. Lord Beaconsfield appeared to be holding the dogs of war by the collar, and only waiting for the convenient moment to let them slip. Every eye was turned upon him. He must have felt that his ambition was fast reaching the very sea-mark of its utmost sail. The decision of peace or war seemed to be absolutely with him. He held the destinies of millions in the hollow of his hand. Every one knew that some of his colleagues—Lord Derby, for example, and Lord Carnarvon—were opposed to any thought of war, and felt almost as strongly for the Christian provinces of Turkey as Mr. Gladstone did. But people shook their heads doubtfully when it was asked whether Lord Derby or Lord Carnarvon, or both combined, could prevail in strength of will against Lord Beaconsfield.

The Conference at Constantinople came to nothing. The Turkish statesmen at first attempted to put off the diplomats of the West by the announcement that the Sultan had granted a Constitution to Turkey, and that there was to be a Parliament at which representatives of all the provinces were to speak up for themselves. There was in fact a Turkish Parliament called together. The first meeting of the Conference was disturbed by the sound of salvoes of cannon to celebrate the opening of the first Constitutional Assembly of Turkey. Of course the Western statesmen could not be put off by an announcement of this kind. They knew well enough what a Turkish Parliament must mean. A Parliament is not made by the decree of an autocrat calling a number of men into a room and bidding
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them debate and divide. To have a Parliament there must, first of all, be something like a free people. Europe had seen a brand-new Egyptian Parliament created not long before and had felt at first a sort of languid curiosity about it; and then after a while learned that it had sunk into the ground or faded away somehow without leaving any trace of its constitutional existence. It seems almost superfluous to say that the Turkish Parliament was ordered to disappear very soon after the occasion passed away for trying to deceive the Great European Powers. Evidently Turkey had got it into her head that the English Government would at the last moment stand by her, and would not permit her to be coerced. It is not certain, perhaps cannot be known during this generation, whether there was any truth in the report so freely spread abroad in England, that private hints were given to Turkish statesmen by an English diplomatist encouraging them to resist the demands of the Great Powers, and directly or indirectly promising them the support of England. What is certain is that Turkey held out in the end and refused to come to terms, and the Conference broke up without having accomplished any good. New attempts at arrangement were made between England, Russia, and others of the Great Powers, but they fell through. Some unfortunate cause seemed always to prevent any kind of cordial co-operation. Then at last Russia took the field against Turkey. On April 24th, 1877, Russia declared war, and on June 27th a Russian army crossed the Danube and moved toward the Balkans, meeting comparatively little resistance, while at the same time another Russian force invaded Asia Minor.

For a while the Russians seemed likely to carry all before them. Suddenly, however, it appeared that they had made many mistakes in their arrangements. They had made the one great mistake of altogether undervaluing their enemies. Their preparations were hasty and imperfect. The Turks, to do them justice, have never wanted fighting
power. They have at all times shown great strength and skill in the mere work of resistance. Long after they had ceased to be anything of a terror to Europe as an aggressive Power, they again and again showed tremendous strength and energy in defence. In this instance they were quick to see the mistakes which the Russians had made. They turned upon them unexpectedly, and made a gallant and almost desperate resistance. One of their commanders, Osman Pasha, suddenly threw up defensive works at Plevna, in Bulgaria, a point the Russians had neglected to secure, and maintained himself there, repulsing the Russians many times with great slaughter. For a time success seemed altogether on the side of the Turks, and many people in England were convinced that the Russian enterprise was already an entire failure; that nothing remained for the armies of the Czar but retreat, disaster, and disgrace. Cooler observers, however, still assumed that, where great superiority of strength and resources exist, military superiority must come in the end. It was evidently only a question of time to enable Russia to make good her mistakes and to recover her energies. Thus far the defeats of the Russians had really been inflicted by themselves. Their own blunders had given the battle into the hands of their enemies. Taught by experience, the Czar confided the direction of the campaign to the hands of General Todleben, the great soldier whose splendid defence of Sebastopol had made the one grand military reputation of the Crimean War. Under his directing skill the fortunes of the campaign soon turned. Just at the very moment when English critics were proclaiming that the campaign in Asia Minor was over, and that Plevna never could be taken, there came a succession of crushing defeats inflicted by the Russians on the Turks both in Europe and Asia. Kars was taken by assault on November 18th, 1877; Plevna surrendered on December 10th. At the opening of 1878 the Turks were completely prostrate. The road to Constantinople was clear. Before the
English public had time to recover their breath and to observe what was taking place the victorious armies of Russia were almost within sight of the minarets of Stamboul.

Meanwhile the English Government were taking momentous action. In the first days of 1878, Sir Henry Elliott, who had been Ambassador in Constantinople, was transferred to Vienna, and Mr. Layard, who had been Minister at Madrid, was sent to the Turkish capital to represent England there. This step was doubtless meant as an evidence that the English Government were determined to give to the Sultan an energetic support, but at the same time to exert their influence more decisively than before in compelling him to listen to reason and to friendly remonstrance. Mr. Layard was known to be a strong believer in Turkey; more Turkish in some respects than the Turks themselves. But he was a man of superabundant energy; of what might be described as boisterous energy. The Ottoman Government could not but accept his appointment as a new and stronger proof that the English Government were determined to stand by their friend; but they ought to have accepted it, too, as evidence that the English Government were determined to use some pressure to make them amenable to reason. Unfortunately, it would appear that the Sultan's Government accepted Mr. Layard's appointment in the one sense only, and not in the other. Parliament was called together at least a fortnight before the time usual during recent years. The Speech from the Throne announced that her Majesty could not conceal from herself that, should the hostilities between Russia and Turkey unfortunately be prolonged, "some unexpected occurrence may render it incumbent on me to adopt measures of precaution." This looked ominous to those who wished for peace, and it raised the spirits of the war party. There was a very large and a very noisy war party already in existence. It was particularly strong in London. It embraced some Liberals as well as nearly all Tories. It was popular in the music-halls and the
public-houses of London. The class whom Prince Bismarck once called the "gentlemen of the pavement" were in its favor, at least in the metropolis, almost to a gentleman of the pavement. The men of action got a nickname. They were dubbed the Jingo Party. The term, applied as one of ridicule and reproach, was adopted by chivalrous Jingoes as a name of pride. The Jingoes of London, like the Beggars of Flanders, accepted the word of contumely as a title of honor. In order to avoid the possibility of any historical misunderstanding or puzzlement hereafter about the meaning of Jingo, such as we have heard of concerning that of Whig and Tory, it is well to explain how the term came into existence. Some Tyrtaeus of the tap-tub, some Körner of the music-halls, had composed a ballad which was sung at one of these caves of harmony every night amid the tumultuous applause of excited patriots. The refrain of this war-song contained the spirit-stirring words:

"We don't want to fight; but, by Jingo, if we do,
We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've got the money too."

Some one, whose pulses this lyrical outburst of national pride failed to stir, called the party of its enthusiasts the Jingoes. The writer of this book is under the impression that the invention of the name belongs to Mr. George Jacob Holyoake, but he declines to pledge his historical reputation to the fact. The name was caught up at once, and the party were universally known as the Jingoes. The famous abjuration of the lady in the "Vicar of Wakefield" had proved to be too prophetic. She had sworn "by the living Jingo;" and now indeed the Jingo was alive.

The Government ordered the Mediterranean fleet to pass the Dardanelles and go up to Constantinople. The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that he would ask for a supplementary estimate of six millions for naval and military purposes. Thereupon Lord Carnarvon, the Colonial Secretary, at once resigned. He had been anxious
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to get out of the Ministry before, but Lord Beaconsfield induced him to remain. He disapproved now so strongly of the despatch of the fleet to Constantinople and the supplementary vote that he would not any longer defer his resignation. Lord Derby was also anxious to resign, and indeed tendered his resignation, but he was prevailed upon to withdraw it. The fleet meanwhile was ordered back from the Dardanelles to Besika Bay. It had got as far as the opening of the Straits when it was recalled. The Liberal Opposition in the House of Commons kept on protesting against the various war measures of the Government, but with little effect. The majority of the Government kept on increasing. The strength of that majority did not lie in mere Jingoism. There can be no doubt that a great many members of the House of Commons voted with Lord Beaconsfield in the sincere conviction that he was the man whom it was safest to trust, and that the protestations of pacific purpose which the Government were always making would be most likely to be realized if Lord Beaconsfield had full power to carry out the policy he thought best. While all this agitation in and out of Parliament was going on; while the Opposition was now proposing and now withdrawing amendments; while the Government were protesting their desire for peace, and the champions of the Government out-of-doors were screaming for war; while the music-halls were cheering for the great name of Jingo, and monster meetings in Hyde Park on either side of the question were turning into mere faction-fights, generally to the defeat and rout of the peace party, the news came that the Turks, utterly broken down, had been compelled to sign an armistice, and an agreement containing a basis of peace, at Adrianople. Then, following quickly on the heels of this announcement, came a report that the Russians, notwithstanding the armistice, were pushing on toward Constantinople with the intention of occupying the Turkish capital.

A cry of alarm and indignation broke out in London.
One memorable night a sudden report reached the House of Commons that the Russians were actually in the suburbs of Constantinople. The House for a time almost entirely lost its head. The lobbies, the corridors, St. Stephen's Hall, the great Westminster Hall itself, and Palace Yard beyond it, became filled with wildly excited and tumultuous crowds. If the clamor of the streets at that moment had been the voice of England, nothing could have prevented a declaration of war against Russia. Happily, however, it was proved that the rumor of Russian advance was unfounded. The fleet was now sent in good earnest through the Dardanelles, and anchored a few miles below Constantinople. Russia at first protested that if the English fleet passed the Straits Russian troops ought to occupy the city. Lord Derby was firm, and terms of arrangement were found—English troops were not to be disembarked, and the Russians were not to advance. Russia was still open to negotiation.

Probably Russia had no idea of taking on herself the tremendous responsibility of an occupation of Constantinople. She had entered into a treaty with Turkey, the famous Treaty of San Stefano, by which she secured for the populations of the Christian provinces almost complete independence of Turkey, and was to create a great new Bulgarian State with a seaport on the Ægean Sea. The English Government refused to recognize this Treaty. Lord Derby contended that it involved an entire readjustment of the Treaty of Paris, and that that could only be done with the sanction of the Great Powers assembled in Congress. Lord Beaconsfield openly declared that the Treaty of San Stefano would put the whole southeast of Europe directly under Russian influence. Russia offered to submit the Treaty to the perusal, if we may use the expression, of a Congress; but argued that the stipulations which merely concerned Turkey and herself were for Turkey and herself to settle between them. This was obviously an untenable position. It is out of the ques-
tion to suppose that, as long as European policy is conducted on its present principles, the Great Powers of the West could consent to allow Russia to force on Turkey any terms she might think proper. Turkey meanwhile kept feebly moaning that she had been coerced into signing the Treaty. The Government determined to call out the Reserves, to summon a contingent of Indian troops to Europe, to occupy Cyprus, and to make an armed landing on the coast of Syria. All these resolves were not, however, made known at the time. Every one felt sure that something important was going on, and public expectancy was strained to the full. On March 28th, 1878, the House of Lords met as usual. Lord Derby was seen to come in and seat himself, not with the Ministers on the front bench to the right of the Lord Chancellor, but below the gangway on the same side. This created some surprise; but for a moment some peers and strangers believed that he had only taken his seat there for the purpose of conversing with a friend who sat behind. The Ministers came in one by one and took their places. The business of the House began. Lord Derby remained as before in a seat below the gangway, and then it was clear to every one that he was no longer a member of the Government. In a few moments he rose and made his explanation. Measures, he said, had been resolved upon of which he could not approve, and he had therefore resigned his office. He did not give any explanation of the measures to which he objected. Lord Beaconsfield spoke a few words of good feeling and good taste after Lord Derby's announcement. He had hoped, he said, that Lord Derby would soon come to occupy the place of Prime-minister which he now held; he dwelt upon their long friendship. Not much was said on either side of what the Government were doing. The last hope of the Peace Party seemed to have vanished when Lord Derby left his office.

Lord Salisbury was made Foreign Minister. He was succeeded in the India Office by Mr. Gathorne Hardy,
now created Lord Cranbrook. Colonel Stanley, brother of Lord Derby, took the office of Minister of War in Lord Cranbrook's place. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach had already become Secretary for the Colonies on the resignation of Lord Carnarvon. The post of Irish Secretary had been given to Mr. James Lowther, an unfortunate appointment, as it afterward proved. Lord Salisbury's first act in the office of Foreign Secretary was to issue a circular in which he declared that it would be impossible for England to enter a Congress which was not free to consider the whole of the provisions of the Treaty of San Stefano. The very day after Parliament had adjourned for the Easter recess, the Indian Government received orders to send certain of their troops to Malta. This was a complete surprise to the country. We may anticipate matters a little by saying that nothing in the end did more harm to Lord Beaconsfield's Government than his constant practice of taking the country by surprise. Some of his more vulgar admirers were delighted by these successive sensations. They thought it highly agreeable to be ruled by a minister who had always something new to amuse and excite them. But the common-sense of the country was painfully shaken by these galvanic shocks administered every now and then. The summoning of the troops to Malta became the occasion also for a very serious controversy on a grave constitutional question. It was debated in both Houses of Parliament. The Opposition contended that the constitutional principle which left it for Parliament to fix the number of soldiers the Crown might maintain in England, was reduced to nothingness if the Prime-minister could at any moment, without even consulting Parliament, draw what reinforcements he thought fit from the almost limitless resources of India. No reasonable person can deny the justice of this argument. It only needs to be stated in order to enforce itself. The majority then supporting Lord Beaconsfield were not, however, much disposed to care about argument or reason. They were willing to
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approve of any step Lord Beaconsfield might think fit to take.

Prince Bismarck had often during these events shown an inclination to exhibit himself in the new attitude of a peaceful mediator. He now interposed again, and issued invitations for a congress to be held in Berlin to discuss the whole contents of the Treaty of San Stefano. After some delay, discussion, and altercation, Russia agreed to accept the invitation on the conditions proposed, and it was finally resolved that a Congress should assemble in Berlin on the approaching June 13th. To this Congress it was supposed by most persons that Lord Salisbury would be sent to represent England. Much to the surprise of the public, Lord Beaconsfield announced that he himself would attend, accompanied by Lord Salisbury, and conduct the negotiations in Berlin. The event was, we believe, without precedent. Never before had an English Prime-minister left the country while Parliament was sitting to act as the representative of England in a foreign capital. The part he had undertaken to play suited Lord Beaconsfield’s love for the picturesque and the theatrical. It seemed a proper culmination to his career that he should take his seat at a great European Council-chamber, and there help in dictating terms of peace to Europe. The temptation was irresistible to a nature so fond of show, and state, and pomp. Lord Beaconsfield went to Berlin. His journey thither was a sort of triumphal progress. At every great city, almost at every railway station, as he passed, crowds turned out, drawn partly by curiosity, partly by admiration, to see the English statesman whose strange and varied career had so long excited the wondering attention of Europe. The Congress was held in the Radzivill Palace, a building with a plain, unpretending exterior, in one of the principal streets of Berlin, and then in the occupation of Prince Bismarck. The Prince himself presided, and it is said departed from the usual custom of diplomatic assemblages by opening the proceed-
ings in English. The use of our language was understood to be a kindly and somewhat patronizing deference to the English Prime-minister, whose knowledge of spoken French was supposed to have fallen somewhat into decay of late years. The Congress discussed the whole, or nearly the whole, of the questions opened up by the recent war. Greece claimed to be heard there, and after some delay and some difficulty was allowed to plead in her own cause.

The Congress of Berlin had to deal with four or five great distinct questions. It had to deal with the condition of the Provinces or States nominally under the suzerainty of Turkey. It had then to deal with the populations of alien race and religion actually under Turkey's dominion. It had to take into its consideration the claims of the Greeks; that is, of the kingdom of Greece for extended frontier, and of the Greek populations under Turkey for a different system of rule. Finally, it had to deal with the Turkish possessions in Asia. The great object of most of the statesmen who were concerned in the preparation of the Treaty which came of the Congress was to open for the Christian populations of the southeast of Europe a way into gradual self-development and independence. But, on the other hand, it must be owned that the object of some of the Powers, and especially, we are afraid, of the English Government, was rather to maintain the Ottoman Government than to care for the future of the Christian races. These two influences, acting and countering on each other, produced the Treaty of Berlin. That Treaty recognized the complete independence of Roumania, of Servia, and of Montenegro, subject only to certain stipulations with regard to religious equality in each of these States. To Montenegro it gave a seaport and a slip of territory attaching to it. Thus one great object of the mountaineers was accomplished. They were able to reach the sea. The Treaty created, north of the Balkans, a State of Bulgaria: a much smaller Bulgaria than that
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sketched in the Treaty of San Stefano. Bulgaria was to be a self-governing State, tributary to the Sultan and owning his suzerainty, but in other respects practically independent. It was to be governed by a Prince whom the population were to elect, with the assent of the Great Powers and the confirmation of the Sultan. It was stipulated that no member of any reigning dynasty of the Great European Powers should be eligible as a candidate. South of the Balkans, the Treaty created another and a different kind of State, under the name of Eastern Roumelia. That State was to remain under the direct political and military authority of the Sultan, but it was to have, as to its interior condition, a sort of "administrative autonomy," as the favorite diplomatic phrase then was. East Roumelia was to be ruled by a Christian Governor, and there was a stipulation that the Sultan should not employ any irregular troops, such as the Circassians and the Bashi-Bazouks, in the garrisons of the frontier. The European Powers were to arrange in concert with the Porte for the organization of this new State. As regarded Greece, it was arranged that the Sultan and the King of the Hellenes were to come to some understanding for a modification of the Greek frontier, and that if they could not arrange this between themselves, the Great Powers were to have the right of offering, that is to say, in plain words, of insisting on, their mediation. The Sultan also undertook "scrupulously to apply to Crete the organic law of 1868." Bosnia and the Herzegovina were to be occupied and administered by Austria. Roumania undertook, or in other words was compelled to undertake, to return to Russia that portion of Bessarabian territory which had been detached from Russia by the Treaty of Paris. Roumania was to receive in compensation some islands forming the Delta of the Danube, and a portion of the Dobrudschia. As regarded Asia, the Porte was to cede to Russia Ardatan, Kars, and Batoum, with its great port on the Black Sea.
The Treaty of Berlin gave rise to keen and adverse criticism. Much complaint was made of the curious arrangement which divided the Bulgarian populations into two separate States under wholly different systems of government. This, it was said, is only the example of the Congress of Paris over again. It is just such another futile attempt as that which was made to keep the Danubian principalities separate from each other in the hope of thereby diminishing the influence of Russia, and securing greater influence for Turkey. The simple and natural arrangement, it was urged, would have been to unite the whole of these populations at once under one form of government. To that, it was insisted, they must come in the end, and the interval of separation is only more likely to be successfully employed by Russia in spreading her influence, because each division of the population is so small as to be unable to offer any effective resistance to her advances. On the other hand, it was argued by the supporters of the Treaty that the Bulgarian question was not so simple and straightforward as might have been supposed; that there was a considerable variety of races, of religions, and of interests enclosed in what some people chose to call Bulgaria, and that no better arrangement could be found than to keep one portion still under the protection of the Porte, while allowing to the other something that might almost be styled independence. The arrangement which gave Bosnia and Herzegovina to the occupation of Austria became afterward the subject of sharp controversy. The Prime-minister himself at a later day actually declared that this step was taken in order to put another Power, not Russia, on the high-road to Constantinople if the succession to the Porte should ever become vacant. On the other hand, Austrian statesmen themselves denied that any such intention was in the mind of the Emperor of Austria. They insisted that the occupation was accepted by Austria out of no feeling of individual advantage, but, on the contrary, at much incon-
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venience and some sacrifice, and solely in the interest of the common peace of Europe. Very bitter, indeed, was the controversy provoked by the surrender to Russia of the Bessarabian territory taken from her at the time of the Crimean War. Roumania, the gallant and spirited little State which had thriven surprisingly under her new system of government, was thus plundered in order to satisfy Russia's self-love. Russia had set her heart upon recovering every single one of the advantages, real or only nominal, which she had been compelled to sacrifice at the close of the Crimean War. This was the last remnant of the victory obtained over her at so much cost and after such a struggle by the combined Powers of the West. Now she had regained everything. The Black Sea was open to her war-vessels, and its shores to her arsenals.

The last slight trace of Crimean humiliation was effaced in the restoration of the territory of Bessarabia. Found disappointment was caused among many European populations, as well as among the Greeks themselves, by the arrangements for the rectification of the Greek frontier. The impression left in the minds of the Greek delegates was that the influence of the English Ministers had in every instance been given in favor of Turkey and against the claims of Greece. Thus, speaking roughly, it may be said that the effect of the Congress of Berlin on the mind of Europe was to make the Christian populations of the southeast believe that their friend was Russia and their enemies were England and Turkey; to make the Greeks believe that France was their especial friend, and that England was their enemy; and to create an uncomfortable impression everywhere that the whole Congress was a prearranged business, a transaction with a foregone conclusion, a dramatic performance carefully rehearsed before in all its details, and merely enacted as a pageant on the Berlin stage.

The latter impression was converted into a conviction by certain subsequent revelations. It came out that Lord
Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury had been entering into secret engagements both with Russia and with Turkey. The secret engagement with Russia was the occasion of a good deal of scandal. The secret engagement was prematurely divulged by the heedlessness or the treachery of a person who had been called in at a small temporary rate of pay to assist in copying despatches in the Foreign Office. The authenticity of his revelation was denied, in the first instance, with what appeared to be genuine earnestness, but it came out that the denial was a mere quibble as to the meaning of the word “authentic.” The version of the agreement thus prematurely published by the *Globe*, a London evening paper, was to all intents and purposes perfectly genuine. The secret Treaty proved to be almost exactly as it had been described in advance. It was signed at the Foreign Office on May 30th, some days before Prince Bismarck issued his invitation to the Congress. It was a memorandum determining the points on which an understanding had been come to between Russia and Great Britain, and a mutual engagement for the English and Russian plenipotentiaries at the Congress. It bound England to put up with the handing back of Bessarabia and the cession of the port of Batoum. It conceded all the points in advance which the English people believed that their plenipotentiaries had been making brave struggle for at Berlin. Lord Beaconsfield had not then frightened Russia into accepting the Congress on his terms. The call of the Indian troops to Malta had not done the business; nor the reserves, nor the vote of the six millions. Russia had gone into the Congress because Lord Salisbury had made a secret engagement with her that she should have what she specially wanted. The Congress was only a piece of pompous and empty ceremonial.

Another secret engagement was that entered into with Turkey. The English Government undertook to guarantee to Turkey her Asiatic possessions against all invasion on condition that Turkey handed over to England the island
of Cyprus for her occupation. Lord Beaconsfield afterward explained that Cyprus was to be used as "a place of arms;" in other words, England had now formally pledged herself to defend and secure Turkey against all invasion or aggression, and occupied Cyprus in order to have a more effectual vantage-ground from which to carry on this project. The difference, therefore, between the policy of the Conservative Government and the policy of the Liberals was now thrown into the strongest possible relief. Mr. Gladstone, and those who thought with him, had always made it a principle of their policy that England had no special and separate interest in maintaining the independence of Turkey. Lord Beaconsfield now declared it to be the cardinal principle of his policy that England specially, England above all, was concerned to maintain the integrity and the independence of the Turkish Empire; that, in fact, the security of Turkey was as much part of the duty of English statesmanship as the security of the Channel Islands or of Malta.

For the moment the policy of Lord Beaconsfield seemed to be entirely in the ascendant. His return home was celebrated with pomp and circumstance befitting the temperament of the statesman, if not indeed quite becoming of such an occasion. The Prime-minister got a great public reception in London. Crowds awaited him at the railway station, which was gaudily decorated and bedizened for the occasion. He made a conquering hero's progress through the streets. Arrived at the Foreign Office, he addressed from the windows an excited and tumultuous crowd, and he proclaimed, in words which became memorable, that he had brought back "Peace with Honor." This, so far as human eye can yet see, was the climax of that strange career. From the day when Mr. Disraeli first addressed the electors of Wycombe, from the day when his first speech was hooted and laughed at in the House of Commons, up to this triumphant reception in the streets of London, and this oration from the windows of
the Foreign Office, what a distance he had traversed! Years of struggle against what seemed almost insurmountable difficulties; years of steady faith in himself undisturbed by almost universal ridicule; years of rise and fall, of action and reaction, of success and disaster, had conducted him appropriately to this climax. At this moment he was probably the most conspicuous public man in the world, unless we make one single exception in favor of Prince Bismarck. He had attained to a position of almost unrivalled popularity in England. Not even in his most successful days was Lord Palmerston ever pursued by such a clamor of noisy public acclamation. The head of the English Prime-minister might well have been turned as he stood at the window of the Foreign Office and addressed his few oracular words to the crowd, and heard the wild cheering which followed, and knew that all the world had its eyes then fixed on that single figure. He ought to have followed classic advice, and sacrificed at that moment his dearest possession to the gods. No man without sacrifice could buy the lease of such a position, and the endurance of such a success.

Meanwhile, so far as could be judged by external symptoms, and in the metropolis, Mr. Gladstone and his followers were down to their lowest depths, their very zero of unpopularity. The London morning newspapers, with the one conspicuous exception of the Daily News, were entirely on the side of Lord Beaconsfield. Indeed, with the exception of the Daily News, the Spectator, and the Echo, there were no metropolitan papers of any literary name, no papers lying on club tables, which had not declared themselves emphatically in support of Lord Beaconsfield against Mr. Gladstone. The cheap weekly papers, which were read by hundreds of thousands of the working population, were not known to the calculations of society. Nor did society concern itself much about the public opinion of the provinces. In the Midland Counties, and still more especially in the north of England, the condition of
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public feeling was somewhat different from that of London. In the provinces men examined more coolly the political conditions. They were not carried away by the gossip of the House of Commons and the clubs, and the influence of that which in London is called society. In the provinces, on the whole, Liberalism still remained popular. Mr. Gladstone would still have been sure of the cheers of a great provincial meeting. But there came a day in London when, passing with his wife through one of the streets, he was compelled to seek the shelter of a friendly hall-door in order to escape from the threatening demonstrations of a little mob of patriots boisterously returning from a Jingo carnival.
CHAPTER LXVI.

THE ANTICLIMAX OF IMPERIALISM.

During the excitement caused by the preparations for the Congress of Berlin a long career came quietly to a close. On May 28th, 1878, Lord Russell died at his residence, Pembroke Lodge, Richmond. He may be said to have faded out of life, to have ceased to live, rather than to have died, so quiet, gradual, almost imperceptible was the passing away. Not many days before his death, on May 9th, a deputation of representative and distinguished Nonconformists had waited upon him to present him with an address on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, a reform of which he was the great promoter. Lord Russell was not able to receive the deputation; his wife and son spoke for him. He had not for some time taken any active part in public affairs. We have already in this book spoken of his political career as closed. Now and then some public event aroused his attention, and he addressed a letter to one of the newspapers. He wrote as a man speaks, who, sinking quietly and gradually into death, is suddenly roused to interest in the affairs of the living by catching some words of a half-whispered conversation around him, and who murmurs some sentences of faint remonstrance or advice. There was something strangely pathetic in these utterances, with their imperfect application to the actual condition of things around, and the testimony they bore to the fading man's inextinguishable interest in the progress of living history. To the last moments of his life Lord Russell refused to surrender wholly his concern
in the affairs of men. The world listened respectfully to these few occasional words from one who had borne a leader's part in some of the greatest political struggles of the century, and who still, from the very edge of the grave, was anxious to offer his whisper of counsel or of warning. No one felt bound to weigh too carefully the substantial and practical value of the advice, under the altered conditions of that actual time to which Lord Russell could hardly be said to belong any more. His had been on the whole a great career. He had not only lived through great changes; he had helped to accomplish some of the greatest changes his time had known. His life was singularly unselfish. He was often eager and pushing where he believed that he saw his way to do something needful, and men confounded the zeal of a cause with the eagerness of personal ambition. He never cared for money, and his original rank raised him above any possible consideration for enhanced social distinction. His later years were made happy and smooth by all that the love of a household could do. He had lost a son, a young man of much political promise, Lord Amberley, who died in 1876; but, on the whole, he had suffered less in his later time than is commonly the lot of those who live to extreme old age. The time of his death was in a certain sense appropriate. His public career had just begun at the time of the Congress of Vienna; it closed with the preparations for the Congress of Berlin.

Why did not Lord Beaconsfield sacrifice to the gods his dearest possession, his political majority, immediately after the triumphal return from Berlin? The opinion of nearly all who pretended to form a judgment was that at that time the great majority of the constituents were with him. He seemed to have reached the zenith of his own power, and to have accomplished that object which is held so dear by a certain class of Englishmen, that of making
the influence of England predominant over the councils of Europe. It is said that he was strongly advised by some of his northern supporters not to put the country then to the cost of a general election. Trade had been depressed for some time. The depression was due, in the first instance, to causes which had no concern with politics, but it had, of course, been made much deeper by the anxiety and uneasiness which the too enterprising policy of the Government kept alive in these countries. It was, therefore, strongly pressed on Lord Beaconsfield that, especially in the northern counties, where he had many influential supporters, the drain caused by bad trade had been so heavy that it would be unfair to hasten a dissolution, and thus impose large and at that time unnecessary cost on the constituencies. Whatever the reason may have been, the expected dissolution did not take place, and from that time Lord Beaconsfield never had any chance of a successful appeal to the country. From that time the popularity of his Government began to go down and down. Many things were against them for which they were not responsible, many things for which they had made themselves distinctly responsible. The badness of trade and the general depression were no fault of theirs to begin with, but, as we have just said, they aggravated every evil of this kind by the strain on which they kept the expectation of the country. Their domestic policy had not been successful. They had attempted many large measures, and failed to carry them through. They had not satisfied the country party, to whom they owed so much. The malt-tax remained a grievance, as it had been for generations. The Government had got into trouble with the Home Rule party. Mr. Butt had been failing in physical power and in influence for some time. His place as a leader had long been practically disputed by Mr. Parnell, and was evidently about to be taken by him. Mr. Parnell, a young man but lately come into Parliament, soon proved himself the most remarkable politician
who had arisen on the field of Irish politics since the day when John Mitchel was conveyed away from Dublin to Bermuda. The tactics adopted by Mr. Parnell annoyed and discredited the Government. Good-natured men of respectable ability and no great force of character, like Sir Stafford Northcote, were wholly unable to cope with the pertinacity and policy of such an antagonist. The country blamed the Ministry, it scarcely knew why, for the manner in which the policy called obstructive had been allowed to come into force. It was evident that a new chapter in Irish agitation was opening, and those who disliked the prospect felt inclined to lay the blame on the Government, as if, because they happened to be in office, they must be responsible for everything that took place during their official reign. All these influences combined were telling against Lord Beaconsfield's administration. Perhaps, had he been still in the House of Commons, and still in the possession of his full physical vigor, he might have done something to maintain the credit of his Government. But in the quiet shelter of the House of Lords he could only now and then make a show speech, in which he usually succeeded in convincing the public of his entire independence and isolation from the policy and the purposes of his colleagues. Scarcely ever was a Ministerial explanation of any important part of the Government policy given in the House of Commons without its being followed by some explanation breathing a totally different spirit, and conveyed in utterly different words, from the lips of Lord Beaconsfield. In the House of Commons, Sir Stafford Northcote and Mr. Cross almost invariably endeavored to minimize and reduce to the most practicable limits the objects of the foreign policy of the Government. In the House of Lords, the Prime-minister almost invariably endeavored to magnify his office and his mission, and to insist upon it that every step taken by him in foreign affairs was part of a great, new, ambitious, and imperial policy. Most of all, the Ministry suffered
from the effect produced upon the country by the smaller wars into which they had plunged.

The first of these was the invasion of Afghanistan. This was part of the great Imperial policy which Lord Lytton was sent to carry out in India. The Government determined to send a mission to Shere Ali, one of the sons of Dost Mahomed, and then the ruler of Cabul. During the time when it was still uncertain whether England and Russia would not be at war, the Russian Government appear to have sent an envoy of their own to Cabul with the object, no doubt, of obtaining the direct or indirect assistance of Shere Ali. The English Government determined to guard against possible danger for the future by establishing a distinct and paramount influence in Afghanistan. Shere Ali strongly objected to receive either a mission or a permanent Resident. The mission was sent forward. It was so numerous as to look rather like an army than an embassy. It started from Peshawur on September 21st, 1878, but was stopped on the frontier by an officer of Shere Ali, who objected to its passing through until he had received authority from his master. This delay was magnified by the news first received here into an insolent rebuff. The unlucky performance which had been attempted in France, in 1870, was by chance, or error, or purpose, enacted over again on a small scale in England. The English Envoy was made to play the part of the French Ambassador, and the passion of the English people for the moment became inflamed with the idea of an insult to the English flag. The Envoy was ordered to go on, and before long the mission was turned into an invasion. The Afghans made but a poor resistance, and the English troops soon occupied Cabul. Shere Ali fled from his capital. One portion of our forces occupied Candahar. Lord Beaconsfield announced that the object of the invasion in Afghanistan was satisfactorily accomplished; that England was now in possession of the three great highways which connected Afghanistan with India; that he hoped
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the country would long remain in possession of them, and that it had secured a frontier which would render the Indian Empire invulnerable. Shere Ali died, and Yakoob Khan, his son, became his successor. Yakoob Khan presented himself at the British camp, which had now been established at Gandamak, a place between Jellalabad and Cabul. Here the Treaty of Gandamak was signed on May 5th, 1879. The Indian Government undertook by this Treaty to pay the Ameer £60,000 a year, and the Ameer ceded, or appeared to cede, what Lord Beaconsfield called the "scientific frontier," and agreed to admit a British representative to reside in Cabul. On those conditions he was to be supported against any foreign enemy with money and arms, and if necessary, with men. Hardly had the country ceased clapping its hands and exulting over the quiet establishment of an English Resident at Cabul, when a telegram arrived announcing that the events of November, 1841, had repeated themselves in that city. The tragedy of Sir Alexander Burnes was enacted over again. Down almost to its smallest details that terrible drama was played once more. Only the actors were new. A popular rising took place in Cabul exactly as had happened in 1841. Sir Louis Cavagnari, the English Envoy, and all, or nearly all, the members of his staff were murdered. There was nothing to be done for it but to invade Cabul over again, and take vengeance for the massacre of the English officers. The British troops hurried up, fought their way with their usual success, and on the Christmas-eve of 1879 Cabul was again entered. Yakoob Khan, accused of complicity in the massacre, was sent as a prisoner to India, possibly, as was then thought, to await his trial for a share in the murder. Cabul was occupied, but not possessed. The English Government held in their power just as much of Afghanistan as they could cover with their encampments. They held it for just so long as they kept the encampments standing. The Treaty of Gandamak was, of course, noth-
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ing but waste paper. The scientific frontier had not even been defined. It was to have been provided for in a supplementary document to the Treaty, which was to set forth its precise line and extent. This part of the business was never accomplished, and the terms of the bond, so far as they had any real existence at all, were washed off the paper in the blood of Sir Louis Cavagnari. We had got into Afghanistan. There now remained a far greater difficulty—to get out of it. "Blood will have blood," says Macbeth.

The war in South Africa was, if possible, less justifiable. It was also, if possible, more disastrous. The region which we call South Africa consisted of several States, native and European, under various forms of authority. Cape Colony and Natal were for a long time the only English dominions. The Orange Free State and the Transvaal Republic were Dutch settlements. In 1848 the British Government had established its authority over the Orange River territory, but it afterward transferred its powers to a provisional Government of Dutch origin. The Transvaal was a Dutch Republic with which we had until quite lately no direct connection. In 1852 the English Government resolved that its operations and its responsibilities in South Africa should be limited to Cape Colony and Natal, and distinctly recognized the independence of the Orange Free State and the Transvaal Republic. Besides these States of what we may call European origin, there were a great many native communities, some of which had enough of organization to be almost regarded as States. The Kaffirs, as we all know, had often given us trouble before. The supposed insurrection of Langalibalele had been suppressed in 1874 with great severity, and Langalibalele had himself been captured, tried, and imprisoned. The almost universal opinion of independent observers was that Langalibalele had not intended insurrection, and that he had been unfairly and unjustly dealt with. It is important to mention the fact here, because there can be no
doubt that the treatment of Langalibalele had considerable influence on the minds of others of the native chiefs. The most powerful tribe in South Africa was that of the Zulus. Natal was divided from Zulu territory only by the River Tugela. The ruler of the Zulu tribe, Cetewayo, owed his throne to a great victory which he obtained over his brother, who was killed in the battle along with some three thousand of his adherents. Cetewayo was much inclined to a cordial alliance with the English, and was anxious to receive his crown as a kind of gift at our hands. Although he did not owe his power in any direct sense to us, yet he went through a form, in which our Representatives bore their part, of accepting his crown at the hands of the English Sovereign. He was often involved in disputes with the Boers, or Dutch-descended occupants of the Transvaal Republic. Other native tribes were still more directly and often engaged in quarrels with the Boers. The Transvaal Republic made war upon one of the greatest of these African Chiefs, Secocoeni, and had the worst of it in the struggle. The Republic was badly managed in every way. Its military operations were a total failure; its exchequer was ruined; there seemed hardly any chance of maintaining order within its frontier, and the prospect appeared at the time to be that its South African enemies would overrun the whole of the Republic; would thus come up to the borders of the English States, and possibly might soon involve the English settlers themselves in war. Under these conditions a certain number of disappointed or alarmed inhabitants of the Transvaal made some kind of indirect proposition to England that the Republic should be annexed to English territory. Sir Theophilus Shepstone was sent out by England to ascertain whether this offer was genuine and national. He seems to have been entirely mistaken in his appreciation of the condition of things. Acting under the impression that the Boers were willing to accept English authority, he boldly, one might say lawlessly, de-
declared the Republic a portion of the dominions of Great Britain. Meanwhile there had been a dispute going on for a long time between Cetewayo, the Zulu King, and the Transvaal Republic about a certain disputed strip of land. The dispute was referred to the arbitration of England, with whom Cetewayo was then on the most friendly terms. Four English arbitrators decided that the disputed strip of territory properly belonged to the Zulu nation.

Meanwhile, Sir Bartle Frere was sent out as Lord High Commissioner. From the moment of his appearance on the scene the whole state of affairs seems to have undergone a complete change. Sir Bartle Frere kept back the award of the arbitrators for several months, unwilling to hand over any new territory unconditionally to Cetewayo, whom he regarded as a dangerous enemy and an unscrupulous despot. During this time a hostile feeling was growing up in the mind of Cetewayo. It was not mere enmity; it was chiefly a fear that some treachery was being planned against him. He could not but see that a total change had taken place in the demeanor of the English Representatives since the occupation of the Transvaal. He had constantly before his mind the fate of Langalibalele. He appears to have really become mastered by the conviction that the English were determined to find a pretext for making war on him, for annexing his territory, and for sending him to prison, as had been done to Langalibalele. When such a feeling as this exists on one side or the other, it is easy to imagine that cause of complaint must soon arise. On the English side there was an inclination to regard as offensive preparations which Cetewayo insisted he meant purely as measures of defence. Sir Bartle Frere was a man who had many times rendered great service to England. He had been Chief Commissioner in Scinde from 1852 to 1859, and had shown great ability and energy during the Indian Mutiny. Since that he had been one of the Council of the Viceroy of India; he had been for some years Governor of Bombay, and he
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had been appointed to the Council of the Secretary of the State here at home. He had been sent upon an important mission to the Sultan of Zanzibar in 1872, the object of which was to endeavor to obtain the suppression of the slave-trade, and he succeeded. The Sultan entered into a treaty for the putting down of the trade, and coming to London in 1875 was the small "fulvus leo" or "tawny lion" of a season. Sir Bartle Frere seems to have been really filled with that imperial instinct about which other men only talked. He seems to have had in him something of the Cromwell, combined, perhaps, with a good deal of the William Penn. His was a strong nature, with an imperious will and an inexhaustible energy. He was undoubtedly conscientious and high-principled according to his lights. Given a great field of action, it is possible that he might have made a deep mark upon the history of his time. The fortune which lately confined his energies to South Africa turned almost into the ridiculous what might, under more favorable conditions, have been the sublime. He appears to have been influenced by two strong ambitions: to spread the Gospel, and to extend the territory of England. It is said that in Asia he saw little opportunity for promulgating Christianity, and that he yearned for Africa as a more promising scene for such a labor. In Africa his mind appears to have become at once possessed with the conviction that, alike for the safety of the whites and the improvement of the colored races, it would be necessary to extend the government of England over the whole southern portion of that continent, and to efface the boundaries of native tribes by blending them all into one imperial confederation.

Cetewayo seems to have had considerable military ability and a certain degree of political intelligence. His position made him a rival to Sir Bartle Frere's policy, and Sir Bartle Frere appears to have made up his mind that these two stars were not to keep their motion in one sphere, and that South Africa was not to brook the double
rule of the English Commissioner and the Zulu King. Sir Bartle Frere kept the award of the four English arbitrators in his hands for some months without taking any action upon it, and when he did at length announce it to Cetewayo he accompanied it with an ultimatum declaring that the Zulu army must at once be disbanded and must return to their homes. This was, in point of fact, a declaration of war. The English troops immediately invaded the Zulu country, and almost the first news that reached England of the progress of the war was the story of the complete and terrible defeat of an English force on January 22d, 1879. Not within the memory of any living man had so sudden and complete a disaster fallen upon English arms. Englishmen were wholly unused to the very idea of English troops being defeated in the field. The story that an English force had been surprised, out-generalled, outfought, completely defeated by half-naked savages, came on the country with a shock never felt since at least the time of the disasters of Cabul and the Jugdulluk Pass. Of course, the disaster was retrieved. Lord Chelmsford, the Commander-in-chief (son of the Lord Chelmsford, just dead, who had been twice Lord Chancellor), only wanted time, in homely language, to pull himself together in order to recover his position. The war soon came to the end which every one must have expected, first the defeat of the Zulu King, and then his capture.

One melancholy incident made the war memorable, not only to England, but to Europe. The young French Prince Louis Napoleon, who had studied in English military schools, felt a strong desire to vary the somewhat mournful monotony of his life by taking part in the campaign. He was influenced in some measure by a desire to fight under the English flag; but it must be owned that he was influenced much more strongly by a wish to play to a French popular audience. He persuaded himself that it would greatly increase his chances of recovering the throne of France if he could exhibit himself to the eyes of
the French public as a bold and brilliant young soldier. He therefore seized the opportunity of the Zulu campaign to offer his services, and attach himself as a volunteer to Lord Chelmsford's staff. During one of the episodes of the war he and some of his companions were surprised by a body of Zulus. Others escaped, but Prince Louis Napoleon was killed. The news of his death created a great shock in England. Everyone was sorry for the young gallant life so uselessly thrown away. Still more deep was the regret felt for the position of the bereaved mother. Hardly has any history a tale more tragic than hers. So sudden and splendid an elevation, so brilliant a career, so complete a fall, such an accumulation of sorrow, is hardly equalled even in the story of Marie Antoinette. Now in the autumn of her life she was left absolutely alone. Youth, beauty, Imperial throne, husband, son, all were gone. It was natural that considerations such as these should throw a halo of melancholy romance round the fate of the young Prince Louis Napoleon, and should rouse in this country an amount of sympathy which harsher critics condemned as sentimental, and even as maudlin. It must be admitted that the poor young Prince fell in a quarrel which was not his, in which he had neither right nor duty to interfere, and which he had taken on himself with a purely personal and political motive. Princes in exile have many times borne arms in quarrels not their own. It is one of the privileges and one of the consolations of exile thus to be enabled to lend a helping hand to a foreign cause. But then the cause must be great and just; it must have some noble principle to inspire it. When the Orleanist Princes fought under the flag of the United States, they were contending for a principle dear to the lovers of freedom in every country in the world, a principle which it is the part of a Frenchman as well as an American to sustain. But the Zulu war was not in any sense a war of principle. It was not even a national English war. It was not a war with which the English people
had any sympathy whatever. It was not even a war of which the English Government approved. For it is a strange peculiarity of this chapter of our history that the policy of Sir Bartle Frere and the war in Zululand were condemned by no one more strongly than by the members of her Majesty's Government in England. The despatches sent out to Sir Bartle Frere were constantly despatches of remonstrance and complaint, even of condemnation. When Prince Louis Napoleon, therefore, thrust himself into this quarrel, he withdrew himself from any just claim to general sympathy. Regret for the sudden extinction of a young life of promise was but natural, and that regret was freely given; but the verdict of the public remained unaltered. He had thrown away his life uselessly in a quarrel which brought no honor, and for a motive which was not unselfish and was not exalted.

Cetewayo was captured and sent into imprisonment. His territory was divided among the leading native chiefs. A portion of it was given to an Englishman, John Dunn, who had settled in the country very young, and who had become a sort of potentate among the Zulus. Secocoeni, another South African chief, was also conquered and captured; and order in a certain sense might be said to reign in South Africa once more. Nothing, however, that the Government had done was so unfortunate for them in popular estimation as the official sanction they were compelled to give to the policy of Sir Bartle Frere. The war, although it had ended in a practical success, was none the less regarded by the English public as a blunder and a disaster. The loss of English life had been terrible, and worse than the mere loss of life was the fact that lives had been thrown away to no purpose. Hardly in any part of the country or among any class of politicians was there the least sympathy felt with the policy which had made the war. Quiet lookers-on began to feel that now at last the Imperialistic principle had reached its anticlimax, that the Elizabethan revival was turned into a burlesque.
Even the Afghan enterprise, objectionable though it was in almost every way, did not affect the popularity of the Government so much as the Zulu war. The plain common-sense of England held that Sir Bartle Frere, however high and conscientious his motives may have been, was in the wrong from first to last, and that the cause of Cetewayo was, on the whole, a cause of fairness and of justice. The whole quarrel was so small, so miserable, that no pulse, even of Imperialistic veins, could stir with any exultation at the tidings of supposed success. It seemed ignoble work for English soldiers to be engaged in a war against a simple savage like the Zulu King. Nor did any one feel the least assurance that a permanent peace had been obtained for Southern Africa, even at the cost of all this shame and blood. The Transvaal difficulty remained still unsettled. The native tribes might at any time or any chance coalesce in force sufficient to oppose us. We were threatened everywhere with fresh and useless responsibilities. We had now an African Question as well as an Eastern Question. Even the music-halls of London rung with no plaudits to songs in praise of the South African campaign. England had gone into the war against her conscience; she came out of it not triumphant, but regretful and ashamed—a "victor that hath lost in gain." The attitude of the Government seemed one of mere penitence. Cetewayo in his prison looked a much more respectable figure for history than the Minister whose unfortunate task it was to defend the policy which he had never approved, but which he had not strength of mind enough firmly to resist at the beginning. On the Government fell the burden of Sir Bartle Frere's responsibilities, without Sir Bartle Frere's consoling and self-sufficing belief in the justice of his cause and the genuineness of his enterprise.

The distress in the country was growing deeper and deeper day by day. Some of the most important trades were suffering heavily. The winter of 1878 had been long
and bitter, and there had been practically no summer. The manufacturing and mining districts almost everywhere over the country were borne down by the failure of business. The working-classes were in genuine distress. In Ireland there was a forecast of something almost approaching to famine. When distress affects the trade and the population of a country, the first impulse is always to find fault with the reigning Government. Lord Beaconsfield's supporters many times asked in anger and scorn whether her Majesty's ministers were responsible for the bad weather. The answer which most people gave, either in words or in thought, was sound in its general logic. Her Majesty's ministers, they said, are not responsible for the seasons, but they are responsible for a policy which adds to bad seasons the burden of unnecessary wars.

The authority of the Government in the House of Commons was greatly shaken. Sir Stafford Northcote had not the strength necessary to make a successful leader. Like most men who want natural firmness, he occasionally put forth little efforts of a sort of petulant determination. He generally tried to be strong where he should have been yielding, and was almost invariably compelled to be yielding where he ought to have been strong. The result was that the House of Commons was becoming demoralized. The Government brought in a scheme for university education in Ireland, which was nothing better than a mutilation of Mr. Gladstone's rejected bill. It was carried through both Houses in a few weeks, because the Government were anxious to do something which might have the appearance of conciliating the Irish people without going far enough in that direction to estrange their Conservative supporters. The measure thus devised had exactly the opposite effect from that which was intended. It estranged a good many Conservative supporters; it roused a new feeling of hostility among the Nonconformists, and it did not concede enough to the demands of the Irish Catholics to be of any use in the way of conciliation. It
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was plain that the mandate, to use a French phrase, of the Parliament was nearly out. The session of 1879 was its sixth session; it would only be possible to have one session more. Louder and louder grew the cry from the Liberal side for the Government at once to go to the country. An argument more ingenious than substantial was got up to show that a government is bound to dissolve before the legal mandate of the Parliament has run out. Mr. Gladstone, in especial, endeavored to prove that there ought always to be a kind of spare session left—a reserve session, which the Government might use if they were driven by actual necessity, but which as a rule should not be turned to any account. In other words, Mr. Gladstone contended that, if seven years be the legal mandate of a Parliament, it should be an understood principle that a dissolution should not be put off longer than the close of the sixth session. There seems nothing particularly satisfactory in the argument. It is reasonable to contend that the term of seven years is too long for the duration of a Parliament. There is much to be said in favor of compelling members to meet their constituents more often than once in seven years. The fact is that no Parliament ever does last seven years. It might be convenient and just to declare by legislation that its tenure shall be only for six, for five, or even for three years; but it certainly seems clear that, whatever be the legal term of a Parliament, it ought to be considered fairly within the right of a government not to dissolve before the expiration of the full time if no occasion should arise to call for a prompter dissolution.

In this particular instance, however, the persistency with which the Government clung to their place began to look as if they were afraid to meet the challenge of the Liberals. The more they held back the more loudly and vehemently was the challenge repeated. Many Liberals who declared that all they wanted was to meet the Government at the hustings at once were probably in their
hearts somewhat afraid of the result of the encounter. But as Mr. Gladstone had again and again challenged the Government to appeal to the country, all his followers, and some who would not have followed him if they could have helped it, were compelled to assume the appearance of an eagerness and courage equal to his, and to echo, in notes as little faltering as they could make them, his call of defiance to Lord Beaconsfield. Thus the winter passed on. Two or three elections which occurred meantime resulted in favor of the Conservatives. Constituencies became divided into unexpected sections or factions. In one remarkable case—that of the Southwark election—very little interest apparently was taken by the Liberals. The candidate they put forward was not a man to excite enthusiasm or even interest. The Conservative candidate, Mr. Clark, was a man of ability, character, and influence, and the result was a remarkable victory for the Conservative side. About this time, then, there was a little renewal of confidence among the friends of Lord Beaconsfield, and a sudden sinking of the spirits among most of the Liberals. Parliament met in February, and the Government gave it to be understood that they intended to have what one of them called a "fair working session." Suddenly, however, they made up their minds that it would be convenient to accept Mr. Gladstone's challenge, and to dissolve in the Easter holidays. The dissolution took place on March 24th, 1880, and the elections began.

The result cannot be better described than in the words of Lord Beaconsfield himself, in the celebrated speech which depicted a sudden breakdown of the Liberal party in an attack upon Lord Derby's Government. We have quoted the words before in the place to which they properly belong, but they will bear repetition in their new application here. Only one word needs to be changed; we put in "ministerial" where Lord Beaconsfield said "opposition." "It was like a convulsion of nature rather than any ordinary transaction of human life. I can only
liken it to one of those earthquakes which take place in Calabria or Peru. There was a rumbling murmur, a groan, a shriek, a sound of distant thunder. There was a rent, a fissure in the ground, and then a village disappeared; then a tall tower toppled down; and the whole of the ministerial benches became one great dissolving view of anarchy." For with the very first day of the elections it was evident that the Conservative majority was already gone. Each succeeding day showed more and more the change that had taken place in public feeling. Defeat was turned into disaster. Disaster became utter rout and confusion. When the elections were over it was found that the Conservative party were nowhere. A majority of some hundred and twenty sent the Liberals back into power. No Liberal statesmen in our time ever before saw themselves sustained by such an army of followers. There was a moment or two of hesitation—of delay. The Queen sent for Lord Hartington; she then sent for Lord Granville; but every one knew in advance who was to come into power at last. The strife lately carried on had been the old duel between two great men. Mr. Gladstone had stood up against Lord Beaconsfield for some years and fought him alone. He had compelled his party after him into many a danger. He had dragged his party after him into many a danger. He had compelled them more than once to fight where many of them would fain have held back, and where none of them saw any chance of victory. Now, at last, the battle had been given to his hands, and it was a matter of necessity that the triumph should bring back to power the man whose energy and eloquence had inspired the struggle. The Queen sent for Mr. Gladstone, and a new chapter of English history opened, with the opening of which this work has to close.
CHAPTER LXVII.

THE LITERATURE OF THE REIGN: SECOND SURVEY.

The later period which we have now to survey is more rich in scientific literature than that former period which we assumed to close with the Crimean war. In practical science, as we have already shown, the advance made during the reign of Queen Victoria has been greater in many ways than the advance made from the beginning of civilization to that time. Sir Robert Peel travelled from Rome to London to assume office as Prime-minister, exactly as Constantine travelled from York to Rome to become emperor. Each traveller had all that sails and horses could do for him, and no more. A few years later Peel might have reached London from Rome in some forty-eight hours. Something of the same kind may be said for economical, political, and what is now called social science. The whole of that system of legislative reform which is founded on a recognition of the principles of humanity may be said to belong to our own times. Our penal systems have undergone a thorough reform. More than once it seemed as if the reform were going too far, and as if the tenderness to criminals were likely to prove an encouragement to crime. But, although there have been for this reason little outbursts of reaction every now and then, the growth of the principle of humanity has been steady, and the principle has taken firm and fixed root in our systems of penal legislation. Flogging in the army and navy may be said to be now wholly abolished. The senseless and barbarous system of imprisonment for debt is abandoned. There is no more transportation of convicts. Care is taken of the lives and the health of women and children
in all manner of employments. Schools are managed on systems of wise gentleness. Dotheboys Hall would be an impossible picture, even for caricature, in these later years. We are perhaps at the beginning of a movement of legislation which is about to try to the very utmost that right of State interference with individual action which at one time it was the object of most of our legislators to reduce to its very narrowest proportions. It may be that this straining of the right of the majority over the minority is destined to bring about in due course its reaction. But we do not think that "the survival of the fittest," the doctrine on which our forefathers acted more or less consciously in the education of children and the treatment of criminals, will ever again, within any time to which speculation can safely reach, be adopted as a principle of our legislation. Much of the healthier and more humane spirit prevailing in our social systems, in our criminal laws, in the management of our schools, in the care of the State for the working-classes, for women, and for children, is undoubtedly due to the spread of that sound and practical scientific teaching which began to make it known everywhere that the recognition of the laws of health will always be found in the end to be a recognition of the laws of morality.

But, though the philosophy of these later days has proved itself thus essentially practical, it is to be observed that the great scientific controversy of the time is distinctly and purely speculative. The Darwinian theory, as it is commonly, we will not say vulgarly, called, may be described as one of the most remarkable facts in the history of its time. Dr. Charles R. Darwin, grandson of the author of "The Botanic Garden" and "Zoonomia," was born in 1809. He showed at an early age great capacity as a naturalist. He accompanied as naturalist the expedition of her Majesty's ship Beagle for the survey of South America and the circumnavigation of the globe. This expedition occupied him nearly five years, and he returned to
England in 1836. He published several studies in geology and in fossil species, and seemed to have made his mark as a naturalist of distinction, and nothing more. Charles Knight’s "English Cyclopaedia," published in 1855, twenty years after the return of Dr. Darwin from his great voyage, speaks in high terms of his contributions to the sciences he studied, and adds: "Mr. Darwin is still in the prime of life, and may, therefore, be expected to contribute largely to the extension of the sciences he has so successfully cultivated." If Mr. Darwin had died soon after that time the world would never have suspected that it had lost anything more than a highly promising naturalist. In 1859 appeared "The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection; or, the Preservation of the Favored Races in the Struggle of Life." The book had hardly been published when it was found that a great crisis had been reached in the history of science and of thought. The importance of Darwin’s "Origin of Species," regarded as a mere historical fact, is of at least as much importance to the world as Comte’s publication of his theory of historical development. In these pages we are considering Darwin’s theory and his work merely as historical facts. We are dealing with them as we might deal with the fall of a dynasty or the birth of a new State. The controversy which broke out when the "Origin of Species" was published has been going on ever since without the slightest sign of diminishing ardor. It spread almost through all society. It was heard from the pulpit and from the platform; it raged in the scientific and unscientific magazines. It was trumpeted in the newspapers; it made one of the stock subjects of talk in the dining-room and the smoking-room; it tittered over the tea-table. Mr. Darwin’s central idea was that the various species of plants and animals, instead of being each specially created and immutable, are continually undergoing modification and change through a process of adaptation, by virtue of which such varieties of the species as are in any way better fitted for the rough
In geology he left his mark.

Charles Darwin in 185, twenty years after his great voyages to the equator, still in the flush of his success, had lost his list. In the Society of Natural History, celebrated Races had been published, and had been a revelation. The world regarded as the importance to the historic Darwinian doctrines. We fall of a controversy which was published with the slightest approval, through all the platoons of the magazines. A score of the smoking-animals, the central vertebrates, animals, resplendent, are through varieties of the rough
work of the struggle for existence are enabled to survive and multiply at the expense of the others. Mr. Darwin considers this principle, with, indeed, some other and less important causes, capable of explaining the manner in which all existing types may have descended from one or a very few low forms of life. All animals, beasts, birds, reptiles, insects have descended, he contends, from a very limited number of progenitors, and he holds that analogy points to the belief that all animals and plants whatever have descended from one common prototype. The idea that man gradually developed from some very low prototype was, of course, not Dr. Darwin’s especially, nor belonging even to Dr. Darwin’s time. It was an idea that had been floating about the world almost at all times. It had become somewhat fashionable in England not long before Dr. Darwin published his “Origin of Species.” It was led up to in the “Vestiges of Creation,” a book that once caused much stir in scientific and religious circles. A strong-minded lady in Lord Beaconsfield’s “Tancred” bewilders and saddens the young hero by gravely informing him that we once were fishes, and shall probably in the end be crows. But Darwin’s book, if we take it as resting for its central point of doctrine upon that principle of the survival of the fittest, was the first great systematized attempt to give the theory a solid place among the scientific opinions of the world. It was worked out with the most minute and elaborate care, and with an inexhaustible patience—qualities which we do not expect to find in the originators of new and startling theories. Dr. Darwin’s work was fiercely assailed and passionately championed. It was not the scientific principle which inflamed so much commotion; it was the supposed bearing of the doctrines on revealed religion. Injustice was done to the calm examination of Darwin’s theory on both sides of the controversy. Many who really had not yet given themselves time even to consider its arguments cried out in admiration of the book, merely because they as-
A History of Our Own Times.

assumed that it was destined to deal a blow to the faith in revealed religion. On the other side, many of the believers in revealed religion were much too easily alarmed and too sensitive. Many of them did not pause to ask themselves whether, if every article of the doctrine were proved to be scientifically true, it would affect in the slightest degree the basis of their religious faith. To this writer it seems clear that Dr. Darwin's theory might be accepted by the most orthodox believer without the firmness of his faith moulting a feather. The theory is one altogether as to the process of growth and construction in the universe, and, whether accurate or inaccurate, does not seem in any wise to touch the question which is concerned with the sources of all life, movement, and being. However that may be, it is certain that the book made an era not only in science, but in scientific controversy, and not merely in scientific controversy, but in controversy expanding into all circles and among all intelligences. The scholar and the fribble, the divine and the schoolgirl, still talk and argue and wrangle over Darwin and the origin of species.

Professor Huxley is one of the most distinguished and thorough-going supporters of Dr. Darwin's principle. Professor Huxley advocates, in his own words, "the hypothesis which supposes that species living at any time must be the result of a gradual modification of pre-existing species." He maintains that to suppose each species of plant or animal to have been formed and placed on the globe at long intervals by a distinct act of creative power, is an assumption "as unsupported by tradition or revelation as it is opposed to the general analogy of nature." Professor Huxley would have been a distinguished scientific man if he had never taken any part in the Darwin controversy. He would have been a distinguished scientific man even if he had not been, as he is, a great thinker and writer. In the arena of public controversy he has long been a familiar and formidable figure. He came
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into the field at first almost unknown, like the Disinherited Knight in Scott's romance; and while the good-natured spectators were urging him to turn the blunt end of the lance against the shield of the least formidable opponent, he dashed, with splendid recklessness and with spear-point forward, against the buckler of Richard Owen himself, then the most renowned of England's living naturalists. Professor Huxley has a happy gift of shrewd sense and sarcasm combined. Few men can expose a sophism so effectively in a single sentence of exhaustive satire. It would be wrong to regard him merely as a scientific man. He is a literary man as well. What he writes would be worth reading for its form and its expression alone, were it of no scientific authority. He has a fascinating style, and a happy way of pressing into the service of strictly scientific exposition some illustration caught from literature and art, even from popular and light literature. Mr. Huxley seemed from the first to understand that a scientific school can never become really powerful while it is content with the ear of strictly scientific men. He cultivated, therefore, sedulously and successfully the literary art of expression. His style as a lecturer has a special charm. It is free from any effort at rhetorical eloquence; but it has all the eloquence which is born of the union of deep thought with simple expression and luminous diction. There is not much of the poetic about Mr. Huxley's style; but the occasional vividness of his illustrations suggests the existence of some of the higher imaginative qualities. There was something like a gleam of the poetic in the half-melancholy, half-humorous introduction of Balzac's famous "Peau de Chagrin" into the well-known protoplasm lecture. But, as a rule, Mr. Huxley treads only the firm earth, and deliberately, perhaps scornfully, rejects any aspirings after the clouds.

Professor Tyndall, another great teacher in the same school, has, like Mr. Huxley, the gift of literary expression, informed, perhaps, by more of the imaginative and
the poetic. Mr. Tyndall has done, perhaps, more practical work in science than Mr. Huxley. He has written more; he has sometimes written more eloquently. But there is a certain coarseness of materialism about Mr. Tyndall's views with regard to man and nature. There is a vehement aggressiveness in him which must interfere with the clearness of his views. He has occasionally assailed the orthodox with the polemical intemperance of a field-preacher. He has more than once been carried clear away from his purpose by the unsparing vigor of his controversial style. He is sometimes one of the most impatient of sages, the most intolerant of philosophers. His temper as a controversialist may have tended sometimes to weaken his scientific authority, but of course this only happens where the subject engrossing Professor Tyndall's attention is one of that class which have in all ages proved too exciting now and then for the cool judgment even of philosophers. Mr. Tyndall has made noble contributions to scientific literature which concern in no wise the tremendous questions put by Mr. Carlyle, with such solemnity and such emotion—"Whence, and, oh heavens! whither?"

Mr. Herbert Spencer may be said to have taken the sphere of the naturalist and the spheres of the metaphysician and the psychologist, and drawn a circle round, embracing and enfolding them all, and adopting them as his province. If Mr. Darwin's attempt to map out the process by which vegetable and animal life are gradually constructed was an ambitious effort, the task which Mr. Herbert Spencer undertook was of still more vast and venturous scope. Mr. Spencer is the author of a series of connected philosophical works intended to reduce to harmonious and scientific order the principles of biology, psychology, sociology, and morality. He has applied universally, and carried out in systematic detail, the doctrine of evolution or development. In 1855 appeared his "Principles of Psychology," an attempt to analyze the relations between the order of the worlds of matter and of mind.
The central and governing idea of this work is that the universal law of intelligence flows directly from the co-operation of mind and nature, in the creation of our ideas. As there is a persistency in the order of events in nature, so will there be a persistency in the connection between the corresponding states of consciousness. The succession or co-existence of external phenomena produces a like succession in our mental perceptions, and when any two psychical states often occur together, there is at length established an internal tendency for those states always to recur in the same order. Starting from the law which has been thus described in words that are not ours, Mr. Spencer traces the growth of human intelligence from the lower phenomena of reflex action and instinct, and then shows how our unconscious life merges in a succession of conscious phenomena; and, lastly, he endeavors to carry us upward from the origin of memory to the highest exercise of reason and the scientific development of the moral feelings. In other words, Mr. Spencer endeavors to lay down the principles of development for the whole world of matter, of mind, and of morals. Mr. Spencer has written essays on education, on the government of States, and on other subjects, which, however, scarcely seem to be marked by the precision of thought which distinguishes him as a psychological writer. His views of education and of civic government seem occasionally to degenerate almost to the degree of crotchets. His style is not fascinating. It is clear, strong, and simple, but it has little literary beauty, and borrows little from illustration of any kind. Mr. Spencer himself utterly undervalues what he regards as superfluous words. Attractiveness of style is part of the instrumentality by which a great writer or speaker accomplishes his ends. If a man would convince, he must not disdain the arts by which people can be induced to listen. Much of Mr. Spencer's greatest work had long been little better than a calling aloud to solitude for the lack of the attractiveness of style which he despises, but
which Plato or Aristotle would not have despised. Mr. Spencer, however, rather prides himself on not caring much about the Greeks and their literature. A great thinker he undoubtedly is—one of the greatest thinkers of modern time; perhaps, a man to be classed among the few great and original philosophers of all time. It is only of late years that his fame has begun to spread among his own countrymen. Gradually it has become known to the English public in general that there was among them a great lonely thinker, surveying the problems of mind and matter as from some high, serene watch-tower. His works were well known among reading people in the United States long before they had ceased to be the exclusive property of a very select few in England. Of late he has come to be in a certain sense the fashion in this country among people who desire to be thought clever. It is not any part of our purpose to raise the question whether less honor is done to a great writer by neglecting him altogether, or by adopting him as one of the authors whom it is conventionally proper to have read, and with whom, therefore, everybody is bound to affect an acquaintance. It certainly was not for that that Mr. Spencer toiled his way over the rugged, unpitying Alpine heights of thought, "ut pueris—we may add, puellisque—placeat et declamatio fiat."

The name of Professor Max Müller is now by common consent enrolled with the names of famous Englishmen. Max Müller has adopted England as his home, and England has quietly annexed his reputation. He has approached the history of man's development by the study of man's speech. He has opened a new and a most important road for the student. In his hands philology ceases to be a dry science of words, and becomes quickened into a living teacher of history. Max Müller has contributed to various departments of thought, and has proved himself a charming writer, who can invest even the least attractive subject with an absorbing interest.

Metaphysical and psychological science have lately lost
a pupil of marvellous versatility in George Henry Lewes. No literary man in our time did so many different things and did them so well as Mr. Lewes. He wrote novels; he made some of the most successful adaptations from the French theatre known to our stage; he was an accomplished literary and dramatic critic; he translated Spinoza; he wrote the lives of Goethe and of Robespierre; he produced a history of philosophy in which he had something of his own to say about every great philosopher from Thales down to Schelling and Comte; he was the author of all manner of physiological essays; his "Problems of Life and Mind" and his "Physical Basis of Mind" were really contributions of permanent value to the studies with which they so boldly dealt. It is not, perhaps, un worthy of notice that Mr. Lewes was even a remarkably good amateur actor. It seemed as if he must be able to do everything well to which it pleased him to put his hand. His peculiar merit was not, however, that he could write clever books on a great variety of subjects.

London has many hack writers who could go to work at any publisher's order, and produce successively an epic poem, a novel, a treatise on the philosophy of the conditioned, a handbook of astronomy, a farce, a life of Julius Caesar, an account of African explorations, and a volume of sermons. But none of these productions would have one gleam of native and genuine vitality about it. The moment it had served its purpose in the literary market it would go dead down to the dead. Lewes' works are of quite a different style. They have positive merit and value of their own, and they live. It was a characteristically audacious thing to attempt to cram the history of philosophy into a couple of medium-sized volumes, polishing off each philosopher in a few pages, draining him, plucking out the heart of his mystery and his system, and stowing him away in the glass jar designed to exhibit him to an edified class of students. But it must be admitted that the "History of Philosophy" is a genuine and a valuable study, although
the author, not then in the calmer maturity of his powers, crumples up the whole science of metaphysics, sweeps away transcendental philosophy, and demolishes *a priori* reasoning in a manner which strongly reminds one of Arthur Pendennis upsetting, in a dashing criticism, and on the faith of an hour's reading in an encyclopaedia, some great scientific theory of which he had never heard before, and the development of which had been the life's labor of a sage.

The period which we are surveying was especially rich in historical studies. It was prolific, not only in historians and histories, but even in new ways of studying history. The Crimean war was still going on when Mr. Froude's "History of England from the fall of Wolsey to the death of Elizabeth" began to make its appearance; and the public soon became alive to the fact that a man of great and original power had come into literature. The first volume of Mr. Buckle's "History of Civilization" was published in 1857. Mr. Freeman literally disentombed a great part of the early history of England, cleared it of the accumulated dust of traditional error and ignorance, and for the first time showed it to us as it must have presented itself to the eyes of those who helped to make it. Mr. Kinglake began the story of the Crimean war. Mr. Lecky occupied himself with "The History of Rationalism in Europe," "The History of European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne," and more lately with the great days of the eighteenth century. Canon Stubbs made the "Constitutional History of England" his province; and Mr. Green undertook to compress the whole sequence of English history into a sort of literary outline map in which events stood clearly out in the just perspective and proportions of their real importance. Of the men we have named, it would not be unreasonable to say that Mr. Froude and Mr. Kinglake belong to the romantic school of historian; Mr. Buckle and Mr. Lecky to the philosophic; Mr. Freeman, Canon Stubbs, and Mr. Green to the practical and
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The real. To show events and people as they were is the clear aim of this latter school; to picture them dramatically and vividly would seem to be the ambition of Mr. Froude and Mr. Kinglake. To show that they have a system and a sequence, and are evidence of great natural laws, is the object of men like Mr. Buckle and Mr. Lecky. Mr. Froude is probably the most popular historian since Macaulay, although his popularity is far indeed from that of Macaulay. He is widely read where Mr. Freeman would seem intolerably learned and pedantic, and Mr. Lecky too philosophic to be lively. His books have been the subject of the keenest controversy. His picture of Henry VIII. set all the world wondering. It set an example and became a precedent. It founded a new school in history and biography—what we may call the paradoxical school; the school which sets itself to discover that some great man had all the qualities for which the world had never before given him credit, and none of those which it had always been content to recognize as his undoubted possession. The virtues of the misprized Tiberius; the purity and meekness of Lucrezia Borgia; the disinterestedness and forbearance of Charles of Burgundy; these and other such historical discoveries naturally followed Mr. Froude's illustration of the domestic virtues, the exalted chastity, and the merciful disposition of Henry VIII. Mr. Froude has, however, qualities which raise him high above the level of the ordinary paradoxical historian. He has a genuine creative power. We may refuse to believe that his Henry VIII. is the Henry of history, but we cannot deny that Mr. Froude makes us see his Henry as vividly as if he stood in life before us. A dangerous gift for a historian; but it helps to make a great literary man. Mr. Froude may claim to be regarded as a great literary man, measured by the standard of our time. He has imagination; he has that sympathetic and dramatic instinct which enables a man to enter into the emotions and motives, the likings and dislikings, of people...
of a past age. His style is penetrating and thrilling; his language often rises to the dignity of a poetic eloquence. The figures he conjures up are always the semblances of real men and women. They are never waxwork, or lay-figures, or skeletons clothed in words, or purple rags of descriptions stuffed out with straw into an awkward likeness of the human form. The one distinct impression we carry away from Mr. Froude's history is that of the living reality of his figures. In Marlowe's "Faustus," the Doctor conjures up for the amusement of the Emperor a procession of beautiful and stately shadows to represent the great ones of the past. When the apparitions of Alexander the Great and his favorite pass by the Emperor, he hardly restrain himself from rushing to clasp the hero in his arms, and has to be reminded by the wizard that "these are but shadows, not substantial." Even then the Emperor can hardly get over his impression of their reality; for he cries:

"I have heard it said
That this fair lady, whilst she lived on earth,
Had on her neck a little wart or mole;"

and, lo! there is the mark on the neck of the beautiful form which floats across his field of vision. Mr. Froude's shadows are like this; so deceptive, so seemingly vital and real; with the beauty and the blot alike conspicuous; with the pride and passion of the hero, and the heroine's white neck and the wart on it. Mr. Froude's whole soul, in fact, is in the human beings whom he meets as he unfolds his narrative. He is a romantic or heroic portrait-painter. He has painted some pictures which may almost compare with those of Titian. Their glances follow and haunt one like the wonderful eyes of Cæsar Borgia, or the soul-piercing resignation of that face on Guido's canvas once believed to be that of Beatrice Cenci. But Mr. Froude wants the one indispensable quality of the true historian, accuracy. He wants altogether the cold, patient, stern quality which clings to facts; the scientific faculty. His
narrative never stands out in that "dry light" which Bacon so commends; the light of undistorted and clear truth. The temptations to a man with the gift of heroic portrait-painting are too great for Mr. Froude. His genius carries him away, and becomes his master. When Titian was painting his Cæsar Borgia, is it not conceivable that his imagination may have been positively inflamed by the contrast between the man's physical beauty and moral guilt, and have unconsciously heightened the contrast by making the pride and passion lower more darkly, the superb brilliancy of the eyes burn more radiantly, than might have been seen in real life? Mr. Froude has evidently been often thus ensnared by his own special gift. There is hardly anything in our modern literature more powerful, picturesque, and dramatic than his portrait of Mary Queen of Scots. It stands out and glows and darkens with all the glare and gloom of a living form, now in sun and now in shadow. It is almost as perfect and impressive as Titian. But no reasonable person can doubt that it is a dramatic and not an historical study. Without going into any controversy as to disputed facts, even admitting, for the sake of argument, that Mary was as guilty as Mr. Froude would make her, it is impossible to believe that the woman he has painted is the Mary Stuart of history and of life. No doubt his Mary is now a reality for us. We are distinctly acquainted with her; we can see her and follow her movements. But she is a fable for all that. The poets and painters have made the form of the mermaid not one whit less clear and distinct for us than the figure of a living woman. If any of us were to see a painting of a mermaid with scales upon her neck, or with feet, he would resent it or laugh at it as an inaccuracy, just as if he saw some gross anatomical blunder in a picture of a man or woman. Mr. Froude has created a Mary Stuart as art and legend have created a mermaid. He has made her one of the most imposing figures in our modern literature, to which, indeed, she is an important
addition. His Queen Elizabeth is almost equally remarkable as a work of art. His Henry VIII. stands not quite so high, and far lower comes his Caesar, which is absurdly untrue as a portrait, and is not strong even as a romantic picture. Mr. Froude's personal integrity and candor are constantly coming into contradiction with his artistic temptation; but the portrait goes on all the same. He is too honest and candid to conceal or pervert any fact that he knows. He tells everything frankly, but continues his picture in his own way. It may be that some rather darksome vices suddenly prove their existence in the character of the person whom Mr. Froude had chosen to illustrate the brightness and glory of human nature. Mr. Froude is not abashed. He deliberately states the facts; shows how, in this or that instance, truth did tell shocking lies, mercy ordered several massacres, and virtue fell into the ways of Messalina. But he still maintains that his pictures are portraits of truth, mercy, and virtue. A lover of art, according to a story in the memoirs of Canova, was so struck with admiration of that sculptor's Venus that he begged to be allowed to see the model. The artist gratified him; but, so far from beholding a very goddess of beauty in the flesh, he only saw a well-made, rather coarse-looking woman. The sculptor, seeing his disappointment, explained to him that the hand and the eye of the artist, as they work, can gradually and almost imperceptibly change the model from that which it is in the flesh to that which it ought to be in the marble. This is the process which is always going on with Mr. Froude whenever he is at work upon some model in which, for love or hate, he takes unusual interest. Therefore, the historian is constantly involving himself in a welter of inconsistencies and errors. Mr. Froude's errors go far to justify the dull and literal old historians of the school of Dryasdust, who, if they never quickened an event into life, never, on the other hand, deluded the mind with phantoms. The chroniclers of mere facts and dates, the
old almanac-makers, are weary creatures; but one finds it hard to condemn them to mere contempt when he sees how the vivid genius of a man like Mr. Froude can lead him astray. Mr. Froude's finest artistic gift becomes his greatest defect for the special work he undertakes to do. A scholar, a man of high imagination, a man likewise of patient labor, he is above all things a romantic portrait-painter; and the spell by which his works allure us is the spell of the magician, not the calm power of the teacher.

Mr. Buckle's "History of Civilization in England" created a sensation hardly less than that produced by Mr. Darwin's "Origin of Species." Indeed for a time the interest it created was keener and more widely diffused. Mr. Buckle undertook to prove four great principles, which he contended were essential to the understanding of history. First, that the progress of nations depends upon the success with which the laws of phenomena are investigated, and the extent to which a knowledge of these laws is diffused. Second, that before any such investigation can proceed a spirit of scepticism must arise "which, at first aiding the investigation, is afterward aided by it." Third, that the results of this investigation tend to increase the influence of intellectual truths, and to diminish, not absolutely, but relatively, the influence of moral truths, which latter are more stationary than intellectual truths, and receive fewer additions. Fourth, that the great enemy of this progressive investigation, and consequently of human civilization, is the protective spirit in which governments undertake to watch over men and direct them what to do, and in which churches and teachers prescribe for them what they are to believe. Now, it is plain that on the decision of the first point rested the whole issue between Mr. Buckle and his opponents. If the progress of civilization depended upon the discovery and right appreciation of phenomena, then the basis of the science of history would be settled beyond dispute. History would then take its ordered place like any of the physical sciences.
But it was on this very first point that the struggle had to be made in which, as it seems to us, Mr. Buckle's endeavor broke down. He labored to establish nothing less than the fact that all the movements of history, and indeed of human life through all its processes, are regulated by fixed physical laws as certain as those which rule the motions of the waves and the changes of the weather, and of which we could arrive at a sound and trustworthy knowledge if we were content to study their phenomena as we do the phenomena of the sea and the skies. Of course, this was not an idea which occurred for the first time to Mr. Buckle. It is an idea which has always been more or less clearly in the minds of some men. It belongs to that principle which Comte laid down when he endeavored to explain the development of human history. It was more than once put into the form of a principle by Goethe, and had been described more distinctly still by Lessing. But men like Goethe and Lessing suggested it rather as a probability than endeavored to define it as an actual law. Mr. Buckle set about establishing it as the law of human life by illustration, argument, and evidence drawn from the actual facts of history and of nature. He brought to his task a vast amount of more or less arranged information, an ardent spirit full of faith in his own theory, and a power of self-will and self-complacency which enabled him to accept as certain and settled every dogma on which he had personally made up his mind. The "History of Civilization" was never finished. The author's early death brought the task to a close. It remains a great effort, a monument of courage, energy, and labor; perhaps, indeed, it might not inaptly be described as a ruin. Mr. Buckle had attempted a task beyond the compass of one man's capacity and of men's combined knowledge thus far. He tried to build a literary Tower of Babel, by means of which man might reach the skies and look down complacently on the mechanical movements of planets, races, and generations beneath. He died at the age of forty,
lamenting almost with his latest breath that he had to leave his work unfinished, and still believing that life, mere life, was all he needed to make it complete.

Mr. Kinglake's still unfinished history of the Crimean war is full of brilliant description and of keen, penetrating thought. It shows many gleams of the poetic, and it has some of the brightest and bitterest satirical passages in the literature of our time. The chapters in which Mr. Kinglake goes out of his way to describe the career, the character, and the companions of the Emperor Napoleon III. cut like corrosive acid. Mr. Kinglake found his mind filled with detestation of Louis Napoleon and his companions. He invented for himself the theory that the Crimean war arose only out of Louis Napoleon's peculiar position, and his anxiety to become recognized among the great sovereigns of Europe. The invention of this theory gave him an excuse for lavishing so much labor of love and hate on chapters which must always remain a masterpiece of remorseless satire. They hardly pretend to be always just in their estimate of men, but no one rates them according to their justice or their injustice. They are read for their style, and nothing more. Perhaps it would not be altogether unjust to say much the same of the history as far as it has gone. It is brilliant; it is powerful; it is full of thrilling passages; but it remains after all the historical romance rather than history. Moreover, it is a good deal too long. The Crimean war came after a generation of peace, and to many Englishmen it almost seemed as if there never had been such a war before or would be again. Mr. Kinglake set about his great book with something like the same estimate of the historical importance and proportions of the war. Even already the perspective of events is beginning to come fairly out, and it seems as if the Crimean campaign hardly needed the huge historical monument at which Mr. Kinglake is still at work.

Mr. Lecky has probably more of the philosophic mind
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than any of his contemporaries. He has treated history on a large scale and in the philosophical spirit. He has taken a wide and liberal survey of the progress of thought and of morals as a whole, and then has brought the knowledge and observation thus acquired to the practical purpose of illustrating certain passages of history and periods of human development. "His History of England in the Eighteenth Century" is not more remarkable thus far for the closeness and fulness of its details than for its breadth of view and its calmness of judgment. Mr. Lecky is always the historian, and never the partisan. His works grow on the reader. They do not turn upon him all at once a sudden glare like the flash of a revolving light, but they fill the mind gradually with a sense of their justice, their philosophic thought, and the clear calmness of their historical observation.

Dean Stanley, the pupil and the biographer of Dr. Arnold, has made some of the most valuable contributions to ecclesiastical history which our time possesses. His "Historical Memorials of Westminster Abbey" fascinates the reader by its beauty of style and by the evidences of the loving care with which the author has approached his subject. Mr. John Morley has produced monographs of Burke, of Rousseau, and of Voltaire which are original in their very form, and which have made a distinct mark on the literature of their day. There are many essayists in history, biography, and the criticism of art and letters who well deserve to be named in a survey of the literature of our time, but whom we are compelled to pass over. Space would hardly allow of our even classing them in schools—as, for example, the Positivists, the Neo-Pagans, the Æsthetics, the Agnostics, the Satirists, and all the rest. In an age of prodigious literary activity the essayists of various schools have certainly not been the least active and productive.

The poets, however, outnumber them by far. We have had no great poet in these later days, but the number of
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our singers is prodigious. A great meeting of poets could be got up in London alone. Many really fine poems are the almost unnoticed result of this multitudinous labor. Sir Walter Scott once said, with good-humored modesty, that he had taught many ladies and gentlemen to write romances as well, or nearly as well, as he could himself. Of the poetic voices which literally fill the air around us, the majority must be those of mere mocking-birds, and yet it is not always easy to distinguish between the original notes and the imitation. The highest reach attained among the poets of this later day is assuredly that of Mr. Swinburne. His first volume of poems, containing "The Queen Mother" and "Rosamond," published in 1861, made no mark whatever, but his "Atalanta in Calydon," which appeared in 1865, startled the world. The mere boldness of the return to the subjects and the very forms of Greek drama would have commanded attention; but there was something much more commanding in the genuine originality with which the poet breathed new life into the antique forms. Mr. Swinburne's mastery of melodious phrase and verse astonished even the age acquainted with the musical richness and softness of Tennyson's "Lilies," and Mr. Swinburne had a vibrating strength in his verse such as the Poet-laureate never tried to have. Mr. Swinburne decidedly shot an arrow higher into the air than any of his fellows in these later days, but he only shot one arrow. To vary the illustration, we may say that the jet from his poetic source soared higher than that of any of his rivals; but it was only one thin, narrow stream, and not a full fountain sending its spray and its waters broadly in the sun. His poetic ideas are very few. Even his vocabulary is not liberal. Words as well as ideas are soon exhausted. Even the greatest admirer becomes conscious of a sense of monotony as he listens again and again to the same cry of rebellion against established usage, the same hysterical appeal to lawlessness in passion and in art, poured forth in the same phraseology and with the
same alliteration. Mr. Morris, the author of "Jason" and "The Earthly Paradise," is a poet of a milder and a purer strain. Nothing can be more beautiful, tender, and melancholy than some of his sweet, pathetic stories. Mr. Morris has been compared to Chaucer, but he is at the best a Chaucer without strength and without humor. He has such story-teller's power as one might suppose suited to absorb the evening hours of some lady of mediæval days. She would have loved Mr. Morris' beautiful tales of love and truth and constancy and separation, tales which, to quote the poet's own words, "would make her sweet eyes wet, at least sometimes, at least when heaven and earth on some fair eve had grown too fair for mirth." But the broad strength of Chaucer, the animal spirits, the ringing laughter, the occasional fierceness of emotion, the pain, and the passion are not to be found in Mr. Morris' exquisite and gentle verse. Mr. Dante G. Rossetti has written some sonnets which are probably entitled to rank with the best of their kind at any time, and one or two ballads of fierce, impassioned style, which seem as if they came straight from the heart of the old northern ballad world. Miss Christina Rossetti's "Goblin Market" is almost perfect in its way. Miss Jean Ingelow has written some tender and pathetic poems. Mr. Aubrey de Vere is a true poet, and one of a family of poets. Mr. Robert Buchanan at one time gave promise of taking a high rank among modern poets. Assuredly he has not fulfilled all the hopes of his first days, but he must always stand well among the singers who only claim to form the second order of the poets of our time. "The Spanish Gypsy" and other productions in verse, by the novelist George Eliot, are the clever attempts of a woman of genius who is not a poet to write poetry. The poetry of these days may boast of having produced a distinct school, which has contrived to inoculate not only literature, but art, architecture, ornament, dress, and social life generally, with its influence. It is possible that long after the world may
have ceased to read even the best writers of the school, the school itself will live curiously in memory, with its mannerisms, its affectations, its absurdities, imitations, and quackeries, and at the same time with its genuine beauty and high spiritual aspirations. The précieuses, it is to be remembered, were not always ridiculous. They were not ridiculous at all, to begin with. They were ladies of intellect and true artistic feeling. It was only when imitation and insincerity set in, when sentiment took the place of emotion, when mannerism tried to pass itself off as originality, that the heroines of Molière's immortal comedy could have been lifelike figures even in caricature. So it is with the pre-Raphaelite school, as a certain group of poets and painters came to be fantastically designated. Pre-Raphaelitism was in the beginning a vigorous protest in favor of truth in nature and art, of open eyes and faithful observation in artistic critics, students, and every one else, as against conventionalities and prettinesses and unrealities of all kinds. Mr. Ruskin was the prophet of the new school. Mr. Dante Rossetti, Mr. Holman Hunt, Mr. Madox Brown, and Mr. Millais were its practical expounders in art. A great controversy sprung up, and England divided itself into two schools. No impartial person can deny that Mr. Ruskin and the pre-Raphaelites did great good, and that much of their influence and example was decidedly healthy. But pre-Raphaelitism became a very different thing in later years, when it professed to invade all arts, and to establish itself in all the decorative business of life from the ornamentation of a cathedral to the fringe of a dress. Lately it has become a mere affectation, an artistic whim. It has got mixed up with aestheticism, neo-paganism, and other such fantasies. The typical pre-Raphaelite of the school's later development is, however, a figure not unworthy of description. The typical pre-Raphaelite believed Mr. Dante Rossetti and Mr. Burne Jones to be the greatest artists of the ancient or modern world.
contemporary English poetry, he assumed that there was only a question of Mr. Rossetti, Mr. Swinburne, or Mr. Morris. In modern French literature he admired Victor Hugo, Baudelaire, and one or two others newer to song, and of whom the outer world had yet heard little. Among the writers of older France he was chiefly concerned about François Villon. He was an enthusiastic admirer of the paintings of the late Henri Regnault. Probably he spoke of France as “our France.” He was angry with the Germans for having vexed our France. He professed faith in the philosophy of Schopenhauer and the music of Wagner, and he was greatly touched by Chopin. He gave himself out as familiar with the Greek poets, and was wild in his admiration of Sappho. He made for himself a sort of religion out of wall-paper, old teapots, and fans. He thought to order, and yet above all things piqued himself on his originality. He and his comrades received their opinions as Charlemagne’s converts did their Christianity, in platoons. He became quite a distinct figure in the literary history of our time, and he positively called into existence a whole school of satirists in fiction, verse, and drawing to make fun of his follies, whimsicalities, and affectations.

The fiction of this second period has one really great name, and one only. The author of “Adam Bede” and “The Mill on the Floss” stands on a literary level with Dickens and Thackeray and Charlotte Brontë. George Eliot, as this author chooses to call herself, is undoubtedly a great writer, merely as a writer. Her literary career began as a translator and an essayist. Her tastes seemed then to lead her wholly into the somewhat barren fields where German metaphysics endeavor to come to the relief, or the confusion, of German theology. She became a contributor to the Westminster Review; then she became its assistant editor, and worked assiduously for it under the direction of Dr. John Chapman, the editor. She had mastered many sciences as well as literatures.
ably no other novel-writer since novel-writing became a business ever possessed anything like her scientific knowledge. Unfortunately, her scientific knowledge "o'er informed" her later novels, and made them oppressive to readers who longed for the early freshness of "Adam Bede." George Eliot does not seem to have found out, until she had passed what is conventionally regarded as the age of romance, that she had in her, high above all other gifts, the faculty of the novelist. When an author who is not very young makes a great hit at last, we soon begin to learn that he had already made many attempts in the same direction, and his publishers find an eager demand for the stories and sketches which, when they first appeared, utterly failed to attract attention. But it does not seem that Miss Marian Evans, as she then was, ever published anything in the way of fiction previous to the series of sketches which appeared in Blackwood's Magazine, and were called "Scenes of Clerical Life." These sketches attracted considerable attention, and were much admired; but not many people probably saw in them the capacity which produced "Adam Bede" and "Romola." With the publication of "Adam Bede" came a complete triumph. The author was elevated at once and by acclamation to the highest rank among living novelists. In one of the first numbers of the Cornhill Magazine, Thackeray, in a gossiping paragraph about novelists of the day, whom he mentioned alphabetically and by their initials, spoke of "E" as a "star of the first magnitude just risen on the horizon." Nothing is much rarer than the union of the scientific and the literary or artistic temperaments. So rare is it that the exceptional, the almost solitary instance of Goethe comes up at once, distinct and striking to the mind. English novelists are even less likely to have anything of a scientific taste than French or German. Dickens knew nothing of science, and had, indeed, as little knowledge of any kind, save that which is derived from observation, as any respectable Englishman could well have. Thack-
eray was a man of varied reading, versed in the lighter literature of several languages, and strongly imbued with artistic tastes; but he had no care for science, and knew of it only what every one has to learn at school. Lord Lytton's science was a mere sham. Charlotte Brontë was genius and ignorance. George Eliot is genius and culture. Had she never written a page of fiction, she must have been regarded with admiration by all who knew her as a woman of deep thought and of a varied knowledge such as men complacently believe to be the possession only of men. It was not this, however, which made her a great novelist. Her eyes were not turned inward, or kept down in metaphysical contemplation. She studied the living world around her. She had an eye for external things keen almost as that of Dickens or Balzac. George Eliot is the only novelist who can paint such English people as the Poyser's and the Tullivers just as they are. She looks into the very souls of such people. She tracks out their slow, peculiar mental processes; she reproduces them fresh and firm from very life. Mere realism, mere photographing, even from the life, is not in art a great triumph. But George Eliot can make her dullest people interesting and dramatically effective. She can paint two dull people with quite different ways of dulness—a dull man and a dull woman, for example—and the reader is astonished to find how utterly distinct the two kinds of stupidity are, and how intensely amusing both can be made. There are two pedantic, pompous, dull advocates in Mr. Browning's "The Ring and the Book." How distinct they are; how different, how unlike, and how true are the two portraits! But then it must be owned that the poet sometimes allows his pedants to be as tiresome as they would be in real life, if each successively held a weary listener by the button. George Eliot is not guilty of any such artistic fault. No one wants to be rid of Mrs. Poyser, or Aunt Glegg, or the prattling Florentines in "Romola." There never was or could be a Mark Tapley
or a Sam Weller. We put up with these impossibilities and delight in them because they are so amusing and so full of fantastic humor. But Mrs. Poyser lives, and everyone knows an Aunt Glegg, and poor Mrs. Tulliver's cares and hopes and little fears and pitiful reasonings are animating hundreds of Mrs. Tullivers all over England. George Eliot has infused into the novel some elements it never had before; and so thoroughly infused them that they blend with all the other materials, and do not form anywhere a solid lump or mass distinguishable from the rest. There are philosophical novels—"Wilhelm Meister," for example—which are weighed down and loaded with philosophy, and which the world only admires in spite of the philosophy. There are political novels—Lord Beaconsfield's, for instance—which are only intelligible to those who make politics and political personalities a study, and which viewed merely as stories would not be worth speaking about. There are novels with a great direct purpose in them, such as "Uncle Tom's Cabin," or "Bleak House," or Mr. Charles Reade's "Hard Cash." But these, after all, are only magnificent pamphlets, splendidly illustrated diatribes. The deep philosophic thought of George Eliot's best novels quietly suffuses and illumines them everywhere. There is no sermon here, no lecture there, no solid mass interposing between this incident and that, no ponderous moral hung around the neck of this or that personage. The reader feels that he is under the spell of one who is not merely a great story-teller, but who is also a deep thinker.

Mr. Anthony Trollope carries to its utmost limit the realism begun by Thackeray. He has none of Thackeray's genius; none of his fancy or feeling; none of his genuine creative power. He can describe with minute photographic faithfulness the ways, the talk, and sometimes even the emotions of a Belgravian family, of a nobleman's country-house, or the "womankind" of a dean in a cathedral town. He does not trouble himself with passion or
deep pathos, although he has got as far as to describe very touchingly the mental pains of a pretty girl thrown over by her lover, and has suggested with some genuine power the blended emotion, half agony of sorrow, half sense of relief, experienced by an elderly clergyman on the death of a shrewish wife. It was natural that, after the public had had a long succession of Mr. Trollope's novels, there should come a ready welcome for the school of fiction which was called the sensational. Of this school Mr. Wilkie Collins headed one class and Miss Braddon the other. Miss Braddon dealt in what we may call simple, straightforward murders and bigamies, and such like material; Mr. Wilkie Collins made his crimes always of an enigmatic nature, and compelled the reader to puzzle them out as if they were morbid conundrums. Mr. Trollope, however, continued to have his \textit{clientèle} all the time that the sensational school in its various classes or branches was flourishing and fading. Mr. Trollope's readers may have turned away for a moment to hear what became of the lady who dropped her husband down the well, or to guess at the secret of the mysterious Woman in White. But they soon turned loyally back to follow the gentle fortunes of Lily Dale, and to hear what was going on in the household of Framley Parsonage and under the stately roof of the Duke of Omnium.

Mr. Charles Reade, with all his imperfections as an artist, belongs to a higher order than Mr. Trollope, who is so much more thoroughly a master of his own narrower art. "Peg Woffington" and "Christie Johnstone," the former published so long ago as 1852, seem almost perfect in their symmetry and beauty. "The Cloister and the Hearth" might well-nigh have persuaded a reader that a new Walter Scott was about to arise on the horizon of our literature. In Mr. Reade's more recent works, however, the author began to devote himself to the illustration of some social or legal grievance calling for reform, and people came to understand that a new branch of the
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art of novel-writing was in process of development, the special gift of which was to convert a Parliamentary blue-book into a work of fiction. The treatment of criminals in prison and in far-off penal settlements; the manner in which patients are dealt with in private lunatic asylums, became the main subject and backbone of the new style of novel, instead of the misunderstandings of lovers, the trials of honest poverty, or the struggles for ascendancy in the fashionable circles of Belgravia. Mr. Reade may claim the merit of standing alone in work of this kind. He can make a blue-book live, and yet be a blue-book still. He takes the hard and naked facts as he finds them in some newspaper or in the report of some Parliamentary commission, and he so fuses them into the other material whereof his romance is to be made up that it would require a chemical analysis to separate the fiction from the reality. The reader is not conscious that he is going through the boiled-down contents of a blue-book. He has no aggrieved sense of being entrapped into the dry details of some harassing social question. The reality reads like romance; the romance lives like reality. No author ever indulged in a fairer piece of self-glorification than that contained in the last sentence of "Put Yourself in his Place." "I have taken," says Mr. Reade, "a few undeniable truths out of many, and have labored to make my readers realize those appalling facts of the day which most men know, but not one in a thousand comprehends, and not one in a hundred thousand realizes, until fiction—which, whatever you may have been told to the contrary, is the highest, widest, noblest, and greatest of all the arts—comes to his aid, studies, penetrates, digests the hard facts of chronicles and blue-books, and makes the dry bones live."

Distinct, peculiar, and lonely is the place in fiction held by Mr. George Meredith, the author of "The Ordeal of Richard Feverel," "Beauchamp's Career," "The Egoist," and other novels. Mr. Meredith has been more than once described as a prose Browning. He has, indeed, much
of Mr. Browning's obscurity of style, not caused by any obscurity of thought, but rather by a certain perverse indifference on the part of the artist to the business of making his meaning as clear to others as it is to himself. He has a good deal of Mr. Browning's peculiar kind of grim saturnine humor, not the humor that bubbles and sparkles—the humor that makes men laugh even while it sometimes draws tears to the eyes. He lacks the novelist's first charm, the power of telling a story well. But despite these defects, he is unquestionably one of the most remarkable of all the modern novelists short of the very greatest. There are times when the reader is inclined to wonder how with so many great gifts he has failed to become a great novelist. The story called "Beauchamp's Career," which probably not one in every thousand novel-readers has even opened, seems to us to have only narrowly missed being one of the great romances of the age of Queen Victoria. It is full of beauty, of power, and of pathos. Some of its characters are so drawn that they not merely stand out as if in life before us, but they enable us to enter into all their thoughts and anticipate all their purposes. We can conjecture beforehand what they will do in a given condition of things, just as we can tell how some friend of our own is likely to act when we hear what the circumstances are under which he is called upon to take a decision. This story, too, is not overladen, as others of Mr. Meredith's unluckily are, by epigram and antithesis, by curiosities of phrase which it is difficult to follow, and conceits which rather dazzle the eyes of the reader than light up the page. If Mr. Meredith's novels were to be examined according to their intellectual worth, they would deserve and demand a much fuller analysis than has been attempted here. But in these pages we are looking at the literature of the time from the chronicler's rather than the critic's point of view. We tell that a certain soldier won a battle or statesman gained a political victory, although we may ourselves be of opinion that the victory
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was better deserved on the other side. In the same spirit we record the fact that Mr. Meredith has not yet succeeded in gaining that place in fiction which our own judgment of his capacity would say that he is surely well qualified to attain.

Mr. Blackmore's "Lorna Doone" seems to us, on the whole, the best novel of the second-class produced in England in our time. That is to say, we rank it distinctly below the great novels of Dickens and Thackeray and Charlotte Brontë and George Eliot, but above any novel produced by any writer short of these, and above the inferior works of these great artists themselves. Mr. William Black is the head of a school of fiction which he himself called into existence. Scottish scenery and Scottish character, alternating with certain phases of London life, are the field in which he works, and in which he has no rival. He has not as yet shown himself great in passion or in pathos. The deeper emotions of the human heart, the sterner phases of human life, he has apparently not often cared to touch. But in his own province, somewhat narrow though that be, his art approaches to perfection. He can paint not merely scenery, but even atmosphere, with a delicacy and strength of touch which in themselves constitute an art. Mr. Hardy has done something the same for certain English counties that Mr. Black has done for Scotland. He is occasionally stronger than Mr. Black, but he has not his subtle sweetness, charm, and tender grace, and he is far less equal, far less surely master of his own craft. A word must be said of the delicate porcelain of Miss Thackeray's work in fiction—her tender, gentle, womanly stories; nor should we fail to record the fact that Mrs. Craik's "John Halifax, Gentleman," was one of the literary successes of the day.

A style of novel peculiar to this age, and very unlike that of Miss Thackeray or Mrs. Craik, deserves a word of mention. That is the novel which records the lives, the rompings, the ambitions, the flirtations, and the sufferings
of what we may call the Roaring Girl of the Victorian age. With tousled, unkempt hair, disorderly dress, occasionally dirty hands, and lips bubbling over with perpetual slang, this strange young woman has bounced into fiction. She has always a true and tender heart under her somewhat uncouth appearance and manner. When she falls in love, she falls in love very intensely, and although she may have had all manner of flirtations, she generally clings to the one true passion, and is not uncommonly found dying of a broken heart at the end of the novel. Perhaps the one merit about this kind of fiction, when it is really honest and at its best, is that it recognizes the fact that women are not a distinct angelic order of beings, but that they have their strong passions and even their coarse desires like men. Such advantage as there may be in setting this fact plainly before the world, on the authority of writers who are women themselves, the school may claim to have. It is not a high, or refined, or noble, or in any way commendable school of fiction, but at its best it is sincere. At its worst—and it very soon reached its worst—it may be described as insufferable.

The fiction of this later period is, like the poetry, inferior to that of the period which we had to consider in our former survey. It has more names, but not such great names. It would almost seem as if the present school of fiction is, to borrow a phrase from French politics, exhausting its mandate. The sensation novel has had its day, and its day was but an episode, an interruption. Realism has now well-nigh done all it can. Its close details, its trivial round of common cares and ambitions, its petty trials and easy loves, seem now at last to have spent their attractive power, and to urge with their fading breath the need of some new departure for the novelist. Perhaps the one common want in the more modern novel may suggest the new source of supply. Perhaps, in order to give a fresh life to our fiction, it will have to be dipped once again in the old holy well of romance.
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Rt Hon JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, M.P.
A new chapter opened in English history, says Mr. McCarthy, at the close of his work, when the Queen, in April, 1880, called upon Mr. Gladstone to form a ministry to succeed that of his great rival, Lord Beaconsfield. A year later saw the removal forever from the scene of all rivalries of that picturesque but most bizarre figure in English political life. The chapter that now opens is an almost unique one in the personal history of administrations in the Mother Land. It is the era that witnesses the apotheosis of Gladstone, who, though he had passed the Psalmist’s limit of life, now enters afresh on the political scene, with the jaunty step of youth and the proud mien of a great electoral victor. As the “Grand Old Man”—to use the kindly epithet applied to him by an admiring nation—assumes anew the reins of office and brings to his responsible task the vast energies, impetuous eloquence, and impressive earnestness with which he is almost superhumanly endowed, we can hardly resist a passing compliment to Peel, the great political chieftain of a previous age, whose discernment of men and their as yet unmanifested gifts led him to select the man who has since become the greatest statesman of our day as one of his youthful Parliamentary lieutenants. Not only interesting, however, in regard to personages, is the chapter
that now opens in the annals of modern England: it is also important in regard to the public questions with which the new era has to deal. Under the ultra-democratic régime upon which the nation now enters, the ignoble excitement of Imperialism and its adventurous foreign policy are thrust aside for excitements, perhaps equally ignoble, connected with the discussion, in Parliament and the country, of domestic affairs now more than ever made the cockshy of political party. The wrangling which, as we shall see, marks the conduct of public business in the nation's so-called deliberative Assembly, assumes quite a new aspect to that which has hitherto characterized party struggles in Parliament. The periods of political strife in the House have never before been either so prolonged or so violent. Home Rule, the luckless topic which in recent years has so persistently engrossed the attention of Parliament, and the tactics of obstruction which its more unrestrained henchmen have so continuously adopted, in defiance of the rules and traditions of the House, are admittedly responsible for much of the turbulence and temper evoked. But some share of the odium attaching to this state of things must be borne by the members of the House generally, whose partisan purposes have broken the opposing phalanx of the two old historic parties into the minute subdivisions we now see in the popular Chamber. In a recent magazine article* Mr. McCarthy has himself enumerated the various parties now to be found, in a state of more or less ferment, in the House of Commons.

"The Liberals and Tories," he says, "are still facing each other as before. But there is an Irish party, a Scotch party, a Welsh party, and a Labor party. There is a Woman's Suffrage party; there is a Temperance party; there is a Colonial party; there are other parties more or less conspicuous. These are all solid and self-centred bands, whose partisan allegiance is not always to be counted on with certainty by either of the two great parties in the State. About the Irish party I need not say much. It has made itself too

*North American Review, April, 1894.
Mr. Gladstone's Second Ministry.
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well known to need an elaborate description of its purpose and its organization. The readers of The North American Review know very well that it is devoted to its own principles, and that it would accept Home Rule from either Liberal or Tory. The Scottish party is not as yet so compact and so resolute in its organization; but its time will come. Its ultimate object is Home Rule for Scotland. The immediate object of the Welsh party is the disestablishment of the State Church in Wales—later on, no doubt, it will ask for Home Rule for Wales. Nothing could be more remarkable and more interesting than the growth of these two national parties in the House of Commons. They have both been inspired directly by the success of the Irish National movement. When I was first observing the House of Commons no one ever heard of a Scottish party or a Welsh party. More than that, when, fifteen years ago, I first entered the House, no Scottish or Welsh party had yet been heard of. One of the younger and more energetic leaders of the Welsh party used to be called the 'Parnell of Wales.' The term was significant. The Scottish band and the Welsh party do not as yet try to exert much force as cross-currents in the politics of England.

The extract serves to point out the diversity of sectional interests which have of late years sprung up in the English Parliament, and is not confined even within the list Mr. McCarthy has furnished, since we have to add to the Labor party the representatives of its component parts, the mechanic and artisan, the farm laborer and the factory hand, with their unrelated socialist and semi-socialist groups, besides the factions led by Mr. Dillon, Mr. Healy, and Mr. McCarthy, embraced under the general designation of Irish Home Rulers. With his habitual reserve on the subject, it will be noted that Mr. McCarthy, though he speaks of the success of the Irish National movement, has nothing to say of it beyond the fact that it is too well known to need explanation of its aim and organization, and that it is devoted to its own principles. This reticence is the more unaccountable, since, in the extract, the leader of the anti-Parnellite wing of the Home Rulers is writing almost exclusively for an American audience. It is true, we are told, that the Irish party, and we take Mr. McCarthy to mean both wings of it, will accept Home Rule from either Liberal or Tory. The obvious inference
from this is that Home Rulers are playing merely a waiting game, the combined body of patriots holding, as it has been phrased, the Government of the day, whatever its complexion, in the hollow of the Irish hand. Mr. McCarthy speaks freely, and with evident commendation, of the numerous parties, each with its own special axe to grind, now to be found in the English House of Commons; but though their existence, in these days sacred to the political gamester, may be easily accounted for, we are not sure that, viewed from an independent British standpoint, and looking to the customary abandonment of principle in party government, the multiplicity of sectional interests, ever clamoring for their own in Parliament, is fraught with good to the well-being of the nation. Nor, in these days of Socialistic upheaval, do we think it desirable to encourage the formation, save only on the most humane and necessitous grounds, of these warring interests in legislation, each seeking not the general, but the local or individual good. We, of course, exempt from these strictures the question of Irish Home Rule, that "immemorial grievance," which, but for malign fate and the fatuous manner in which its demands have usually been put forward by the Irish themselves, ought long ago to have had redress at the hands of Englishmen. Allowance has also to be made, in arraigning the interests and combinations in Parliament, which are not always banded together for beneficent purposes, for the congested state of public business in the Chamber, and which may be said to justify class or sectarian combinations so as to obtain a hearing. The problem will be partly solved with the granting of Home Rule to each section of the United Kingdom, as well as to Ireland and Wales, for deliberating on and disposing of its own local affairs.

The predominant and obtrusive question of Mr. Gladstone's second Ministry, as it has also been that of other recent administrations, has, we need hardly say, been the Irish question. So engrossing and persistent has been the
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topic, that it has cast all others, including even grave matters of foreign policy, into the shade. Here we shall touch upon it no further than is necessary, reserving the topic, as will be seen, for a brief résumé in a separate chapter. Even as we write, in the summer of 1894, the subject hardly seems ripe for historical discussion, as no finality has been reached, while, for a time at least, the agitation in Parliament, since the House of Lords, in September, 1893, rejected Mr. Gladstone's second Home Rule Bill, has practically been set aside. It is again, moreover, without a great Irish leader, and the commanding political figure of our time, who has done such yeoman service for it, has under pressure of declining years voluntarily abandoned the Liberal leadership and withdrawn from Parliamentary, and probably forever from political, life.

Mr. Gladstone's ministerial régime, between the years 1880 and 1885, it will be sufficient here to note, was ridden by the Irish question, and Parliamentary was harassed by the most irritating and ingenious obstruction from the Nationalist Home Rulers, led by Mr. Parnell. The period of his administration was also marked by the revolt of the Phœnix Park murders, which shocked the civilized world, and the consequent calling into operation of a rigid Coercion Act. The Irish party were at this time acting in unison with the Tory Opposition, which, on the death of Lord Beaconsfield, brought for a while into play the skilled forces utilized by Lord Randolph Churchill, known familiarly as the Fourth Party. This able but too intrepid politician, who acted as leader of his small but waspish party, was joined by several free-lance Parliamentarians, the more notable of whom were Mr. Arthur Balfour (afterward a skilled leader of the House), Sir Henry Wolff, an experienced diplomat, and Mr. (now Sir John) Gorst. These men, deeming Sir Stafford Northcote, the then leader of the Opposition in the Commons, too lenient with the Liberal Government, became bristly thorns in Mr.
Gladstone's side, and girded at him and his supporters with great virulence and pugnacity during several sessions, not infrequently to the dismay of the Tory chiefs.

One of the subjects which unhappily arose at this time to harass Mr. Gladstone and his Government was that of Mr. Bradlaugh's admission to Parliament. Mr. Bradlaugh, who was known as an avowed atheist, had been elected member for Northampton and desired to take his seat without taking the oath at the table of the House. The occasion brought the Fourth Party into much unseemly prominence, and bitter was its attack on Mr. Gladstone for desiring to admit the member for Northampton by affirming merely, rather than by the imposition of the conventional and practically unmeaning oath. It was, of course, hypocritical to seek to connect the leader of the Government with hostility, or anything approaching hostility, to religion; yet no effort of his, or of the Liberal Party, could secure the admission of the member, or save him from the penalty of expulsion, until some years had elapsed. The attitude of the exclusionists of the unbeliever was little calculated to aid the cause they affected to serve, as the repeated re-election of Mr. Bradlaugh by his constituents, whose civil rights were undoubted, together with public sentiment throughout the country, abundantly prove. Finally, in the new Parliament of 1885-86, Mr. Bradlaugh yielded, and, it may be added, in no way suffered, while legislation gained, by the admission of an able and honest politician to his seat. In Parliament, Mr. Bradlaugh's personal influence, added to his abilities, and notwithstanding his abhorrent scepticism his good sense, gained him the respect of all parties. Some years before his death, which occurred in 1891, he carried a bill through the House allowing all persons to affirm instead of taking the oath.

The activity of the Tory Opposition, with its forefront of attack in the members of the Fourth Party (the Third Party being, of course, the Irish phalanx under Mr.
Parnell) made the Parliamentary session of 1881 a wearying one for the Ministry. Distress in Ireland, moreover, had its effect in adding to the troubles of the Government, since it emboldened the Irish Nationalists, incited by the Land League, to resort to acts of hostility, outrage, and grave menace, which brought down upon the ill-starred country State prosecutions, and, under Mr. W. E. Forster's régime, the severities of coercion. This again was followed by the arrest and imprisonment of many of the Irish leaders, including Mr. Parnell, Mr. Dillon, and other members of the physical force party, the proclaiming of the Land League "as an illegal and criminal association," the suppression of United Ireland, the introduction of the cloture in Parliament, and other repressive measures. Nor was Mr. Gladstone's ameliorating Irish Land Act permitted, in any appreciable degree, to soften the asperities of the situation. The contrary indeed was the case, for the Land League, not without sympathetic and more substantial encouragement from this side of the water, not to speak of incitements to the use of dynamite, issued a "No-Rent" manifesto, calling upon the Irish tenantry to withhold rent, and resist the execution of legal process for the assertion of the landlord's rights. The result of this incitement to wrong-doing was, as might have been expected, an accession of agrarian crime, culminating, in May of the following year, in the murder, in Phoenix Park, Dublin, of Lord F. Cavendish, who had just succeeded Mr. Forster as Chief Secretary for Ireland, and Mr. Burke, the Permanent Secretary. This tragedy was the more hideous, besides disastrous in its effect on luckless Ireland, since Government clemency had just been extended to Parnell, Dillon, and O'Kelly, the three Irish members of the House who had been under imprisonment, though it is only fair to add that neither they nor their immediate following had any part in the foul deed. Five men, styling themselves "Invincibles," and known to have been concerned in the atrocity, were convicted and hanged,
while others of the conspirators were sentenced to various terms of penal servitude.

Parliament also took its share in laying upon unhappy Ireland the penalties of an appalling horror. A "Prevention of Crimes Bill" was at once made law and put in force, together with other stringent measures of coercion, which, it need hardly be said, brought the Irish difficulty no nearer to solution. Meanwhile, the Government had perplexities of another kind to worry it, in the administration of its foreign affairs. Besides the legacy of the Afghan war, which it inherited from its predecessors, and out of which, thanks to the military genius of Lord Roberts, who effaced the memory of the Candahar disaster, the Government had extricated itself with honor, it had slipped into a war with the Boers. The rising in the Transvaal was provoked by the Cape Government taking possession, in 1877, of the territory occupied by the Boers, a body of sturdy Dutch peasants, who on the annexation of Cape Colony by the British had left it and founded the Orange Free State and the Transvaal Republic. The action of the Cape Government is explained by the fact that it feared an outbreak among the Boers, who were then much disaffected toward the British, and a general rising among the natives. At the end of the year 1880, the Boers took up arms and, being experts in guerilla warfare, inflicted a series of defeats upon the British, in the last of which—the engagement at Majuba Hill—General Sir George Colley was killed. The arrival of a large force, under Sir Evelyn Wood, put an end to the war, while Mr. Gladstone's humanity interposed to prevent the Boers being pressed hard in effecting a peace.

The Egyptian war of 1882, with its issuing conflict in the Soudan, added further to the embarrassments of Mr. Gladstone's administration during the years 1883-85. The trouble had its origin in the financial difficulties
which Egypt, in 1879, found herself in, difficulties which obliged the Khedive, Mohamed Tewfik, to invoke aid from the British and French Governments. For this, and in consideration of certain loans, these Governments were practically given control of Egyptian finance. This action of the Khedive was, in the spring of 1882, sullenly resented by Arabi Pasha, the Egyptian Minister of War, who headed a revolt, using as his war-cry “Egypt for the Egyptians.” The position of affairs in the Sultan’s suzerainty had meanwhile led the English and French Governments to send a fleet into Egyptian waters to protect foreign interests and, if need be, to defend the exposed Suez Canal. The fleet, lying off Alexandria, was fired upon by the insurgents, and the British warships at once replied by bombarding the fortifications of the town, the French ships meanwhile steaming off to Port Said. This occurred July 11th, 1882. For two days, Alexandria was given up to plunder and destruction by a mob, and considerable European life was taken. Order, however, was not long in being restored by a force of British marines and sailors landed from the fleet, under command of Admiral Beuchamp Seymour, since created Lord Alcester. A month later, Egypt was occupied by a British army under Sir Garnet (now Lord) Wolseley, which routed Arabi’s forces at Tel-el-Kebir and captured the rebel leader. The Khedive was now reinstated and Arabi Pasha sent into exile. Unfortunately for England, and for Mr. Gladstone’s Government, an army of occupation was left in the country, to protect the Khedive and restore order.

The difficulty of the English Government in the matter was undoubtedly great. Candid friends told them to evacuate the country and leave the Egyptians “to stew in their own juice;” but that was hardly possible without securities being taken, of which none were available, against renewed anarchy. English responsibility increased when France withdrew from the dual control, and Britain was left single-handed to cope with fanaticism and guard civiliza-
tion. Trouble now arose in the Soudan, where some measure of order had been established by an English officer, of the Knight-Crusader type, familiarly known as "Chinese Gordon," acting as Egyptian Governor. In that region, in the spring of 1883, a fanatical Islam prophet, named Al-Mahdi, at the head of a body of rebel Arabs, had become troublesome to the Khedive, whose authority he defied, and whose forces, sent against him, he had repeatedly beaten. A crisis was reached when the Mahdi, in March, of the same year, cut to pieces an Egyptian army, commanded by Colonel Hicks, a retired Anglo-Indian officer, in the service of the Khedive. This calamitous event placed in peril the Egyptian garrisons in the chief cities of the Soudan, including those in the Nile Valley and on the Red Sea, and more than ever involved England in the affairs of Egypt.

In January, 1884, General Gordon was commissioned by the English Government to proceed to Khartoum, with the view of bringing about a peaceful settlement of the difficulties and arranging with the Mahdi for the withdrawal of the Egyptian garrisons from the Soudan. This humane but quixotic mission failed, and as Gordon was detained by the Arabs at Khartoum, the embassy brought upon Mr. Gladstone's Government a good deal of censure. There was naturally great clamor in England over the peril in which Gordon was placed, while dissensions in the Cabinet delayed any attempt at a rescue until the month of August, when an army under Lord Wolseley was despatched to Egypt to make its way up the Nile. Great difficulties were encountered by the expeditionary force, as the route chosen was both arduous and hazardous, while the Mahdi's troops fought with characteristic daring. The engagements at Abu-Klea, in which Colonel Burnaby, the hero of "The Ride to Khiva," was killed, at Metamneh, in which the General-in-command, Sir Herbert Stewart, lost his life, and at Tamasi, in which the British square was broken by the impetuous rush of Arab spear-
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men, tried severely the valor and discipline of the British soldiery. Finally, a detachment, under Sir Charles Wilson, fought its way up the river to Khartoum, only to find, however, that that stronghold was in the hands of the Mahdi, and that General Gordon had been killed two days before the rescuing column reached the place. The special object of the expedition, the relief of the noble and chivalrous Gordon, having failed, the troops were withdrawn from the country, and Mr. Gladstone's administration had to face the odium of defeat, as well as public condemnation of a costly and abortive enterprise.

It is a far cry from the arid wastes of Egypt to the fertile prairies of the Canadian Northwest. Yet, incidentally, there was for the time an unusual connection between the two, for from Canada came the contingent of raftsmen and voyageurs, commanded by Col. Fred. Denison, C.M.G., that manned the boats in the Wolseley expedition up the Nile. While the Soudan was in a state of tumult from Arab revolt, half-breed disaffection had its outbreak in the region watered by the Saskatchewan, in the distant plains of the Northwest of this Continent. There an insurrection broke out, led by Louis Riel, a fanatical French Canadian with Indian blood in his veins, who had been concerned in an earlier émeute in the Red River Territory, when the lordship of the vast area which for centuries had owned the sway of the Hudson Bay Company passed in 1869 from the great fur-trading corporation to England, and from England to her Canadian colony. The cause of trouble was, on the surface, half-breed fears of Government dispossession of its landholdings, on which it had squatted along the banks of the Saskatchewan prior to the era of settlement and the coming of the surveyor and Ottawa land-agent. Below the surface, however, there was jealousy of the intruding immigrant and colonizer, particularly of Anglo-Saxon origin, and bitterness at the loss of hunting-grounds, which the French half-breeds had
come to look upon as their own inalienable possession. Disaffection might not have come to anything had the Ottawa Government listened, as it ought, to the complaints of the simple children of the plains; but it was afar off, and, at the time, more intent on playing, in the outer and more settled parts of Canada, the political game. No heed being given to their remonstrances, the half-breeds rose, under Riel's leadership, made an attack on the mounted police, the territorial guardians of the peace, issued a rebel proclamation, and, inviting the Indians to join them, entrenched themselves in their villages, protected by rifle-pits and abattis, and defied constituted authority. The outbreak, for the space of three months, in the spring of 1885, taxed the resources of the Canadian Government to quell it, as access to the country was difficult—the national railroad not then being quite completed,—and the disaffected region, even with the latter aid, being remote from a safe military base. The trouble, serious as it was for the time, as its cost in blood and treasure attests, was, however, soon over, for the Canadian militia, under General Middleton, an English army commander, when it finally reached the region of strife, made short work of rebellion. Among the stirring episodes of the brief campaign, which included long and trying marches over the snow-sodden plains, were the attack and capture of Batoche, the seat of half-breed sedition, the engagements at Fish Creek and Cut Knife Hill, the massacre at Frog Lake, and the pursuit, over a savage country, of bands of Indian outlaws, whose acts of lawlessness and insurrection menaced the safety of the territories and the lives of the loyal settlers. Peace at length was restored, and Riel and his misguided following received, though with humane discrimination, the penalties of unsuccessful rebellion.

We now return to England and to the events of the closing months of the second Gladstone Administration, for its end was about this time drawing near. The re-
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remaining political topic of the period that calls for comment is the new franchise, or Third Reform, Act, which owed its origin to Mr. Gladstone, and which after much controversy in Parliament became law at the close of 1884. The subject of franchise reform had for some years been pressing itself upon the country, and at Newcastle and Leeds county householder franchise formed the burden of various weighty resolutions. Influenced by these signs of advancing public opinion, and accepting the mandate of large and influential bodies of intelligent delegates, representing Liberal organizations throughout England, Mr. Gladstone brought forward a measure in February, 1884, based on uniform household and lodger franchise in the counties and boroughs. The Bill, which met with all manner of amendments, was finally passed by the Commons, but was rejected by the Lords, on the contention that the redistribution of seats should precede or accompany any new legislation on the subject. For the time the matter was therefore shelved. In the autumn session, however, the Franchise Bill was reintroduced and passed in the Lower House by a majority of 140 in its favor. In the House of Lords, a compromise between Mr. Gladstone and Lord Salisbury secured its passage by the Peers, on the understanding that it would be immediately followed by a Redistribution Bill on lines agreed on by the two leaders. This was done, and an important measure, due mainly to the laborious work of Sir Charles Dilke, then a member of the Liberal Cabinet, was passed in June of the following year, which had far-reaching consequences in its effect on the electorate of the country, the voting strength of which it raised to over five millions. The passing of the Act was a great gain of democratic principle, for it effected much change in the representation, in harmony with either the decrease or increase of the local population. By the provisions of the Redistribution Act, boroughs with a population under 15,000 were disfran-
chised and merged in country districts, and towns with a population under 50,000 were given but one member. These changes alone extinguished 160 seats. On the other hand, towns with inhabitants over 50,000 and under 165,000 were given two members. With these exceptions, and that of the City of London, which is now represented by sixty-two members, the system of single member districts was to be universal.

Just as the Redistribution Bill was passed, Mr. Gladstone's Administration met with sudden and unexpected overthrow from a comparatively trivial cause. This was Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's resolution condemning Mr. Childers' Budget proposals for an increase in the beer and spirit duties. The motion was carried by 264 to 252 votes, 39 of the Irish Home Rulers voting against the Government, which at once resigned. Lord Salisbury then undertook to form a Government and appealed to the country. The months of November and December, 1885, saw the nation in the throes of a general election, and the Liberal Party handicapped by Irish Nationalist opposition and the disclosure of Mr. Chamberlain's Radical programme. In spite of these adverse circumstances, the effect, when Lord Salisbury called Parliament together in January, 1886, was an evident strengthening of the Liberal party in the House, though twelve of the members of Mr. Gladstone's late administration had lost their seats. The proof of this was shown in the result of a vote ere the month was out. The occasion was a division of the House on the amendment to the Address, by Mr. Jesse Collings, regretting that no allotments for laborers had been announced in the Government's proposed legislation. Lord Salisbury at once resigned, and Mr. Gladstone formed his third Administration.

Mr. Gladstone's accession to office at this time was marked by a change (which the Tories deemed an extraordinary volte-face) in his attitude toward Irish Home Rule. This was his public acceptance of the principle, and his
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introduction of a measure on the subject, supplemented by a Land Purchase Bill. As an evidence of the Liberal Premier’s conversion, the chief-secretaryship of Ireland in the new Government was entrusted to Mr. John Morley, a strong advocate of Irish local self-government. Mr. Gladstone’s embracing of Home Rule was a shock to many of his closest and most influential friends. It lost him four members of his newly formed Cabinet, among them Mr. Chamberlain and Sir George Trevelyan, with the defection of such Liberal standard-bearers as John Bright, the Duke of Argyll, Lord Hartington, Lord Selborne, Mr. Goschen, Sir Henry James, and other men of mark. These dissentients, among others, became leaders of the new party that was now formed of Liberal-Unionists, who, without disloyalty to Liberal principles, were unwilling to follow the Prime Minister in his remedial measures for Ireland, without safeguarding restrictions and sureties for the integrity of the United Kingdom. Mr. Gladstone was not, however, to be turned from his purpose, in pursuance of which, whatever may have been the political inducements to the step, he doubtless acted from moral conviction as well as from humane motive. But the suddenness of his conversion gave little opportunity to educate English public opinion, and the Home Rule Bill was defeated. The session coming to an end, Mr. Gladstone appealed once more to the country, with results unfavorable to his tenure of office. The electoral battle was fierce and bitter, the Liberal-Unionists making common cause with the Tories against Mr. Gladstone and Home Rule, thus aiding in the return to power of Lord Salisbury and a strong Conservative Government. The state of parties in the new House may be gathered from the following enumeration: Conservatives 315, Liberal-Unionists 73, Home Rule Liberals 196, Irish Nationalists 86.
CHAPTER LXIX.

THE JUBILEE YEAR,

AND LORD SALISBURY'S ADMINISTRATION (1886-92).

Lord Salisbury, as we have seen, was at the head of the English Government in the year of the Queen's Jubilee. As one of the social grandees of the nation, Conservatism was inly proud that he, and not his great rival, occupied the post of First Minister in a year which saw the celebration, on a scale of much magnificence, "with a matchless representation of all the constituent peoples and politics in the British Empire," of the fiftieth anniversary of her Majesty's accession to the throne. The time was, in many respects, auspicious for the celebration of so notable an event, which, in all English history, has seldom before occurred, only three of Queen Victoria's predecessors—Henry III., Edward III., and George III.—having reigned long enough to commemorate a royal jubilee. Domestic politics, it is true, were turbulent, and, thanks to the irrepressible Irish question, there was an increasing violence of party spirit; but England had, happily, no war on her hands, and her people were, in the main, prosperous and measurably content. While there was industrial depression, and, in the sister island, a spirit of lawlessness abroad which called for special legislation for the repression of crime, the country had abundant cause for thankfulness for the measure of national well-being it enjoyed, added to the blessings of peace and well-ordered government. The illustrious annals of the nation, and the unblemished character and conspicuous virtues of the Queen, might well evoke in the Jubilee ceremonials the loyalty and enthusiasm of the British people, and of all, of whatever race or clime, who owned the imperial sway. The
event, for generations at least, had been without a parallel, and without a parallel in all time was the spontaneous movement of loyalty which actuated all classes in doing honor to the occasion, as well as in manifesting reverence for the dignity, and affection for the person, of the sovereign.

Few grander sights in the British capital have ever been witnessed than the magnificent pageant of June 21st, 1887, as it pursued its stately way from Buckingham Palace to Westminster Abbey, where amid a scene of unsurpassed splendor a thanksgiving service was held, marked by the solemnity and impressiveness which the great historic occasion called forth. The chief figure in the great pageant was, of course, the sovereign, surrounded as she was with a body-guard of dynastic royalty, composed of sons and sons-in-law, grandsons and grandsons-in-law, each splendidly mounted and gayly attired. Beside these there were the gorgeous escort, preceded by high officers of the Imperial household, of visiting royalties, the brilliant assemblage of royal princesses, and the barbaric array of Indian potentates, with the bedizened glory of "Gold-stick," "Silver-stick," and other Court functionaries, including Gentlemen-at-arms, Equeeries-in-waiting, and Yeomen of the Guard. Adding interest to the brilliant spectacle were the tens of thousands of the populace that lined the elaborately decorated streets and crowded the extemporized stagings in the route of the procession, and whose loyal greetings pursued the sovereign and her resplendent cortège with a mighty wave of acclaim.

Nor was the scene less impressive in the old historic Abbey, thronged in choir, chancel, and dais, when the Royal procession, preceded by the great dignitaries of the national Church and the sumptuously garbed heralds and Court officers, took up its position round the Coronation Chair, in which sat the sovereign, surrounded by her faithful Lords and Commons, high diplomats, distinguished visitors, and the representatives of the several estates, and of
every colony and possession, of the realm. The spectacle
was the scene of a life-time, and not only did it fascinate
the eye, but it stirred the imagination and fired the heat.
As one looked upon it, the historic memory could not fail
to recall the beginnings of, and indeed every chief inci-
dent in, the long and illustrious reign. Nor could the
mind forget the import of the service of thanksgiving in
the venerable Abbey,—public acknowledgment to the
Deity of the blessings, national as well as dynastic, vouch-
safed to Britain throughout an eventful half-century of the
nation’s life. Hardly could there be a more instructive,
as well as impressive, lesson than that to be gathered
from an epitomized summary of the story Mr. McCarthy
has told us in the preceding pages, were there space here
to attempt it, with a glance at the chief features of con-
trast between the England of the beginning of her Maj-
esty’s reign and the world-wide Empire of Britain of
to-day. As this is here not possible, we must confine
ourselves, with due consideration for the reader, to a few
brief thoughts on the subject.

If we except the familiar instance of Queen Elizabeth,
no sovereign ever came to the throne of England at a
more auspicious era, or one more pregnant of fateful but
benign issues, than did Victoria of Guelph, on the de-
cease of her uncle, in 1837. What lay in the womb of
Time at that period was, of course, not within the ken
of two generations ago. The contemporary outlook, as
Mr. McCarthy shows us, was far from promising; and he
would have been a bold seer who at the death of the
Sailor King had cast a cloudless horoscope. But without
parallel, in limitless fields of advancement, has been the
period of English history since. We who are full of the
ideas of the age in this Western world can hardly realize
how great has been the change, and how colossal have
been the strides of progress. It is not only that the area
of British dominion has vastly increased, but vastly in-
creased also are the aggregate wealth and material com-
fort of the people. Enormous as have been the additions to Britain's territorial possessions in the past fifty years, the gain has been paralleled in every feature of the intellectual and economic resources of the nation. Some of the lines of progress may be traced in the advance of population, in the increase and distribution of capital, in the command of markets and in the ramifications of trade, in the extent of the railway, shipping, and industrial interests, in the thousand and one fields of individual activity and enterprise, as well as in the higher domains of thought, which have won for the nation intellectual supremacy and given to English civilization its dignity and influence.

But the force of contrast between then and now cannot be effectively brought home to the mind by general statements. Recourse must be had to the agency of figures. Fifty years ago, before emigration had made any great drain on the population of the United Kingdom, the figures representing the latter were under twenty-six millions. Now (1894), the population of the British Isles is close upon forty-five millions. The population of the Colonies of Britain has within the period risen from four to seventeen millions; while that of this country (the United States) to which Britain has made large contributions, has also quadrupled. Still more marvellous are the figures which mark British ascendency in India. Her rule there now extends over nearly one and a half million square miles, with a population, including that of the Feudatory States, estimated at 275 millions. Not less astonishing is the growth in wealth of the United Kingdom since the period of the Queen's accession. Fifty years ago, the people of the British Isles were not nearly so well fed, clothed, housed, or educated as they are to-day; while the per capita income was not more than half the sum it has now reached. The increased measure of prosperity may be gauged by the fact that within the period the number of depositors in the savings banks has, despite trade strikes, business depression, and the prevalent intemperance among the
laboring class, risen from under half a million to five and a half millions; while the deposits themselves have increased from fourteen to over a hundred million pounds sterling. Another unfailing mark of the prosperity of the people is their ability to bear, and general acquiescence in, the burden of taxation.

Not less remarkable is the growth of manufactures during the reign, and the extension of Britain’s internal and external trade. The difference between the trade of the “thirties” and the trade of the “nineties” marks the difference, as it has been phrased, between the operations of a petty state and that of a mighty empire. In the chief industries, such as the iron and steel trade, the coal output, and woollen and cotton manufacture, the expansion has been enormous. Equally striking are the statistics of the carrying trade of the steamships and railways, enterprises which may be said to have come wholly into existence within the present reign. Well-nigh fabulous is the sum which has been invested in the construction and equipment of these necessities of our modern civilization. Almost every mechanical art has the same tale to tell, and romantic is the story of how each industry in the period has been aided by the genii of invention.

Nor has the progress of the half-century been confined to material channels. Over countless rivers have the barques of the British mind been bearing ever-increasing treasure to the great sea of human knowledge. Not only literature, but science and art, have had their rich argosy. Historical research has also contributed its quota of heavily laden craft, weighty with the lore of the past and its store of useful information and instructive fact. Nor have books alone been the medium through which the activities of the British mind have found expression. From pulpit and forum and platform has the stream of knowledge poured, as well as through the myriad agencies of the press, in newspaper and magazine. The universities and schools, too, have taken their part in the work of
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national enlightenment. Nor must we fail to note the progress of the era in scientific and literary research, in religious and philosophic inquiry, and the gain to humanity in the great advance of medical science.

Another and a beneficent feature of the reign has been the illumination of the public conscience with regard to the material and moral well-being of the masses. This has been manifested in countless ways, though perhaps most effectively through the relief that has come from political and social reforms, from increased care for the health as well as for the rights of the people, and from the ameliorating enactments and beneficent provisions of philanthropy. Nor has the least gain come to the masses from the mitigation of the severities of the criminal code, from land-law reform, and the repeated extensions of the franchise. The enactment of laws affecting the position of women, and the opening to them of varied and profitable fields of employment, must also be counted among the important acquisition of the era.

With this gratifying record of progress to chronicle, there is, however, not a little to curb felicitations and moderate national pride. But the gains of the period are undoubted, and the contrast is a sharp one between the present and the past. To look back upon her Majesty’s accession is, politically speaking, to recall a troubled scene. Viewing it constitutionally is to see in it the beginnings of a new and auspicious era. Something had been gained by the coming of a Queen to the throne, around whose then fair and youthful figure both chivalry and sentiment threw the aureola of romance. But for a time dark were the clouds that hung over the Kingdom. Many and menacing have been the problems which, during the reign, have arisen to distract the nation; but a wise statesmanship has happily, in some measure, been able to solve them. The transition from the old order to the new, we may be sure, was not brought about without effort. Great reforms have been the characteristics of the
era. They have sought out most seats of monopoly and privilege, and intruded into many a hidden cranny of Government. Chiefly is their redressing work to be traced in legislation, administration, and finance; but the reforming spirit of the age may be seen everywhere we look. Naturally its influence has affected even the morals of the people, while it has also done much to ameliorate their social condition. To it is due the better understanding between the rich and the poor, though socialism and the ostentation of great wealth still keep them too much aloof. The gulf between the two began to be bridged when the Reform Bill wrested the balance of political power from the landed classes and gave it to the masses. On the heels of parliamentary enfranchisement came the beneficent Corn Law legislation, which alleviated the distress that had stimulated Chartism into activity. With these reforms came the introduction of machinery, which simplified labor, and the evolution of the inventive faculty, which diminished the cost of production. Then came the steam-engine to give increased facilities for locomotion, and with the new motive power, supplemented at a later date by electricity, arose the thousand and one industries that have brought wealth and prestige to modern England.

Activity in the industrial world was not long in being followed by activity in the moral world. Beneficent energies were soon set in motion in the field of philanthropy, and the humanizing spirit in time permeated the whole social fabric. Not its least effect was seen in a transformation of the public manners. Intemperance and swearing, once rife among the upper classes, were struck from the code of social propriety; duelling was frowned upon, and cruel sports were suppressed. The new and better era also saw slavery abolished and the criminal law, as we have already hinted, shorn of its pitiless severity. Other softening or remedial measures soon followed. Custom discarded the odious pillory and the
stocks; imprisonment for debt was prohibited; flogging in the army and the press-gang were abolished; and legislation intervened on behalf of factory labor. Improvement in the material condition naturally led to improvement in the intellectual condition of the people. Here philanthropy found new and beneficent fields of operation, in which, after a time, it had the helpful aid of legislation. In these days of a free and unfettered press, it is with difficulty that one can realize that there was a period in England, not very remote, when the paper on which the newspaper was printed was taxed, the advertisements were taxed, and the newspaper itself was subjected to a heavy duty. By degrees all these imposts on knowledge were repealed, and, with them, the heavy penalties and government prosecutions which were constantly inflicted on publishers for infractions or evasions of the law. With the removal of these disabilities came the era of cheap literature and the founding of societies, and, at a later day, of great publishing enterprises, for "the diffusion of useful knowledge." Later still, but at first in timid doles, came government appropriations for education, technical training, and advancement in art.

The era is remarkable in another way, as Mr. McCarthy himself reminds us (vide his interesting manual on "The Epoch of Reform"), as that during which "the representative system in Parliament and the constitutional system in Monarchy became settled institutions." Commenting on this feature of the reign, and the peaceful working in England of the principle of political reform, in contrast with the revolutions elsewhere taking place in the Old World, Mr. McCarthy observes that all over Europe we see the varying process of development of the same principles.

"In every country of the European Continent," he continues, "the recognition of this principle has been preceded by a period of revolution or of revolt, followed by reaction, and then revolt again. Only in England have reforms been accomplished without a struggle.
Nor is this owing, as is generally supposed, to the fact that the English political system embodied no serious grievance and no genuine oppression. On the contrary, there were many anomalies of English political life which bore down on certain classes more severely and more unjustly than such classes were borne down upon in almost any Continental State. The reason why the changes in England were so quiet and so satisfactory was that English statesmen had arrived at that condition of political intelligence which made them able to recognize the fact that changes which they themselves disliked, and would, if they could, have resisted, had nevertheless become inevitable, and must take place sooner or later, peacefully or with violence. English statesmen were fortunately able to see the immense advantage of accepting the inevitable at the right moment. Wellington and Peel saw that they could not successfully resist the changes which the Metternichs and the Polignacs believed they could successfully resist. To this fact is due the whole difference between the manner in which political changes were wrought out in this country and on the Continent. Had English statesmen been like those of foreign countries, we, too, should have had to describe the period between 1830 and 1850 as a period, not of reform, but of revolution."

But we have dwelt on these interesting features of the reign long enough, though their consideration by thoughtful minds could not fail to give a motive for, and add fervor to, the celebrations of the Jubilee year, which unreflecting national exultation could not have, while they form an important part of the instructive history of the time.

Returning to the politics of the year, it is proper to chronicle, before we go further, some changes in the personnel of Lord Salisbury's Cabinet. The meteoric Lord Randolph Churchill, who had been very useful to the party as a strategist in election campaigns and in the management of the affairs of the Lower House, retired, owing, it was understood, to some disagreement in the Cabinet over the Army and Navy estimates, which Lord Churchill, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, desired to cut down. The Chancellorship was filled by the Liberal Unionist, Mr. Goschen; while the leadership of the House fell to the eminently safe, but by no means brilliant, Mr. W. H.
Smith, who became first Lord of the Treasury. The other Cabinet changes at this time include the assumption of the Foreign Secretaryship by the Premier, Lord Salisbury, voided by Sir Stafford Northcote (become Lord Iddesleigh but since dead), and the appointment of a new and notable figure in Parliament, Mr. A. J. Balfour, to the Chief-Secretaryship of Ireland, in place of Sir M. Hicks-Beach.

Much of the legislation of Lord Salisbury's régime was unhappily taken up with what Parliament deemed it necessary to enact for the enforcement of law and order in Ireland. In that irksome duty the Tory Government had the support of the leading Liberal-Unionists on behalf of their measures, as well as the aid of the leaders of the party to overcome disorder in the House, due to the tactics of obstruction resorted to by the Parnellites and their Gladstonian allies. The legislation included the passing (July 8th, 1887), after a prolonged and heated discussion, of the Irish Crimes Bill, and in the following month of an Irish Land Bill, two measures bearing a totally different aspect, and extending to luckless Ireland at once the iron and the gloved hand of fraternal discipline and regard. Among the other chastenings of Lord Salisbury's Government were, besides the gentle suasion of the clôture in the House, and the suspension of obstructive members, the imprisonment and prosecution of Nationalists, such as William O'Brien, John Dillon, and T. D. Sullivan; the eviction of tenants in Ireland for non-payment of rent; the armed repression by the police of public meetings, such as the notorious one at Michelstown; the proclaiming of the National League, and its suppression in many seditious Irish counties; with other paternal restraints which the times and the occasions seemed to demand.

These uprisings of the hand of the law, we need hardly say, did not receive the sanction of Parliament without protest, and obstruction, of a kind and to an extent hitherto unheard of in the House. The bitterness of party recrimi-
nation was as extreme as were the unseemliness of personal conduct and bearing of infuriated factions, and the violence of debate. Nor was a better feeling established among members in the warring House, still less was the traditional dignity of the latter enhanced, when the London Times took to publishing its series of able but fatuously impolitic articles, entitled "Parnellism and Crime." The great Irish leader, obviously, was not a heavenly creature; certainly not so, when we consider what was afterwards to become public in connection with the O'Shea case, which led the more clement section of Mr. Parnell's following to renounce his leadership, in favor of Mr. McCarthy. But the effort to connect him, through the machinations and cupidity of such a man as Richard Pigott, with the Phoenix Park murders, as instigator, if not particeps criminis, was surely folly. Nor did it seem a wise, though under the circumstances perhaps a conciliatory, act in Parliament to interfere with a Special Judicial Commission to try the case, and to permit the Attorney-General to act as prosecutor, since the Times was an unprivileged newspaper, unconnected in any way with the Government, and amenable, like every other journal, to the criminal law of libel. On the break-down of the case with the Pigott confession of letter-forging and the decamping of the unprincipled adventurer to a suicide's grave at Madrid, the great journal had, of course, to confess its error, make an humble apology to Mr. Parnell, and pay the by no means light costs and other mulctings of the trial.

The issue of the case in Mr. Parnell's favor of course let loose the tongue of the reviler in the House, the more trenchant arraigners of the Government (for giving the prosecution the character of a State trial) being Sir William Harcourt and Mr. Gladstone. The speech of the latter was stinging in its denunciatory force, and impassioned eloquent in its scathing severity. If the speaker dwelt too strongly on the judicial utterances of the tribunal in
refuting the charges of the prosecution, and ignored what the Commission had to say respecting the reign of crime and outrage in Ireland, for which, if Mr. Parnell was not responsible, he was at least responsible for inflaming with hatred the breasts of his countrymen, and for holding up no arresting hand to bid murder and lawlessness cease, we must blame party and its political exigencies, which rendered even an exalted moral man blind to some facts in the case. Justice having been meted out in this matter to the Irish leader, business proceeded in the House more smoothly and with less obstruction, due in part, perhaps, to the now frequent absences of Mr. Parnell from it, on the score of ill-health, which in the following year (1891) had a fatal ending. Death in the same year also removed from their places in Parliament Mr. Bradlaugh and the Hon. W. H. Smith, the Tory leader of the House, who was succeeded by Mr. A. J. Balfour. Two sessions previously, the House lost a notable figure in John Bright, its chief orator, and one of the greatest of Englishmen.

The remaining matters worthy of chronicle belonging to Lord Salisbury's period of office are the passing of a Local Government Bill for England and Wales, which assimilated the government of counties to that established in municipal boroughs in 1834, on the basis of household suffrage; and an Irish Land Purchase Bill, an extension of the Ashbourne Act, first introduced in 1885 by Mr. Gladstone. The latter authorized advances of public money, up to ten millions sterling, to Irish tenants, for enabling them to purchase their holdings and become owners of the land they cultivated. The measure was a beneficent offset to Irish coercion, and ought to have done something to mollify the evil spirit which lay behind agrarian crime and the "Plan of Campaign." Besides these Acts, public interest centred for the time in Mr. Goschen's able financing and his scheme for the conversion of the National Debt; in a Naval Defences Bill; and in the always delicate question, as it invariably provokes Radical ire, of Royal
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Grants. The new occasion which brought the latter question up was an increase of the Prince of Wales' income, to the extent of £36,000 a year, to enable him to make suitable provision for his children. The matter was settled in Parliament by a compromise.

Dissolution was now in sight, for Parliament had come to its closing session. Little of importance was consequently taken up by the expiring House, and even proposed legislation, such as an Irish Local Government measure, had to be dropped. The general elections came on, and the arrayed forces of the numerous parties in the House for the time fought it out in the country, with more than usual bitterness. Lord Salisbury issued a manifesto, in which he made an appeal "to the honor of the United Kingdom against the abandonment of the Loyalists of Ireland, and especially the Protestants of Ulster, to the unrestrained and absolute power of those with whom they had been in conflict for centuries." Mr. Gladstone, more wisely, eloquently talked conciliation, with politic allusion to "the happy omen of reciprocal affection which cannot but follow the frank concession of Home Rule." The result of the elections showed a conservative loss, though no weakening in the strength of the Liberal-Unionist party. The Tory chief met Parliament, but he and his administration were defeated on a No-Confidence amendment to the Address, moved by Mr. Asquith, an able and now rising member of the Gladstonian party. Lord Salisbury at once resigned, and Mr. Gladstone, for the fourth time, became Prime Minister.
CHAPTER LXX.

IRISH HOME RULE.

Whatever may be the ultimate issue of the demand for, and the long agitation in favor of, Home Rule for Ireland—whether, since the rejection by the House of Lords of Mr. Gladstone's last measure and what would appear to be his own withdrawal from public life, the question is to be shelved, or whether the Irish party in the Imperial Parliament, aided by the English allies of the cause, will again bring it actively forward—there is no doubt of the transcendent importance of the subject and its claim to separate, if brief, treatment in these pages. Though Home Rule as a brand of party strife in the English House of Commons hardly came within the scope of Mr. McCarthy's History, so far as he had dealt with it, he has throughout his bright pages freely treated of the attitude of the Irish mind and its political consciousness in seeking at the hand of the Imperial country, in ways legal or illegal, the redress of Irish wrongs. In his chapter on "Irish Ideas," and, incidentally, in that on the Irish Church, we have presented to us the main causes of Irish disaffection, lawlessness, and rebellion. There our author treats not only of those grievances which have been termed sentimental, such as that in relation to the Church of the minority, but of those of a more terribly practical character, in relation to the system of land tenure in Ireland, the cruel legacy of the era of conquest and feudal oppression, and of the miseries entailed by absenteeism and the harsh dominion of the land-agent evictor, aggravated by over-population and ever-recurring famine. In the treatment of these matters, Mr. McCarthy writes,
as usual, with becoming moderation; and while he descants on the unjust land system, which has been the bane of the country wherever it has been imposed, in reducing occupancy of land to tenancy-at-will and in withholding from the peasant compensation for improvements in his holdings, he has recognized the humanity and beneficence of those landlords who have been considerate and kindly, and acknowledged the sympathy of the English friends of his country who have sought to mitigate its woes and bear it good-will.

In the chapter on "The Fall of the Great Administration" (page 631), our author has touched further upon the subject, referring to the new phases of the Irish agitation, and chronicling the appearance, in its first organized form, of Home Rule. As we have elsewhere observed, Mr. McCarthy's utterance on the subject is a shy one. For obvious reasons, he remarks, he is not inclined to discuss in his pages the merits of the Home Rule demand; though he frankly expresses his opinion that the principle involved in it is the solvent for the problem which has so long alienated Ireland from its imperial sister-island, and offers, as he thinks, the means of complete reconciliation. He is naturally grateful to Mr. Gladstone, whose bold and earnest dealing with the subject has cost him much public obloquy, besides the alienation of many political and personal friends, and justly seeks to relieve him from the charges which misrepresentation and political animosity have brought against him. With equal justice, he defends his countrymen from Saxon arraignment of their religious servility and Celtic temperament, which explains their misery on the score of thriftlessness, and accounts for the backward state of Ireland by the inability of the Irish peasant to rise out of the tribal state and fit himself for the duties of peaceful citizenship and well-ordered self-government. Elsewhere (in an article contributed, in 1886, to the New York Independent), Mr. McCarthy answers the other charge of Eng-
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lish Toryism, that under Irish clamor for Home Rule lurks the sinister desire of separation. "Home Rule," replies the member for Longford, "has nothing to do with the question of severance."

"Indeed," he continues, "the very fact that Mr. Gladstone and the Irish members agree upon the point is in itself good warrant for the belief that it has nothing to do with severance; for nobody supposes Mr. Gladstone to be in favor of separation. The question of separation enters very little into the mind of the Irish people. I do not say that there are not numbers of patriotic Irishmen who would rather have Ireland a separate state if they could; just as they would rather, if they could, have an Italian climate on the Connemara shores. But most of the men who are of this desire see that its attainment does not belong to practical politics, and they accept the situation and try to make the best of it. What they do want is national self-government, and that they know to be attainable, and on the eve of attainment."

We should have preferred this extract to have been less qualified as to the non-desire in the Irish breast for independence, for, while independence of England has admittedly been the object aimed at by the national parties and political agitators in and out of Ireland from the days of O'Connell's cry for Repeal, the fear is a natural one to an Englishman that Home Rule, or what Mr. McCarthy calls "national self-government," means separation. While we say this, we are not lacking in sentimental sympathy for Irish nationality, as we are not lacking in sympathy for the nationality of Scotland, or for that of any people whose historic past feeds the flame of an enlightened patriotism and fosters love of country. But we shouldn't like to see the dial of history turned backward and, for the gratification of national enmity and race prejudice, stay true progress and the onward march of civilization. For all legitimate purposes, no reasonable man ought to object to giving Ireland Home Rule, with the requisite safeguards for the rights of the Protestant minority in the country, the integrity of the United Kingdom, and the paramount interests of the Empire.
But that is a different thing from handing over the island to Irish "invincibles," in alliance with foreign conspirators, anarchists, and dynamitards. Irish nationality, in the sense we mean, one may respect; for Irish political intrigue and Clan-na-Gael sedition, one can only have abhorrence. The former is an ideal which every Irish patriot and lover of his kind may well cherish. And happily it is not dead; "the sentiment," says a brilliant writer, who is, however, a strong opponent of Home Rule, "is still strong, though it is vague; and the long struggle has produced a great body of patriotic poetry, oratory, history, and biography which forms the chief literature of the people, as the portraits of patriot martyrs form its art. How deep a root the feeling has we see by the passionate constancy with which it is cherished by Irish exiles in distant lands, who force their detractors to confess that in undying love of country, at least, they are by no means inferior to the conquerors."

Another fear which the Englishman has had when asked to give considerate ear to Irish grievances is that they are more political than agrarian. The peasant, he thinks, does not care to be met with mere palliatives in the matter of his occupancy of the land. Nor does he—so the Saxon reasons—want State aid to enable him honestly to purchase his holding. What each wants, he does not scruple to tell you, is to have the land which he occupies as his own, without payment of rent or other impost, and to be secured for all time in the possession of it. If this were true, land legislation of a relieving kind in the Imperial Parliament would be a farce, and the dawn might as well break of universal and unrestrained Socialism. On this subject of land occupancy in Ireland, and the mischievous claim, not infrequently put forward in these days, of common property in the soil or its reversion to the State without purchase, the writer from whom we have just quoted aptly observed some years ago that:
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"Desperate difficulties surround the Irish question, especially when it has to be dealt with in the midst of a raging faction fight. For our own part we are not agrarians. We cannot see why a man's land should be more liable to confiscation by the State than his ship or his goods. It is said that land is the gift of nature; we answer that raw land is the gift of nature, but that tilled land is the work of industry. Everything must be liable to confiscation or nothing; and if everything were liable to confiscation nothing would be produced. That everybody has a right to live on the land is another aphorism which is constantly repeated as though it were self-evident; but if an Irishman has a two-acre lot and twelve children, where is the use of saying that all his children have a right to live on the land? They cannot all live on their father's lot, and if they are to have other lots assigned them, somebody must be ousted to make room for them. The law owes, it seems to us, as a rule, the same protection to landed property as to any other kind of property, and on the same grounds of justice and of expediency."

The writer continues, with the following admission, an admission all the more remarkable since, as we have said, he is hostile to Home Rule:

"But Ireland is practically an exceptional case. The ownership of land in that country is itself the heritage of confiscation, and of confiscation which has never been forgotten. This struggle is, in fact, the last stage of a long civil war, waged between the conquered race and an intrusive proprietary which was closely identified with the political ascendancy of the foreigners and the religious ascendancy of an alien creed. If the war has been waged on the part of the natives more by conspiracy than by open fighting, it has not been the less murderous, nor has the enmity which it has created between classes been the less deadly. Respect for the property of the landlord has, in truth, never had a chance of taking root in the Irish mind. Absenteeism, the almost inevitable consequence of the repulsiveness and danger of residence in Ireland, has increased estrangement. The peasantry has multiplied for centuries in misery without its natural civilizers and guides. Now, as in 1846, comes famine and adds to agrarianism despair. It is impossible to eject a nation. The Government must arbitrate between the parties as best it can, and require of the landlord such temporary concessions as are necessary to prevent the total overthrow of his rights... No Englishman can see without anguish the unceasing flow of this fountain of calamity, the bitter waters of which are now streaming, in the form of a vast immigration, over England as over Ireland..."
Itself. The apostles of Force, such as Mr. Froude, think it a perfectly sufficient reason that they were weak: weak in arms they may be, but they have proved strong enough in their misery and its hideous consequences to shake the pillars of the Empire; and the end of these disasters is not yet."

These thoughtfully written extracts have their point. In the first of them, we find an answer to the Socialistic gospel of the day touching the land question, for which Mr. Henry George, who has taken upon himself to set up for the race a new heavens and a new earth, is in part responsible. In the second, a strong plea is entered on behalf of the Irish peasant for considerate treatment, under the unusual circumstances of his position, and for a charitable view being taken by Englishmen of the facts of Irish history. It is possible, of course, to be too humane; and philanthropy may err in excess of zeal, in wasting sentiment on the disinherited of the earth, who are often merely the tools of wicked and designing men. But the time has surely come when the British people can afford in their relations with Ireland to put away from themselves all reproach; and, remembering the training which the Irish as a nation have had, which could not fail to leave its evil traces on the character as well as on the sad fortunes of an otherwise noble race, will finally, and without stint, do it justice. English legislation has lately given Ireland very helpful modifications of her once oppressive land laws, and has granted her, to the full, religious equality. Now let it satisfy her, and other sections of the kingdom, with an ample measure of local self-government, subject always and only to the supreme authority. On the other hand, let Ireland be true to herself, and while she accepts with contentment the concessions made to her, put from her all bitter animosities, and purge from her councils every enemy, both of nation and people, who would keep alive the embers of ancient strifes, hinder peaceful advancement, and prevent complete reconciliation.
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In the remaining pages we have to give to this subject, let us devote our contracting space to a brief résumé of the chief chronological facts in the history of Home Rule. The subject naturally divides itself into four eras, representing the successive stages of the agitation in the British Parliament and before the country. These are: (1) the inception of the movement already dealt with, as we have stated, by Mr. McCarthy, in connection with Mr. Isaac Butt's leadership in Parliament; (2) the founding and operations of the Land League and the obstructions of the Nationalist Party in the House, under Mr. Parnell; (3) the progress of the movement, in co-operation with the Liberal party, under Mr. Gladstone's rule, and during the régime of the Salisbury Government; and, (4) the later history, including the split in the ranks of the Home Rulers, down to the passing in the Commons of Mr. Gladstone's measure and its rejection by the Peers.

Mr. McCarthy has himself told us how Home Rule at first came on the political scene. He has shown us that its earliest advocates were Irish Protestants, men of moderate views, who were not satisfied with an annual field-day on Irish affairs in the English Parliament, but had determined that, for the objects they had at heart, "Irishmen of all sects and parties had better trust to themselves and to their united efforts than to any English minister, Parliament, or party." He has sketched for us the first leader of the movement, Mr. Butt, an able, politically honest, and in many respects typical Irishman, whose mild enthusiasm, unlike that of earlier Irish patriots, was directed, though in constitutional lines, to the discussion and advancement of Irish claims. The Home Government Association—to give it its original title—dates from the year 1870, when the organization was formed at Dublin, an organization curiously compounded of Irish Conservatives, who were furious at Mr. Gladstone's disestablishment of the National Church, pol-
Iticians of both the historic English parties, who were not in favor of the Liberal statesman's proposed Land legislation, together with representatives of the old O'Connell "Repealers" and the new Fenian Brotherhood. Its avowed objects were to obtain for Ireland the right and privilege of managing its own internal affairs, under a federal arrangement, and to have control, through a local assembly, over Irish resources and revenues, subject to the obligation of contributing a just proportion towards the Imperial expenditure. Little, however, was at first accomplished by the organization, and, late in 1873, another great meeting was called at Dublin, which, among other things, substituted the title of the "Home Rule League" for that which it had heretofore borne. The general elections in the United Kingdom came on at the end of January, 1874, and for the next six years England was under the rule of the Conservative Government of Mr. Disraeli, soon now to become Lord Beaconsfield. Under Mr. Disraeli, the leadership of the Opposition was declined by Mr. Gladstone and assumed by Lord Hartington. Hence, for this period of Tory rule, little was effected by the Home Rulers in Parliament, beyond motions in the House to inquire into their demands, which were invariably defeated.

Meanwhile, Messrs. Dillon and Parnell entered Parliament and added a new and active force to the movement. This fresh energy showed itself in the tactics of obstruction, which infuriated the Tories and alienated many Liberals, otherwise inclined towards Home Rule. Other results followed the entrance into the House of these aggressive Irish members, the chief of which was to make the question of Home Rule a more embarrassing and less controllable movement in the Chamber, and a more formidable one outside of it. Home Rule, as a party, was also adding to its numerical strength in the Commons, and under the growing excitement which numbers aroused the new element became impatient with Mr. Butt's mod-
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erate leadership and fell under the influence of the stronger mind of Mr. Parnell. In 1879, Mr. Butt, however, died, and for a brief period the leadership was assumed by Mr. William Shaw, a Liberal. In the same year, Mr. Davitt organized, with Mr. Parnell’s assistance, the Irish Land League, and began in now famine-stricken Ireland anti-rent agitation. Government action manifested itself at this time in two diverse forms: first, in the passing of a humane Act for the Relief of Distress in Ireland, and, secondly, in the arrest of some of the leaders, among whom was Mr. Davitt, of Irish sedition, with the suspension in the Commons of obstructive and unruly members. In the spring of 1880, Parliament was dissolved. The elections resulted in the defeat of the Tory party, and Mr. Gladstone succeeded Lord Beaconsfield, who resigned.

When the new Parliament met, Mr. Shaw was set aside in the leadership of the Home Rulers, and, with the active support of the Land League in Ireland and that of the now increased Irish following in Parliament, was succeeded by Mr. Parnell. The change of leadership brought the physical force element, as it was termed, of Home Rule into sinister activity and severed from the original organization its more temperate section, which for a time continued to be led by Mr. Shaw. The six years of Mr. Gladstone’s Government were replete with Irish incident. The organization led by Mr. Parnell, now known as the “Third Party” in British politics, became actively aggressive as well as factious in the House, its numbers, which rose during this period from sixty to eighty-six, emboldening it to assume an attitude of unseemly defiance, chiefly expressing itself in unruly obstruction. On February 3d, 1881, no less than thirty-six Irish members disregarding the Speaker’s authority in Parliament were one by one suspended and removed from the House. The occasion was the first reading of the Bill for the “Protection of Life and Property in Ireland,” introduced by Mr. W. E. Fors-
ter, Mr. Gladstone's Irish Secretary, and carried after a continuous sitting of forty-one hours, prolonged mainly by Parnellite hindrance of business. Contemporary with party strife in the Commons, a political storm arose in Ireland, of a degree and intensity such as had hardly hitherto been known. Nor was the perturbed state of the country allayed by the ameliorating measure, previously referred to, of Mr. Gladstone's second Irish Land Bill, and the other legislative mollifications of Coercion. On the contrary, there was an increase of agrarian crime, with organized resistance to the law, including refusal on the part of farm-tenants to pay rent. This, in turn, led to further and grievous evictions, to the arrest and imprisonment of Messrs. Parnell, Dillon, and other members of the obnoxious Land League, for issuing a "No-Rent" manifesto, and to the suppression of the League itself as "an illegal and criminal association." Then came, in May, 1882, the revolting Phoenix Park murders, elsewhere alluded to, and a fresh accession of coercive legislation, embodied in the "Prevention of Crimes Act," which English indignation at the Castle murders caused to be promptly passed in Parliament. Mr. Parnell still had his hand on the throat of the Commons, and on the last day of June (such were the scandalous tactics of his party), the House was forced into an all-night sitting, while twenty-five Irish members were suspended for obstructing in Committee the passage of the Crimes Bill. In lieu of the suppressed Land League, the Nationalists in Ireland called into existence the Irish National League, which differed only in name from the aims and purposes of the earlier organization.

In Parliament, Mr. Parnell continued to play his political game, and with such success that in 1885, and again in 1886, he was able to throw his party into the scales adversely to Mr. Gladstone, and, later on, in favor of him, tactics which, in temporary alliance with the Oppositions, put a Liberal Government out of office, and, after a brief
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rule of a Tory administration, put the Liberal Government in again. This brings us to the third era of Home Rule history, and, in point of chronological time, to the end of January, 1886. The gain to Ireland of the political see-saw we have just adverted to was, during Lord Salisbury's brief lease of office, from June, 1885, to February, 1886, the Land Purchase Bill (Ashbourne Act), whose provisions we have elsewhere noticed, and Mr. Gladstone's first Home Rule Bill, or rather promise of the measure, for it was defeated on its second reading, June 7th, 1886. With the close of the session, in the same month, Mr. Gladstone, having previously announced his conversion by accepting the principle of Home Rule, appealed to the country on it and lost, legislation on Home Rule being unmistakably condemned by the English constituencies, though Ireland, biding her time, enabled Mr. Parnell and the Nationalists to maintain between parties in the House the balance of power. The electoral returns, which placed Lord Salisbury again in office, have some features of note, besides indicating the losses sustained by the Liberal and pro-Home Rule Government. They for the first time enumerate the body of disdissidents, styled Liberal-Unionists, who separated from Mr. Gladstone on the issue of Home Rule and have since steadfastly set their faces against the measure. These disdissidents, about eighty in number, and comprising an influential section of the old Whig or Liberal party, justified their severance from Mr. Gladstone on the ground that the concession of Home Rule would lead to dismemberment of the nation and place in grave peril the British and Protestant minority in Ireland. In common with the Conservative Party, with whom they usually vote on Irish questions, they cannot, it would seem, assure themselves that the demands of the Irish Nationalists, were they granted, would not lead to separation, or to an unendurable friction between the two sections of the kingdom. Nor can they feel confident that any conces-
sion which England, with safety to herself, could possibly grant would satisfy Ireland and heal the breach between the two peoples, which political firebrands ever seek to keep unclosed. An attempt to reunite the Liberal party, through the agency of what is known as the "Round Table Conference," was made early in 1887, but the overtures came to nothing.

Meanwhile, Mr. Gladstone, as a Parliamentary tactician of the first order, pursued his course, heedless of recalcitrants, and stood firm in his resolve to befriend Ireland and do justice to her cause. Coercion, he saw, was a pitiful resort for the dominant against the weaker force, even if it could be exercised against a whole people. Besides its demoralizing effect, his reading of Irish history told him how futile such a course would be on a gallant people, even though their spirit might be broken by years of misfortune and misery. The events of importance happening during the Salisbury Government of 1886-92, in their bearing on Home Rule, we have dealt with in the chapter devoted to that Administration. It was a time of sad trouble for Ireland, for the "Plan of Campaign" was in active operation, and was met by Mr. Balfour, the Irish Secretary, by grim measures of the most rigid coercion. Yet the period saw the passing of Lord Salisbury's Land Purchase Bill, a measure ameliorating enough to appease agrarian discontent and placate the most obdurate Irish heart.

With the "Parnellism and Crime" controversy, the Times' libel of the great Irish leader, and the Government's Special Commission, we have elsewhere dealt, and we now pass to what, for the present, is the closing era of Home Rule. The events of this period need not long detain us, though they were fraught with unpleasant consequences to Mr. Parnell, and brought on a serious rupture in the party he had so ably led. About the close of 1890, unsavory revelations touching Mr. Parnell's private life became public in the Divorce Courts, arising out of
The case "O'Shea v. O'Shea and Parnell." Here we need refer only to the political results of the trial, in the efforts made to depose Mr. Parnell from the leadership of the Irish Nationalist Party, and which, failing, broke off from the organization nine-tenths of its strength, the more moral element in the party refusing further to recognize Mr. Parnell as leader. The rupture saved to the party the Liberal alliance, for Mr. Gladstone, actuated by moral scruples, refused to continue his support of the Home Rule cause while it remained under Mr. Parnell. Sane public opinion, indorsed by the priesthood, took the same view of the Irish leader's delinquency, though he and the Home Rule section that clung to him managed for a time to retain control of the National League. This organization, however, speedily went to pieces and was replaced, in March, 1891, by a new one, known as the National Federation. The schismatic section of the Nationalist Party in Parliament chose, and chose wisely, Mr. McCarthy as its chief, while for a period the shrunken Parnellite wing separated itself under Mr. John Redmond. Presently, only the memory of the great leader's name was left to the latter, as Mr. Parnell died suddenly October 6th, 1891.

We now come to the period when Mr. Gladstone was to give shape to another Home Rule Bill and to commit the barque, the white pennant of Peace flying aloft, to the uncertain gales and beshoaled waters of Parliament. In opposition, he had been able to do little for the Irish cause; but soon a change came in the fortunes of parties in Parliament, and Mr. Gladstone lost no time in demonstrating that he still deemed Irish Home Rule the question of questions. In assurance of that fact, there is on record a pathetic passage in one of his speeches at this time, in which he affirms that "Home Rule for Ireland is now the sole link that binds me to public life." The general elections, in the summer of 1892, turned the wheel of fate adversely for the Conservatives and Liberal
Unionists, and in favor of the combined forces of the Gladstonian Liberals and their Irish Nationalist allies. Mr. Gladstone became for the fourth time Prime Minister, with a majority behind him of forty in the Commons. The Nationalists, owing to dissensions within the party, lost five seats, but they were still largely in force, the Parnellite band numbering nine, while Mr. McCarthy marshalled seventy-two. In the new administration Mr. John Morley became Irish Secretary.

On February 13th of the following year (1893), Mr. Gladstone introduced his second Home Rule Bill, which in character and scope varied little from his earlier measure, save on the question of Irish representation at Westminster. In the first bill it was proposed that Irish members should not sit in the Imperial House, except when summoned for special purposes. In the new bill, however, Mr. Gladstone, adopting a suggestion that had been made during the discussion of his first measure, proposed that the representation at Westminster should be on what was termed the “in-and-out” plan, i.e., that Irish members should take part in the business of Parliament when it affected Ireland, but should be excluded at other times. In the discussion on the new bill, the unworkable “in-and-out” proposal was dropped, and the customary representation took its place, though the number of members was to be cut down from 103 to 80. Some further changes of a conservative character were grafted on the measure, and after prolonged and often acrimonious debate, the bill passed its second reading toward the end of April, and by September 1st (1893), it was finally adopted in the Commons, by a vote of 301 to 267. Seven days later, the measure having been forwarded to the Upper House, the Lords rejected it by a vote of 419 to 49.
CHAPTER LXXI.

LORD ROSEBERY, AND THE DAWN OF REVOLUTIONARY POLITICS.

The defeat, in the Lords, of Mr. Gladstone's second measure of Home Rule, officially termed the Government of Ireland Bill, led to consequences which, if not unexpected, were novel, and, in their bearing on English politics, of the highest import. In the opening days of March, 1894, the announcement was made that the greatest statesman of our time, yielding to the increasing infirmities of age, had resigned the British Premiership and made way for the succession of a younger man. Though not unexpected, as we have said, the withdrawal of Mr. Gladstone from political life came altogether unheralded, if we except the unaccredited rumor from Biarritz, whither the venerable statesman had gone for rest after the exhausting toils of a long and exacting session. His retirement forms an epoch in English history. For, whatever may be thought of Mr. Gladstone's Irish policy, the abandonment of public life by one of the most illustrious of Englishmen, who for more than fifty years had taken a pre- eminent part in the political affairs of the nation, could not fail to leave its impress on the age. Nor was it less remarkable that the event for the time should become the theme of world-wide comment, since Mr. Gladstone is without a peer among the statesmen and politicians of his day. Indeed, were it possible to unite the combined talents of a score of the more prominent public men whom he has left on the Parliamentary stage, you would not make a Gladstone. It is true, in Lord Rosebery he has named his own successor, and when that favorite of polit-
ical fortune was much younger than he is to-day, the great Parliamentary chieftain spoke of him as “the coming man.” But whatever the coming man may become,—and we do not disparage the new Premier’s undoubted gifts,—he will be lucky should he attain to octogenarian years with a tithe of the reputation which Mr. Gladstone possesses for elevation of character, beneficence of purpose, and sincere devotion to the public good. Not to speak of the glamour of his name and his phenomenal hold upon the masses, only the bitterest enemy would refuse to admit that, in the higher qualifications of an orator and debater, as well in those gifts of lucid exposition of which he is a master, Mr. Gladstone stands unrivalled by the men of his time,—we had almost said of any time,—while he is the best representative of the nation’s political conscience and an exalted type of its ethical morality.

The affliction of partial blindness, from which Mr. Gladstone began now to suffer, gave to his resignation of the Premiership a pathos quite its own. This not only disarmed partisanship, but has since led to the practical retirement of the veteran statesman from public life. Mr. Gladstone has taken leave of his Mid-Lothian constituency, and announced his determination not again to contest the famous metropolitan county in Scotland which for fourteen years he has represented in Parliament. What will become of the party without its great head, it may be difficult, as it is obviously premature, to say. So far, the prognostications of speedy disintegration, made when Lord Rosebery assumed the reins of office, have been belied; though the Liberal Party, or, to be more precise, the Gladstonian wing of it, has admittedly lost its distinction, as well as the power of making itself interesting. This is not a matter of surprise, able and even brilliant though the great chief’s successor may be. Brief, as yet, as is Lord Rosebery’s administration, it has not been a failure; nor can he himself be said to have failed in keeping intact the legacy entrusted to him, of the party organ-
ization and direction. The tendency to crumble, or to gravitate toward new combinations, when the guiding hand of party has once been withdrawn, we all know; but the folds of the Gladstonian mantle which fell upon Lord Rosebery’s shoulders when he assumed the helm of State still enwrap the party, and there are signs, not of breaking away, but of reunion with the dissident wing of it which refused to follow Mr. Gladstone when he politically espoused the cause of Ireland.

A return to the fold of the dissident Liberals can, however, only be predicated on the supposition that Irish Home Rule is to be dropped or indefinitely postponed. The new Premier, it is said, meant this when he made his ambiguous and, as many thought, discouraging, reference to the topic on assuming the Premiership. We do not ourselves take this view, though he no doubt saw how much England was opposed to Home Rule when fire could not be struck from the Radical cry to “end” the House of Lords after it had emphatically imposed its veto on Mr. Gladstone’s measure, which it deemed an instrument of separation. But, if Liberal reunion is to be brought about, are we not likely to see a more just, as well as amicable, settlement than postponement,—perhaps in some compromise measure, which would probably also carry with it the more conciliatory Conservatives, who would be thankful to get rid of the vexatious question from Parliament? Even now such a compromise is hinted at, in the creation of local administrative bodies, somewhat on the lines of the London County Council, and which, by enlarging their powers, would meet the reasonable demands of the two great sections of the Irish people, and do for the antagonistic portions of Ireland what the London Council does for the British metropolis. A new general election will, of course, settle the point, and make clear what is now dark—the intentions of Lord Rosebery’s Government, if it should be sustained, with regard to Home Rule. The Premier’s own instincts, unlike those
of Mr. Gladstone, are, it is true, known to be imperial; but there is little evidence that, because this is so, he is not in harmony on the vexed question with the political party of which he is the leader.

Irish Nationalists, especially, fear that when Lord Rosebery spoke on the subject in the House of Lords, he meant to appease that body in its attitude toward the question, by creating the impression that Home Rule could and would only be carried by the English vote. This is hardly a fair inference. When he spoke on the subject, all, it seems to us, he meant was that England must come to see the justice of granting Home Rule before any measure in favor of it could be passed (in this he was in substantial agreement with Lord Salisbury), and that much depended upon Ireland herself before he or any one else could hope to carry the measure. The worst that this implies is that the Peers would not pass a Home Rule Bill until it came to them backed by an English majority. We see in that no indorsement of what the Peers had done; only this, that a Government passing a Home Rule measure cannot look for it to become law at the bidding of Irish votes merely, and against a large majority of the votes of the British representatives. Here, however, are Lord Rosebery's words, in rejoinder to Lord Salisbury:

"The noble Lord [Salisbury] has made one remark on the subject of Home Rule with which I confess myself in entire accord. He said that, before Irish Home Rule could be conceded by the Imperial Parliament, England, as the predominant member of the partnership of the three kingdoms, must be convinced of its justice. That may seem to be a considerable admission, because your Lordships well know that the majority of English members elected in England proper are hostile to Home Rule. I believe the conviction of England regarding Home Rule depends upon one point alone—the conduct of Ireland herself. I believe that if we continue to show the absence of agrarian crime, and continue to point to harmony in Ireland, the Liberal party of the country will continue to give proofs and pledges that Ireland is entitled to the boon which she has never ceased to demand since the Act of Union was passed. I believe the conversion of England will not be slow or difficult."
Lord Rosebery, and Revolutionary Politics.

These words we deem not unfavorable to the cause the Irish have at heart. The closing sentence has at least one, and only one, meaning: it is that Lord Rosebery looks to see Home Rule carried, and at no distant day, with the concurrence of England. Radical in many things as he is, we may find him loath—as Mr. Gladstone himself was loath—to tilt at his own privileged Chamber, to secure justice for Ireland, chivalric as the design might be. But, short of that, Lord Rosebery, we believe, will prove faithful to the pledges he has given, and keep the promise not merely to the ear, but also to the hope.

With respect to other legislation, Lord Rosebery's administration has done something since it came into existence, though, like Lord Salisbury, the new Premier does not take kindly to domestic politics. Like the Conservative chief in the Upper House, he finds himself more congenially occupied in the Foreign Office. But Sir William Harcourt, his colleague and rival, has not been idle, if, indeed, he has not been mischievous, in the promotion of measures in the Lower Chamber. Like all new administrations, the Government made the mistake of setting out with a far too ambitious programme, and though with regard to its measures the Ministry has so far managed to ride the gale, we are not sure that, if the measures can be reached, it will be able to ride it out. With even the Irish question in abeyance, the attempt was surely fatuous to embrace, besides Supply and a host of minor proposed enactments, measures of so contentious a nature as the Evicted Tenants' Bill, a Scottish Local Government Bill, Disestablishment Bills for Wales and Scotland, a Miners' Eight Hours' Bill, and a Liquor Traffic Control Bill, not to speak of Sir William Harcourt's revolutionary Budget. Of this heavy programme, it is unlikely that the Government will, before the usual Autumn recess, be able to pass a tithe of their measures, and more unlikely still that, if passed, they will successfully run the gantlet of the Lords. As we write, the prospect seems doubtful as to any of them being
carried, if we except the Chancellor of the Exchequer's extraordinary Finance Bill, a measure of the most Radical kind, designed to squeeze the rich by raising the revenue out of legacy duties, novel schemes of graduated taxation, and imposts upon foreign and colonial investments. The Bill for the reinstating of Evicted Tenants in Ireland it is probable will pass, but if it passes the Lower, it is almost certain to be thrown out in the Upper, House. This would, of course, please the Radicals, who, though they may not care much for Ireland or Irish landlords, care a great deal for a pretext to "slug" the hereditary Chamber.

Aside from the veto of the Peers on special legislation in the Commons, English Radicalism has of course a general bill of complaint against the Upper House. It not only objects to the Lords' blocking of Liberal, and especially of Radical, legislation, but it resents the existence of a privileged order, which it deems necessarily the enemy of change, while its interests, as it conceives, must always be narrow and prejudiced. Reform now is not only its cry, but abolition. In this respect it but gives voice to the levelling and anarchic spirit of the age, and to the universal antagonism between classes, which in these latter days has become sadly sharpened and embittered. Before serious trouble overtakes it, the friends of the hereditary House would like to see it profit by the signs of the times, and, ere socialistic revolution is at its gates, to reform itself from within. But to constrain Toryism to be rational is not always an easy task; while to constrain it at the bidding of demagogism—the moral sense of the community being still active—is not certain to succeed. What is certain for the nation, we fear, is a time, perhaps a long time, of uneasiness and peril, both for the people and for their institutions, if the revolutionary tendencies of the age, inflamed by the passions which industrial war engenders, and fostered by the subservience of political parties, truculently bidding against each other for the labor vote, are suffered to prevail. This is a menace which a saga-
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The only Radical programme is revenue taxation, and its legislation. The party, it is believed, has there been such a period of social unrest and industrial embitterment. Blind extensions of the franchise have not improved the outlook, nor is the prospect brighter with growing defiance of authority and the overthrow of religious restraints. The gravity of the situation is heightened by legislative proposals—many of them not only novel but economically unsound—for improving the lot of the masses and reconstructing the industrial and social fabric of the nation. Nor is it by any means certain that the motive which incites Radicalism to these reforms is humane sympathy, so much as political strategy and the courting of votes. We say this with no lack of kindly feeling for our less fortunate fellow-men, but with distrust of partyism in legislation and of the sincerity of political factions in their beguiling relations with labor that has been newly enfranchised.

But while the situation is grave, there is no need for hysterical alarm. We can hardly conceive England being given over to anarchy, with the foundations of society broken up and her institutions reduced to chaos. Democracy is no doubt advancing, and with giant stride, but the English character is stable, and the incendiary element, unless we are too optimistic, is small and, in the main, alien to the soil. The sense of duty in the public mind is still strong, and discipline—such as was exhibited when the Captain and the Victoria foundered—is a force at once reliant and heroic. Political factions may churn up evil elements and reveal the "seamy side" of the national character; but this in time will work itself out,
and what is sound and wholesome will remain. It is assuring to remember that there is a measure of good in things evil. Even the clamor for Female Suffrage has not been without its gain, since it has shown that the sex is not wholly composed of those who wildly cry for "Emancipation," and would use it for purposes not heavenly. It will be a bad day for civilization when women, giving ear to the sirens of the stump, delude themselves with the belief that the family is a sphere of action inferior to that of the State. Happily, however, that day, should it ever come, is yet afar off.
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CHAPTER LXXII.

THE LATER LITERATURE OF THE REIGN.

Nothing marks with greater emphasis the march of Time since Mr. McCarthy laid down his pen, than the passing into the beyond of the many eminent men with whom he dealt in his second Literary Survey. Every department of letters in England has in the interval suffered invasion by the grim enemy. Representative scientists, historians, divines, poets, and novelists have fallen to the sickle, and their passing hence has left the world of thought bereft of some of the greatest names in the literature of the reign. Imitating Nature in her recuperations, however, both science and literature have sought in a measure to repair the loss; but repairment, following the natural law, is a growth, and only by a growth can the new generation of thinkers and writers hope to rise to the intellectual stature of its predecessors. What the heights to be reached by the new men are, may be realized by calling the roll of those who have passed from the scene since Mr. McCarthy wrote his last literary chapter. We give place necessarily only to the more prominent names, in their several departments. They are as follows: historians—Carlyle, J. R. Green, Kinglake, and Freeman; divines—Stanley, Trench, Pattison, Newman, Jowett, and Robertson Smith; scientists—Clifford, Darwin, Owen, and Tyndall; novelists—George Eliot, Trollope, Charles Reade, Wilkie Collins, and Mrs. Craik (Dinah Mulock); poets—Rossetti, Matthew Arnold, Robert Browning, and Tennyson. This mighty company, not to speak of minor writers—men and women of high excellence, untiring industry, and praiseworthy devotion to
literature and to special pursuits—represent a high-water mark in letters, which may well put their successors to strain, in seeking to emulate, and if possible surpass, their achievements. It may be that the succeeding period will not be unworthy to come after that of the illustrious names we have mentioned, as the age of Anne was found worthy to follow that of Elizabeth. Meanwhile, we must remember, besides the fact that the present writers have as yet only a contemporary reputation, that culture is now more generally diffused and the average intellect is higher. Nor must it be forgotten that Nature, though she is bountiful, is sometimes capricious; and while the coming era may not see another Tennyson, as the representative of that grand English song which has done so much to elevate the national character and refine the human heart, it may be dowered, in not less important and even imaginative departments, with another Darwin, Carlyle, and George Eliot.

What has to be said in taking up the thread of Mr. McCarthy's literary surveys, or rather in supplying some notes toward a new and later survey—which is all we claim for these pages—is chiefly this, that death has rounded off the work of the principal writers with whom he has dealt, and given finality to their literary labors, as well as the opportunity of appraising their completed tasks. This is true of Darwin and his theory of development by descent, a theory which, modified only by Weismann and the Neo-Darwinians, has revolutionized religious thought. It is true of Carlyle, most suggestive of writers and grimmest of historical painters, with his "Eternal Verities," and deification of Force. It is true of Newman, that devout prince of the Papacy, whose rare intellectual gifts, despite the Catholic theory of the English Church propounded by the gentle-souled prelate, have deeply influenced the thought of his time. It is true of Tennyson, the poetic voice of the age, who has "crossthe bar," on the shoreless sea, to meet his "Pilot face to
face" and the ransomed Galahads "in white armor." It is true also of the numberless other thinkers and writers whom our author had noticed before the long night descended upon their work, and the hushed Adsum! was severally spoken in response to the imperious summons.

Among the earliest chroniclings of literature after Mr. McCarthy's later survey closes, are Mr. Froude's much-commented-upon "Reminiscences" and "Life of Carlyle," the publication of which, by one supposed to be friend as well as literary executor, was looked upon as a social offence. Thanks to later correctives from other pens, chiefly perhaps to the defence of the seer by Mr. C. E. Norton, the world has returned to saner views of Carlyle and his conjugal relations than are given us by the idolater of Henry VIII. in his highly readable but sensational pages. The true friend of Carlyle will also thank Mrs. Oliphant for her sympathetic study and intelligent defence of him, to be found in that invaluable literary manual from her able and industrious pen, "The Victorian Age of English Literature." The literature of biography has, in the period, also to embrace some important as well as interesting political memoirs, two or three of which deserve mention, viz.: Mr. Trevelyan's "Life of Charles James Fox," a work to which the student of the period of the English oligarchy in the eighteenth century will confess his indebtedness; Mr. John Morley's "Life of Cobden," an admirable presentation of the Anti-Corn-Law agitation, with a lifelike portrait of the enthusiastic advocate of electoral reform and free trade; and Mr. Patchett Martin's "Life and Letters of Lord Sherbrooke," an entertaining sketch of Mr. Gladstone's first Chancellor of the Exchequer, better known to readers of these volumes as Robert Lowe. The lives of Mr. Gladstone and Lord Beaconsfield that are a product of this period we might almost say are legion; and the student of politics will have no difficulty in making himself familiar with every phase in the characters of these two eminent states-
men, as well as with the public affairs in which one or other of them took active part. In this department it may be helpful to the political student to call attention to the series of popular monographs, such as those dealing with "Great Statesmen," and the "Queen's Prime Ministers," two ventures which have presumably been called forth by the success of the literature series edited by Mr. John Morley, on "English Men of Letters," and by a group of similar volumes issued under the designation of "Great Writers." These literary enterprises are specially designed for students, and meet a characteristic want of the time for popular manuals on all manner of subjects in science, art, philosophy, and belles lettres. The series of "University Extension Manuals" is another useful group of volumes, on much the same lines, and evidently called into existence by the opening of universities to women. The political series is of special interest, since the volumes are generally well-informed, their writers, in many instances, having access to original materials. The "Men of Letters' Series" is composed of volumes written by literary specialists of eminence, of keen critical powers, trained judgment, and, as a rule, fine qualities in the writing of English prose. These several series have the further merit of compactness of form, as well as modest cost.

The notable memoirs of the era, that are not political, but literary or general, embrace, among others, Professor Dowden's "Life of Shelley," an elaborate and exhaustive, but highly controversial biography, which, like the commentaries on Browning, has become the fetish, as well as the text-book, of an admiring cult. Tennyson's lamented death, though it has not as yet given us an authoritative biography, which we look for from his family, has given us several volumes of appreciative criticism, among which are Mr. H. J. Jennings' thoughtful monograph, Arthur Waugh's interesting study of the laureate in his works, and Stopford Brooke's sympathetic lectures
on "Tennyson and his Art." These are all good, we might say unusually good, as interpretations of the poet's aims and work, and as aids to the faithful and more ardent study of the works of the greatest singer of our time and the most consummate literary artist. We have no adequate life of Browning to chronicle, though his death has brought forth a crop of commentaries, dear to the heart of Browning societies, engrossed in the meritorious endeavor to elicit the dramatist's meaning, perversely hidden by obscurities of style. On Ruskin, who in style, as all the world knows, is both poet and prose-writer, there have recently appeared a couple of portly volumes, from the pen of his secretary and ardent disciple, Mr. W. G. Collingwood. The work is in part biography, but, more precisely, an account of the great art-critic's literary career and achievement. To this is added much entertaining matter (somewhat after the fashion of Mr. Ruskin's suspended "Præterita") and other evidently autobiographic fragments, which, despite their tendency to garrulity, ear their author to all lovers of his aesthetic gospel.

The religious movements of the reign have their annals not only in ecclesiastical history, but in the personal memoirs of the chief actors in them—often a much more attractive form in which the history of the religious thought of the time can be acquired and impressed on the reader. The various phases of the Oxford or, to use the earlier term, Tractarian movement have, of late, been interestingly illustrated in this way, chiefly by the publication of two works, representing respectively the Ultramontane and the High Anglican sides of the long controversy. We refer to the late Canon Liddon's "Life of Dr. E. B. Pusey," the first two volumes of which have recently appeared, and Mr. Wilfred Ward's records of his father's connection with the movement in the English Church led by Pusey, Keble, Hurrell Froude, Ward, and Newman, embraced in the works, "W. G. Ward and the Oxford Movement," and "W. G. Ward and the Catholic
Revival." The Pusey memoir, the present instalment of which brings the history down to the eventful year of Newman's secession, is a copious narrative of the principal incidents in the Oxford movement, and in the career of its militant sacerdotal leader. The Ward contributions to the public history of the movement have the weight that properly attaches to the opinions and career of a singularly able man, whose logical consistency led him over to Rome, and to an important field of work which he subsequently occupied, the editorship of the Dublin Review. Ritualism, the outgrowth in an aesthetic direction of the High Church movement, has lately signalized its existence by the publication of a series of contributions by various High Church clergymen, under the editorship of the Rev. Charles Gore. The volume, entitled "Lux Mundi," has occasioned hardly less surprise than was manifested on the appearing of the famous "Essays and Reviews," though the new work is a milder form of rationalistic sensation. Mr. Gore's work, when you get under its cloak of lofty mysticism, is discerned to be an attempt to harmonize High Churchism with the advanced thought of the time in the spheres of modern science and Biblical criticism. The writers take evolution to their bosoms, and seek to reconcile faith with the Higher Criticism. Mr. Prothero's "Life and Correspondence of Dean Stanley," the Broad Church hierarch, will be found pleasanter and less controversial reading, chiefly in its delightful excerpts from the letters of one who was not only a courtier cleric, but a most picturesque writer of ecclesiastical history. The career and good work of another notable Churchman are the theme of Colonel Maurice's life of his distinguished father, Frederick Denison Maurice, in which the beneficent character of a large-hearted and broad-minded man is well exemplified in selections from his letters.

One of the great, indeed colossal, enterprises of the last decade has to be noted in this department. We refer to
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The "Dictionary of National Biography," a storehouse of facts of the most comprehensive kind, relating to the career of eminent Britons and British Colonists of every age, exclusive of contemporaries. This huge undertaking, which will probably comprise sixty volumes before it is completed, has been under the able editorship of Mr. Leslie Stephen, the first of English critics, and is now conducted by his former assistant, Mr. Sydney Lee. Thirty-nine volumes have so far appeared, bringing the stupendous and most valuable work down to the end of letter M. Another great reference work has come to completion within our period, in the ninth edition of the "Encyclopaedia Britannica;" while a new issue thoroughly revised, has just appeared of Chambers' very serviceable kindred work. Nor can we omit mention of the Philological Society's "New English Dictionary on Historical Principles," edited by Dr. Murray, a work which embodies the result of the highest English scholarship, but which, owing to its elaborate character, it will probably take thirty years yet to complete. So far, but nine parts of the work have appeared, bringing the Dictionary down toward the end of letter C. To British, in conjunction with American ecclesiastical scholarship, was due the appearance, early in the "eighties," of the Revised Versions of both the Old and the New Testament, a task which escaped disquieting the ultra-orthodox world by the conservative character of the emendations of the sacred text agreed to by the assembled divines in the Jerusalem Chamber, Westminster.

The literature of history has not received any very signal additions in the past fifteen years. The era, though by no means barren of achievement, is not producing any work of the magnitude of Gibbon's "Decline and Fall," which now for over a hundred years has been esteemed the greatest product of historical genius. With Freeman, Green, Kinglake (all of whom have now passed away), and Lecky, Mr. McCarthy has already dealt;
though we have to give credit to each of these writers for work done subsequent to the period with which his survey ends. Green followed his masterly "History of the English People" by a work on "The Making of England;" while another was issued posthumously, in 1883, entitled "The Conquest of England." Though both reveal the author's rare scholarship, they lack the popular elements and animated style of the general history. An elaborate pictorial edition of the latter, illustrated from missals, is now in course of publication, under the competent editorship of Mrs. J. R. Green and Miss Kate Norgate. To Mrs. Green's individual pen we owe a well-planned and graphically written work on English "Town Life in the Fifteenth Century," with vivid pictures of the burgher element and the industrial and commercial activities of the period. Mr. Kinglake, some years before his death, which occurred in 1891, issued the completing volume of his brilliant "History of the Crimean War." So ample is its scope and so elaborate its detail, that the reader ceases to wonder that the gathering and verifying of facts, together with the writing of the work, cost its author the labor of over thirty years.

The industry of Dr. Freeman, as well as his great resources of historic learning, enabled him, ere death interrupted his labors, to make numerous additions to his monumental work on the Norman Conquest. These additions comprise, within the period of this sketch, a work on "The Reign of William Rufus and the Accession of Henry I.," a volume of lectures on "English Towns and Districts," a "History of Sicily from the Earliest Times," besides several volumes of "Historical Essays," and a work on the "Historical Geography of Europe." Mr. Lecky, in the later volumes of his "History of England in the Eighteenth Century," enhances his fame as an historian of the philosophical school. Mr. Froude, who has succeeded Dr. Freeman in the chair of Modern History at Oxford, has not of recent years made any notable contribution to
writers for his survey in history. In one instance only, if we except the continuation of his "Short Studies on Great Subjects," has he returned to the Tudor period of English history which he knows so well and writes of so entertainingly. We refer to his work on the "Divorce of Catherine of Aragon." In biography, we have already seen what he has given us, as the tribute of his friendship for Carlyle. In travels, we have two charming volumes from his brilliant though unveracious pen—"Oceana," the record, partly descriptive, partly disquisitional, of a visit to Australasia, and a book on the West Indies.

Perhaps the most important work done in history, during the period we are dealing with, is that of Mr. S. R. Gardiner, author of an admirable manual for students of English history. Professor Gardiner holds the chair of Modern History at King's College, London, and possesses high qualifications as an historian. The special epoch he has treated of and enriched by his learned research is that of England in the first half of the seventeenth century, including the period of the Great Civil War. His labor in the elucidation of this important era covers fourteen duodecimo volumes. This period, including that of the Commonwealth down to the Restoration, has also been recently enriched by a new edition of the well-known "Ludlow Memoirs," with a valuable introduction and notes by Mr. C. H. Frith. A strong light has, moreover, been thrown on the period by the publication of the interesting "Memos of the Verney Family during the Civil War." Judging from the first volume, specially interesting promises to be the work on "Social England," edited by Dr. H. D. Traill, and designed to supply a record, by learned specialists, of the progress of the people from the earliest times to the present day. The initial volume deals at greater length than is usual in the ordinary histories with early Britain, and with England from the Roman occupation to the Conquest, on to the era of the Great Charter and Simon de
Montfort's Parliament. To the literary era we are dealing with belong Bishop Mandell Creighton's "History of the Papacy during the Reformation," five volumes of which have been published, covering the period from 1378 to 1528, and the late Mr. J. A. Symonds' captivating volumes on "The Renaissance in Italy." Mr. Symonds' works have deservedly taken high rank, not only on account of the importance of the historical era of which he so ably and exhaustively treats, but on account of the varied accomplishments of the lamented author, which enabled him so vividly to recreate medieaval Italy in its intellectual, artistic, religious, and social life. Mr. Morse Stephens' "History of the French Revolution" is a well-ordered and lucid narrative, written with full knowledge of the time and its events, though lacking the dark pigments in which Carlyle paints the history. Our literature era has brought great accessions to the already large store of works elucidating the character and time of Napoleon, chiefly, however, in the form of translations. Of this central figure in European complications at the opening of the century, we have, of course, two diametrically opposite views: namely, the one presented in the terrible arraignments of MM. Taine and Lanfrey, and the other depicted mainly in personal memoirs, such as the partisan portraits of Baron de Ménéval and others.

In these times of political strife, when history has been defined as "past politics," it is not surprising that the literature of the era is prolific in works on constitutional history, parliamentary government, and the annals of administrations. Federation of the Empire—that dream of the future—has also added its heavy quota to recent literature, besides innumerable works on British dominion in India and the Colonies. Space would fail us to enumerate even a tithe of these; here we can only refer, and in the briefest manner, to a few of the more important works and to one or two notable names. Of works on India, besides Colonel Malleson's admirable
treatises and the excellent series of monographs on the "Rulers of India," mention may be made of Sir Alfred Lyall's "The Rise of the British Dominion in India," the work of an able and thoughtful writer; the interesting account, drawn from State papers in the Government archives in Calcutta, of the Indian Mutiny; Mr. Alfred Milner's "England in Egypt," a most helpful book to the understanding of the Egyptian question; and Mr. Goldwin Smith's masterly compend of Canadian History, with a study of the economical situation in and probable future of that colony. The interest of the latter work to American readers is subordinate only to that which every serious student of American history has taken, or ought to take, in the same brilliant writer's "Outline of the Political History of the United States." Brief in compass as it is, it is hardly too much to say that this instructive and en- chaining volume from Mr. Goldwin Smith's gifted pen is unique among the many histories of the country, and that none approaches it in largeness of grasp, keenness of critical insight, and the art of graceful, lucid, and compressed writing. Of the highest interest and service also to the American citizen is the monumental work on "The American Commonwealth," by the Right Hon. James Bryce, M.P., late Regius Professor of Civil Law at Oxford, and member of the Rosebery Government. The third revised edition of the work is now appearing, which must still further commend it to all who seek in its most instructive pages a comprehensive treatise on the American political system. New editions are also the product of this literary era, of Dr. Alpheus Todd's "Parliamentary Government in the British Colonies;" of the same author's earlier work, on "Parliamentary Government in England," edited by His Excellency Spencer Walpole, author of a "History of England from 1815;" and of Mr. G. Barnett Smith's "History of the English Parliament." The learned but picturesquely written work on "Popular Government," by Sir Henry Maine, whose authoritative
treatise on "Ancient Law" has become a text-book in the literature of jurisprudence, belongs also to this classification. Nor must we omit notice of two important works on the English Colonies which have appeared in recent years, "The Expansion of England," by Sir John Seeley, and "Greater Britain," by Sir Charles Dilke, with its pendant work, on "The Problems of Greater Britain."

Political topics, of vast range and complex interest, have in our period burdened the press, and made it impossible for the chronicler, with limited space, to note even the titles of the books which deal with them. Nor is the literature less prolific—in treatise, disquisition, and essay—on religious, scientific, and social subjects, representing every phase of thought, and bearing witness to the activities of the modern mind in submitting the problems of the age for thoughtful contemporary discussion. We to-day miss many of the writers of these treatises, with other publicists and critics—Carlyle, John Stuart Mill, Matthew Arnold, and W. R. Greg, among the number—whose timely and usually weighty contributions were wont to stimulate thought and enrich literature in a past generation; but there are still left to the age Huxley, Herbert Spencer, Goldwin Smith, Dr. James Martineau, and R. H. Hutton, besides a goodly company of newer writers and thinkers who have the mental and moral, as well as the literary, gifts to fit them to be the intellectual leaders and counsellors of our modern day. The collected writings of one of the most bracing as well as able of the writers we have named—Professor Huxley—are now issuing from the press, and enlist the interest alike of the religious and the scientific world. Mr. Herbert Spencer is still adding to the sum of his weighty contributions in his special department—his latest work being the completion of "The Principles of Ethics." We could enjoy this eminent writer more if his philosophy of ethics and evolutionary sociology took more account of the moral side of man's nature and were less fundamentally mechanical.
On sounder, at least on more comforting, ground does Mr. Benjamin Kidd, a new and strong writer, stand, in treating of social progress and the development of humanity. His "Social Evolution" is a remarkable book, certain, we believe, to give a helpful impulse to right thinking on the problems of modern society and life. This is more, we fear, than can be said of "The Service of Man," by that thoroughgoing Agnostic, the late Mr. Cotter Morison, a work which created a sensation on its appearing some years ago. Mr. Morison's contribution to the service of humanity included a proposal to get rid of the criminal classes by summarily killing them off! A sounder and not less remarkable addition to the literature of sociology is the late Dr. Pearson's thoughtful work on "National Life and Character," marred only by its brooding pessimism. Another able writer, of singular acumen, takes up Mr. Buckle's ambitious theme, though much less superficially, in a work on "Civilization and Progress." Its author, Mr. John Beattie Crozier, is a new name to us; but there can be no doubt of the remarkable ability of his book. Pregnant with thought, whether you always agree with the author or not, are Mr. Goldwin Smith's "Essays on Questions of the Day, Political and Social." A collection of articles from that sanest of English critics, the editor of the London Spectator, is always acceptable. Mr. R. H. Hutton's new contributions cover much the same ground as his earlier works, discussing with breadth and earnestness philosophical, religious, and literary topics. His new volumes he labels "Criticisms on Contemporay Thought and Thinkers." Mr. Hutton is at his best in dealing with the problems of religious philosophy.

Apologetics having recovered from the perturbed state into which the evolutionary theory threw it, its literature has blossomed afresh. Even a superficial acquaintance with recent works on Theism will assure one that the hypothesis that was to prove fatal to religious belief has but established it anew. The theistic writers have accept-
ed evolution, or, to be more guarded, the main principles of the theory, and have admitted the rough ordeal of the "struggle for existence" to be the governing factor in development, at least in life below the level of man. Not only so, but what was once orthodox opinion has been sensibly modified by the enunciation of its doctrines, as well as by the acceptance of many of the results of the "higher criticism." This reconcilement, so-called, of science and religion has produced a host of works in the period, bearing on the dreaded antagonisms; while evolution, as a cosmic and biological force, has given a new direction to Biblical exposition and widened the horizon of religious thought. Not less extended, in recent years, has become the realm of speculative theology, and indeed of speculative thought in every field of inquiry. To chronicle the literature, ethical, philosophical, and scientific, of this period, would take us far beyond the limits of these notes. We can only point to the movement which has given it life, and influenced thought and its product in so many directions. The popular treatment of evolution, on the theistic side, by Prof. Henry Drummond, in his "Natural Law in the Spiritual World," and in his recent Lowell Lectures on "The Ascent of Man," is a phase of the attempted reconcilement to which we have just referred, and shows the interest taken in the literature of the subject. Scientifically considered, Professor Drummond's writings, while they are graphically set forth and eminently suggestive, are, it is to be feared, more fanciful than convincing; though the fascination is great to apply, as he does, the biological method to the solution of the mysteries that are within and around us. In these coquettings with this subject, whether on the one side or the other, we must remember that evolution is only a generalization, though a formidable one; it explains nothing as to beginnings, and leaves the problem of the universe just where it found it. More weighty is the work of such writers as Professors Flint, Fairbairn, Caird, and Martineau, and, in the
principles and the ideal of the age in development. Not only can we sensibly bear the testimony of her critique and reflection, bearing a cosmic view to Biblical thought. We can see the realm of the thought in literature, and would agree. We can see the life, and in directions. In the mystic side, now in the poetry on the modern recon-forms the Scientific-philosophy, while suggestive, not convincing; as it does, the poetry that with this goes, we must though within our findings, as it found Professor in the

general field of Biblical exegesis and Christian evidences, of the authors of the several series of books appearing as annual lectures on the Bampton, Hulsean, Hibbert, Burnett, and Gifford trusts, with the array of translations of German theological thought, orthodox and rationalistic, issued in the Foreign and other Theological Libraries. To one or other of these several classes, among others, belong the following works: Professor Bruce’s “Apologetics; or, Christianity Defensively Stated;” Mr. Lilly’s “The Great Enigma;” Dr. Stirling’s “Philosophy and Theology;” Canon Barry’s “Some Lights of Science on the Faith;” Professor Flint and Professor Momerie’s several works on Theism; Professor Caird’s “Evolution of Religion,” and Professor Hatch’s “Influence of Greek Ideas on the Christian Church.” To the same classifications also belong the two works which made Professor Robertson Smith’s reputation, “The Old Testament in the Jewish Church” and “The Prophets of Israel and their Place in History;” Professor Driver’s “Literature of the Old Testament;” and President Martineau’s “Study of Religion” and “Seat of Authority in Religion,” with other pregnant volumes dealing with the intellectual thought of the time, in its effort to reach harmony between scientific and religious truth.

From these grave though momentous studies let us pass for a brief while to the enumeration of some of the gains of the period in the paths of lighter literature. Here, however, our last topic still pursues us, for poetry, reflecting the mystery as well as the malady of life, has made the “why, whence, and whither” of the wondering mind of the age the burden of not a little contemplative verse, and answered the query either with the broodings of despair or with the cheer of the “larger hope.” Happily, while the pessimistic wail is characteristic of much of latter-day verse, the contemporary muse has oftener struck a more joyous note. What pleasure there can be in the poetry that is despairing and lugubrious, or in the
novel that has caught but too fatally the contagion of a period of disbelief and unrest, we must leave others to answer. For ourselves, we say, give us the lilt of a gladsome song and the gallant tread of a bright and rousing story. But the gifts of the gods are not always at the beck of wearied health, while, in the sum of the race, other moods than those of the single unit have of course to be catered for. If current verse be the attraction—the voice of the great singers of the reign being silent— recourse must be had to the poets of the new lustrum. Of these, there are many and tuneful, especially among the younger university men, who, like Andrew Lang, Saintsbury, Dobson, Traill, Watson, and a score of others, with Swinburne at their head, can turn out an epic or a rondeau, a stately sonnet or a gay ballade, and, at the same time and with equal facility, write a critical essay or fill a robust volume with that distinction of matter and style characteristic of the cultured and well-trained writers of English prose. Never has the arena of letters been so crowded as it is to-day with athletes in the literary calling. The higher journalism teems with them, and the current output in literature attests not only their gifts but their versatility. Magazine readers, at any rate, will be familiar with the work of these clever writers—men like Andrew Lang, Leslie Stephen, Frederic Harrison, Edward Dowden, P. G. Hamerton, Augustine Birrell, Grant Allen, and W. H. Mallock, not to speak of the army of women who in these latter days have entered upon their mission and seem to have pre-empted the novel as their especial domain. Politics distract, and in some notable instances—to wit, John Morley, James Bryce, and A. J. Balfour, among others—absorb the activities of not a few writers, who for the time being are in a measure lost to literature. But the roster of letters is still lengthy with names active in the field of literary enterprise, and new ones are every now and then emerging to cast their ray of lustre on a noble calling.
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Very brief must be our mention of the works worthy of note in the domain of *Belles Lettres*, including recent verse and the light essay. The versatile Andrew Lang may fitly head the list, with his delightful "Letters to Dead Authors," his "Ballades in Blue China," and his recent fugitive rhymes, "Ban and Arrière Ban." In the two latter volumes we have specimens of the dainty trifles which this Scoto-Anglican troubadour is wont to throw off in his merriest moods. In the former, we have a series of charming communions with the literary shades of the past, whom our author summons back from Elysium, with some literary judgments suggested by his unerring critical instinct and intimate acquaintance with the subjects addressed. Augustine Birrell's two series of "Obiter Dicta," "Res Judicatae," and "Essays about Men, Women, and Books," are the disquisitions of a genuine lover of books and a bright and accomplished critic. Much the same may be said of Frederic Harrison's suggestive manual on "The Choice of Books," and Edmund Gosse's "Gossip in a Library." Mr. Gosse's later work, "Questions at Issue," discusses, in his usual persuasive and urbane manner, topics of professional as well as general literary interest, such as "Making a Name in Literature," "Is Verse in Danger?" "The Tyranny of the Novel," "The Limits of Realism in Fiction," and that delicate question, discreetly handled, "Has America Produced a Poet?" Grant Allen's "Postprandial Philosophy" is a collection of bright papers by a clever and versatile writer. Sir Aubrey de Vere's "Essays, chiefly on Poetry," is the work of one of the older poets of the Wordsworthian school. The late W. H. Pater's "Appreciations" is a delectable volume, from an accomplished art critic, in a sprightly, discursive vein. The "Prose Fancies" of Richard Le Gallienne, author of that thoughtful yet unconventional volume, "The Religion of a Literary Man," is a book to make an inseparable companion of. Hardly anything could be more enjoyable than this book; nor is its literary flavor less
delightful than are its pervasive tenderness and whimsical merriment. Swinburne's "Essays and Studies," Dobson's "Eighteenth Century Essays," and Saintsbury's "Essays on English Literature," and on "French Novelists," are the scholarly prelections of eminent representative essayists, who are poets as well as critics.

Not without trepidation do we approach the subject of fiction. And this not because of the legion of writers who have worked and are working in this prolific field, but because of the unspeakable character of not a few latter-day novels. The "new woman" has taken possession of the field, and the shades of the Jane Austens, Charlotte Brontës, and George Eliots of a by-gone age may well lift their brows in surprise at what their modern-day sisters are giving to the world in the guise of this once favorite form of recreational reading. The degeneracy of the novel in the hands of the new woman is not assuring that when the sex comes politically into its own we shall see an ideal condition of society, ethical and social.

If the feminine "up-to-date" novel is to be the result of the revolt of the sex, we can well understand the anxiety of the more conservative women, whose innate delicacy is shocked at the loathsome tendencies of the sisterhood, to hold aloof from, if they cannot stem, the movement for emancipation, which to their wholesome minds means license. Stale by this time, no doubt, is domestic infelicity as a theme for the writer of fiction, though why the novel, in the hands least of all of a woman, should become the vehicle for the revolting outpourings of a medical treatise, or for the depicting of inconceivably odious pictures of the effects of disease-smitten heredity, is beyond decent conjecture. That this class of fiction is written is, we confess, not so great a surprise (for any one with a taste for defilement will, for slight inducement, revel in defilement), as that it is everywhere read, talked of, and lauded even in reputable journals, and by people who are known to be fastidious in regard to personal
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cleanliness. Time was when the stage was pointed to with reproach for its indecencies and immoral associations, but compared with the fictional horrors of the type of "A Superfluous Woman," and even with those of "Keynotes," "A Yellow Aster," and "The Heavenly Twins," the stage is much less objectionable, and exercises, in the main, a wholesomer influence. The outpouring of this class of fiction, if the defiling stream is to continue, would reconcile us to a censorship of the press, which should be despotic as well as stern. Indeed, if morals and decency are to be preserved, some autocratic interposition will become imperative, such perhaps as Macaulay hinted at in his day with regard to revolutionary violence, when he suggested that if it were allowed to go unchecked the world might find it necessary to destroy liberty in order to preserve civilization. It is said, we know, for these objectionable novels that they are clever, and on that account, if not exempt from censure for violating decency and good taste, are to be tolerated; while in any case they are strong enough to carry the sins of their authors. Reasoning so mischievous as this is not to be argued with, either on the score of morals or of art. We can only trust that the vogue will soon pass that has given such examples of fiction as we have cited their temporary notoriety, and that the mind of the conventional votary of the novel will recover its tone and return to wholesomer reading.

In these strictures, it is proper to say, that while they are suggested by the character and tendencies of the novels that have recently come from the female pen, the sex is by no means the sole sinner and violator of the proprieties. Not a few of the latter-day creations of the masculine pen are marked by the same degeneracy which we deplore in the novels of certain female writers, while a like excuse is made for their objectional character on the score that they are cynical and clever. This is specially true of novels of the realistic order, such, for instance, as George Moore's "Esther Waters," in which, however
masterly the art of the story, one has to wade through scenes of such revolting detail as make parts of the book abhorrent to the pure-minded reader. Mr. Benson’s “Dodo” and “The Rubicon” are further instances of the ruthless length popular writers of the cynical school go in sketching character, where feminine cleverness and social brilliance are set against every qualification that unfit a woman for home and a reputable life. The effort to be realistic and to depict actual life with an unsparing hand is in truth an unpleasantly painful one, and leads the modern novelist into many an extravagant and libel on the race. Even Mr. Hardy, great writer as he is, has been led away by this dangerous gift—witness his “Tess of the D’Urbervilles”—into unpleasant paths which he hitherto knew not, and to the depicting of unsavory details which he was not given to in his earlier creations.

Happily, the novelists of the older dispensation have not all departed, nor has a beneficent fate failed to transmit to the successors of a Thackeray and a Scott the traditions and tone of their wholesomer art. In this field of purer fiction many are the novelists still left to us whose writings diffuse no vitiated atmosphere, nor do they embellish their work with the realism of the dissecting-room or flavor it in the purlieus of a sewer. Very remote from such taintings are the themes treated of by writers such as Black, Besant, Barrie, Baring-Gould, James Payn, R. L. Stevenson, J. H. Shorthouse, and George MacDonald; or by Mrs. Oliphant, Mrs. Walford, Mrs. Humphry Ward, and Rhoda Broughton. These writers, among many others whose savor is good, have each a constituency of readers of unquestioned taste, and their collective influence, added to that of the higher criticism, must be potent in keeping clean the main stream of modern novel-writing. Nor does the commerce of literature of to-day know only the demand for the baser fiction. Not unsound at heart is the society that still devours the novels of Scott, appreciates the biting but wholesome satire of
through the book Benson's stories of the cool go in and social unbits a hand is modern the race. D'Urber-deed away to knew
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Thackeray, and laughs over the kindly caricatures of Dickens.

Of the gallant school of Scott, there have recently arisen two new writers—Mr. Stanley J. Weyman, author of "A Gentleman of France," and other stirring tales, and, on his historical side, Dr. A. Conan Doyle; for the latter combines with the creation of historical romances the writing of thrilling detective stories, which he has carried to a high art. Mr. Weyman is a vivid and strikingly picturesque writer, who has achieved success almost at a single bound. The age and country that seem to attract him most is medieval France, and his pictures of the period, in the work we have mentioned, and in "Under the Red Robe," are instinct with the life and movement of a romantic time. His other novels are "The New Rector," "The House of the Wolf," and "The Story of Francis Cludde," which have much of the fascination, as well as the lively movement, of the author's more famous tales. Conan Doyle, as we have said, presents himself in two aspects to the novel-reader. In "The White Company," a work not unlikely to have inspired Mr. Weyman, and in "Micah Clarke: A Tale of the Monmouth Rebellion," we have stories of fascinating historic interest, as well as great dramatic skill in narration. In "The Sign of the Four," "A Study in Scarlet," and in his enthralling series of Sherlock Holmes' ingenious mysteries, the author more than rivals Gaboriau in imaginative power and mastery of the mental processes of analysis in the manipulation of the detective story.

Mr. R. L. Stevenson, in "Kidnapped," "David Balfour" (Catriona), and "The Master of Ballantrae," makes a happy approach to the consummate art of Sir Walter, in dealing with Scotland in Jacobite times and its types of high-spirited Highland and Lowland character. Mr. Stevenson seems to have made his home now in Samoa, and his later books have not dealt with the "land of the heather." We can ill afford to lose his adventurous
tread on his native heath, even though the gain be to throw the halo of romance over the Southern Seas. Of the same literary lineage, and deriving his inspiration from both Scott and Stevenson, is Mr. S. R. Crockett, the Pennicuik minister, whose romance of Galloway—“The Raiders”—has much to remind one of Rob Roy, Alan Breck, and other outlawed catarans of Scotia’s moors and hills. “The Stickit Minister, and Some Common Men,” by the same writer, is somewhat in the vein of J. M. Barrie, that modern master of Scottish fiction. Few novels of humble Scottish life have borne so unmistakably the marks of genius as have those entitled “The Little Minister” and “A Window in Thrums.” “The Little Minister” is, in its way, a masterpiece, strong, vivid, and intensely human, the rugged Doric in which it is written imparting to it both dignity and pathos. In “A Window in Thrums,” and “Auld Licht Idylls,” Mr. Barrie has sketched for us, with inimitable fidelity and humor, the simple annals of a Scottish village, and with kindly sympathy for its “pawky” moral types. The Scottish novelists of an earlier day, William Black and George Macdonald, have not been so frequently heard from of late as one could wish, while Robert Buchanan, another master of the craft, has recently been drawn into the polemics of literature, pleasingly relieved by writing for the stage. In the latter field, we can, in passing, only mention the admirable comedies of Arthur Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones, which prove that the modern stage is not altogether left to its inanities, or to the *jeu d’esprit* work and catchy airs of collaborating librettists and musical composers. With these lighter effusions, we must be pardoned for bracketing Mr. A. W. Ward’s scholarly “History of English Dramatic Literature, to the Death of Queen Anne,” and Henry Irving’s cultured lectures on “The Drama.”

Few writers of fiction have more deservedly won high place than has W. E. Norris, whose novels deal with essentially modern and English topics, always artistically
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constructed, and written with polished ease and occasional epigrammatic force. His later stories, "His Grace" and "The Countess Radna," are delightful reading. S. Baring-Gould is another able writer of fiction, with a marked individuality and vigorous power of sketching character, chiefly of the Devon type. His more recent novels are "Mrs. Curgenven of Curgenven" and "Cheap Jack Zita," the scene of the latter being the fen districts of Ely.

James Payn, Walter Besant, and Grant Allen continue to charm their clientele by their periodic appearances, and can always be trusted to give them something worth reading. In "Perlycross," the author of "Lorna Doone" still comes short of producing a rival to his Exmoor classic; nor has George Meredith quite risen to the heights of "The Ordeal of Richard Feverel," though he steadily enlarges the circle of his cultured readers. Mr. Meredith, it is trite to say, wants translating for the stolid novelist; but though he is caviare to the general it is worth while to know him, if for no other purpose than to confound the Philistinism which is intolerant of culture and impatient with any marked variations in mental idiosyncrasy. "Lord Ormont and his Aminta," it may be said, is a measurable return to Mr. Meredith's earlier and less brain-taxing manner. The author of "The Deemster," "The Bondman," and other Manx stories, has fully established his claim to be ranked among the first novelists of the day. In another vein than these powerful novels, Mr. Hall Caine has produced "The Scapegoat," an absorbing romance of Morocco, with at least one finely drawn character in Israel ben Oliel, the statuesque figure of the book, set in the background of a touching and impressive story.

The period continues to be full of promise of young writers, who have begun well and are likely to make names for themselves in the realm of fiction. Among these may be mentioned Anthony Hope, author of two entertaining stories, "Mr. Witt's Widow" and "The
Prisoner of Zenda;" Gilbert Parker, whose "Pierre and His People" opens a new field of romance in Indian and half-breed life in the solitudes of the Hudson Bay Territories; Percy White, in "Mr. Bailey-Martin," the audacious biography of an English snob; and J. Maclaren Cobban, in "Master of His Fate," and "A Soldier and a Gentleman." Since Mr. Rider Haggard exchanged army life in Zululand for literature, he has been a rather weird and magical figure in fiction. His wildly romantic stories have had a great, but it would seem a passing, vogue. Much more healthy have been the breezy sea-tales of W. Clark Russell, who has done for the merchant-marine service what Marryat did for the navy. Nor must we omit notice of Mr. McCarthy's own contributions in the field of political and social romance, which are always entertaining and written with animation and good taste. Rudyard Kipling is a writer of whose personality and clever work we have also to take stock among the literary gains of the era. So versatile and full of resource is he, that one hardly knows where and in what field of work he will not turn up. His latest excursion has been an exceedingly amusing dash into Æsop's animal kingdom of allegory, though Æsop, we may be sure, never dreamed of endowing his animal life with the felicitous qualities which characterize the menagerie of "The Jungle Book." Kipling's "Anglo-Indian Tales," like his "Barrack-Room Ballads," are marked by an epithet- and phrase-making power, of which he is a master. Equally notable are his unfailing humor, virile strength of style, and faculty of writing picturesque and animated narrative.

Large and varied is the legitimate work of women in the domain of the novel. In the literary activities of the time this seems, as we have already said, to be their pre-empted field, which, in these latter days, and in an especial degree, they have made their own. Nor can there be doubt that the sex possesses many of the gifts essential to success in the writing of fiction. Besides their
qualities of literary style—a certain grace and lightness of touch—they usually bring to novel-writing a freshness of theme, insight, observation, and a power of depicting romantic scenes and the emotions which passion kindles, which lend attractiveness to their work, and, when they keep from girding at the other sex and refrain from "revealing souls," make it both wholesome and entertaining. Their chief stumbling-block is a want of humor, which leads many an otherwise able writer to take herself and her subject too seriously, especially when she becomes didactic, as in the *tendens* novel, or leaves the rôle of the romancist for that of the realist. This is the serious defect of Mrs. Humphry Ward, who is regarded, and in many respects justly, as the George Eliot of the time, and of not a few others of her sex who have taken to the writing of the propagandist novel, or, in popular phrase, the "novel with a purpose." It may be replied that the age is a serious one, and so it is; but is it well to make it more serious still by abolishing humor? Besides, is the novel the legitimate place for the discussion of the serious problems which have of late invaded it? We think not. Notwithstanding the defect we have referred to, Mrs. Ward is a person to be reckoned with among the more serious latter-day novelists. Her "Robert Elsmere" has been spoken of as "an epoch-making book." If it is this, it is so in relation to the author, rather than, as we think, to the subject of the book as a theme in fiction. In that now famous novel, as well as in its successors, "David Grieve" and "Marcella," we see a great talent at work, with a passion for truth, and manifest sympathy for the strivings after it in broadly educated, cultured minds, as well as intense interest in the social and religious problems of the time. "Robert Elsmere" took with the public by its daring, unorthodox treatment of theological questions; "David Grieve" was read because it had been written by Mrs. Ward; "Marcella," however, stands on a footing of its own, and from a literary as well as an artistic point of
view is far more satisfactory, though the book, like its predecessors, is too weighty for a novel, and, in our judgment, lacks those qualities inseparable from a great and abiding work of fiction, imagination, and humor.

Of the less ambitious but more attractive novelists of the serious school are the women who write under the pen-names of Edna Lyall, Maxwell Gray, and Ralph Iron (Olive Schreiner). The first of these has done admirable work in "Donovan," "We Two," and "In the Golden Days." They are inspiring stories, with a fine atmosphere of elevated, earnest thought. The author of "The Silence of Dean Maitland" and "The Last Sentence" is a writer of unusual power, whose work is instinct with the thought of one who has looked deeply into the problems of life. The author of "Dreams" and "The Story of an African Farm" belongs to the meditative class of writers of which William Smith, in his "Thorndale; or, the Conflict of Opinion," is a notable example. The longer story is told with remarkable vigor and a deep undertone of feeling, in a series of broodings over the problems, as it has been phrased, "which trouble a strong intelligence and an imaginative ambition remote from any possibility of culture." Among writers who have recently come under the class we are dealing with are Adeline Sergeant and John Strange Winter. The former has opened a new vein in "The Story of a Penitent Soul," a novel constructed on strong lines and told with real pathos; the latter has turned from the writing of charming army stories to discoursing on religious problems, if we are to take "The Soul of the Bishop" as a sample of the fiction we are henceforth to have from Mrs. Stannard. The success of Beatrice Harraden's "Ships that Pass in the Night" is due, in part, to a poetic title, and in part to the novel but sympathetic picture presented in the story, of the meeting at a German health resort of a hypochondriac old bachelor and an invalid old maid. The dialogue between the two is human and kindly. Margaret L. Woods, author of that
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remarkable tale, “A Village Tragedy,” has enhanced her fame by the publication of “Esther Vanhomrigh,” a novel dealing with the age of Swift and his relations with “Stella” and “Vanessa.” Mrs. Woods, in this clever character-study, has thoroughly humanized the historic story, if she has not succeeded in taking it out of the region of the enigmatic. One thing she has done is to make Swift and his period more real to the reader, while she is wisely considerate towards the reputations at stake.

The present, and we might add the past, generation owe much to Mrs. Oliphant’s industrious pen for the delight of many charming stories in the highways and byways of fiction. Her sphere is “the quiet circles of modest gentility,” and her gift the power of portraying social types and the romance of domestic life with a fine perception, a sure touch, and the faculty of interesting the reader. With all her productiveness, her work is always well and carefully finished, never rising very much above, and rarely ever falling below, a certain high and even standard. Among the best of her later novels are “The Heir Presumptive and the Heir Apparent” and “The Cuckoo in the Nest.” Somewhat on the same high plane stand Mrs. Walford, who has written a series of charming stories, the best of which perhaps are “Mr. Smith” and “The Mischief of Monica;” Mrs. Alexander, whose best-known work is “The Wooing O’t;” Florence Marryat, author of “How Like a Woman;” and the late Jessie Fothergill, author of “The First Violin” and “Oriole’s Daughter.” Two other writers of promise are Laurence Alma Tadema, daughter of the famous artist, whose laurels rest upon “The Wings of Icarus,” and Mrs. Craigie, the clever satirist of “A Bundle of Life,” and better known under the nom de plume of John Oliver Hobbes. Miss Braddon (Mrs. Maxwell), “Ouida,” Mrs. Hungerford (“The Duchess”), and Florence Warden are authors too familiar to the reader to call for comment. A new name, of Canadian origin and Anglo-Indian domicile,
is that of Sara Jeannette Duncan (Mrs. Everard Cotes), whose bright stories, "A Social Departure" and "An American Girl in London," have deservedly won fame for this interesting writer. Her later works are "The Simple Adventures of a Mem-Sahib" and "A Daughter of Today." In an age much given to probing the mysteries that surround us, fiction has naturally concerned itself with the occult. The high priestess of the new religion is Marie Corelli, author of "Ardath," "Wormwood," "The Romance of Two Worlds," and "The Soul of Lilith." Her writings, which have the merit of an attractive style and much elevation of thought, are pervaded by an element of mysticism and the supernatural, very fascinating to the reader who longs to peer behind the veil of the flesh.

Into other departments of literature, however inviting their subjects and extensive their bibliography, our rapidly contracting space will not permit us to enter. We should like to have noted some important and deeply interesting works in the literature of travel, a field that in these adventurous days has been richly worked, in the interest not merely of sight-seeing and the gathering of incidents on the part of the globe-trotter, but in the more practical interests of commerce and advancing civilization. Nor can we excuse ourselves for leaving unchronicled the literary activities in the many-kingdomed empire of science, in an age whose chief distinction is that it is scientific. But to enter upon the scientific domain were easier than to set limit to the subjects to be touched upon, for, in these days, whither would not our chroniclings lead us, since science has gone far beyond its early general classifications, and become specialized in a hundred different directions? Moreover, such is the deference now paid to the term, that were we to enter upon the subject at all, we should have to deal not only with every scientific study, speculation, or pursuit, but with the many branches of knowledge, besides those we have dealt with, to which the scientific
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The method is now applied, or which are inspired by its spirit. The era may well felicitate itself on the lengths to which scientific investigation has been carried in recent years. The transformation it has brought about seems magical, whether we consider merely man's well-being and comfort, or glance at the higher mental gain, in opening up worlds within worlds to the wondering gaze of the race, as well as in extending the domain and elevating the tone of thought.

Within our period, not the least interesting of the strides of science have been those which lie outside the old boundary of physical experiment, and are not to be demonstrated in the dissecting-room or the laboratory. We allude to the results of inquiry in the departments of mental and moral philosophy and of investigation in the region where the physical passes into the psychical and moral, a region of fascinating interest to thoughtful minds perplexed by the problems of life. Of late years, a great impetus has been given to study in these fields, since evolution came to be generally accepted, with the limitations by which orthodoxy, lay and clerical, qualifies belief in the doctrine. Inquiry has been further stimulated by the publication, some twenty years ago, of "The Unseen Universe," a series of ingenious dissertations on the extreme border of scientific inquiry—"Physical Speculations on a Future State"—by two eminent Scottish physicists, and by the prominence since given to what are known as the biological sciences, including psychology and sociology, with their interesting revelations regarding the phenomena of living matter and its mature mental and social endowments. But these and such-like inquiries, while attractive to baffled humanity, and interesting in the ingenious character of the speculations, have been in many instances like chasing shadows, so elusive is the enigma of life and insoluble the problem of the "why, whence, and whither." Short of this inquiry, which, pushed to the utmost, defies finite scrutiny and increases awe for the
Power in whose hands we are, scientific investigation in all its branches has been very fruitful and, in a large degree, exceedingly helpful to humanity. If it had accomplished nothing else, it is something to have discredited dogmatism and deepened reverence, while pointing to continued moral effort as the true aim of human existence, though impenetrable be the mystery that enshrouds it.
NOTE.

I have a strong objection to the time-honored practice among authors of addressing their readers directly at the opening or close of a work with some explanatory remarks, in the form of preface or epilogue, or other such appeal. It has always seemed to me that if the book does not tell its own story and make its purpose clear, the author's personal explanations will not much help the matter. I therefore now only venture to address my readers because I wish to mention one or two facts which concern others and not myself.

In describing the defence of Silistria, at the opening of the Crimean War (page 564 of the first volume), I paid a tribute to the brilliant services rendered by Captain Butler, of the Ceylon Rifles, and Lieutenant Nasmyth, of the East India Company's service. The name of Lieutenant J. A. Ballard, of the Bombay Engineers, now General Ballard, C. B., R. E., should always be associated with the names of Butler and Nasmyth in that gallant defence. Ballard, on his way home from India on sick leave, was attracted by the events then going on in Turkey; he turned aside from his homeward journey, threw himself into Silistria, shared in the perils and the glory of the defence, and kept it up after Butler had died in his arms.

My friend, Mr. P. J. Smyth, M.P., has shown me that I was mistaken in supposing that Mr. Smith O'Brien disapproved of the plan adopted for the escape of John Mitchel from Van Diemen's Land. I took my impression from the statement made, and repeated several times at long intervals, by Lord Palmerston, in the House of Commons. As far as I then knew, the statement was never contradicted. Mr. Smyth has shown me that Smith O'Brien himself emphatically contradicted it. A public dinner was given to Mr. O'Brien in Melbourne in 1854, and Mr. O'Brien on that occasion expressed his entire approval of the manner of Mr. Mitchel's escape, and declared that his only reason for not adopting it himself was that "I was not prepared to take a step which would have rendered it impossible for me to return to Ireland." I think it right to call special attention to this fact, as I am sure it will be new to the vast majority of
readers, and will correct a belief almost universal, in England at least, and perhaps even in Ireland.

I have received many valuable suggestions from correspondents whom I know, and whom I do not know, with regard to this work. Various inaccuracies and defects have been pointed out to me. I have carefully considered every suggestion, and have supplied deficiencies and corrected errors as far as I could. I cordially thank the public and the critics for the generous reception they have given to my book. It has had, through critics and readers, a success such as I had never allowed myself to expect.

August, 1880.

Justin McCarthy.
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Bulgaria, and Czar Nicholas, i. 519, 520; massacres in, ii. 689-692; and Treaty of Berlin, ii. 709.
Bull, Papal, on hierarchy in England, i. 395, 396, 414.
Bull Run, Battle of, ii. 229.
Buller, Charles, i. 26, 36; with Durham in Canada, i. 51, 58; Transportation Committee, 1837, ii. 22.
Bulwer, i. 36.
Bulwer, Sir H., (see Dalling), letter of Palmerston to, ii. 217.
Burdett, Sir Francis, i. 36; and Cochrane, ii. 218.
Burke and Warren Hastings, ii. 375; and "a low-minded inquisition into numbers," ii. 378; and corporate rights, ii. 532; and heroic virtues, ii. 577.
Burke, Colonel, trial of, ii. 445, 446.
Burke, W., Permanent Secretary for Ireland, murdered in Phoenix Park, ii. 771.
Burnaby, Colonel, killed at Abu-Klea, ii. 774.
Burman territory annexed, ii. 45.
Burnes, Capt. Alexander, at Cabul, i. 175, 176; and Dost Mohamed, i. 177-180; dispatches garbled, i. 180-181; murder of, i. 185, 186.
Burns, Robert, on William IV., i. 4, 61.
Byler, Captain, in Crimean War, i. 564; killed, i. 564, 600.
Byron, i. 601; and Russell, ii. 392; from an Irish point of view, ii. 517.
Byron, Lady, ii. 630.

Cable, Atlantic, ii. 495-497.
Cabul, Burnes at, i. 175-186; entry of Shuh Soojah, i. 183, 184; insurrection in, murder of Burnes, i. 185, 186; withdrawal from, i. 194, 199; occupied, ii. 720, 721.
Cadiz, Duc de (see Assis), i. 332.
Cæsar, Froude's picture of, ii. 748.
Caine, Hall, novels of, ii. 840.
Cairnes, Professor, and Irish University Scheme, ii. 659.
Cairnes, Mr., afterward Earl, capacity for debate, ii. 95; Solicitor General, Derby Ministry, 1858, ii. 130, 352, 353; amendment to Reform Bill, ii. 425; Lord Chancellor, 1868, ii. 499; Lord Chancellor, 1874, ii. 619, 670.
Calcutta, alarm in, at outbreak of mutiny, ii. 52.
Cambridge, Duke of, and Great Exhibition, i. 425.
Camden Town, Electric experiments at, i. 65.
Cameron, Captain, prisoner in Abyssinia, ii. 506, 508.
Campbell, Lord, and O'Connell trial, i. 228, 229; and Great Exhibition, i. 423.
Campbell, Sir John, and Chartism, i. 340.
Campbell, Sir Colin, at Cawnpore and Lucknow, ii. 82; evacuates Lucknow Residency, ii. 82; takes Cawnpore and Lucknow, ii. 84, 86.
Canada, rebellion in, and Lord Durham, i. 37-62; Upper and Lower Canada, i. 38, 40; British party in, i. 41; Assembly refuses to vote supplies, i. 42; excitement in England, i. 45; Upper and Lower reunited, i. 61; Fenian raids into, i. 250; Confederate raids from, ii. 295; Fenian raid into, ii. 443; Confederation of, ii. 478-483; Hudson's Bay Territory acquired, ii. 482, 484; prospects of, ii. 485, 488; Fishery question, ii. 598, 600; North-West Rebellion in, ii. 775-776.
Candahar, defence of, i. 199.
Candida, and Czar Nicholas, i. 519.
Canning, George, compared by Lord Beaconsfield with Sheil, i. 35; Monroe doctrine, ii. 296; and Russell, ii. 392.
Canning, Lord, Pacifico case, i. 377, 412; his accession, ii. 48, 49; his composition during the Mutiny, ii. 53; nicknamed Clemency, ii. 54; disturbed by wild counsels, ii. 56; recalls troops from China, ii. 57; proclamation,
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March 30, 1838, ii. 90-96; letter to Vernon Smith, ii. 94; death of, ii. 96, 103, 310.
Canrobert, at Alma, i. 579; succeeds St. Arnaud in the Crimea, i. 596.
Canterbury, Archbishop of, i. 6; national education scheme, i. 144; and Public Worship Bill, ii. 652-657.
Cantillon story, ii. 119.
Canton, capture announced, ii. 123.
Cape Colony, Dutch leave it on annexation by Britain, ii. 772.
Cape of Good Hope and convict question, ii. 22.
Cardwell and Peelites, i. 297, 412; condemns Ellenborough despatch, ii. 93; failure of attack on Government, ii. 94; opposes Conspiracy Bill, ii. 122; Secretary for Ireland, 1859, ii. 169; Jamaica massacres, ii. 358; Canada union, ii. 452; war secretary, ii. 538; and Irish Land tenure, ii. 554; army reform, ii. 565-570.
Carlisle, Lord, i. 28.
Carlos, Don, i. 449; associations to aid in London, ii. 112.
Carlyle, Thomas, and Mazzini's letters, i. 243; on Louis Philippe, i. 388, 389, 612, 619, 622; and formulas, ii. 273; and people of England, ii. 300; and Jamaica, ii. 370; on unwritten martial law, ii. 374; quoted, ii. 740; death of, ii. 815; as an historical painter, ii. 816; "Reminiscences" and "Life" of, ii. 817.
Carnarvon, Lord, and Jamaica, ii. 371; Colonial Secretary, ii. 397; resigns, ii. 414; Canadian Confederation, ii. 478; Colonial Secretary, ii. 649; and Eastern Question, ii. 668; resigns, ii. 702.
Carpentaria, Gulf of, a proposed convict settlement, ii. 26.
Carteret, allusion to, ii. 667.
Cartridges, the greased, ii. 26, 37.
Cashmere and Runjeet Singh, i. 79.
Caste, institution of, ii. 41, 43.
Catherine the Second, i. 508; and Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527.
Catholic Church, loved by Irishmen, ii. 514-519.
Catholic Emancipation, i. 19; and Russell, ii. 392.
Catholic Revival, and Mr. W. G. Ward, ii. 819, 830.
Cattle plague, ii. 378.
Cavagnari, Sir Louis, killed at Cabul, ii. 721.
Cave, letter to, from Dr. Johnson, i. 76.
Cavendish, Lord F., murdered in Phœnix Park, ii. 771.
Cavour, Count, born Turin, August 10th, 1810; died Turin, June 6th, 1861, i. 387; a joker, i. 540; Crimean War, i. 590-597; Congress of Paris, i. 604; arrangement with Emperor of the French, ii. 108; prevails on Emperor of the French, ii. 155, 156; character and aim of, ii. 156; determined that France should fight Austria, ii. 157; description of, ii. 157; Nice and Savoy, ii. 176, 177; and Russell, ii. 302.
Cawnpore, i. 63; mutiny at, ii. 63-77; Nana Sahib's treachery, ii. 70-73; massacre of the Englishwomen, ii. 74-77; taken and retaken, ii. 84.
Cecil, Lord Robert, afterward Lord Salisbury, and "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 12; censure on Lowe, ii. 341; account of, ii. 353-355 (see Cranborne.)
Cetewayo, ii. 783-789.
Chalmers, compared by Gladstone to Sheil, i. 35, 170-173; and Duke of Argyile, ii. 345, 346.
Chamberlain, Hon. Joseph, his radical programme, ii. 778; retires from Mr. Gladstone's Government owing to the Premier's embracing of Home Rule, ii. 779; his "Round Table Conference," ii. 804.
Chamber's Encyclopaedia, ii. 827.
Charlestown, Prince, i. 117.
Charter, the People's (see Chartism).
Chartism, i. 77; beginning of, i. 79, 80; Sir J. Campbell's funeral oration on, i. 80, 81; not a cause but a consequence, i. 82; the Charter drawn up—its name given by O'Connell, i. 87; its six points, i. 87, 88; the three classes of Chartists, i. 89; Feargus O'Connor, i. 89, 90; Thomas Cooper,
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1. 91; Henry Vincent and Ernest Jones, i. 91; Chartist newspapers, i. 92; riots and imprisonments, i. 92, 93; fall of Melbourne Ministry, i. 94; new Poor Law, i. 95; Anti-Corn-law agitation, i. 95, 96; the movement, i. 338-349; petition, i. 344-346; results of, i. 346-348.

Chatsworth, i. 426.

Chelmsford, Lord, and Lord Chancellorship, ii. 499; and Abyssinian prisoners, ii. 507.

Chelmsford, Lord, and Zulu war, ii. 726.

Chester, Fenian expedition to, ii. 444.

Chesterfield, from Irish and English points of view, ii. 516.

Chevalier, Michael, and Louis Napoleon, ii. 180.

Childers, M., in 1888 ministry, ii. 538; resigns, ii. 643; his Budget Proposals for an increase in the beer and spirit duties, being condemned by Sir M. Hicks-Beach, leads to the defeat of Mr. Gladstone's Government, ii. 778.

Chillianwallah, Battle of, ii. 46.

China, case of "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 6-17.

China, first war with, i. 127-141 (see Opium War); War of 1857, ii. 59; War resumed and ended, 1858, ii. 123-125; War of 1860, ii. 175, 203-211.

China, money in revenue, i. 127.

Cholera, threatened in 1856, ii. 378.

Chupattles, the, iii. 50, 51.

Church of England, movement in, i. 147; ii. 819-820.

Church of Scotland, movement in, i. 147; Dissensions in, i. 167-170; the Strathbogie case, i. 165; Dr. Chalmers, i. 170-173; Free Church, i. 172.

Church Patronage Act, ii. 651, 652.

Churchill, Lord Randolph, and the Fourth Party, ii. 769; a Parliamentary strategist, i. 788.

Coins in Verso, quoted by Cockburn, i. 381.

Circassians, association in London, to aid, ii. 112.

Civil Romanus, speech of Lord Palmerston, i. 380-382.

Clan-na-Gael sedition, ii. 796.

Clarence, Duke of, afterward William IV., i. 2.

Clarendon, Lord, and Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 530; Ultimatum to Russia, i. 549; Foreign Secretary, 1865, ii. 339; Foreign Secretary, 1868, ii. 537; death of, ii. 594.

Clay, Rev. John, eminent prison chaplain, ii. 23.

Clay, Rev. Walter, on transportation, ii. 23.

Clayden, P. W., his "Lord Beaconsfield" quoted, ii. 650.

Cleburne, "Pat," ii. 439.

Clarendon, Robert, Quotations, ii. 449-451.

Cleaver, King, i. 553.

Clifford, Prot., death of, ii. 815.

Clive, Lord, i. 180; proposed monument to, ii. 34, 89.

Clonmel, trial of Irish State prisoners at, i. 85.

Clontarf meeting, i. 225, 355.

Closure, the, enforced in Parliament, ii. 771.

Cough, Arthur, i. 634.

Clyde, Lord, formerly Sir Colin Campbell, announces end of Mutiny, ii. 87.

Coalition Ministry, i. 493, 494, 503, 505; fall of, i. 586.

Cobden, Richard, contests Stockport, i. 29; and Sir Robert Peel, i. 34; less extreme a Radical than Lord Durham, i. 85; challenged, i. 120; first time in House of Commons, i. 158; attacks on, i. 210; tribute to, i. 212; his oratory, i. 261; career and character, i. 260-263; Free-trade movement, i. 291, 302; i. 14; the Apostle of Common-sense, i. 262, 263; and Bright, i. 263-267; and O'Connell, i. 268, 269; first speech in Parliament quoted, i. 272; the would-be Russell Ministry of 1845, i. 288; defeated, i. 297; accused by Peel of threatening assassination, i. 314, 315; Coercion Bill, i. 315; tribute to, by Peel, i. 317; Pacifico case, i. 377; on Cockburn's speech, i. 383; opposes Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 407; and Cri-
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229; Macaulay and Free-trade, i. 270, 271; Peel, i. 271-277; the Irish famine, i. 278, 279; Russell’s conversion, i. 281; Peel’s determination to repeal Corn-laws, i. 282-284; the announcement in the Times, i. 285; Peel’s resignation, i. 285; withdrawn, i. 290; Peel’s explanation, i. 294; the debate, i. 313; Bill carried, i. 315; Corn-laws suspended, i. 327; legislation, ii. 786.

Cornwall, Harry (see Procter).

Corry, Mr., ii. 418.

Costermonger’s donkey,” ii. 423.

Cottenham, Lord, i. 428.

Coup d’état, the, i. 451-462.

Cowen, Joseph, speech of, on Queen’s titles, ii. 678.

Crawley, Lord, i. 525; and Walewski’s despatch, ii. 118; France and Austria, ii. 155.

Crane, Mrs. (Miss Mulock), ii. 793; death of, i. 815.

Crampton, Mr., sent from Washington, i. 605.

Cranbrook (see Cecil, Lord Robert), Indian Secretary, ii. 307; resigns, ii. 414; and Reform Bill, ii. 416-419; leap in the dark, ii. 428; Irish Church, ii. 515-527 (see Salisbury).

Cranbrook, Lord, Indian Secretary, ii. 706.

Cromwell, Lord, and penal servitude, ii. 29.

Crawford, Mr. Sharman, and tenant-right, ii. 554.

Creighton, Bishop, “History of the Papacy,” ii. 824.

Crete, insurrection in, ii. 681.

Crimean War—Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527; England’s Ultimatum, i. 549; causes of the war, i. 550-563; popular in England, i. 559; the Peace Society, i. 559-561; Sillery, 564; Giurgevo, i. 564; invasion of Crimea, i. 565-567; Alma, i. 567-571; the Special Correspondent, i. 572-574; suffering of the army, i. 573, 574; Russia sinks her ships, i. 574; Balaklava, i. 575, 576; Inkerman, i. 576, 577; Napier, i. 578; anger against Prince Consort, i. 579; the gloomy winter, i. 581, 582; Florence Nightingale, i. 582, 583; Sebastopol, i. 583, 584; Roebuck’s motion, i. 585; fall of Ministry, i. 586; Palmerston Premier, i. 587-589; peace negotiations, i. 589; death of Czar, i. 591; Vienna Conference, i. 593, 594; Russell resigns, i. 595; visit of the Emperor and Empress of the French to England, i. 595; death of Raglan, i. 596; the Tschernaya, i. 597; fall of Sebastopol, i. 599; Kars, i. 599; Congress of Paris, i. 602-604; the foreign legions, i. 605; lessons of the war, i. 606-608; results of the war, i. 608; Cochrane’s plan for destroying Sebastopol, ii. 219 (see Kinglake).

Croft, Sir Walter, his ticket-of-leave system, ii. 39, 30.

Croker, John Wilson, christens the Tory the “Conservative” party, i. 27; and Cochrane, ii. 218.

Cromwell, Oliver, and the women of Wexford, i. 223, 233; from Irish and English points of view, ii. 516.

Cross, Mr. (afterward Sir Richard), Home-secretary, 1874, ii. 640; and Artisans’ Dwellings Bill, ii. 665; and foreign policy of Government, ii. 719.

Crozier, J. B., on “Civilization and Progress,” ii. 827.

Cumberland, Ernest Duke of (afterward King of Hanover), i. 12-18.

Cunard line, established, i. 68.

Curran, on Irish discontents, ii. 434.

Custody of Infants Bill, i. 142.

Cyprus, occupied by England, ii. 713.

Dahlmann, Frederick, i. 14.

Daily News, and Irish University Education, ii. 637, 638; and Bulgaria, ii. 688-691; and Gladstone, ii. 714.

Daily Telegraph, started, ii. 186.

Dalhousie, Lord, his career as Governor-general of India, ii. 44-48; death of, ii. 370.
Dalling, Lord, on Palmerston's dismissal, i. 460-461.
Dalmatia, Duke of (Marshal Soult), i. 10, 11.
Damascus, Druse and Maronite feud at, ii. 211-217.
Dante, ii. 196.
Danton, prophecy of, i. 388.
Danube navigation of, and Congress of Paris, i. 602.
Danubian principalities, i. 519, 554, 555; and Congress of Paris, i. 604.
Dardanelles, question of; i. 556-559; and Treaty of Paris, i. 602.
Darwin, Charles, i. 612; ii. 735-738, 815, 816.
Davis, Jefferson, President of the Southern Confederation, i. 449; ii. 222; and letters of marque, i. 222; captured, i. 296; Gladstone and, ii. 260; Palmerston's对照, ii. 261, 262.
Davis, J. C. B., and Washing. in Commission, ii. 508.
Davitt, Michael, organizes Irish Land League, ii. 801; is arrested, ib.
Deasy, Fenian, rescue of, i. 446.
Debt, National, and Crimean War, i. 605.
Deir el Kamer, massacre at, ii. 215.
Delhi, ii. 34-39; siege of, ii. 60, 61; capture of, ii. 78, 79; murder of the princess by Hodson, ii. 79-82; King of, transported, ii. 87.
Demosthenes, i. 645; effective argument of, ii. 260; the essential characteristic of his oratory, ii. 314; on the policy of the Athenians, ii. 87.
Denison, Col. F., commands Canadian voyageurs on the Nile, ii. 775.
Denman, Lord, and O'Connell trial, i. 228; Act for Amending Law of Evidence, ii. 135.
Denmark, Prince William George of, made King of Greece, ii. 154; and Schleswig-Holstein question, ii. 282-285; war with Austria and Prussia, ii. 285-292; and Russell, ii. 393.
Derby, Edward, late Earl of, i. 29; character of, i. 31; unsuccessful attempt to form a Ministry, i. 411; his first Administration in 1842, i. 475-478; and Pugilism, i. 477-479; fails to form a Ministry, i. 500, 597; his motion condemning the proceedings of the British authorities in China, i. 10; on Palmerston, the "true Protestant," ii. 17; failure of his India Bill, ii. 68; mentioned, ii. 109; his new Administration, ii. 126; contrasted with Lord Stanley, ii. 128; drops Conspiracy Bill, ii. 131; and Disraeli's Reform Bill, ii. 159; fall of Ministry, ii. 157; against repeal of Paper Duty, ii. 187; American Union, ii. 200; Garibaldi, ii. 304; and Argyle, ii. 345-346; mentioned, ii. 393; forms a new Ministry in 1866, ii. 394-397; mentioned, ii. 403-404; and reform, ii. 408; "leap in the dark," ii. 428; Manchester prisoners, ii. 447; illness and resignation, ii. 458-459; and Irish Church, ii. 556-577; his last speech in the House of Lords against the second reading of the Irish Church Bill, ii. 546; his death, ii. 546; character and career, ii. 546-547.
Derby, Lord, Foreign Secretary, 1874, ii. 672; and Suez Canal, ii. 674; and Herzegovina, ii. 682; and Andrasay Note, ii. 685-686; and Berlin Memorandum, ii. 687; and European Conference, ii. 696-698; anxious to resign, ii. 703; and Russia, ii. 704; and San Stefano Treaty, ii. 704; resigns, ii. 705.
Devonshire, Duke of, i. 426.
Dickens, Charles, i. 50; as a reporter, i. 214; on O'Connell, i. 214; his "Old Curiosity Shop," i. 340; his renown, i. 613; unequalled success of, i. 637; compared with Thackeray, i. 533-639; incident in one of his stories, i. 329; on Governor Eyre and the Jamaica Rebellion, ii. 399; his denunciation of public executions, ii. 501; death of, ii. 557; influence of, ii. 550-561; his burial in Westminster Abbey, ii. 558.
Diderot in Russia, i. 508.
Dilke, Sir Charles, and Republicanism, ii. 612-613; and Arch, ii. 619; his work on the Redistribution Bill, ii. 777.
Dilkoosha, Palace of, ii. 82, 83.
Dillon, J. B., ii. 321; imprisoned, il. 780, 802.
Dillwyn, Mr., his motion respecting the Irish Church, il. 307-308.
Diogenes and his tub, ii. 155.
Disraeli, Benjamin (afterward Earl of Beaconsfield), i. 26; first time in Parliament, i. 28; on ShellVs eloquence, i. 35, 37; his novel of "Sibyl; or, The Two Nations," i. 97; his challenge to O'Connell, i. 130; and education grant, i. 145; or Dr. Newman's secession, i. 164; on O'Connell's eloquence, i. 314; his description of O'Connell's last speech in Parliament, i. 325; his denunciations of Sir Robert Peel, i. 291; and Free Trade, i. 275; educating his party, 18; his "Life of Lord George Bentinck" quoted on Corn-law League in 1845, i. 283; his "Coningsby," quoted, i. 285; on Peel and O'Connell as speakers, i. 294; his reply to Peel, i. 295; first success of, ib.; enters Parliament, 1837, i. 296; "Vivian Grey," ib. letter to W. J. Fox on sedition, i. 297; change from Radicalism to Conservatism, i. 298; his maiden speech in the House of Commons, i. 299, 300; becoming conspicuous, i. 301; his controversy with O'Connell, i. 302; his savage personal attacks upon Peel, i. 304-307, 314-315; becomes Tory Leader, i. 306-307; his "Life of Lord George Bentinck," quoted, on the opportune, i. 305; on Canning, i. 308; on Prince Consort, i. 311; on coercion Bill, i. 316; and Bentinck, i. 317; on Peel, i. 387; his letter on the Roman Catholic hierarchy in England, i. 402; his opinion of Lord John Russell's Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, i. 405; his agricultural distress motion, the last spasmodic cry of Protection, i. 410; "there was a Palmerston," i. 461; accepts office as Chancellor of the Exchequer under Lord Derby, i. 477-479; his financial statement, i. 479; abandons Protection, i. 480; Budget of 1852, i. 490-491; debate on, i. 492; resigns, i. 493; Treaty of Kutchuck Kainardji, i. 530; on coalitions, i. 556; and leadership of House, i. 587; indignant question of, i. 594; opposed to Ministry, i. 595; his novels, i. 645; his Budget speeches contrasted with G. C. Lewis's, ii. 3; "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 12; his taunts to Lord Palmerston, ii. 14; on the Indian Mutiny, ii. 55; his speech at Slough, ii. 95; mentioned, ii. 292; his change of attitude in regard to the Conspiracy Bill, ii. 118, 121; Chancellor of the Exchequer again, ii. 126; want of debating power in Ministry, ii. 130; his Jewish descent and sympathies, ii. 131, 132; his "Life of Lord George Bentinck," quoted, upon the Jews, ii. 134; on Lytton's oratory, li. 145; tries his hand at a Reform Bill, ii. 158, 159, 161-163; the attempt a complete failure, ii. 163; correct estimate of power of Bright, ii. 160; and Sir James Graham, ii. 167; French Invasion scare, ii. 178; on a division in the Lords, ii. 190; on Lord John Russell's Reform Bill, ii. 198, 199; and American War, ii. 260; moves a vote of censure on Lord Palmerston's Government, ii. 203-208; his tribute to Cobden, ii. 312; address to the electors of Buckinghamshire, ii. 317-318; on Parliament of 1865, ii. 321; and Gladstone, ii. 342; his "Revolutionary Epic," ii. 349-353; and Jamaica, ii. 350; and Reform Bill, ii. 384-386; Chancellor of the Exchequer and leader of the House of Commons, ii. 397; Hyde Park Riots, il. 401; engaged in educating his party, ii. 404; and Reform, ii. 408-411; his Reform Resolutions, ii. 410-412; the Ten Minutes' Bill, ii. 413-416; the new Bill, ii. 418-421; Whig clothes, ii. 429; educating his party, ii. 496-497; speech at Edinburgh, ii. 496; his "Vivian Grey," quoted, ii. 497; invited to form a Government on Lord Derby's retirement, ii. 498; Prime-minister, ii. 499; F. H. Hill upon, ii. 499; Ministerial changes, ii. 499; astonishing burst of eloquence on Abyssinian expedition, ii. 512; Irish Church, ii. 526; dissolves Parliament, ii. 528; on Lowe's election for University of London, ii. 530; his resignation of office, ii. 536; his speeches against the Disestablishment of the Irish Church, ii. 541-545; and Dr. Magee, ii. 543; and Irish Land Act, ii. 550; and abolition of army purchase, ii. 570; and rural laborers, ii. 617, 630-632; on the stump, ii. 632-633; and Home Rule, ii. 631; and Irish University scheme, ii. 638-639; sent for, but declines to take office, ii. 641;
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the new Ministry, i. 649; Public Worship Bill, ii. 652, 653, 656; and Pilmsoil, ii. 651-653, his phrase, "there was a Palmerston," alluded to, i. 659; and the East, ii. 659-670; confronted with Gladstone, ii. 670; ambitious ideas, ii. 671; "spirited foreign policy," ii. 672, 673; and Suez Canal, ii. 674; and South Africa, ii. 676; and India, ii. 677; and Empress of India Title, ii. 677-681; and Russia, ii. 677-680; and Bulgarian massacres, ii. 680-692; made Lord Beaconsfield, ii. 693 (see Beaconsfield); death of, ii. 765; rule of, ii. 800.

Divorce Act, the, ii. 17-19.

Dobson, Austin, ii. 830.

Don Quixote, ii. 244.

Dost Mahomed, i. 175; character of, i. 176; English distrust of, i. 177; and Burns, i. 176, 179; Lord Auckland and, i. 182; defeated, i. 183; surrender of, i. 184, 185; restored to the throne of Cabul, i. 185.

Dowden, Edward, his "Life of Shelley," ii. 818; a littérateur, ii. 830.

Doyle, Richard, and Punch, i. 543.

Draper, Dr., his "History of the American Civil War," quoted on Trent affair, ii. 235; on Prince Albert, ii. 240, 241.

Driver, Prof., his "Literature of the Old Testament," ii. 830.

Drouyn de Lhuyds, M., the French Ambassador, his withdrawal from London, i. 373; and Austria, i. 593.

Drummond, Mr. Edward, Peel's secretary, assassinated, i. 314.

Drummond, Prof. H., his "Natural Law in the Spiritual World" and "Ascent of Man," ii. 828.

Druses and Maronites, ii. 211-217.


Duellng, abolition of, i. 119, 120.

Dufferin, Lord, sent out to the Lebanon as English Commissioner, ii. 215; and 1868 Ministry, ii. 538.

Duffy, Charles Gavan, prosecuted, i. 227; and Young Ireland, i. 351; Prime-minister of Victoria, i. 353, 354.

"Dukes," the, ii. 339, 379.

Duncannon, Lord, member of Lord Durham's Reform Committee, i. 40.

Duncombe, Thomas Slingby, i. 36; and Mazzini's letters, i. 242; motion to allow Baron Rothschild to sit on a Committee, ii. 141.

Dundonald (see Cochrane).

Dunkellin, Lord, i. 388, 389.

Dunn, John, and Zulu War, ii. 728.

Durham, Lord (John George Lambton), his manifesto to the electors of Sutherland, i. 18; on French and English Canadians, i. 42; chosen to go to Canada, i. 47; character of, i. 47; his speech on the Reform Bill, i. 46, 47; his dictatorship of Canada, i. 51, 62; quarrel with Brougham, i. 57, 58; called "Lord High Seditioner" by the Times, i. 28; defended by J. S. Mill, i. 50; death of, i. 61, 62; an extreme Reformer, i. 85; mentioned, i. 98; ii. 481.

Eastern Question, the, i. 504-514; Nicholas and England, i. 514-521; holy places, i. 523, 524; Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527-531; Russian armies across the Pruth, i. 531; Vienna Note, i. 532, 533; Sinope, i. 544-546; Crimean War, i. 548-600; the Congress of Paris, i. 601-608; supposed settlement of, i. 7; Eastern Question "again," ii. 681; Danubian principalities, ii. 682; Greek and Slav, ii. 683; Herzegovina rising, ii. 684; Andraszy Note, ii. 685; Berlin Memorandum, ii. 686-687; Salonica, ii. 687; death of Abdul Aziz, ii. 688; Bulgarian insurrection, ii. 688-691; Servian War, ii. 696; European Conference proposed, ii. 696-698; Russian War, ii. 699-702; the Jingoes, ii. 702; the English fleet, ii. 702, 703; Russia and Constantinople, ii. 704; San Stefano Treaty, ii. 704, 705; the Indian troops, ii. 706; the Berlin Congress, ii. 708-711; secret treaties, ii. 712.
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Irish "Invincibles," ii. 791.

Irish Land League, ii. 791.

Irish members suspended at Westminster, ii. 801.

Irish Nationalists, hostility of, ii. 771.

Irish National League founded, ii. 802.

Irish peasants and the land question, ii. 756, 757.

Irish Question, predominant and obtrusive in Parliament, ii. 768.

Isabella of Spain, and Spanish marriages, i. 330-336; association in London in aid of, ii. 99.

Italy, in 1848, i. 365; and Russia, i. 599; and Congress of Paris, i. 601-604; and Austria, ii. 155-157; war with Austria, ii. 389; obtains Venice, ii. 404; and Rome, ii. 592, 593; Andrasy Note, ii. 685.

JACKSON, General, story of, ii. 115.

Jackson, Colonel, ii. 57.

Jamaica Bill, i. 59, 100; passed after a fashion, i. 59, 100; Jamaica troubles, ii. 356-376; slave system in, ii. 356-360; Morant Bay disturbances, ii. 363-365; the Gordon case, ii. 364-365; quotation from report of Commissioners, ii. 369; opinion in England, ii. 369-370; report of Commissioners, ii. 369, 373; Jamaica trials, ii. 367-372.

James, Edwin, ii. 119, 120.

James, G. P. R., i. 648.

Japan, and European civilization, i. 130; war with, in 1863, ii. 274, 275.

Jecer claims, i. 368; ii. 255.

Jeffrey, Lord, on O'Connell's eloquence, i. 213.

Jellalabad taken, i. 183.

Jennings, H. J., on Tennyson, ii. 818.

Jerrold, Douglas, i. 648.

Jerusalem, threatened French occupation of, i. 525.

Jews, exclusion of, from municipal offices, removed, i. 240; attempt to admit to Parliament, ii. 2; emancipation of, ii. 131-142.

Jhansi annexed, ii. 46, 47; Ranee of, heroism and death, ii. 86.

Jingo war-song, i. 702.

John Company (see East India Company).

John, Prince of Denmark, ii. 292.

Johnson, Dr., with penny-post, i. 76; on literal accuracy, ii. 437, mentioned, ii. 512, 670.

Joly, M., and Letellier case, ii. 487.

Jones, companion of Frost, i. 94.

Jones, Ernest, i. 91; and Chartism, i. 348, 349; defeated, General Election, i. 368, ii. 530.

Jones, Mason, defeated at General Election, 1868, ii. 530.

Jowett, Prof. B., death of, ii. 815.
Juarez and Mexico, ii. 253-257.
Jubilee Year, The, ii. 780; celebrations of, 781.
Jugdulluk Pass, i. 198, 199.
Juvenal, i. 649; ii. 370.

KAOOSIMA, bombardment of, ii. 275.
Kars, i. 598; taken, ii. 700; ceded to Russia, ii. 709.
Kaye, Sir J. W., and Afghan war, i. 181, 186, 192; and Sepoy war, ii. 40; on
Hodson's murder of the Delhi princes, ii. 80.
Kean, Charles, and Anti-Catholic agitation, i. 404.
Kearsarge, the, and Alabama, ii. 243.
Keats, i. 605.
Keble, John, i. 160; ii. 819.
Kelly, Fenian prisoner, rescue of, ii. 446, 447.
Kemble, John Philip, and "Vortigern and Rowena," ii. 200.
Kennington Common, meeting on, i. 339-343.
Kent, Duchess of, i. 9; Duke of, i. 5-9.
Khartoum, General Gordon murdered at, ii. 775.
Khyber Pass, massacre at, i. 195-198.
Kidd, James, ii. 442.
Kildare, Benjamin, on "Social Evolution," ii. 827.
Kemble, capture of, i. 605.
King, Locke, and County Franchise, i. 410; abolition of property qualification
for Parliament, ii. 144.
Kingslake, on Cobden and Bright, i. 266; and Nesselrode Memorandum, i.
515; on Holy Places, i. 524; and Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, i. 534.
535; and Palmerston, i. 537; on Sinope massacre, i. 544; policy of Eng-
lish Government, i. 555; and Peace Society, i. 559, 560; on Louis Napol-
eon, i. 565; on invasion of Crimea, i. 567, 568; on St. Arnaud at Alma,
i. 577; his writings, i. 614; Amendment to Conspiracy to Murder Bill,
ii. 117-118; Amendment to Disraeli's vote of censure, 1864, ii. 204;
his "History of the Crimean War," ii. 741, 743-751, 822; death of, 815.
Kingsley, C., "Alton Locke," i. 80; his works, i. 646; supports Governor
Eyre, ii. 370; allusion to his "Alton Locke," ii. 471.
Kipling, Rudyard, his writings, ii. 840
Knight, Charles, suggests use of postage-stamps, i. 74; begins "History of
Thirty Years' Peace," i. 625; and Darwin, ii. 736.
Koh-i-noor, the, i. 416; surrendered by the Maharajah of Lahore, ii. 47.
Koord-Cabul Pass, i. 195.
Kossuth, Louis, i. 445-450.
Kung, Prince, and China War, 1860, ii. 208.
Kuper, Admiral, bombards Kagoisma, ii. 275.
Kutchuck-Kalnarkj, Treaty of, i. 527-530.
Kythhauser cavern, ii. 379.

LABOUCHEERE (afterward Lord Taunt-on), and Canada, ii. 481; and Hudson's
Bay Company, ii. 483.
"Lady of Lyons," mentioned, ii. 146.
Lahore, mutiny at, in 1849, ii. 40; Maharajah of, surrenders Koh-i-noor to
England, ii. 47.
Laird, Mr., and Alabama, ii. 246, 247.
Lake, Colonel, of Kars, i. 600.
Lamartine, and Young Ireland, i. 354.
Lamb, Lady Caroline, i. 20.
Lambton family, i. 47.
Land League, Irish, ii. 771; proclaimed, ii. 791; suppressed, ii. 802.
Land Purchase Bill, Ireland, ii. 803.
Land tenure in Canada, i. 41.
Landon, Miss ("L. E. L.") ii. 645.
Landor, W. S., i. 609, 610.
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Landseer, Edwin, death of, ii. 629.
Lanfrey, M., on Napoleon, ii. 824.
Lang, Andrew, Poet and Essayist, ii. 830, 831.
Languishale, ii. 722, 724.
Lansdowne, Lord, i. 8, 412.
Larkin, and Manchester Rescue, ii. 447, 448.
Lassalle, Ferdinand, i. 79.
Lavallet, M. de, and the Holy Places, i. 525.
Lawrence, Sir Henry, ii. 57; killed, ii. 61, 62.
Lawrence, Sir John (afterward Lord), administrator of Punjab, ii. 57, 103; and School Boards, ii. 564.
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, his painting of Lord Durham's son, mentioned, i. 49.
Lawson, Sir Wilfrid, and liquor traffic, ii. 609; "almost holy calm," ii. 651.
Layard, career and character of, i. 589; and 1868 Government, ii. 341; and Mr. Rassam, ii. 599; in 1868 Ministry, ii. 538; sent to Constantinopie, ii. 702.
"Leap in the dark," the, ii. 428.
Lebanon, disturbances in, ii. 211-214.
Lecky, on Repeal of Union, i. 216; "History of England," ii. 744, 745, 751, 752, 822.
Lee, General Robert, defeated at Gettysburg, ii. 252; his surrender, ii. 265, 262.
Leech, and Punch, i. 649.
Leeds enfranchised, i. 84, 259; poisoning case at, ii. 4; corn-meal, i. 473.
Le Gallienne, R., writings of, i. 831.
Legislative Reforms in England, ii. 786.
Lehzen, Baroness, i. 9.
Leopold, Prince, i. 117; King of the Belgians, i. 111; and Prince Albert's Protestantism, i. 113.
Leopold of Coburg, and Spanish marriages, i. 334, 335.
Lesseps, M. de, and Suez Canal, ii. 5; interview with Lord Palmerston, ii. 5, 6.
Lessing, ii. 750.
Letellier case, ii. 487, 488.
Lever, Charles, i. 648.
Lewis, G. H., ii. 743.
Lewis, Sir George Cornewall, Chancellor of the Exchequer, i. 500; in 1856, ii. 2; description of, ii. 3, 4; Home-Secretary, 1859, ii. 169; on Reform Bill of 1860, ii. 199; American Civil War, ii. 260; correspondence with Palmerston on national defences, ii. 268; death of, ii. 310, 340; on attack on Sumner, ii. 595.
Lhuys, Drouyn de, withdrawn from London, i. 373; at Vienna Conference, i. 593.
Licensing Act, Mr. Bruce's, ii. 610.
Lichfield, Lord, objections of, to postal reforms, i. 73.
Lieven, Prince, i. 10.
Lieven, Princess, i. 10; letter of Peel to, i. 290.
Life peerages, ii. 2.
Lilly, Mr., "The Great Enigma," ii. 829.
Lincoln, Abraham, his taste for jokes, i. 540; story of, i. 127; candidate for Presidency, ii. 775; President, ii. 220; declares blockade, ii. 222; Union at all costs, ii. 227; English sympathy, ii. 233; Trent affair, ii. 234-237; assassinated, ii. 258; Lord Russell on, ii. 391.
Literature, first survey of, i. 609-649; second survey, ii. 734-764; third survey, 815-843.
Liverpool, greatness of, due to Transatlantic navigation, i. 68.
Livingstone, Dr., i. 627; discovered, ii. 538; death of, ii. 628.
Local Government Board established, ii. 582.
Local Government Bill (England), ii. 791.
Loch, Mr., ii. 307.
Lords, House of, abandons voting by proxy, i. 503; its appellate jurisdiction, ii. 635; rejects Mr. Gladstone's second Home Rule Bill, ii. 806; agitation for the abolition of, ii. 809, 812.
Lorne, Lord, and Letellier case, ii. 488.
Louis Philippe (see Philippe, Louis)
Lovelace, Richard, lines by, ii. 336.
Lowe, Robert, afterward Lord Sherbrooke, first in Parliament, i. 488, 489; Malt tax, i. 491; Lord Robert Cecil's censure, ii. 342; reform, 1866, ii. 384-387; refuses office, ii. 397; "our new masters," ii. 429; member of New South Wales' legislature, ii. 489; on Irish Church, ii. 525; elected for University of London, ii. 530; Match Tax, ii. 580, 583; Geneva arbitration, ii. 605; becomes Home-secretary, ii. 642; disagreement with Mr. Baxter, Liberal leadership, ii. 667; Royal Titles Bill, ii. 678, 679; Martin's "Life" of, ii. 817.
Lownyer, James, ii. 706.
Lucan, Lord, and Jewish claims, ii. 142.
Lucnough, mutiny in, ii. 60, 88-86.
"Ludlow Memoirs," The, ii. 823.
Lushington, Dr., death of, ii. 630.
"Lux Mundi," ii. 890.
Lyall, Sir Alfred, on the "Rise of the British Dominion in India," ii. 824.
Lyndhurst, Lord, i. 26, 27; and Canada, i. 56, 57; Lord Chancellor, i. 158; and O'Connell trial, i. 228-239; and "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 10, 11; passes Bill for Admission of Jews to Corporate Offices, ii. 126; denounces Napoleon III., ii. 178; opposes repeal of Paper Duties, ii. 188; death of, ii. 532.
Lytton, Lord, i. 28; and O'Connell's eloquence, i. 274; vote of censure on Russell, i. 595; as an author, i. 644, 645; and "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 22: mentioned, ii. 103; early Parliamentary career, ii. 145-150; sends Gladstone to Ionian Islands, ii. 150, 151; Reform Bill, 1860, ii. 191; death of, ii. 628.
Lytton, Lord, Viceroy of India, ii. 103, 676; and Afghan war, ii. 720.
Lyveden, Lord (previously Mr. Vernon Smith), ii. 94.
Maberley, Colonel, objects to Rowland Hill's postal reforms, i. 73.
Macaulay, Lord, i. 29-32; on Opium war, i. 135, 136; on Clive, i. 189; "bray of Exeter Hall," i. 238; letter on Free-trade to Edinburgh constituents, i. 270-272; on Russell's failure to form a Ministry, i. 288; on Lord Chatham, i. 301; Paymaster-General, i. 319; on Warren Hastings, i. 443; elected for Edinburgh, i. 481, 482; article on Gladstone, i. 494, 495; not a genuine orator, i. 498; ballad of, i. 574; his history, i. 616-619; his poems, i. 634; English ignorance of India, ii. 83, 90; his last speech, ii. 98; maiden speech, on Jewish emancipation, ii. 134; death and character of, ii. 172-174; and Pitt, ii. 392; and paternal government, ii. 476; saying of, ii. 547; and Carteret, ii. 667.
Macdonald, Sir J., and Washington Commission, ii. 593.
McCarthy, Sir Charles, ii. 645.
McCarthy, Justin, M.P., his "History of Our Own Times," character of the work, estimate of the author, etc., see Introduction; on Parties in the Commons, ii. 766, 767; quoted, ii. 782; his "Epoch of Reform," quoted, ii. 787, 788; on Home Rule, ii. 794, 795, 799; anti-Parnellite party choose him as leader, ii. 803; his Literary Surveys of the Reign, i. 608-618; ii. 734-736.
McGahan, Mr., and Bulgaria, ii. 693.
McGee, Thomas Darcy, and young Ireland, i. 364.
Macheath, Captain, quoted, i. 85.
Mackenzie, Mr., and Canadian Rebellion, i. 45.
Mackintosh, Sir James, ii. 134.
Macklin, the actor, story of his daughter, i. 391.
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M'Cleary, Duncan, elected for Edinburgh, ii. 321.
Macleay, Mr. Governor of Gold Coast, ii. 645.
MacMahon, Marshal, saying of, i. 328.
Macnaughten, Sir W., and Afghanistan, i. 183, 184; character of, i. 187; secret treaty with Akbar Khan, i. 188; killed, i. 189.
Macnaghten, Lord, in Khyber Pass, i. 194; interview with Akbar Khan, i. 196.
Magdala taken, p. 511.
Magee, Bishop, and Irish Church, ii. 542, 543.
Magenta, battle of, ii. 106.
Maguire and Manchester Rescue, ii. 447, 448.
Maguire, Mr. J. F., and Irish Church, ii. 521-524.
Mahdi, The, revolt of, in the Soudan, ii. 774.
Mahmoud, Sultan, death of, i. 132.
Maine State of, parallel between, and opium trade, i. 132.
Majuba Hill, Sir Geo. Colley killed in engagement at, ii. 772.
Malakoff, i. 597, 598.
Mallesbury, Lord, in Derby Government, 1852, i. 476; Secretary for Foreign Affairs, 1859, ii. 126; China war, 1860, ii. 302-305; vote of censure on Palmerston, ii. 293.
Malt Duty, i. 491.
Manchester enfranchised, i. 84.
Manchester prisoners, ii. 446-449.
Manchester school, i. 245-248, 260; and Poland, ii. 279.
Mandeville, Sir John, and Presby John, ii. 506.
Manners, Lord John, Public Works, 1858, ii. 127.
Manning, Cardinal, and Gorham case, i. 165; and Gladstone, ii. 666.
Mac war, 1863, ii. 272, 273.
Maritime war, rules of, proposed at Congress of Paris, i. 603, 604.
Mark, Saint, bones of, supposed to be in Abyssinia, ii. 503.
Marlowe's "Faustus" quoted, ii. 746.
Maronites and Druses, ii. 211-217.
Marryat, Captain, i. 345.
Martin, John, and Young Ireland, i. 354.
Martin, Mr. Patchett, "Life of Lord Sherbrooke" (Robert Lowe), ii. 817.
Martin, Mr. Baron, and the Salomons case, ii. 140.
Martin, Theodore, on Oxford's attempt against the Naway, i. 121-123.
Martineau, Dr. James, writings of, ii. 829.
Martineau, Miss, Story of Coleridge and the postal system, i. 71; on Daniel O'Connell, i. 211, 212; her home, i. 613; her career, i. 625; on Charlotte Brontë, i. 644.
Mary Stuart, Froude's picture of, ii. 747.
Mason, Mr., refusal of English Government to receive, i. 449; and Trent affair, ii. 234-237.
Massinger, i. 45, 498; ii. 659.
Massowah and Abyssinia, ii. 506, 507.
Match Tax, Mr. Lowe's proposed, ii. 582, 583.
Mathew, Father, i. 147; and O'Connell, i. 219.
Maule, J. B., on Jamaica Commission, ii. 359.
Maximilian, and Mexico, ii. 255; execution of, ii. 256, 257, 627.
Maynooth grant, i. 233-239; Cobden and Bright vote differently upon, ii. 171; abolished, ii. 541.
May, Sir Erskine, on Jewish emancipation, i. 134.
Mayo, Lord, ii. 103; Irish Secretary (as Lord Naas), ii. 126; and Irish Church, ii. 523; and Irish land tenure, ii. 553; murder of, ii. 605; mentioned, ii. 639.
Mazzini, letters of, opened, i. 242, 243; and Stansfeld, ii. 347, 348.
Meade, General, at Gettysburg, ii. 252.
Meagher, Thos. Francis, and Young Ireland, i. 351, 352; prosecuted, i. 357;
transported, i. 350, 361; career and death, i. 362, 363; mentioned, i. 433, 439.

Meean Meer, the parade at, ii. 59.

Meerut, the mutiny at, ii. 37; Hodgson's pamphlet, ii. 40.

Melbourne, Lord, and William IV., i. 4; sent for on death of King, i. 7; and Queen's first Council, i. 7, 8; character of, i. 19, 20; and Brougham and Lyndhurst, i. 25-27; hated by Brougham, i. 56, 57; and Chartism, i. 95; trouble for the Ministry, i. 93; and Jamaica Bill, i. 99, 100; resigns and returns to office, i. 101, 102; Bedchamber question, i. 101-108; case of Lady Flora Hastings, i. 108, 109; Queen's marriage, i. 110; on Prince Albert's Protestantism, i. 114; the Ministry going from bad to worse, i. 143; reform, i. 145, 146; financial muddles, i. 155, 156; Free-trade, i. 156; death of, i. 157; and O'Connell, i. 211-219; cause of fall of Ministry, i. 250.

"Men of Letters Series," Morley's, ii. 818.

Mentschikoff, Prince, and Turkey, i. 531; and Alma, i. 568, 569.

Meredith, George, ii. 761, 762, 836.

Metamneh, battle of, ii. 774; Sir Herbert Stewart killed at, ii. 774.

Metternich, and Russell, ii. 392.

Mexican intervention, mentioned, i. 178-180; ii. 226, 233-235.

Miall, Mr., and Education Bill, ii. 563.

Michelet, on Land, i. 322.

Middleton, General, leads Canadian Militia on Northwest Expedition, ii. 776.

Milan, entry of French and Italian troops into, ii. 165.

Militia Bill, i. 473, 474, 479.

Mill, James, ii. 101, 102.

Mill, John Stuart, defends Lord Durham, i. 58, 59; and "the Revolution," i. 82; and Newman, i. 161, 162; on the harshness of the law of gravitation, i. 501; his character, i. 612; and Grote, i. 614-618; and Carlyle's French Revolution, i. 619; his works, i. 622-624; and India Council, ii. 100; defends East India Company, ii. 104-106; and "stupid party," ii. 127; and American Civil War, ii. 298; elected for Westminster, ii. 318, 319; rumored offer of Indian Secretaryship to, ii. 338; and Jamaica, ii. 370; Jamaica trials, ii. 374, 375; Reform Bill, 1832, ii. 381; woman's franchise, ii. 424, 425; representation of minorities, ii. 428; and suspension of Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, ii. 432; and Fenian prisoners, ii. 446; on strikes, ii. 465; defeated at Westminster, ii. 520; on Thirlwall, ii. 542, 543; and Fawcett, ii. 570; and ballot, i. 576, 577; death of, ii. 628, 629; on history, ii. 638.

Miller, Hugh, i. 611.


Milton, Bright's fondness for, i. 264, 265.

Minorities, representation of, ii. 425.

Mirabeau, i. 386; as drawn by Carlyle, i. 622; his saying of himself, ii. 323.

Mitchel, and Young Ireland, i. 351, 352; and United Irishman, i. 354-356; prosecution and transportation of, i. 356-358; escapes, i. 362; career and death, i. 362, 363; ii. 433, 719.

Mitchelstown, riots at, ii. 780.

Mohamed, Tewfik, Egyptian Khedive, ii. 773.

Mohamed Ali, i. 151, 153, 587.

Moldavia and Congress of Paris, i. 602.

Molesworth, Sir William, a Philosophical Radical, i. 28; and Pacifico case, i. 377; Colonial Secretary, i. 595; and transportation, ii. 22; death of, ii. 129.

Molière, i. 488.

Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley, and Mr. Pitt's diamonds, i. 11.

Montalembert, Count de, pamphlet on Indian debate, ii. 95; and Poland, ii. 278.
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Montauban, General, afterward Pailmno, and China War, 1860, ii. 206.
Monteagle, Lord, amendment to Paper Duty Repeal Bill, i. 187.
Montefiore, Mr., Jewish Sheriff of London, i. 12.
Montenegro and Herzegovinian insurrection, ii. 684; war with Turkey, ii.
606; and Berlin Treaty, ii. 710.
Montgomery, Robert, saves the Punjaub, ii. 57, 58.
Montpensier, Duc de, and Spanish marriages, ii. 330-333, 335.
Montreal, i. 37.
Moore, Sir John, i. 10.
Moore, Thomas, poem of, to Lord John Russell, i. 33; his friendship with
Russell, i. 402; mentioned, i. 610; and Lord Russell, ii. 390; Irish
Church, ii. 574; and ballot, ii. 775.
Morley, John, ii. 752; becomes Chief Secretary for Ireland, ii. 806; his
Morning Star started, ii. 186.
Morpeth, Lord, afterward Lord Carlisle, i. 28; and Bedchamber question,
i. 101, 102.
Morris, William, ii. 754.
Morse, Professor, and electric telegraph, i. 65.
Müller, Max, ii. 742.
Murad, Sultan of Turkey, ii. 638.

Naas, Lord, afterward Lord Mayo, i. 103; Irish Secretary, 1858, ii. 126,
127; and Irish Church, ii. 522; and Irish land tenure, ii. 554.
Napgone, annexed, ii. 46.
Nana Sahib (see Cawnpore), Disraeli protests against his being made the
model for English officers, ii. 55; comes to aid Sir Hugh Wheeler at
Cawnpore, ii. 64, 65, 66; his grievance, ii. 65; very attentive to English
visitors at Bithoor, ii. 65; his wrongs genuine, ii. 67; advised not to
merge his cause in that of Delhi, ii. 68; treachery of, to Cawnpore gar-
rison, ii. 69-73; orders massacre of the Englishwomen, ii. 73, 74; flight
and disappearance of, and rumored capture untrue, ii. 76, 77; aided by
the Kame of Jhansi, ii. 86.
Napier, Charles, and Egyptian war, i. 154, 155, 578, 579.
Napier, Sir Charles, wins battle of Meeanee, ii. 144; declares thirty Bengal
regiments ripe for revolt, ii. 39.
Napier, Sir William, i. 578.
Napier, Lord, and Abyssinian expedition, ii. 509-512.
Naples, ex-King of, i. 449; and Italian Liberals, i. 502.
Napoleon I., and Soult, i. 10; his hatred of England, i. 467; and Welling-
ton, i. 484, 485, 486; and Caillou story, ii. 119; and Russell, ii. 392;
and Talma, ii. 672.
Napoleon, Louis, and Chartism, i. 343; elected President of French Re-
publie, i. 365; coup d'etat, i. 451-463; plebiscite, i. 465; the empire,
i. 466, 467; distrust of, in England, i. 467; life in England, i. 469; the
invasion of England, i. 471, 472; the five projects of invasion, i. 471; war
with Austria, i. 472; and the Holy Places, i. 525; letter to Emperor of
Russia, i. 548; visit to London, i. 592; gains by Crimean war, i. 606;
attempted assassination of, by Orsini, i. 106-109; his use of London for
political projects, ii. 112; and Caillou story, ii. 119; and Austrian
ambassador, ii. 153; and Cavour, ii. 155-157; general distrust of, in
1856, ii. 173; and Milan and Savoy, i. 177, 178; and Free-trade, i. 180,
181; distrust and dislike of him in England, ii. 181; sympathizes with
the South, ii. 230, 231; and American war, i. 254; and Mexican inter-
vention, ii. 254-258; and Lombardy campaign, ii. 271, 272; and Poland,
i. 277-282; Schleswig-Holstein question, ii. 282; refuses to interfere, ii.
289, 290; war with Prussia, ii. 586, 587; death and career of, ii. 626-628;
mentioned, ii. 671; Kinglake and, ii. 751.
Napoleon, Prince, at Alma, i. 577; suggested for King of Greece, ii. 154; and Free-trade, ii. 181; and American war, ii. 231; and Poland, ii. 278.

Napoleon, Prince Louis, killed in Zululand, ii. 726-728.

Nashville, the, ii. 241.

Nasmyth, Lieut., and Crimean war, i. 579-600.

Nation, newspaper, i. 220, 350, 354, 363.

National debt, and Crimean war, i. 605.

National Gallery, Mr. Hume on Sunday opening, i. 147.

National League proclaimed, ii. 789.

"Natural Law in the Spiritual World," ii. 828.

Navigation, Transatlantic, schemes for, in 1838, i. 65-68; laws suspended, i. 327.

Neil, recaptures Allahabad, ii. 73.

Neill, Lord, allusion to, ii. 219.

Neill, Mr. Justice, and Washington Commission, ii. 598.

Neo-Darwinians, ii. 816.

Nesselrode Memorandum, i. 515-518; and Vienna Note, i. 534; and England's Ultimatum, i. 549, 550.

Newcastle, Duke of, opposed to Peel's Ministry, i. 290; and Crimean war, i. 565-568; and Russell, i. 584; and Robeck's motion, i. 585; Colonial Secretary, 1859, ii. 169; death of, ii. 310.

Newdegate, and convents, ii. 575; and Arch, ii. 62a.

Newman, Dr., compared by Gladstone with Shell, i. 35; and Oxford movement, i. 159-167; ii. 819, 820; and Gladstone, ii. 666; death of, ii. 815.

Newman, Francis W., i. 162, 163.

Newport, Chartist riot at, i. 92-94.

New South Wales, ii. 489, 490.

New Zealand, foundation of, i. 142; and Maoris, ii. 272, 273, 489.

Niagara and Atlantic cable, ii. 406.

Nice and Savoy, surrender of, i. 176.

Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, i. 514, 515; policy with regard to Turkey and England, i. 513-522; and Sir S. H. Seymour, i. 518-521, 522; reply to French Emperor, i. 548; and Black Sea Fleet, i. 565, 566; death of, i. 592, 593.

Nicholson, General, killed storming Delhi, ii. 78; urges impeachment, burning, and flaying alive of murderers of women and children, ii. 78.

Nightingale, Miss Florence, at Crimea, i. 582.

No-rent manifesto, ii. 771, 802.

Norfolk, Duke of, his curry powder as a... against famine, i. 291.

Norfolk Island, ii. 23 (see Transportation); a lair of abomination, ii. 95.

Norgate, Kate, associate with Mrs. J. R. Green, ii. 802.

Normanby, Lord, in Colonial Office, i. 61; mentioned, i. 101; letter of Palmerston to, i. 331; letter of Palmerston to, on Great Exhibition, i. 425, 426; and coup d'état, i. 451, 452.

Normanby, Lady (see Bedchamber question), i. 101.

Norris, W. E., his Novels, ii. 836.

Northbrook, Lord, mentioned, ii. 103; retirement of, from Indian Vice-royalty, ii. 676, 677.

Northcote, Sir Stafford, pupil of Mr. Gladstone, ii. 353; President of Board of Trade, ii. 397; Indian Secretary, ii. 418; and Alabama, ii. 597; and Treaty of Washington, ii. 604, 605; Chancellor of the Exchequer, ii. 649; and foreign policy of the Government, ii. 719; not a successful leader, ii. 726; Conservative leader in the Commons, ii. 789.

Northern Star, the Chartist paper, owned by Feargus O'Connor, i. 91, 92.

Northumberland, Duchess of, i. 9.

North-West Fur Company, ii. 483.

Nott, General, at Candahar, i. 199.

O'Brien, Smith, supports education grant of Melbourne Ministry, i. 145; character of, i. 351; and Lamartine, i. 354; prosecuted, i. 357; and con-
Index.
Index.

to assistance of Canning, ii. 57; sent to Oudh, ii. 81; reinforces Havelock's army at Lucknow, ii. 82; John Campbell, ii. 82, 83; left in charge of Alumbagh, ii. 84; objects to part of Canning's proclamation, ii. 90, 91.

Overend and Gurney failure, ii. 389.

Overend, Mr., C. G., and Sheffield Trades Union Commission, ii. 456.

Owen, Richard, i. 611; death of, ii. 815.

Owen, Robert, and Co-operation, ii. 471; and Brougham, ii. 533.

Oxford, Edward, shoots at Queen, i. 120, 121.

Oxford movement, i. 139-167; ii. 819.

Pacifico case, i. 368-374; Commission to investigate, i. 372, 373; settled, i. 373, 374.

Pakington, Sir John, in Derby Government, 1852, i. 476; First Lord of the Admiralty, ii. 25, 127, 377; and Ten Minutes Bill, ii. 416; War Minister, ii. 428; Droitwich speech, ii. 417; his re-election, ii. 426.

Palmer, Sir Roundell, and Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 407; and "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 7-12; and Irish Church, ii. 542; on abolition of purchase in the army, ii. 572, 573.

Palmer, the Rugeley poisoner, ii. 4.

Palmerston, Lord, popularity of, i. 21, 27; Foreign Secretary, i. 28; in the Parliament of 1837, i. 37; on opium question, i. 131; on Ashburton treaty, i. 246; Lord Grey's objection to his foreign policy, i. 288; mentioned, i. 298; Foreign Secretary, 1846, i. 319; on Peel's position after the fall of his Ministry, i. 320, 321; on Spanish marriages, i. 334, 335; Pacifico case, i. 368-372; on interference of France and Russia, i. 372; his Government censured in the House of Lords, i. 374; his defence in the House of Commons, i. 377-381; triumph of his Government, i. 381, 382; on Cockburn's speech, i. 383; on Peel's death, i. 386, 392; on Louis Philippe, i. 391, 392; his estimate of political rivals, i. 392; on the Papal aggression question, i. 405-407; Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 407; on Great Exhibition, i. 426-428; survey of his career and character, i. 431, 432; his home and foreign policy, i. 433, 434; German lines on, i. 434; differences with Queen and Prince Consort, i. 434-436; the Queen's Memorandum, i. 438, 439; effect of the rebuke, i. 441, 442; interview with Prince Consort, i. 443; and Hungarian rebellion, i. 444-450; and Kossuth's deputation, i. 450; judicious bottle-holding, i. 450; approves coup d'état, i. 451-456; dismissal, i. 456-458; speech of, on dismissal, i. 458, 459; after dismissal, i. 461-463; defeats Russell's Militia Bill, i. 473; his "tit-for-tat with John Russell," i. 474; and Lord Derby, i. 475; Derby Militia Bill, i. 470; Amendment to Villier's Free-trade Resolution, i. 480; Home-secretary in the Coalition Ministry, i. 493, 494; on man as a fighting animal, i. 505, 506; activity in Home Office, i. 537-541; resignation tendered and withdrawn, i. 542-544; Black Sea question, i. 547; resolved on war with Russia, i. 548; reasons of, for the Crimean war, 561, 562; and invasion of Crimea, i. 566, 567; at Reform Club dinner to Napier, i. 579; recommended as War Minister, i. 584; and Russell's resignation, i. 585; opposes Roebuck's Motion, i. 584, 585; Prime-minister, i. 587; Sanitary Commission to Crimea, i. 588; new ministerial crisis, i. 589; Russia's Black Sea proposals, i. 593; peace negotiations, i. 600; interview with M. de Lesseps, ii. 5; his understanding of the temper of his countrymen, ii. 14, 15, "a sort of Church hero," ii. 17; comes back to power with renewed strength, ii. 17; presses Divorce Bill, ii. 17, 18; and pen servitude, ii. 28; East India Company Bill, ii. 27, 28; Government of India, ii. 104; Conspiracy Bill, ii. 114; his triumph, ii. 116-123; alludes to Bright as "honorable and reverend gentleman," ii. 122; defeat and resignation, ii. 123; visits Emperor of the French at Compiègne, ii. 125; his offer of the Colonial Secretaryship to Lord Stanley, ii. 129; in opposition, ii. 130; at Willis' Rooms' Meeting, ii. 166; Prime-minister
again, ii. 169; offers Cobden and Milner Gibson office, ii. 169-171; his reasons for not offering office to Bright, ii. 171, 173; French Treaty, ii. 181; House of Lords and Paper Duties, ii. 190; his Resolutions thereon, ii. 191, 192; how he dealt with the Lords, ii. 196; Reform Bill of 1860, ii. 198-201; unpopularity with Advanced Liberals, ii. 200; on possible French occupation of Syria, ii. 217; his jest on the Northern defeat at Bull Run, ii. 232; the Trent affair, ii. 234; and Alabama, ii. 247-249; on American Union, ii. 259; refuses to recognize the Confederacy, ii. 262; his answer to a Radical butcher, ii. 265; French treaty, ii. 266; tenant-right, ii. 266; pensions “the poet Close,” ii. 267; correspondence with Gladstone and Lewis on national defences, ii. 267-271; the Maori war, ii. 272; his distrust of Napoleon, ii. 280; Poland, ii. 280, 281; Schelesweg-Holstein question, ii. 285-290; Disraeli’s vote of censure, ii. 293; Palmerston’s last victory, ii. 297, 298; his last great speech, ii. 298; a Conservative in home politics, ii. 303; and Garibaldi, ii. 304; on Cobden’s death, ii. 314; death of, ii. 323-325; career, ii. 325-337; his statesmanship, ii. 328; his oratory, ii. 329; his love for England, ii. 334; his service to England, ii. 335; his leadership and Gladstone’s, ii. 344, 379, 393, 394; his opinion of tenant-right, ii. 551; and ballot, ii. 575; encouraged House of Lords against Mr. Gladstone, ii. 580.

Paxcliffe, Lord, i. 588.

Papal aggression (see Ecclesiastical Titles Act).

Paper Duties, repeal of, ii. 180.

Paper Duty, history of, ii. 185-191.

Papineau, M. Louis Joseph, described, i. 43; escape of, i. 52.

Paris, Congress of, i. 601-604.

Parke, Sir James, created Baron Wimbledon, ii. 2.

Parkes, Sir J., and “Lorna Doone” case, i. 1-17; and China war, ii. 206.

Parliament, of 1837, first of Queen’s reign, i. 31; its prominent members, i. 35; opened in January, 1838, i. 37; of 1841, i. 157; of 1847, i. 481; meeting of, in 1852, i. 498; new Parliament, of 1852, i. 498; of 1857, i. 17; of 1859, i. 165; of 1865, i. 315, 322, 377, 409; of 1869, ii. 530; of 1874, ii. 640; of 1880, ii. 733; need not dissolve on death of sovereign, ii. 426.

Parnell Commission, ii. 790, 804.

“Parnellism and Crime,” The Times publishes criminal action on, ii. 790, 804.

Parnell, Mr., ii. 718, 719; leads Home Rulers in obstructing business in Parliament, ii. 769, 771, 802; action against the London Times, ii. 790; the O’Shea case, ii. 790, 804; deposed from leadership of Home Rulers, ii. 805; death of, ii. 791, 805.

Parr, Dr., and Dr. Bentley, story of, ii. 170.

Pascal, his early mastery of mathematics, i. 164.

Pate, Robert, attacks the Queen, i. 124.

Pater, Walter H., his Essays, etc., ii. 820, 831.

Patna, and Mr. Wm. Taylor’s Administration, ii. 87, 88.

Paxton, Sir Joseph, builder of Great Exhibition, i. 426.

Payn, James, his novels, ii. 834.

Payne, J., Horne, on Jamaica Commission, ii. 359.

Peace Society, and Crimean War, i. 559, 560.

Pearson, Dr., on “National Life and Character,” ii. 826.

Peel, General, War Secretary, 1858, ii. 126; War Minister, 1866, ii. 397; resigns, ii. 414.

Peel, Lady, declines peerage, i. 385.

Peel, Sir Lawrence, on Sir Robert Peel, i. 273.

Peel, Sir Robert, speech at Tamworth, i. 18; and Duke of Wellington, i. 22-29; character of, i. 30; style of speeches, i. 31; his greatest proof of statesmanship, i. 33-36; or a “Mr. McKenzie,” i. 45; opposed to penny-post, i. 76; declares that he has anew created the Conservative party, i. 88; Bedchamber question, i. 101; on Queen’s marriage, i. 117; and dieting, i. 120; on opium war, i. 137, 138; carries vote of no con-
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Péllévier, at Crimeea, i. 596.

"Pendennis," i. 118; ii. 588.

Penny-post, i. 68; opposition to, i. 75; success of, i. 75; in Dr. Johnson's time, i. 76.

Persia, mentioned in will of Peter the Great, i. 509; war in, ii. 19, 59, 57.

Shah of, visits England, ii. 495, 496.

Persigny, Duc de, his foolish reply to a deputation from the Corporation of London, ii. 110.

Peter the Great, will of, i. 511.

Peterloo, massacre of, i. 257, 258.

Petition, the revolutionary Mayor of Paris, i. 365.

Petitions against elections, removed from jurisdiction of House of Commons, ii. 501, 502.

Peter, the, ii. 241.

Philippe, Louis, and Egypt in 1840, i. 154; and Spanish marriages, i. 330-336; fall of, i. 337, 338; death of, i. 387; Carlyle on, i. 388, 389; character of, i. 390-392; Palmerston on, i. 391, 392, 393.

Philip of Macedon, ii. 507.

Phillips, Mr., Mayor of Newport, wounded in Frost's riot, i. 93.


Philpotts, Henry, Bishop of Exeter, i. 48.

Phoenix Clubs in Ireland, ii. 434.

Phoenix Park murders, ii. 771, 790, 802.

Pierri, and Orsini attempt, executed, ii. 109.

Pigott, Richard, ii. 790.

Pitt, system of Indian government, ii. 97, 392.

Pius IX., sympathizes with the North, ii. 321.

"Plan of Campaign," ii. 791, 804.

Plassey, hundredth anniversary of, ii. 34.

Plevna, ii. 700.

Plimsoll, Mr., and seamen, ii. 659-664.

Plowden, Consul, friend of Theodore of Abyssinia, ii. 507.

Poenio, Baron, i. 502.

Poland, insurrection in, ii. 276-278; English sympathy with, ii. 278; proposed intervention, ii. 278-282; rebellion crushed, ii. 282; Russell and, ii. 393.

Polish Revolution, association in aid of, in London, ii. 112.

"Political Portraits," author of, on Disraeli, ii. 498, 499.

Pollock, General, comes to relief of Jellalabad, i. 199.

Pomare, Queen of Tahiti, i. 244-245.
Index.

Pope, the, and England, i. 395-397; legion formed to fight for, ii. 112.
Porte, the, and the Lebanon, ii. 214.
Post-office Savings-Bank, ii. 476; telegraphy, ii. 505.
Pottor, George, and the Arch Movement, ii. 620.
Pottinger, Major Eldred, i. 184, 191.
Praslin case, i. 338.
Pre-Raphaelitism, ii. 755.
Prester, John, ii. 506.
Prem, Marshal, and Mexico, ii. 255.
Priestley,ii. 507.
Priestley, the Poet, ii. 523.
Property qualifications for Members of Parliament abolished, ii. 142-144.
Protection (see Corn-laws), meaning of, i. 255, 253; the party in the House, i. 308, 309; last cry of, i. 410; and Derby Government, i. 477-481, 489.
Proctor's "Life and Correspondence of Dean Stanley," ii. 890.
Proxy, voting by, abandoned by the Lords, ii. 504, 505.
Prussia, Prince of, and Great Exhibition, i. 424; as King of Prussia, ii. 586; hailed German Emperor, ii. 587.
Prussia, and Russia, i. 509; and Crimean War, i. 552-556; at Congress of Paris, i. 601; Foreign Enlistment Act, i. 605; and Poland, ii. 276-278; and Schleswig-Holstein, 282-285; war with Denmark, ii. 285-292; war with Austria, ii. 280; education in, ii. 559; the leadership of Germany, ii. 104; war with France, ii. 586, 587; and Great Exhibition, i. 425.
Prussia, the late King of, i. 552-554.
Public executions, ii. 499, 500.
Public Worship Bill, ii. 631-639.
Pueblo taken, ii. 236.
Punch, and Great Exhibition, i. 425; history of, i. 648, 649; on Prussia and Austria, ii. 288.
Punjab, annexed by Lord Dalhousie, ii. 45, 47; saved by Robert Montgomery, ii. 58, 59.
Punth Ceerek Dhoondoo (see Nana Sahib).
Purchase in the army, ii. 565-573.
Purandurrah, battle of, i. 184.
Fosey, Dr., i. 161, 164; Liddon's "Life of," ii. 819.
"Quarterly Review," and the word "Conservative," i. 28; and Reform, ii. 265.
Quebec, i. 37.
Queen's Colleges, i. 239.
Queensland, ii. 480, 490.
"Queen's Prime Ministers," ii. 818.
Quit-rents in Jamaica, ii. 362.

Rabagas, ii. 99.
Radical Programmes, ii. 812, 813.
Raglan, Lord, and Crimean war, i. 564-570; and Alma, i. 571; on cholera in the army, i. 573; and Sanitary Commission, i. 585; death of, i. 596.
Railways, i. 63; Liverpool and Birmingham, opened 1837; Liverpool and Croydon, 1839, i. 65; London and Birmingham, opened 1838, i. 65; Liverpool and Preston, opened 1838, i. 65; Act for Transmission of
Mails by, passed 1838, i, 65; London and North-Western Railway Company and the electric telegraph, i, 65; velocity of, in early part of reign, i, 65, 66; mania, i, 240.
Rassam, Mr. Hormuzd, Abyssinian prisoner, ii, 306-309.
Rasselas, and Abyssinia, ii, 512.
"Ratterering," ii, 459.
Reade, Charles, novels of, ii, 645, 760, 761; death of, ii, 815.
Rebecca Riots, i, 241, 242.
Redcliffe, Lord S. de, and Vienna Note, i, 532-535.
Red Cross Society, i, 583.
Redpath frauds, ii, 4.
Red River Settlement, ii, 483; ii, 775.
Reform Bill, i, 19.
Reform Bill of 1832: account of, i, 83-84; Ministerial action during, quoted as example for Irish State prisoners tried at Clonmel, i, 85; Lord Grey's, i, 259; Mr. Disraeli and Reform Bill, ii, 158-164; Mr. Disraeli's Bill—his reasons for introducing it, ii, 158; indifference of Lord Derby to, ii, 159; Mr. Disraeli sees necessity for reform, ii, 160; principles of his Bill, ii, 161, 162; resignation of Mr. Walpole and Mr. Henley in consequence of, ii, 162, 163; clauses of, described by Mr. Bright as "fancy franchises," ii, 163; Mr. Gladstone's speech on, ii, 164; Lord J. Russell's Resolution carried, ii, 165; defeat of Government and dissolution, ii, 165; Reform Bill of Palmerston's Ministry, 1866, ii, 180; Reform Bill of 1866, obstruction of, ii, 199; abandoned, ii, 197-201; Palmerston, ii, 265, 266; Queen's Speech, 1866, ii, 377, 378; Reform Bill of 1866, ii, 378; introduced by Mr. Gladstone, ii, 379, 380; opposition to, ii, 380, 381, 382; Lowe, ii, 383-386; Cave of Adullam, ii, 386-389; Amendments, ii, 388; causes of failure of Bill, ii, 390; Russell, ii, 391-394; Leagues, ii, 397; Hyde Park, ii, 398-401; meetings, ii, 401-403; Mr. Disraeli in 1867, ii, 410-413; the Ten Minutes' Bill, ii, 414-416; the New Bill, ii, 417-427; results of Bill, ii, 426; Irish Reform Bill, ii, 427; Scotch and Irish Reform Bills, ii, 427; League at Hyde Park, ii, 427, 428; "I leap in the dark," ii, 428; first action of, in 1868, ii, 528.
Reform, Lord Durham's plan in 1821 to give 400 members to certain districts of town and country, in which every householder should have a vote, i, 49.
Reform projects of Melbourne Ministry, i, 145-147.
Regency question, i, 117.
Rembrandt, i, 621.
Rémusat, Madame, and Napoleon's chess, ii, 593.
Repeal agitation contrasted with Corn-law agitation, i, 268, 269.
Repeal movement, i, 210-233.
Revised version of the Old and New Testaments, ii, 821.
Revolutionary politics in Lord Rosebery's regime, ii, 807, 813.
Revolutionary Epick, ii, 349-352.
"Revolution, the." i, 82, 83.
Revolution, year of, i, 337, 338.
Ribbonsism, ii, 550.
Richardson, Mr., murdered in Japan, ii, 274.
Richmond, Duke of, President of Board of Trade, ii, 418; army purchase, ii, 582, 583; Lord President of the Council, ii, 649, 650.
Richmond taken, ii, 256.
Richter, J. P. F., on Schiller's reserve, i, 30, 85; story of two friends, i, 163; Carlyle moulded on, i, 388; quoted, i, 388; his story of Siebenkäs, ii, 4, 669.
Riel, Louis, heads second rebellion in North-Western Canada, ii, 775; his execution, ii, 776.
Right of search, and Congress of Paris, i, 603, 604.
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Ripon, Lord, and Alabama, ii. 598; resigns, ii. 642.
Ritualism, and Public Worship Bill, ii. 852-855.
"Rob Roy," i. 553.
Robson frauds, ii. 4.
Rochdale co-operative movement, ii. 471-473.
Roebuck, i. 38, 40; as agent and representative of Lower Canada, heard at
Bar of House against Russell's Bill, i. 46; and duelling, i. 119; on
O'Connell, i. 214; on Bentinck's Irish Railway Grant, l. 327; resolution
defending Governors in Pacifico case, i. 374, 375; on Ecclesiastical
Titles Act, i. 406; on Palmerston dismissed, i. 438; Motion about
Crimean army, i. 583-586; Crimean Motion, i. 589-595; speech on
"Lorcah Arrow," ii. 41; asks Government about Communications
between England and France relative to Allen Act, ii. 115; recognition
of Southern States, ii. 252-259; on white men and brown, ii. 243, 274;
defeated in Sheffield, ii. 530.
Romilly, opposed to transportation, ii. 22.
Roumania, and the Berlin Treaty, ii. 709, 710.
Roumania, Eastern, ii. 709.
Round Table Conference, failure of, to re-unite the Gladstonians and the
Liberal-Unionists, ii. 804.
Rose, Sir Hugh, defeats the Ranee of Jhansi, ii. 86.
Rosebery, Lord, succeeds Mr. Gladstone as Premier, ii. 807; his adminis-
tration, ii. 808, 809; speaks on Home Rule, ii. 810.
Rosetti, Christina, ii. 754.
Rossetti, Dante G., ii. 754, 755, 756.
Rothschild, Baron (see Jews, emancipation of), ii. 132, 136, 142.
Rouher, M., his famous "Jamaica," ii. 525.
Rousseau, i. 622, 637; his "Contrat Social," ii. 307.
Royal Grants, ii. 791.
Royal William, transatlantic voyage of, i. 66, 67.
Rubicon, passing of, alluded to by Gladstone, ii. 381.
Rugeley poisoning case, ii. 4.
Runjeet Singh, i. 179.
Ruskin, John, i. 635-637; ii. 16, 775; "Life of," ii. 810.
Russell, Lord John (afterward Earl Russell), i. 28; description of, i. 32-35;
introduces Bill to deal with rebellious province in Canada, i. 46; Rus-
sell and Durham's Canadian mission, i. 47; asked by Lord Durham to
draw up a scheme of Reform, i. 49; in Colonial Office, ii. 52; Canada
Bill, i. 61; introduces Reform Bill of 1834, i. 83; against reopening Re-
form question, i. 86, 87; consulted on Bedchamber question, i. 101; edu-
cation, i. 143, 144; on trade in corn, i. 156; on Peel's sliding scale, i. 250,
251; fixed duty disliked by Free-traders, i. 271, 272; admits general
principles of Free-trade, i. 273; letter to City of London on his con-
sent to Free-trade, i. 281-285; sent for in 1845, fails to form a Ministry,
i. 287-289; on his failure to form a Ministry, i. 294, 295; First Lord of
the Treasury, 1846, i. 319; position of his Government, i. 320; Govern-
ment and the Irish famine, i. 321-328; verdicts of wilful murder
against, owing to Irish famine, i. 323; and Pacifico case, i. 383, 384;
and death of Sir R. Peel, i. 386; Durham letter, i. 400-403; Govern-
ment and Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 404-410; Government defeated
on Locke King's County Franchise Motion, i. 410; on Roman Catho-
lic: assumption of ecclesiastical titles, i. 406; and Ecclesiastical
Titles Act, i. 407, 408; resigns, i. 411; Government and Mr. Disraeli's
Agricultural Distress Motion, i. 410; and Ecclesiastical Titles Act,
i. 411; return to power of his Ministry in 1851, i. 413; and Thesiger
clauses of Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 414, 415; dislike to, in Ireland,
i. 414; contrasted with Palmerston, i. 431; duties of Foreign Secretary,
437; letter of Prince Albert to, i. 437; Queen's memorandum, i. 439;
letter of Palmerston to, on Queen's Memorandum, i. 441, 442; recep-
tion of Kossuth, i. 447; and Kossuth's deputations, i. 450, 451; and
coup d'état, i. 451, 455; dismisses Palmerston, i. 456-458; on Palmerston's dismissal, i. 460, 461; Militia Bill, i. 472; defeated, i. 473; resigns, i. 474, 475; small results of his Ministry, i. 475; and Free-trade, i. 477; and Napoleon i. in Elba, i. 488-486; Foreign Secretary of Coalition Ministry, 1852, i. 493; and treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527; and Seymour disclosures. i. 531; and French Ambassador, i. 425, 426; his Reform Bill, i. 542; and Duke of Newcastle, i. 584; and Roebuck's Motion, i. 584; resigns, i. 585; sent for after fall of Coalition Ministry, i. 587; Colonial Secretary, i. 590; at Vienna Conference, i. 593-595; resigns, i. 595; Education Resolutions, ii. 1, 2; speech on "Lorcha Arvon," ii. 12; orders in 1840 no more convicts to be sent to New South Wales, ii. 21; on Transportation Committee of 1837, ii. 22; on Lord Derby's India Bill, ii. 99; on laws of criminal enlistment, ii. 112-113; opposition, 1838, ii. 130; supports Jewish claims, ii. 134; on Mr. Salomon's invasion, ii. 138; Bill for Removal of Jewish Disabilities, ii. 141, 142; gives over Ionian Islands to Greece, ii. 154; Reform attempts, ii. 156; Resolution on Disraeli's Reform Bill carried, ii. 162; at Willis' Rooms' meeting, ii. 166; declines to serve under Lord Granville, 169; Foreign Secretary in 1859, under Lord Palmerston, ii. 169; Reform Bill of 1860, ii. 169; and Southern Confederacy, ii. 222, 223; correspondence with Adams and Seward, ii. 225, 226; and Trent affair, ii. 234-237; on Alabama, ii. 242, 243; and Mr. Adams on Confederate vessels, ii. 246-247; and Mexico, ii. 253, 254; and South, ii. 259, 261; and Poland, ii. 277, 278; Note to Russia, ii. 278, 279; correspondence with Gortschakoff, ii. 281; and Schleswig-Holstein war, ii. 284, 285; refuses Napoleon's Congress scheme, ii. 289; action deserving censure, ii. 292; Government in 1865, ii. 338; Prime-minister, ii. 338; a peer, ii. 341; and Reform Bill, 1872, ii. 378; and Reform Bill, 1866, ii. 381; resigns, 1866, ii. 388-391; abandons leadership of Liberal party, ii. 391; career of, ii. 392-394; mentioned, ii. 395, 404; suppression of Habeas Corpus Act, ii. 430; Instruc tion to Cameron with regard to Abyssinia, ii. 507; death of, ii. 716.

Russell, W. H., at Crimea, i. 572, 573; meets Azimoolah Khan in Constantinople and the Crimea, ii. 65.

Russell, W. Clark, his sea tales, ii. 848.

Russia appealed to by Greece in Pacifico case, i. 371; sudden growth of, i. 507-509; progress of her army, i. 509; Napoleonic wars, i. 509; religion in, i. 510; will of Peter the Great, i. 511; Russophobia, i. 512; and Christian population, i. 510-513; Emperor Nicholas and Turkey and England, i. 514-523; and Holy Places, i. 523-527; armies cross the Pruth, i. 531; and Vienna Note, i. 533, 534; victory at Sinope, i. 545; feeling in England after, i. 544-545; and Black Sea, i. 547-549; and England's Ultimatum, i. 549; and Danubian principalities, i. 554; Black Sea question, i. 555-559; and Vienna Conference, i. 593; anxious for peace, i. 600; a rising power in the mind of the Sepoy of 1856, ii. 49; Russian consulate at Damascus destroyed, ii. 112; sympathizes with North, ii. 230; and Poland, ii. 276-282; and Black Sea clauses, ii. 559, 560, 561; and Eastern question, ii. 681; and Berlin Memorandum, ii. 682; dread of, in England, ii. 686; and Servian war, ii. 697; declares war on Turkey, ii. 699; the war, ii. 699, 700; and Constantinople, ii. 704; Treaty of Berlin, ii. 710.

Sadai (Persian poet), quoted, ii. 324.

Sadleirs, the, i. 409-413; suicide of John, ii. 4; James, expelled from the House, ii. 4-5.

Sadler, M. T., and Factory Acts, i. 235.

Sadowa, battle of, ii. 404.

St. Charles, river in Lower Canada, i. 38.

St. Lawrence river, Canada, i. 38.

St. Leonards, Lord, in Derby Ministry, 1852, i. 476.
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Saladin,

507.
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Lady, Story of Cabul, i. 194; in Khyber Pass, i. 193.
Sale at Jellalabaa, i. 197, 199.
Salisbury, Lord, on strength of Conservatives, ii. 643; Indian Secretary,
ii. 649; on Public Worship Bill, ii. 658; described by Disraeli, ii. 658;
and proposed Conference, ii. 698; Foreigfn Secretary, ii. 706; and San
Stefano Treaty, ii. 707; at Berlin Congress, ii. 708; and secret treaties,
administration of, 1886-1892, ii. 780; legislation of, ii. 789;
ii. 712;
manifesto of, against Home Rule, ii. 792; his Land Purchase Bill, ii. 803;
Sale,

on Home Rule and Lord Kosebery's rejoinder, ii. 810.
Salomons, Mr. (see Jews, disabilities of), ii. 136-140.
Salonica, Mussulman outbreak at, ii. 688.
San Juan boundary, ii. 598, 603.
San Stefano, Treaty of, ii. 704, 705.
Sandwith, of Kars, 1. 600.
Sardinia, at Conference of Vienna, i. 590; Sardinia contingent, and
Crimea, i. 596; at Congress of Paris, i. 601, 604.
Satsuma, Prince, and murder of Mr. Richardson, ii. 274, 275.
Sattara, annexed, ii. 46, 47.
Savannah, the first steam vessel to cross the Atlantic, i. 67; Confederate
'

141,

cruiser,

ii.

241.

Savoy and Nice surrendered, ii. 176.
Schenck, General, and Washington Commission,

ii.

598.

" Joan of Arc," ii. 515; ballad
i. 30; his " Wallenstein," i. 592, 621
referred to, ii. 641.
Schleswig-Holstein question, ii. 283, 285 war about, ii. 285-292.
School Boards in the great cities, ii. 564, 565.
Schreiner, Olive, her works, ii. 840.
Science and speed, i. 63-76.
Schiller,

;

;

Scinde annexed,

i.

243.

Scindia, ruler of Gwalior, his revolted army takes Cawnpore, ii. 84; driven
from his capital, escapes to Agra, restored by the English, ii. 86;
remains firm to the English, ii. 86.
Sclav and Russia, i. 510.
Scott, Sir Walter, his novel of the " Betrothed," quoted, 1. 269; his
" Ivanhoe," quoted, i. 422; " Kenilworth," quoted, i. 463; his Touchwood, i. 589; his popularity, i. 638, 648; his Helen Macgregor in " Rob
Roy," ii. 42, 43; his "Betrothed," ii. 56; his " Guy Mannenng," quoted,
ii. 328; scene in " Ivanhoe," ii. 346; his " Bride of Lammermoor," ii. 399;
his " Antiquary," ii. 4;j5; his " Fair Maid of Perth," ii. 513; his " Guy
Mannering," quoted, li. 527; his burial at Dryburgh, ii. 558, 753; referred to, li. 834, 835.
Scutari, hospitals of, i. 582.
Search, right of, and Congress of Paris, i. 603, 604.

and order in Warsaw, ii. 282.
Sebastopol, siege of, i. 566, 583; fall of, i, 599, 600; Cochrane's ^)lan for
destruction ?, ii. 219.
Secocoeni, war with Transvaal, ii. 723; captured, ii. 728.

vSebastiani,

Sedgwick, Professor, death of, ii. 629.
Selborne, Lord, and Ecclesiastical Titles Act,
ii. 635.
Selkirk, Lord,

om

the

and Red River Settlement,

Semmes, Captain, ii. 241, 243.
" Sentence, The Last," by Maxwell Gray,

ii.

i.

407

;

and Court of Appeal,

483, 775.
*

840.
Sepoy, strong feeling of relationship in, ii. 41, 42; the Bengal, account of,
ii. 40-44; of 1856 regards Russia as a rising, and England as a decaying,
ii.

country, ii. 49; war (see Indian Mutiny).
Sergeant, Adeline, her novels, ii. 840.
Servia, and Czar Nicholas, i. 519; and Treaty of Pari?, i. 601; and Herzegovinian insurrection, ii. 682, 684; defeat of, ii. 696; and Berlin Treaty,
u. 710.


Servitude, Penal, substituted for transportation, ii. 28.
Seward, and Secession, ii. 225; and Russell, ii. 225; and Trent affair, ii. 234-237; and fortunes of the North, ii. 231, 262.
Sewell, Chief-justice, on Canada Union, ii. 481.
Seymour, Admiral, (see "Arrow, the Lorcha"); bombards Forts at Alexandria, ii. 773.
Seymour, Sir G. Hamilton, and Czar Nicholas, i. 518-522.
Shaftesbury, Lord, and Collivery Commission, i. 234; and Factory Acts, i. 235-237; condemns Lord Ellenborough's despatch, ii. 93; and Poland, ii. 277; and Ballot Bill, ii. 578.
Shakespeare, "Henry IV.", i. 44; quoted, i. 102, 234, 389, 404, 464; his supreme rank, i. 458; quoted, i. 533, 617, 643; ii. 9, 114, 115, 123, 126, 134, 107, 461.
Shaw, Wm., leader of Irish Home Rulers, ii. 801.
Sheba, Queen of, an ancestor of Theodore of Abyssinia, ii. 598.
Sheffield, trades-union outrages in, ii. 454-457.
Shell, Richard Lalor, i. 29; as an orator, i. 35, 36.
Shelley, P. B., Dowden's "Life of," ii. 518.
Shelton, accepts terms of Akbar Khan, 191.
"Shenandoah," the, and Geneva Convention, ii. 603.
Shepstone, Sir Theophilus, ii. 723.
Shere All, and Afghan war, ii. 720, 721.
Sheridan, "School for Scandal," quoted, i. 201; Begum speech, i. 368.
"Ships that Pass in the Night," by Beatrice Harraden, ii. 840.
Shore, or Condon, and Manchester Rescue, ii. 447; pardoned, ii. 449.
Shunamite woman, alluded to by Bright, ii. 536.
Sibthorp, Colonel, and Prince Albert's annuity, i. 116; and Great Exhibition, i. 421, 422; ii. 184.
Sick man, the, i. 518.
Sidney, Sir Philip, ii. 632.
Sikhs, invasion by, in 1844, i. 244.
Sillstrum, siege of, i. 564, 565.
Simla Manifesto, i. 182.
Simpson, General, succeeds Lord Raglan in the Crimea, i. 596; and Maltzoff, i. 598.
Simpson, Sir George, and Hudson's Bay Company, ii. 484.
Sinope, massacre of, i. 544, 545.
Sirius, transatlantic voyages of, in 1838, i. 66, 67.
Slav and Greek, ii. 683.
Slave circular, the, i. 665, 666.
Slavery in Southern States of America, ii. 225, 226; abolished, ii. 259.
Slidell and Mason, the Confederate envoys, refusal of England to receive them, i. 449; seizure of, ii. 233-237.
Sliding scale, introduced by Peel, i. 250.
Smith, Alexander, i. 634.
Smith, Baird, Colonel, urges assault on Delhi, ii. 78, 79.
Smith, Goldwin, and Jamaica, ii. 370; his "Canada and the Canadian Question," and "Political History of the United States," ii. 845.
Smith, Prof. Robertson, works on Biblical Exegesis, ii. 849.
Smith, Mr. Vernon (afterward Lord Lyveden), letter to, from Canning, ii. 94.
Smith, Sir Sidney, ii. 219.
Smith, Sydney, on Lord Melbourne, i. 21; on Russell, i. 32; opposed to penny-post, i. 74, 75; story of a young Scotchwoman, i. 270; quoted, i. 359; ii. 31; Irish State Church, ii. 516-519.
Smith, W. H., elected for Westminster, ii. 529; leader in the Commons, ii. 788; death of, ii. 791.
Smith, Wm., his "Thornsdale; or, the Conflict of Opinion," ii. 840.
Smollett, i. 578, 638.
Smyth, P. J., and escape of Mitchel and Meagher, i. 362, 363.
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Solferton, battle of, ii. 165, 404.
Somerville, Mary, i. 626, 627.
Somnauth, gates of, i. 208.
Soojah-Ool-Moolk, and Cabul, i. 188; assassinated, i. 200.
Soudan War, i. 774.
Soul, Marshal, i. 10, 11.
Southern Confederation, association in London in aid of, ii. 112.
Southey, i. 610.
Soyer, Alexis, the celebrated French cook, i. 324.
Spain, in 1848, i. 367; and Mexico, ii. 254, 255.
Spanish marriages, i. 329-330, 435.
Spectator, and Gladstone, ii. 714.
Spencer, Herbert, and Jamaica case, ii. 80; his works, and position as a thinker, ii. 740-742; his "Principles of Ethics," ii. 826.
Spens, Edmund, and Ireland, ii. 516.
Spooner, Mr., and Maynooth grant, i. 239; ii. 575.
Spurgeon, Rev. Charles, i. 168.
Stamp Duty abolished, ii. 186.
Stansfield and Livingstone, ii. 626-629.
Stanley, Dean, ii. 793; Prothero's "Life of," ii. 820.
Stanley, Lord (afterward Lord Derby), i. 29, 30; Melbourne education grant, i. 146; Colonial Secretary, 1841, i. 158; repeal of Corn-laws, i. 285-289; and Pacifco case, i. 374; and Lord Palmerston, i. 376; sent for, i. 411 (see Derby, late Earl of).
Stanley, Lord, his son (afterward Lord Derby), Indian Secretary, ii. 99; Colonial Secretary, ii. 120; character and high promise of, ii. 127; compared with his father, ii. 128, 129; and American War, ii. 260; and Reform, in 1866, ii. 388; Foreign Secretary, 1866, ii. 397; and Atlantic cable, ii. 405; and Reform, ii. 419; announces Lord Derby's retirement, ii. 497; and ultimatum to Abyssinia, ii. 508; and Irish Church, ii. 524; and army purchase, ii. 567; and Alabama claims, ii. 594 (see Derby, Lord).
Stanley, Colonel, Minister of War, ii. 706.
Stanley, Mr. Fred., elected for North Lancashire, ii. 528.
Stanley of Alderley, Lord, i. 539.
Stansfeld, Mr., account of, ii. 347; his friendship for Mazzini, ii. 347.
Steam, navigation by, i. 67, 68.
Stephen, Leslie, ii. 821, 830.
Stephens, James, ii. 442, 443.
Stephenson, Robert, ii. 65; prophesies failure of Atlantic cable, i. 407.
Stevenson, R. L., novels of, ii. 834, 835, 836.
Stewart, Dugald, and Russell, ii. 302.
Stewart, Sir Herbert, killed at Metambeh, ii. 774.
Stirling, Dr., "Philosophy and Religion," ii. 829.
Stockdale case, i. 148-151.
Stockmar, Baron, i. 111, 113, 302, 425.
Stoddart, Colonel, murdered in Bokhara, i. 206.
Storks, Sir Henry, appointed Governor of Jamaica, ii. 359.
"Story of an African Farm, The," by Olive Schreiner, ii. 840.
Strathbogie case, i. 165.
Strikes, ii. 462-470, 616-621.
Stroud, Conservative victory at, ii. 643.
Stuart, Charles, ii. 392.
Stubbs, Canon, ii. 744.
Sturt, Mr., in Khyber Pass, i. 195.
Suez Canal, purchase of shares in, ii. 674.
Suez, Isthmus of, ii. 5.
Sullivan, Mr. A. M., and Mr. Plimsoll, ii. 661.
Sumner, Mr., and Alabama claims, ii. 594-596; and indirect claims, ii. 603.
Sumter, Fort, taken, ii. 222.
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Sumner, the, ii. 241.
Sunderland, Lord Durham's address to electors of, i. 18.
"Superfluous Woman, A," ii. 833.
Sussex, Duke of, against Prince Consort as Regent, i. 117.
Sufttee system, put down by Lord Dalhousie, ii. 45.
Sweden, treaty between England and France and, i. 603.
Swift, Dean, his relations with Stella and Vanessa, ii. 841.
Swinburne, Algernon Charles, defends Manchester prisoners, ii. 448; his poems, ii. 753, 754; his "Essays and Studies," ii. 832.
Switzerland in 1848, i. 366.
Sydenham, Lord (Mr. Poulett Thompson), succeeds Lord Durham in Canada, i. 51.
Sydney, constitution of, under transportation system, ii. 24.
Symonds, J. A., works on the Renaissance in Italy, ii. 824.
Syria, i. 151-154; Lebanon difficulty, ii. 211-217.

Tadema, L. Alma, writings of, ii. 841.
Tahiti, dispute with France about, in 1844, i. 244-246.
Talleyrand, and Russell, ii. 392; played whist, ii. 667.
Talma at Erfurt, ii. 672.
Talookdars, recognized as responsible landholders by new system established in Oudh by Canning, ii. 96.
Tamasi, rush of Arab spearmen at battle of, ii. 774.
Tamworth, Sir R. Peel's speech at, i. 18.
"Tancred," ii. 737.
Tantia Topse arranges for safe-conduct of Cawnpore garrison, ii. 71; aided by Ranee of Jhansi, ii. 86; executed, ii. 87.
Tasmania, protests against convict transportation, ii. 22; as part of an Australian confederation, ii. 489.
Taylor, Mr. William, his administration of Patna, ii. 87, 88.
Taylor, Sir H., i. 634.
Tchernaya, the, i. 597.
Tea-room party, ii. 422, 423.
Teesdale of Kars, i. 600.
Telegraph (see Electric telegraph).
Telegraph lines taken by Government, ii. 505.
Tel-el-Kebir, battle of, Arabi's forces routed at, ii. 773.
Ten Minutes Bill, ii. 415, 416.
Tenant-right in Ireland, i. 480; and Palmerston, ii. 265, 551.
Tenniel, and Punch, i. 649.
Thackeray's "Form, form," i. 465; "Maud," i. 506; compared as a poet with Browning, i. 629-632; supports Tyre, ii. 370; mentioned and death of, ii. 815, 816.
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," by Thomas Hardy, ii. 834.
Thackeray, and Great Exhibition, i. 416; and Dickens, i. 637-641; and Punch, i. 649; death of, ii. 308-310; on public executions, ii. 501; mentioned, i. 834.
Thackeray, Miss, ii. 763.
Theodore of Abyssinia, ii. 738 (see Abyssinia); and his capture, ii. 505-508; his friendship for Mr. Plowden, ii. 507; and the Queen, ii. 508; death of, ii. 517; death of his widow and son, ii. 512.
Thesiger, Sir Fred. (afterward Lord Chelmsford), and Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 413, 414; and "Lorcha Arrow," ii. 12 (see Lord Chelmsford).
Thiers, Louis Adolphe, opposed to French Treaty, ii. 181; and Mohammed Ali, i. 154; and Franco-Prussian war, ii. 585, 586.
Third Party in British Politics, ii. 801.
Thirlwall, Dr., and Irish Church, ii. 512, 543.
Thom and his mission, i. 77, 78.
Thompson, Major, of Kars, i. 600.
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Thompson, Mr. Charles Poulett (see Sydenham, Lord).
Thurston, Sir E., and the Alabama, ii. 598.
Thug system, put down by Lord Dalhousie, ii. 45.
Tichborne trial, ii. 624, 625.
Ticket-of-leave system, and failure in England, but not in Ireland, ii. 29-31; alarm respecting, ii. 31.
Times, the, i. 16-19; on Lord Durham, i. 58; Carlyle's letter to, on opening of Mazzini's letters, i. 243; announces Peel's intended repeal of Corn-laws, i. 285; and Great Exhibition, i. 425; and Palmerston's resignation, i. 452; and invasion of Crimea, i. 456; and W. H. Russell, i. 572; and slavery, ii. 226, 227; and American war, ii. 261, 362; publishes libellous articles on "Parnellism and Crime," ii. 790.
Tipoo, Sahib, sons of, in mutiny at Vellore, ii. 39.
Tithes in Ireland, ii. 518.
Tocqueville, De, and American Republic, ii. 611, 612.
Todleben, and Crimean war, i. 608; and Russo-Turkish war, ii. 700.
Tone, Wolfe, ii. 433.
Tory, first called conservative, i. 28; described by Mill as the 'stupid party,' ii. 137.
Townshend, Charles, his "champagne speech," i. 304.
Tractarians, and Public Worship Bill, ii. 653-655.
"Tracts for the Times," i. 159.
Trades-unions, ii. 402, 403, 454-477; Bill, ii. 582.
Transatlantic navigation, i. 66, 67.
Transportation, early, ii. 20, 26; approved by Committees of both Houses as late as 1856, ii. 28; practically abolished, ii. 31.
Transvaal annexed, ii. 722, 724, 773.
Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527-530; of Unkjar Skelessi, i. 557; Treaties with Turkey, 1809, 1814, etc., i. 558; of Paris, i. 601-605; of Washington, i. 248; ii. 598, 599.
Trent affair, ii. 229, 234-241.
Trevelyan, Mr. G. O., his "Cawnpore," ii. 63; again, ii. 69; enters Parliament, 1805, ii. 321; on army purchase, ii. 566; becomes a dissident Liberal, ii. 779.
Trevor, Mrs., and children in Khyber Pass, ii. 195.
Trollope, Anthony, ii. 759.
Truro, Lord, and "No Popery" agitation, i. 404.
Turgot, and the coup d'état, i. 453.
Turk, the, in Europe, i. 506, 507.
Turkey, and Egypt, i. 151-154; and Kossuth, i. 446; Christian populations of, i. 510, 513; an Asiatic power, i. 512; and Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, i. 527-530; and Vienna Note, i. 533-535; declares war against Russia, i. 536; and English Cabinet, i. 543, 544; defeat at Sinope, i. 544, 545; and Black Sea question, i. 556, 557; at Congress of Paris, i. 601; and Lebanon case, ii. 211-217; and her provinces, ii. 681; and Andrassy Note, ii. 686-697; and Berlin memorandum, ii. 687; change of Sultan, i. 682; and Bulgaria, ii. 68; new constitution of, i. 698; war with Russia, ii. 700; and Layard, ii. 701; and Berlin Treaty, ii. 708-710.
Tyndall, Professor, i. 612; ii. 739, 740; death of, i. 815.

Ulster custom, ii. 550.
Union between England and Ireland, i. 215, 216.
United Irishman newspaper, i. 354-356; suppressed, i. 357.
"United Ireland," suppression of, ii. 771.
United States, held up as an example to Lower Canada at Papineau's meetings, i. 43; compared with Russia, i. 508, 509; and privateering, i. 603; and Foreign Enlistment Act, i. 605; and Canada, ii. 486, 487.
University education in Ireland, ii. 635, 636; Bill, ii. 636; Tests Bill, ii. 581.
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Unkiar Skelessi, treaty of, i. 537.
Urquhart, David, and Lebanon question, ii. 212-214.

Vancouver's Island (see Oregon Treaty), joined to British Columbia in 1866, ii. 148.

Varma, Allies sail from, i. 565-572.
Vellore, mutiny at, in 1806, ii. 39.
Venetia, added to Italy, ii. 404.
"Vicar of Wakefield," ii. 702.
Viceroyalty of India (see East India Company), ii. 103.
Victor Emmanuel, legion formed in London to fight for, ii. 112; in Edinburgh, ii. 179.
Victoria, deadlock in, ii. 490, 491.
Victoria, Princess, marriage of, ii. 103.
Victoria, Queen, as Princess Victoria, i. 6; accession to the throne, l. 7-15; Conservative hostility to, i. 17; and Lord Melbourne, i. 20, 22, 27; Bedchamber question, i. 101-103; marriage of, i. 110-117; attempts against life on Parliament in person, 1846, i. 201; on Prince Consort's visit to House of Commons, i. 311, 312; on Spanish marriages, i. 332, 333; Ecclesiastical Titles Act, i. 404, 405; sends for Lord Stanley, i. 412; on the opening of the Great Exhibition, i. 427; severe memorandum to Lord Palmerston on his conduct of foreign affairs, i. 438-449; renewed complaint respecting Lord Palmerston and Kossuth deputation, i. 449, 450, 451; and coup d'état, i. 451; and Baron Brunnow, i. 457; and Louis Napoleon's visit to England, i. 505; restores his honors to Lord Cochrane, ii. 218; death of Prince Albert, ii. 239, 240; opens Parliament, 1866, ii. 377; and Atlantic cable, ii. 405, 406; speech of, 1868, ii. 538; issues Royal Warrant to abolish purchase in the army, ii. 569-571; and Empress of India title, ii. 677-680; Jubilee of, ii. 780; characteristics of her reign, ii. 782.

Vienna, negotiation at, i. 526; Note, i. 583-585; Conference of, i. 590; failure of, i. 593.

Villafranca, peace of, ii. 175.

Villiers, i. 34, 35; Amendment to Peel's sliding scale, i. 250; and Free-trade League, i. 259, 274, 275; and Corn-laws, i. 613-619; and Free-trade Resolutions, i. 489; again, i. 615; supports cause of the North, ii. 260.

Vincent, Henry, i. 91; imprisoned, i. 92; attempts to rescue, i. 92, 93.

Virgil, i. 317; ii. 348.

"Vivian Grey," i. 296; ii. 497, 498.

Voltaire, ii. 124, 272; "Candide," ii. 639.

Volunteer movement, i. 464, 472; increasing in 1866, ii. 178.

Wahabis, supposed plot of, ii. 87.

Wakefield, Edward Gibbon, accompanies Lord Durham to Canada, i. 51, 53.

Wales, birth of Prince of, i. 174.

Wales, New South, protests against transportation of convicts, ii. 21; condition of convict settlement, ii. 23-25.

Walewski, Count, and coup d'état, i. 453; despatch about Simon Bernard, ii. 110-114; and Poland, ii. 278.

Walford, Mrs., her novels, ii. 841.

Wallace, Mr., supports penny-postage system, i. 74.

Wallachia and Treaty of Paris, i. 602.

Walpole, in Derby Government, 1852, i. 476; Home Secretary, ii. 126; resigns, ii. 162, 163; Home Secretary, 1856, ii. 397; and Hyde Park meeting, ii. 401, 402; resigns, ii. 427, 428.

Warburton, Noah, supports penny-postage system, i. 73.
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Ward, i. 36.
Ward, Mrs. Humphry, her novels, ii. 839.
Warden, Florence, her novels, ii. 841.
Warren, Samuel, ii. 613.
Washington, Treaty of, i. 448; ii. 598, 599.
Wellesley, Lord, in 1801, "clashed mortgage," and Cawkpore lapses into possession of East India Company, ii. 63.

Wellington, Duke of, i. 3-10; and Duke of Cumberland, i. 14; and accession of Queen, i. 22; opposed to penny-post system, i. 76; opposed to Reform Bill of 1832, i. 63; sent for, i. 101; on Prince Albert's Protestantism, i. 114; on precedence question, i. 115; vote of thanks to fleet on China war, i. 150; on causes of failure of Afghan war, i. 209; O'Connell's description of, i. 220, 221; opposed to opening of ports, i. 286; reasons for supporting Peel's repeal of Corn-laws, i. 284; and Chartist movement, i. 342; effort to form Ministry in 1831, i. 412, 413; and F. O. despatches, i. 440; "Who? who?" Ministry, i. 477; death of, i. 484-487; funeral of, i. 488; and Peel's death, i. 483; contrasted with Napoleon, i. 483; and Czar Nicholas, i. 515; and Cautioned story, i. 119; and Russell, ii. 303.

Wensleydale peerage, dispute about, ii. 2.
Westbury, Lord, scandal, ii. 314-316; death of, ii. 649.
Weyman, Stanley J., his novels, ii. 816.
Wharncliffe, Lord, and O'Connell trial, i. 229.
Wheatstone, Professor, electric improvements, i. 65.

Wheeler, Sir Hugh, applies for aid for Cawkpore to Sir Henry Lawrence, then to Nana Sahib, ii. 64; takes refuge in military hospital in Cawkpore, ii. 67.

White, Percy, his "Mr. Bailey-Martin," ii. 838.
Whitehead, Mr., on "Lorcha Arrow," i. 12, 353.
"Who? who?" Ministry, i. 477, 478.
Wilberforce, Samuel, Bishop of Winchester, death of, ii. 649.
Wilkes, Captain, and Tram affair, ii. 234-237.

William IV., death of, i. 1-4; mentioned, i. 9, 14; and Cochrane, ii. 218.
Williams, companion of Frost, sentence on, i. 94.
Williams, Penwick, of Kars, i. 599.
Williams, Mr. Justice, and Washington Commission, ii. 598.

Wills' Rooms, meeting at, ii. 167.
Wilson, Archdale, General in command at Delhi, ii. 78.
Windham, General, defeated at Cawkpore, ii. 84.
"Window in Thrums, A," Barrie's Scottish sketches, ii. 836.
Winter, John Strange (Mrs. Stannard), her novels and military tales, ii. 840.

Wiseman, Cardinal, Westminster, i. 308, 309; letter out of "Flaminian Gate," i. 399; stoned by anti-Papal mob, i. 403, 404; mentioned, i. 415; death of, ii. 311.
"Witm's Widow, Mr.,," Anthony Hope's novel, ii. 837.
Wodehouse, Lord, and the new era for Turkey, ii. 217.
Wolfe, General, victories of, in Canada, mentioned, i. 39.
Wolff, Dr., Bokhara expedition, i. 307.
Wolseley, Lord, routs Arabi Pasha's forces at Tel-el-Kebir, ii. 773; commands British troops in the Sudan, and expedition up the Nile, ii. 774.
Women, franchise for, ii. 424; suffrage question, ii. 531, 514.
Wood, William Page, afterward Lord Hatherley, anecdote of, and Bright, ii. 538.
Wood, Sir Charles, Chancellor of Exchequer, 1846, i. 310; attacked by Disraeli, i. 492; First Lord of the Admiralty, i. 550; Indian Secretary, 1859, ii. 160.

Wordsworth, i. 609, 610; ii. 831.
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Wrottesley, Sir John, argument against Jewish emancipation, ii. 134.
Wycombe, the election for, in 1832, ii. 498.
Wyyn, Miss, i. 6.
Wyse, Mr., and Pacifico case, i. 372, 373.

Yakoob Khan, and Afghan war, ii. 721.
Yancey, W. L., envoy of Southern States, ii. 234.
Yeh, Commissioner (see "Arrow, Lorcha"), case of, i. 7-15; captured, ii. 124; death of, ii. 124; stories of his cruelties, ii. 124.
"Young England" party, i. 253, 254.
"Young Ireland" party and O'Connell, i. 232, 346, 350, 365; prosecution of leaders, i. 357; Felony Transportation Act, i. 357; Habeas Corpus Act suspended, i. 359; the rising, i. 360, 361; fate of the leaders, i. 359-363; end of movement, i. 364, 365.
Young, John Russell, and General Grant, ii. 601, 602.

Zanzibar, Sultan of, ii. 725.
Zulu War, ii. 722-730.
captured,

execution of

Corpus Act

259-353;